


Mayor and Councilmembers, 

The 2021 Riverton Citizen Survey has been conducted to aid you in your strategic planning efforts and 
future policy and budget decisions for Riverton City. Questions were largely crafted around existing 
strategic priorities and/or to measure satisfaction for various city services.  

Question Design: Satisfaction questions used a “neutral” scale (an equal number of positive and 
negative answer options) and were written to not trigger a specific response. For example, a question 
about city services was phrased “Overall, how satisfied are you with the services provided by the 
Riverton City government?” rather than something like “Overall, how satisfied are you with the excellent 
and efficient services provided by the Riverton City government?” 

Methodology: The survey was conducted online between Wednesday, December 8 and Friday, 
December 16 using SurveyMonkey software. Riverton citizens were invited to complete the survey using 
several tools, including via email, text, and social media. A postcard was also sent to every Riverton 
household to ensure there was not a digital bias in responses received. The survey is unweighted, 
meaning there have been no statistical or data adjustments to account for specific characteristics of the 
actual population (age, gender, location within the city, etc.). 

• Population Size: 28,756 (adult citizens)
• Total Respondents: 2,875 (sample size)
• Margin of Error: ±2.3% (The possible range of the “actual” sentiment of the population.)
• Confidence Level: 99% (The probability that the sample accurately reflects the population.)

Response Collector Responses Received 
1st Email – Sent Tuesday, December 14, 2021 1,100 
2nd Email – Sent Thursday, December 16, 2021 469 
Facebook 454 
Text Message – Sent Thursday, December 16, 2021 427 
Postcard – Delivered to ~12,500 Households 302 
Instagram 97 
Twitter 24 
LinkedIn 2 
TOTAL RESPONDENTS 2,875 

We do have the capability to filter results based on answers to specific questions. I can send you results 
with any desired filters as requested. Please reach out if you have any questions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Casey Saxton, Director of Communications

COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT 
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78.12% 2,246

21.22% 610

0.66% 19

Q1 What is the zip code of your home address in Riverton?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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84095
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0.28% 8

2.09% 60

10.71% 308

27.51% 791

26.43% 760

19.20% 552

10.99% 316

2.78% 80

Q2 What is your age?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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51.97% 1,494

47.13% 1,355

0.90% 26

Q3 What is your gender?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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Female

Male

Other / Not
Specified

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Female
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22.33% 642

17.53% 504

14.96% 430

14.02% 403

11.44% 329

8.87% 255

3.79% 109

2.47% 71

4.59% 132

Q4 How long have you lived in Riverton?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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57.43% 1,651

35.62% 1,024

3.72% 107

2.57% 74

0.66% 19

Q5 Overall, how satisfied are you with the quality of life in Riverton?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Very Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied no...

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 93.05%
Dissatisfied: 6.29%
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42.59% 1,224

42.83% 1,231

9.60% 276

3.90% 112

1.08% 31

Q6 Overall, how satisfied are you with the services provided by the
Riverton City government?

Answered: 2,874 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 2,874
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Very Satisfied
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Satisfied

Neither
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Somewhat
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Very
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
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Very Dissatisfied

Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 85.42%
Dissatisfied: 4.98%
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23.30% 670

32.07% 922

33.63% 967

5.77% 166

5.22% 150

Q7 How important would it be for you to have a single username and
password to access online services offered on the Riverton City website

(rivertonutah.gov) such as: utility payments, recreation program
registration, facility reservations, business licensing, permit applications,

etc.?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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Very Important
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Important

Neutral

Somewhat
Unimportant

Very
Unimportant

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Important

Somewhat Important

Neutral

Somewhat Unimportant
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Overall Importance
Important: 55.37%
Unimportant: 10.99%
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32.78% 941

48.21% 1,384

12.12% 348

6.17% 177

0.73% 21

Q8 How satisfied are you with the variety of products and services offered
by commercial businesses in Riverton?

Answered: 2,871 Skipped: 4

TOTAL 2,871
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Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
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Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 80.99%
Dissatisfied: 6.9%
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Q9 What type of commercial businesses or uses would you like to see
more of in Riverton? Please select up to three.

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Entertainment
Options

Large Retail
Shopping

Small Retail
Shopping

Sit-Down
Restaurants

Takeout /
Drive Thru...
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Hotel Space

Auto
Dealerships

Auto Service

Medical Care

Other (please
specify)
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49.95% 1,436

14.43% 415

27.06% 778

65.67% 1,888

17.74% 510

3.65% 105

6.43% 185

2.64% 76

3.20% 92

6.40% 184

18.37% 528

Total Respondents: 2,875

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Indian groceries like Apna Bazar, Namaste Nanglo, corner groceries 12/17/2021 11:15 PM

2 Trader Joe’s, super target, Dutch Bros 12/17/2021 9:45 PM

3 Nice dining 12/17/2021 9:21 PM

4 None 12/17/2021 8:56 PM

5 I don’t think we need much more. It’s too commercialized and I hate the banners. Makes it feel
cheap.

12/17/2021 8:15 PM

6 None 12/17/2021 7:51 PM

7 No More Auto Service or Dealerships I can't believe 2 big O's now!! welcome to West Valley. 12/17/2021 6:14 PM

8 Animal care 12/17/2021 6:10 PM

9 Grocery store 12/17/2021 5:51 PM

10 I think we have enough of all of these kinds of businesses 12/17/2021 4:23 PM

11 Gun shop and range 12/17/2021 4:19 PM

12 None 12/17/2021 4:08 PM

13 Fabric Store! 12/17/2021 3:49 PM

14 I think it’s fine 12/17/2021 3:31 PM

15 I like stores like Smith and Edwards, less walmarts and yuppy stores 12/17/2021 3:03 PM

16 Plus Cheesecake Factory 12/17/2021 1:38 PM

17 Manufacturing 12/17/2021 1:20 PM

18 none 12/17/2021 11:22 AM

19 Less development! Less high-density housing. 12/17/2021 10:55 AM

20 A Maceys grocery store 12/17/2021 10:53 AM

21 RV supply store 12/17/2021 10:51 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Entertainment Options

Large Retail Shopping

Small Retail Shopping

Sit-Down Restaurants

Takeout / Drive Thru Restaurants

Office Space

Hotel Space

Auto Dealerships

Auto Service

Medical Care

Other (please specify)
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22 Museum/Non profit 12/17/2021 10:50 AM

23 None, everything I can think of is relatively close 12/17/2021 10:49 AM

24 no opinion 12/17/2021 10:07 AM

25 Farm land 12/17/2021 10:01 AM

26 Happy the way it is 12/17/2021 9:50 AM

27 Farm land left open - leave some open spaces 12/17/2021 9:06 AM

28 Less business. Less high density housing. Too much traffic 12/17/2021 8:53 AM

29 Better areas that honor the rich heritage of this city, and shops that bring back the old-town
feel that used to be here

12/17/2021 8:53 AM

30 Trader Joes 12/17/2021 8:11 AM

31 none 12/17/2021 8:00 AM

32 None 12/17/2021 7:49 AM

33 Pharmacy 12/17/2021 7:44 AM

34 Bars 12/17/2021 7:24 AM

35 I think we have plenty of options 12/17/2021 7:01 AM

36 Don’t need any more 12/17/2021 6:54 AM

37 A 12/17/2021 6:49 AM

38 Bar 12/17/2021 6:16 AM

39 None has everything 12/17/2021 6:10 AM

40 Recreation/sport center like South Jordan and Herriman 12/17/2021 2:45 AM

41 A nice bar 12/17/2021 1:47 AM

42 Please don't build it up like a big city. Maintain a historic feel. 12/17/2021 1:21 AM

43 None 12/17/2021 1:20 AM

44 Fun splashpad/park area like Spanish fork city has 12/16/2021 11:56 PM

45 I’m happy with what we have. 12/16/2021 11:56 PM

46 county rec center 12/16/2021 11:34 PM

47 QUIT BUILDING 12/16/2021 11:03 PM

48 Red Lobster!!! 12/16/2021 11:02 PM

49 Large retail shopping, sit down places and auto dealers/services 12/16/2021 10:58 PM

50 I am satisfied with the current businesses in the city. 12/16/2021 10:52 PM

51 none satisfied with the commercial 12/16/2021 10:50 PM

52 It's pretty crowded already. 12/16/2021 10:33 PM

53 Grocery stores 12/16/2021 10:32 PM

54 Businesses that would provide higher paying jobs 12/16/2021 10:25 PM

55 Trader joes 12/16/2021 10:22 PM

56 Fine with what is there 12/16/2021 10:18 PM

57 There is such a lack of good restaurants. For example, we would love The Cheesecake
Factory out this way.

12/16/2021 10:01 PM

58 No more building it's getting over populated!!! 12/16/2021 9:57 PM
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59 internet 12/16/2021 9:50 PM

60 No more growth- leave riverton smaller 12/16/2021 9:48 PM

61 Fine dining, fewer chains. Downtown is too far to go for a nice dinner and theater. 12/16/2021 9:43 PM

62 veterinary urgent care 12/16/2021 9:41 PM

63 manufacturing 12/16/2021 9:40 PM

64 Parks 12/16/2021 9:38 PM

65 Mom and pop burger joints. Somewhere to go for soft serve ice cream, fresh fries and
homemade ranch dressing

12/16/2021 9:33 PM

66 Reduce limitations on home based business 12/16/2021 9:30 PM

67 No more 12/16/2021 9:25 PM

68 Car washes. There are only too many. We need more than that. 12/16/2021 9:15 PM

69 No additional businesses required 12/16/2021 9:12 PM

70 Trader Joes 12/16/2021 9:07 PM

71 None 12/16/2021 9:04 PM

72 None. Quit building. 12/16/2021 8:59 PM

73 Nothing 12/16/2021 8:59 PM

74 Need a couple of bars. 12/16/2021 8:48 PM

75 Recreation venues 12/16/2021 8:45 PM

76 Farmland 12/16/2021 8:44 PM

77 Recreation center 12/16/2021 8:42 PM

78 Non chain based coffee shops 12/16/2021 8:35 PM

79 Parks/farms/farmer markets/green space 12/16/2021 8:30 PM

80 Bar 12/16/2021 8:29 PM

81 We don’t need any more 12/16/2021 8:16 PM

82 Recreational center 12/16/2021 8:12 PM

83 We don't really want more here. No more high density housing! 12/16/2021 8:09 PM

84 Sports bar 12/16/2021 8:01 PM

85 Satisfied with current businesses 12/16/2021 8:00 PM

86 Community Theater & Arts center/Parks& Physical fitness equipment 12/16/2021 8:00 PM

87 I'd like to see a startup incubator go in. This is done in partnerships with local libraries in other
states.

12/16/2021 8:00 PM

88 Healthy restaurants 12/16/2021 7:52 PM

89 Dutch Bros. 12/16/2021 7:48 PM

90 Trader Joe’s 12/16/2021 7:46 PM

91 Bars 12/16/2021 7:31 PM

92 Music / art classes 12/16/2021 7:30 PM

93 Green space 12/16/2021 7:27 PM

94 Recreation center 12/16/2021 7:24 PM

95 Planet fitness or rec center 12/16/2021 7:23 PM
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96 Hispanic owned businesses 12/16/2021 7:19 PM

97 Not sure 12/16/2021 7:19 PM

98 Bars, entertainment for children 12/16/2021 7:17 PM

99 Breakfast restaurants, Bar and Grills. 12/16/2021 7:17 PM

100 Trader Joe’s 12/16/2021 7:16 PM

101 Non-chain restaurants 12/16/2021 7:15 PM

102 Farm land 12/16/2021 7:13 PM

103 Covered RV Storage !! 12/16/2021 7:09 PM

104 Yoga 12/16/2021 7:08 PM

105 More more Parks 12/16/2021 7:01 PM

106 Green space for kids sports 12/16/2021 6:59 PM

107 Recreation center 12/16/2021 6:54 PM

108 Small restaurants 12/16/2021 6:52 PM

109 Less smoke shops/check cashing 12/16/2021 6:51 PM

110 I think the addition of the new business parks near Mountain View Corridor has and will provide
ample access to commercial businesses.

12/16/2021 6:47 PM

111 Nothing comes to mind 12/16/2021 6:45 PM

112 I all the services I currently need. 12/16/2021 6:45 PM

113 No More Building. Ruining the views around here. Green Belt please. 12/16/2021 6:43 PM

114 I’m happy with what we have 12/16/2021 6:38 PM

115 Trader Joes 12/16/2021 6:25 PM

116 Farms 12/16/2021 6:21 PM

117 Chick-fla 12/16/2021 6:21 PM

118 None 12/16/2021 6:20 PM

119 Bars 12/16/2021 6:18 PM

120 Gun range. 12/16/2021 6:17 PM

121 None 12/16/2021 6:16 PM

122 Less things 12/16/2021 6:13 PM

123 Na 12/16/2021 6:10 PM

124 Not sure 12/16/2021 5:45 PM

125 Internet providers 12/16/2021 4:24 PM

126 We need more green space, less apartments. Too much growth 12/16/2021 4:10 PM

127 Just focus on fixing up ugly areas 12/16/2021 3:51 PM

128 No more building 12/16/2021 3:26 PM

129 Less 12/16/2021 3:20 PM

130 more upscale restaurants 12/16/2021 3:09 PM

131 Not shoving businesses over by Herriman (people call Riverton over by Herriman, basically
Herriman and some business actually advertise themselves as being in Herriman when they
are located in Riverton)

12/16/2021 2:47 PM

132 small professional private business like dentists, accountants 12/16/2021 1:56 PM
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133 Table tennis facility 12/16/2021 1:25 PM

134 Trader Joe's most of all, Sprouts Farmers Market and Whole Foods, more Senior bus/ travel
trips coordinated by senior center (besides Wendover)

12/16/2021 12:31 PM

135 Small, individual trinket shops, maybe only week ends, etc 12/16/2021 12:28 PM

136 Seems good to me 12/16/2021 12:16 PM

137 Neutral 12/16/2021 11:51 AM

138 Nothing, everything I need is already available 12/16/2021 11:34 AM

139 Trader Joe’s 12/16/2021 11:29 AM

140 Other grocery store-Maceys 12/16/2021 11:02 AM

141 Restaurants with liquor license 12/16/2021 10:44 AM

142 Utopia fiber optic internet!!!! 12/16/2021 10:40 AM

143 I am satisfied with our services 12/16/2021 10:40 AM

144 Bars 12/16/2021 10:27 AM

145 Rezoning small sections of neighborhood collector streets to allow residents to have
businesses on their properties and allow building closer to the sidewalk in these new zones.
The goal would be to have corner stores within walking distance to reduce daily traffic on 126
and 134.

12/16/2021 10:17 AM

146 I live on the border of Riverton, South Jordan, & Draper. I leave riverton to shop so all the other
cities and they get my sales tax funding

12/16/2021 10:16 AM

147 None, I can’t think anything I have to travel out of the city for on a regular basis. 12/16/2021 10:14 AM

148 I feel the city is good with what we have. 12/16/2021 10:11 AM

149 Less!! I moved to Riverton to be more relaxed, and since then it has become only more
annoying.

12/16/2021 10:07 AM

150 Good variety already 12/16/2021 10:05 AM

151 Jamba Juice 12/16/2021 9:58 AM

152 Tennis facility, something similar to sports mall but better. Riverton is a perfect city to house a
facility like this for the South Valley.

12/16/2021 9:56 AM

153 I would like to keep it as quiet as possible.. not so busy and congested. 12/16/2021 9:56 AM

154 Rec Center 12/16/2021 9:53 AM

155 Sporting Goods 12/16/2021 9:51 AM

156 None 12/16/2021 9:48 AM

157 Needs already are met 12/16/2021 9:47 AM

158 Dog daycare 12/16/2021 9:47 AM

159 Unknown, things are good 12/16/2021 9:44 AM

160 Equivalent shopping through out. Currently if your in older part you have to travel. And SJ
offers options closer

12/16/2021 9:42 AM

161 Non-franchise sit down restaurants. 12/16/2021 9:38 AM

162 Sports/recreation facilities - gymns, pools 12/16/2021 9:34 AM

163 Raft stores 12/16/2021 9:34 AM

164 Winco 12/16/2021 9:29 AM

165 With Costco coming very happy 12/16/2021 9:29 AM
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166 I don’t want more businesses that make me feel like I live in midvale or west valley city. I want
to live in suburbia and don’t mind driving further to a business.

12/16/2021 9:28 AM

167 None. Riverton has grown too much 12/16/2021 9:28 AM

168 Small business opportunities 12/16/2021 9:28 AM

169 Stop construction! Keep Riverton rural. 12/16/2021 9:27 AM

170 Smiths closer to downtown 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

171 Warehouse shops for small business use 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

172 An additional grocery store to keep prices fair. 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

173 It would be nice to have more adult only establishments like a bar. 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

174 Music hall for local artists and more senior activities 12/16/2021 9:25 AM

175 A large rec swimming pool with slides a 12/16/2021 9:25 AM

176 Parks with fun playgrounds and activities. More walking paths and more open spaces. 12/16/2021 9:22 AM

177 Fueling stations that accommodate rv's 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

178 Roadways that run east/west before anymore retail please!!! 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

179 Green space and recreational space 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

180 None 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

181 Ice rink.. we need an ice rink out here. Lots of hockey and figure skaters that have no place to
skate. We have to travel.

12/16/2021 9:19 AM

182 Nothing More! 12/16/2021 9:19 AM

183 Quality restaurants 12/16/2021 9:19 AM

184 Planet fitness east of bangerter. 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

185 Interactive green/natural spaces 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

186 Better bus transportation options and hours 12/16/2021 9:17 AM

187 I fear adding more and creating more challenges. Traffic, greater need for more first responses
etc.

12/16/2021 9:14 AM

188 I would love to have bar to go to in riverton, one that serves alcohol not just beer 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

189 Fiber Internet Providers 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

190 No more auto and tire 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

191 Manufacturing. 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

192 Outdoor Salt Water Pool 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

193 A bar 12/16/2021 9:10 AM

194 None- more homes 12/16/2021 9:08 AM

195 None 12/16/2021 9:07 AM

196 Sporting good stores 12/16/2021 9:07 AM

197 Costco, improved dog park 12/16/2021 8:24 AM

198 Fewer apartments more single family. 12/16/2021 8:04 AM

199 Xxxx 12/16/2021 7:27 AM

200 we have a good balance 12/16/2021 3:31 AM

201 Bar 12/16/2021 3:23 AM

202 Gluten Free dining, shopping options (Trader Joe’s and Via 313 Pizza specifically). 12/15/2021 11:26 PM
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203 None, I think putting more in will continue to clutter the room that we have left…will also add to
the already concentrated traffic

12/15/2021 11:00 PM

204 Trader Joe’s 12/15/2021 8:09 PM

205 Commercial options for small businesses to buy or lease. 12/15/2021 7:52 PM

206 No other. We have plenty close enough. 12/15/2021 7:40 PM

207 Bigger rodeo grounds 12/15/2021 7:22 PM

208 None 12/15/2021 6:56 PM

209 Local pub 12/15/2021 6:32 PM

210 Grocery Stores 12/15/2021 6:26 PM

211 variety type retail on east side of city 12/15/2021 5:58 PM

212 Parks, Trails and Open Space 12/15/2021 5:42 PM

213 Trader Joe's! 12/15/2021 5:37 PM

214 Fewer of everything!!! 12/15/2021 4:24 PM

215 Outdoor dining/eateries 12/15/2021 4:16 PM

216 Small specialized shops 12/15/2021 4:14 PM

217 Small concert hall to have local musicians perform. Something for Retired adults in addition to
the Senior Citizen center.

12/15/2021 3:55 PM

218 Rec center with indoor pool and activities 12/15/2021 2:01 PM

219 The people that did the Halloween display at 12600 south & redwood should be encouraged.
Thank You

12/15/2021 1:23 PM

220 Industrial warehouse space 12/15/2021 11:51 AM

221 target 12/15/2021 11:49 AM

222 More open space 12/15/2021 11:25 AM

223 Concert venue like USANA 12/15/2021 11:24 AM

224 Don't feel we lack anything. More important to me is keeping some open space.Preserve a
little of the traditional Riverton feel that we loved when we moved here.

12/15/2021 11:14 AM

225 Trader Joe's 12/15/2021 11:04 AM

226 A book store 12/15/2021 10:52 AM

227 Dog park 12/15/2021 10:34 AM

228 I think we have a good variety of businesses and restaurants. However, for some reason the
quality of the service isn’t as good as surrounding businesses.

12/15/2021 10:15 AM

229 None I like the size of Riverton as is 12/15/2021 10:06 AM

230 Health and nutrition stores 12/15/2021 10:00 AM

231 More venues to hold large gatherings 12/15/2021 8:58 AM

232 Bar - a place to sit down with friends and have a beer 12/15/2021 8:13 AM

233 Local Brewery/restaurant 12/15/2021 7:32 AM

234 Teenager activities, indoor courts 12/15/2021 7:32 AM

235 A Riverton Recreation Center 12/15/2021 7:31 AM

236 It seems Riverton is well represented in all of the areas listed. I don't find myself having to
search outside of Riverton for places to spend my money.

12/15/2021 7:26 AM
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237 More organic and plant base food options 12/15/2021 6:45 AM

238 Bars 12/15/2021 6:23 AM

239 none 12/15/2021 6:17 AM

240 Single home housing. No more stacked ppl, no more business needed. 12/15/2021 4:59 AM

241 Trader Joe’s !! 12/15/2021 1:50 AM

242 Gaming/Arcade 12/15/2021 1:46 AM

243 Trader Joe’s 12/15/2021 1:03 AM

244 Asian market 12/15/2021 12:14 AM

245 No more businesses. Riverton has grown too much. 12/15/2021 12:13 AM

246 Trader Joes 12/15/2021 12:00 AM

247 Trader Joe’s 12/14/2021 11:01 PM

248 With Mountain View Village opening up I feel we do not need many more commercial
businesses

12/14/2021 10:56 PM

249 Manufacturing 12/14/2021 10:35 PM

250 USPS mailboxes, auto parts stores, 12/14/2021 9:35 PM

251 Lazy dog 12/14/2021 9:29 PM

252 Larger storage units. 12/14/2021 9:26 PM

253 Trader Joe’s!! 12/14/2021 9:25 PM

254 Outdoor recreation 12/14/2021 8:56 PM

255 Recreation Center/Indoor Pool 12/14/2021 8:42 PM

256 It is not the type of businesses I would like to see. Instead, it is developing a strategy to make
it easier access our businesses - especially in ways that encourage walking and bicycle riding.

12/14/2021 8:28 PM

257 Grocery store 12/14/2021 8:25 PM

258 More golf courses 12/14/2021 8:18 PM

259 Don’t need anything else 12/14/2021 8:12 PM

260 We need a few more bars. The clamp down on alcohol in general should be loosened. 12/14/2021 8:08 PM

261 No more chain auto shops or fast food!! 12/14/2021 7:32 PM

262 Bars / Pubs / Breweries 12/14/2021 7:27 PM

263 Less 12/14/2021 7:26 PM

264 not sure, really enjoy it as it is 12/14/2021 6:57 PM

265 Indoor. Year around swimming pools for exercise and play. 12/14/2021 6:57 PM

266 none 12/14/2021 6:35 PM

267 Amusement 12/14/2021 6:34 PM

268 Please no more tire stores, I feel like 12400 South should be renamed Tire Road, with another
one opening soon.

12/14/2021 6:33 PM

269 Smith's grocery 12/14/2021 6:28 PM

270 ice rink 12/14/2021 6:28 PM

271 Trader joes 12/14/2021 6:17 PM

272 Keep variety 12/14/2021 5:55 PM

273 We have enough retail businesses and restaurants 12/14/2021 5:48 PM
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274 Bars or pubs 12/14/2021 5:44 PM

275 Dog Park! 12/14/2021 5:17 PM

276 Better Arts Options. New Stage/Theater 12/14/2021 5:02 PM

277 No more shopping or businesses please. 12/14/2021 4:56 PM

278 Liquor store 12/14/2021 4:54 PM

279 Bars and entertainment 12/14/2021 4:44 PM

280 Local shops! No big box 12/14/2021 4:38 PM

281 recreation center 12/14/2021 4:15 PM

282 We need no more commercial businesses. We have plenty, 12/14/2021 4:12 PM

283 Don’t think we need more 12/14/2021 4:10 PM

284 Apple Store 12/14/2021 4:05 PM

285 Pretty nice like it is. 12/14/2021 3:52 PM

286 Gyms 12/14/2021 3:50 PM

287 Riverton needs a dog park. Would be nice to have one close by. 12/14/2021 3:42 PM

288 More pickel ball courts More room for kids to play 12/14/2021 3:42 PM

289 Barns and Noble 12/14/2021 3:39 PM

290 I'm satisfied 12/14/2021 3:15 PM

291 Yoga 12/14/2021 3:05 PM

292 Movie theater and date night options 12/14/2021 3:05 PM

293 None they have over built Riverton! Who needs more stuff? I wanted to raise my family here
as I was raised but it’s over crowded, town homes everywhere no more farm land. It’s been
destroyed

12/14/2021 2:48 PM

294 Trader Joes 12/14/2021 2:47 PM

295 Not sure 12/14/2021 2:43 PM

296 I don't want Riverton to develop any more. 12/14/2021 2:39 PM

297 Sporting goods 12/14/2021 2:36 PM

298 Nothing else needed 12/14/2021 2:33 PM

299 None - No more building!!!!! 12/14/2021 2:25 PM

300 Schools 12/14/2021 2:25 PM

301 Trader Joe’s 12/14/2021 2:22 PM

302 RV Parking space 12/14/2021 2:21 PM

303 Trader Joe's, boutique shops, non-chain restaurants 12/14/2021 2:16 PM

304 More ethnic restaurants 12/14/2021 2:15 PM

305 I think we are doing well. I’ve been to the development by Mountain View corridor. 12/14/2021 2:11 PM

306 Best Buy 12/14/2021 1:38 PM

307 None. Stop putting something on every open space. 12/14/2021 1:33 PM

308 Improve what we already have as far as commercial land/ property. We already everything
close enough to us.

12/14/2021 1:30 PM

309 Trader Joes 12/14/2021 1:20 PM
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310 event center 12/14/2021 1:17 PM

311 None 12/14/2021 1:06 PM

312 Healthy food options closer to I-15 section of riverton 12/14/2021 12:57 PM

313 Don’t have any suggestions 12/14/2021 12:39 PM

314 Smith's or full Walmart closer the the north eastern side of Riverton 12/14/2021 12:28 PM

315 I'm happy with everything we have. 12/14/2021 12:26 PM

316 Another large gym 12/14/2021 12:25 PM

317 Trader Joe's 12/14/2021 12:23 PM

318 bar 12/14/2021 12:14 PM

319 Music shops/lesions close to center of town 12/14/2021 12:11 PM

320 Developments that are more accomodating to Small business options in general, rather than
national chains

12/14/2021 12:07 PM

321 Riverton is perfect just the way it is currently. 12/14/2021 12:06 PM

322 Trader Joe’s 12/14/2021 12:02 PM

323 Recreation (pickleball) 12/14/2021 11:52 AM

324 No more there is too much traffic!! 12/14/2021 11:50 AM

325 None 12/14/2021 11:42 AM

326 Parks 12/14/2021 11:40 AM

327 ChuckARama in new shopping mall on 134th 12/14/2021 11:40 AM

328 beer tavern or business such 'Bout Time 12/14/2021 11:37 AM

329 Air Bnbs, VRBO 12/14/2021 11:35 AM

330 neighborhood dumpster cleanup 12/14/2021 11:26 AM

331 More things for kids to do. Water slides, miniature golf, batting cages, paintball. We have a lot
of parks that cater towards the younger children, but not for the older children.

12/14/2021 11:21 AM

332 Gas station 12/14/2021 11:20 AM

333 movie theater 12/14/2021 11:16 AM

334 Outdoor Recreation 12/14/2021 11:14 AM

335 Trader Joe’s, Whole Foods, vegan restaurants 12/14/2021 11:02 AM

336 Gas stations 12/14/2021 11:02 AM

337 Rec center!! 12/14/2021 11:01 AM

338 none 12/14/2021 10:58 AM

339 None. I feel there are plenty of commercial businesses in the area and no more are needed 12/14/2021 10:56 AM

340 None 12/14/2021 10:52 AM

341 Local owned 12/14/2021 10:51 AM

342 Jack in the box 12/14/2021 10:51 AM

343 NONE--we don't want more 12/14/2021 10:48 AM

344 Trader Joe's 12/14/2021 10:45 AM

345 Sporting goods store 12/14/2021 10:40 AM

346 Decent pub or bar 12/14/2021 10:39 AM
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347 NA 12/14/2021 10:38 AM

348 Local pub/tavern within walking distance. Something to replace the lazy dog. 12/14/2021 10:37 AM

349 s 12/14/2021 10:36 AM

350 None..traffic is terrible now 12/14/2021 10:35 AM

351 I have no opinion on this. 12/14/2021 10:31 AM

352 None of the above, keep us a small bedroom community 12/14/2021 10:31 AM

353 Grocery store open 24 hrs. 12/14/2021 10:29 AM

354 Grocery stores 12/14/2021 10:28 AM

355 A big Rec Center 12/14/2021 10:27 AM

356 More family friendly, affordable chain restaurants in Mountain View Village- i.e. Olive Garden,
Applebee's, Chuck a rama, Cheesecake Factory, Spaghetti Factory, Tucanos, etc.

12/14/2021 10:27 AM

357 Healthy food options. No more chain fast food. Small retailers that aren't in every single city 12/14/2021 10:24 AM

358 I would like Riverton to maintain its suburban density. 12/14/2021 10:24 AM

359 None 12/14/2021 10:23 AM

360 Rec/Fitness center East of Bangerter Highway 12/14/2021 10:23 AM

361 Less growth 12/14/2021 10:21 AM

362 No preference 12/14/2021 10:21 AM

363 Thrift stores 12/14/2021 10:20 AM

364 Book Store, Music Store (instruments, sheet music) 12/14/2021 10:17 AM

365 I hope Riverton doesn’t become over commercialized. It’s unique because it still fees
somewhat quaint.

12/14/2021 10:17 AM

366 We have plenty, don't really need any more options 12/14/2021 10:17 AM

367 dog parks 12/14/2021 10:11 AM

368 Dirt jump bike park 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

369 Small businesses of any kind, restaurants, shopping, etc. 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

370 No opinion 12/14/2021 10:09 AM

371 Movie Theater 12/14/2021 10:06 AM

372 Higher end stores 12/14/2021 10:05 AM

373 Smiths 12/14/2021 10:04 AM

374 more food stores 12/14/2021 10:03 AM

375 No more business 12/14/2021 10:02 AM

376 Bar\Pubs 12/14/2021 10:00 AM

377 ADA Accessible playground equipment 12/14/2021 10:00 AM

378 Rest that are not chains 12/14/2021 9:56 AM

379 Nursery(plants/trees), restaurants (not usual restaurant chains), Trader Joe's 12/14/2021 9:55 AM

380 Not sure 12/14/2021 9:53 AM

381 can we please get a bar? 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

382 Nothing, I would like to see less growth/and or responsible growth. 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

383 LOCAL restaurants, NOT CHAIN, and another bar or 2 12/14/2021 9:51 AM
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384 Trader Joes! 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

385 Small businesses only 12/14/2021 9:47 AM

386 small business - boutique type, quaint downtown area 12/14/2021 9:47 AM

387 Coffee Creations Coffee Shop 12/14/2021 9:46 AM

388 Winco 12/14/2021 9:46 AM

389 I noticed that granger medical building is empty now, and I didn’t even know that it was there. 12/14/2021 9:46 AM

390 Grocers. 12/14/2021 9:45 AM

391 Quick Quack 12/14/2021 9:43 AM

392 Free space, interconnected parks, trails and bike lanes 12/14/2021 9:41 AM

393 Small business office space that’s affordable 12/14/2021 9:40 AM

394 Art galleries, museums, possibly co-founded with the county 12/14/2021 9:38 AM

395 I miss the small town feel, so I don’t want any more building. 12/14/2021 9:37 AM

396 Activities for kids/families 12/14/2021 9:35 AM

397 None. Too much already in Riverton 12/14/2021 9:35 AM

398 We have plenty, no more thanks 12/14/2021 9:35 AM

399 I really don't mind the mix we have right now. 12/14/2021 9:32 AM

400 up scale, sit down, local restaurants (examples:Stanza, Current, Ruth Chris 12/14/2021 9:32 AM

401 recreation for kids 12/14/2021 9:30 AM

402 Bars/nightlife. Not a chain type bar either. 12/14/2021 9:30 AM

403 None 12/14/2021 9:25 AM

404 We NEED more sit down restaurants. There is so little variety 12/14/2021 9:24 AM

405 more "local" businesses, and Barnes and Noble 12/14/2021 9:24 AM

406 Shoe store 12/14/2021 9:22 AM

407 Jamba Juice 12/14/2021 9:21 AM

408 Sit down Resturants that aren’t part of mass chains. I would also like to see more restaurants
that offer bar options.

12/14/2021 9:19 AM

409 N/A. Satisfied. 12/14/2021 9:19 AM

410 Swimming Pool 12/14/2021 9:18 AM

411 sporting facilities 12/14/2021 9:17 AM

412 No more 12/14/2021 9:15 AM

413 recreation centers 12/14/2021 9:14 AM

414 A Bar/ club 12/14/2021 9:06 AM

415 Breweries, PUBs 12/14/2021 8:56 AM

416 There’s enough tire shops please no more! 12/14/2021 8:45 AM

417 None , there is to many now . Loosing the small town feel. 12/14/2021 8:38 AM

418 Costco 12/14/2021 7:58 AM

419 Kids activities 12/14/2021 7:37 AM

420 Health food grocery store, more locally owned (not chain) restaurants 12/14/2021 6:23 AM

421 More stuff for teens to do 12/14/2021 5:51 AM
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422 Riverton is already too congested! 12/14/2021 5:39 AM

423 Target 12/14/2021 4:46 AM

424 Fiber based Internet 12/14/2021 3:15 AM

425 Bars and nightlife 12/14/2021 12:10 AM

426 Event Venues 12/14/2021 12:06 AM

427 Target, Chick-fil-A, 12/13/2021 11:49 PM

428 Trader Joe’s please. 12/13/2021 11:24 PM

429 Good as is 12/13/2021 10:38 PM

430 None - we have enough 12/13/2021 10:32 PM

431 Bar 12/13/2021 10:11 PM

432 No opinion 12/13/2021 10:00 PM

433 Bar 12/13/2021 9:52 PM

434 A real city center 12/13/2021 9:32 PM

435 Sports bars 12/13/2021 9:31 PM

436 Recreation center with a pool. 12/13/2021 9:25 PM

437 More Ma and pa shop and more downtown development 12/13/2021 9:16 PM

438 More green space. Parks 12/13/2021 9:06 PM

439 Testing Services for Learning Disabilities 12/13/2021 8:52 PM

440 Bar and pubs 12/13/2021 8:46 PM

441 Chick fila 12/13/2021 8:22 PM

442 Fiber internet providers 12/13/2021 8:06 PM

443 A Bar 12/13/2021 7:56 PM

444 Trader Joe’s 12/13/2021 7:50 PM

445 Bars, Breweries, Sports Bars 12/13/2021 7:39 PM

446 Restaurants that offer gluten free 12/13/2021 7:30 PM

447 We need options Downtown and near the park 12/13/2021 7:29 PM

448 Firehouse Subs (east end of town) 12/13/2021 7:17 PM

449 None. We are already too big. 12/13/2021 7:10 PM

450 Sporting goods stores 12/13/2021 6:43 PM

451 Businesses that contribute to community wellness such as yoga studios, adult art/journaling
classes, rec center, etc.

12/13/2021 6:02 PM

452 None of these. I believe we have a good balance of business and do not need any more. 12/13/2021 5:53 PM

453 I prefer to keep Riverton small. 12/13/2021 5:43 PM

454 Dog day care 12/13/2021 5:18 PM

455 Rec center 12/13/2021 5:16 PM

456 none 12/13/2021 5:05 PM

457 More locally owned bars/pubs/places to have an adult beverage with family in tow. 12/13/2021 4:43 PM

458 bars, breweries, family dining with alcohol on tap, other 'night life' options. 12/13/2021 4:42 PM

459 I Love bear redwood road and I wish we had higher end restaurants by us. Fast food is great 12/13/2021 4:17 PM
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but I’m thinking a step up from that.

460 airport 12/13/2021 4:04 PM

461 Grocery 12/13/2021 3:42 PM

462 no interest 12/13/2021 3:33 PM

463 Bars 12/13/2021 3:31 PM

464 Sporting goods 12/13/2021 2:57 PM

465 None 12/13/2021 2:50 PM

466 Bar type of places like The Break (in SJ) or Redemption (in Herriman) 12/13/2021 12:12 PM

467 I can’t think of anything that we are really missing that I would use. 12/13/2021 12:07 PM

468 No more growth in these dense apt. building/townhomes 12/13/2021 12:07 PM

469 I feel we have a good representation of these already. Good work. Keep it up. 12/13/2021 12:06 PM

470 Brewery, bar and grill restaurant 12/13/2021 7:18 AM

471 None 12/12/2021 10:39 PM

472 Trader Joes 12/12/2021 8:14 PM

473 Fine Dining 12/12/2021 7:08 PM

474 I am satisfied. 12/12/2021 5:04 PM

475 Fitness/recreation 12/12/2021 3:21 PM

476 A discount movie theater supporting family value (no "R" rated movies), i.e., like Water
Gardens in Pleasant Grove. Also, maintain and add new bike trails.

12/12/2021 1:54 PM

477 Trader Joes 12/12/2021 1:25 PM

478 None 12/12/2021 11:40 AM

479 Bars and Taverns 12/12/2021 11:05 AM

480 I am satisfied with what we have 12/12/2021 9:21 AM

481 None 12/12/2021 6:38 AM

482 Medical supplies 12/12/2021 12:43 AM

483 Bars 12/11/2021 10:26 PM

484 Trader Joe's, Swig 12/11/2021 8:42 PM

485 None 12/11/2021 6:10 PM

486 Just moved in, don't have an opinion yet. 12/11/2021 5:55 PM

487 Things that will bring money to the city but not overpopulated it. 12/11/2021 3:40 PM

488 Single floor living(homes) 12/11/2021 3:04 PM

489 Dental 12/11/2021 2:40 PM

490 No more we are full 12/11/2021 2:38 PM

491 recreation for youth training and have fun. out door adventure 12/11/2021 2:32 PM

492 Less businesses. You've turned us into a downtown Salt Lake instead of a beautiful farming
town

12/11/2021 1:47 PM

493 Shooting, recreation 12/11/2021 1:40 PM

494 Maker Space Options like the STEM Action Center's Innovation Hub on West Temple and
3900 S./ Maybe it could be added to the JSD building by the post office. I drive Riverton kids
down there several times a week.

12/11/2021 1:04 PM
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495 Grocery Store 12/11/2021 12:27 PM

496 less traffic thru neighborhoods 12/11/2021 12:16 PM

497 Reduce property taxes 12/11/2021 12:14 PM

498 Home and garden or sports stores 12/11/2021 11:05 AM

499 Local organic and ethnic foods market 12/11/2021 9:15 AM

500 COSTCO or SAM'S CLUB 12/11/2021 9:09 AM

501 Less 12/10/2021 10:48 PM

502 No more 12/10/2021 9:59 PM

503 none 12/10/2021 9:36 PM

504 Currently meeting our needs 12/10/2021 8:54 PM

505 NO more condos or townhomes 12/10/2021 8:24 PM

506 Sports Oriented 12/10/2021 7:51 PM

507 Farmers market and farms 12/10/2021 7:38 PM

508 Chick FIL a 12/10/2021 6:58 PM

509 Grocery store 12/10/2021 6:06 PM

510 Rec Center here! So we don’t have to drive to Herriman! 12/10/2021 5:40 PM

511 Quality Seafood Restaurant - not fast food 12/10/2021 5:25 PM

512 Smith's Grocery 12/10/2021 5:21 PM

513 Locally owned restaurants/bars/microbrewery 12/10/2021 5:07 PM

514 Community fitness center 12/10/2021 4:44 PM

515 Unique restaurants not corporate fast foos 12/10/2021 4:21 PM

516 I don't want expansion. We have enough businesses and people here. It's really important to
keep the little remaining natural spaces that we have here.

12/10/2021 4:04 PM

517 None of the above! 12/10/2021 3:52 PM

518 Rec center 12/10/2021 3:46 PM

519 A major sports franchise 😀 12/10/2021 3:38 PM

520 Sporting goods 12/10/2021 3:07 PM

521 County recreation center 12/10/2021 3:05 PM

522 Bar/tavern 12/10/2021 2:54 PM

523 None, the traffic would become a larger issue 12/10/2021 2:10 PM

524 I like it how it is. 12/10/2021 1:38 PM

525 Pretty well balanced. 12/10/2021 1:33 PM

526 I'd love to see an area like a "main street" or "downtown" where we could go and walk around
and enjoy food/entertainment. Sort of like the area over by the Harmons in South Jordan.

12/10/2021 1:01 PM

527 Community services like a food bank 12/10/2021 11:05 AM

528 Riverton has adequate business representation now 12/9/2021 8:53 PM
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21.15% 608

6.02% 173

28.49% 819

1.01% 29

14.99% 431

21.15% 608

7.20% 207

Q10 The revitalization of the historic downtown area of Riverton (located in
the general area of the intersection of 12600 S and Redwood Road) has

been designated as a priority by the City Council. Considering this,
please select the item below you think should be most prioritized in

revitalization efforts:
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 I don't know 12/17/2021 10:47 PM

2 Maintenance of existing streets and landscaping 12/17/2021 7:56 PM

3 Fix the entrance at Heritage farms neighborhood 12/17/2021 6:06 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Addition of
City Park...

Addition of
Retail Shopping

Addition of
Dining Options

Addition of
Office Space

Redevelopment
of Existing...

I don't
believe...

Other (please
specify)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Addition of City Park Amenities

Addition of Retail Shopping

Addition of Dining Options

Addition of Office Space

Redevelopment of Existing Commercial Business Areas

I don't believe revitalizing the historic downtown area should be a priority for the city.

Other (please specify)
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4 More sports facilities 12/17/2021 5:10 PM

5 No more high density housing! 12/17/2021 4:36 PM

6 What history? You’ve let it all be torn it all down. We used to have a style guide for new
businesses to keep the old charm in their architecture, but that went out the window a long
time ago. I like the look of the dome church re-creation, and am grateful someone saved that
brick Victorian on Redwood. The widening of Redwood ripped the heart out of what was left.
We spent mega city funds on preserving and moving the Crane house only to have it sold to a
day care?

12/17/2021 3:49 PM

7 No more high density housing! Preservation of the old buildings would be nice. 12/17/2021 3:03 PM

8 Get all road construction finished 12/17/2021 10:49 AM

9 It is too late, everything was torn down 20 years ago. What items of historic value are left other
than the city offices. Walgreens took out the buildings that were there and expansion of
Redwood took the rest.

12/17/2021 10:31 AM

10 I think it is great the way it is! 12/17/2021 9:55 AM

11 PLEASE PLEASE NO MORE APARTMENTS/CONDOS!!! 12/17/2021 9:45 AM

12 No more high density housing. Tell mark Newman to retire he has enough money. 12/17/2021 9:40 AM

13 More pickle ball courts 12/17/2021 9:30 AM

14 both add of city park amenities AND redevelopment of existing commercial biz areas 12/17/2021 9:06 AM

15 dining and shops 12/17/2021 8:53 AM

16 Just the city building 12/17/2021 6:54 AM

17 Should of left the old buildings on the south east side of intersection alone 12/17/2021 2:45 AM

18 Disk golf 12/16/2021 11:56 PM

19 Dog parks & Redevelopment of existing commercial business areas 12/16/2021 11:02 PM

20 No opinion 12/16/2021 10:34 PM

21 Restoring it to it's previous glory. Or a park of some kind. 12/16/2021 10:33 PM

22 Rec center!! 12/16/2021 10:33 PM

23 Not interested in revitalization 12/16/2021 10:18 PM

24 Better traffic flow in this area. 12/16/2021 9:56 PM

25 recreational center 12/16/2021 9:40 PM

26 Veterinary urgent care 12/16/2021 9:30 PM

27 Redevelopment of existing commercial IF those existing businesses are able to thrive during
the process

12/16/2021 9:25 PM

28 Better facility's for our PD officers 12/16/2021 9:17 PM

29 Bmx pump track 12/16/2021 8:57 PM

30 Expanding the Performing Arts 12/16/2021 8:56 PM

31 Open land 12/16/2021 8:50 PM

32 Mixed use with combination of dining, entertainment, retail, commercial. 12/16/2021 8:48 PM

33 Need community rec center 12/16/2021 8:45 PM

34 I’m not sure 12/16/2021 8:35 PM

35 Stop building high density housing! 12/16/2021 8:09 PM

36 Redevelopment with low speed low traffic roads to support walking and biking between out
parks and community buildings

12/16/2021 8:00 PM
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37 Idk 12/16/2021 7:51 PM

38 Historic downtown should have been more dedicated to local business and entertainment
venues, not multiplying housing and town houses in what could have been utilized for business
development. We do need affordable housing, true, but not where it has been built.

12/16/2021 7:32 PM

39 I don’t understand what the intention of redevelopment means so unable to answer 12/16/2021 7:30 PM

40 Just want it to look nice 12/16/2021 7:15 PM

41 We need more green zones 12/16/2021 7:01 PM

42 Its gone!!!!! 12/16/2021 6:44 PM

43 Seems to be an area full of businesses already! I don't see what they would redevelop! 12/16/2021 6:38 PM

44 Not sure 12/16/2021 6:38 PM

45 ? 12/16/2021 6:37 PM

46 It's to late. The last mayor destroyed down town Riverton by tearing it all down. The only thing
that would be nice a a proper rec center.

12/16/2021 6:28 PM

47 keep in green, no buildings 12/16/2021 4:10 PM

48 Nice sit down restaurants 12/16/2021 3:38 PM

49 You already tore down the historic buildings 12/16/2021 3:26 PM

50 No more building 12/16/2021 1:13 PM

51 Hip businesses that few other areas have that are seen as real upgrades like Trader Joe's,
Sprouts Farmers Market and Whole Foods. This would increase our tax base as others would
drive to us to shop, instead of us driving all the way to Cottonwood or downtown.

12/16/2021 12:31 PM

52 Further to the addition to City Park amenities: A family oriented public space with lots of trees,
water park area (more than just a splash pad), carousel, open area (maybe with stage?) for
entertainment etc—much like that in the St George city center

12/16/2021 12:23 PM

53 H 12/16/2021 11:23 AM

54 I'm unfamiliar with this area 12/16/2021 11:19 AM

55 Should not have let multi housing be part of our historic area! 12/16/2021 11:02 AM

56 Stop building high density housing!!! 12/16/2021 10:47 AM

57 I like it the way it is, space and history. 12/16/2021 10:42 AM

58 Unsure 12/16/2021 10:41 AM

59 I don’t know if people will support businesses in this area any more than they already do, it’s
just so easy for people to head to Walmart or buy things online; unfortunately.

12/16/2021 10:38 AM

60 Its gone!!!!! 12/16/2021 10:34 AM

61 Better fishing pond with trees and grass. Look at Harriman fishing pond. Keeping pond with
more water so older people are having to walk on big rocks.

12/16/2021 10:26 AM

62 I like it before you ripped out the old cool buildings!! 12/16/2021 10:21 AM

63 Increase pedestrian access and have buildings and trees closer to the road on 126 to
encourage slower speeds.

12/16/2021 10:17 AM

64 We do not need any car repair or vape shops. Update the existing anchor stores 12/16/2021 10:16 AM

65 Design of city code with required brick is so outdated. Please change that! Make the builders
much more hip and in line with other cities.

12/16/2021 10:02 AM

66 Rec Center and Community Theater 12/16/2021 9:53 AM

67 Effort should be directed to encourage/pressure residents to keep up their property and obey
the rules/laws

12/16/2021 9:47 AM
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68 Beautifying park strips and the business fronts down 12600. Switching unused grass to water
wise planting and maintaining.

12/16/2021 9:43 AM

69 Dog parks, Rec center 12/16/2021 9:34 AM

70 Trader Joe’s 12/16/2021 9:30 AM

71 No thoughts 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

72 A large rec swimming pool with slides and an indoor gym and workout facility just like Provo
City Recreation Center

12/16/2021 9:25 AM

73 Most of the historic buildings have been demolished so I’m not sure what they mean by
revitalization. Do they want to recreate the feel of old Riverton or just more businesses?

12/16/2021 9:19 AM

74 I don’t have enough information to have an opinion. 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

75 The NE corner is a waste of money. We have a water shortage.. put in gravel- save water and
stop paying to have it mowed.

12/16/2021 9:17 AM

76 Rec Center 12/16/2021 9:16 AM

77 It's already been ruined by the removal of the original buildings in redwood 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

78 Bar 12/16/2021 9:10 AM

79 I really like what Daybreaks entertainment offers (outdoro dining, sports pub, grass areas for
dogs, basically more outdoor living and recreation)

12/16/2021 8:24 AM

80 Up grading streets. 12/16/2021 8:04 AM

81 There’s nothing historic left…..  ♀ 12/16/2021 7:27 AM

82 Leave it 12/16/2021 3:23 AM

83 Stop the high density housing, the Ol Riverton city feel is slipping. 12/15/2021 10:15 PM

84 Walkable retail and restaurant 12/15/2021 9:45 PM

85 Stop the high density. 12/15/2021 8:41 PM

86 I don’t have a particular care 12/15/2021 8:09 PM

87 Change the Riverton High School ad space on Redwood Road and 12600 South to a memorial
to fallen soldiers in U.S. wars

12/15/2021 7:14 PM

88 None of these—fix up the city buildings, community center, and library. More free public
services, not places to spend more $$$$

12/15/2021 6:56 PM

89 Genuinely I don’t think you should keep building 12/15/2021 4:24 PM

90 Bring back the old jail, 12/15/2021 4:16 PM

91 Maybe smallish office space allowing people to work closeby. 12/15/2021 11:14 AM

92 Spend less money. Govt has a big spending problem. 12/15/2021 10:17 AM

93 We do not have the traffic infrastructure to support any redevelopment or additional
development in the historic downtown area or anywhere else in Riverton. Enhance what is
already there. Stop all the high density building.

12/15/2021 8:55 AM

94 Get rid of the wasted north east corner, and use the space for something useful! 12/15/2021 8:45 AM

95 all the townhomes have very little parking so they are parking on the main roads 12/15/2021 8:18 AM

96 Green space, bar/restaurant 12/15/2021 7:32 AM

97 More unique local businesses, not a bunch of chain places 12/15/2021 6:45 AM

98 Maintain what is here. 12/15/2021 4:59 AM

99 I don’t have an opinion. 12/15/2021 1:03 AM

100 Downtown look and feel 12/15/2021 12:20 AM
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101 Heaven see it yet 12/15/2021 12:14 AM

102 I wish you would have preserved more of the old buildings that were tore down years ago 12/14/2021 9:55 PM

103 A lot has already been done. It looks pretty nice and new. 12/14/2021 9:40 PM

104 Baseball fields 12/14/2021 9:29 PM

105 Small retail shopping (local) 12/14/2021 9:05 PM

106 A community recreation center that focuses upon youths (climbing wall, tech center, etc.). 12/14/2021 8:28 PM

107 I’m not sure 12/14/2021 7:51 PM

108 Maybe a pool 12/14/2021 7:30 PM

109 Don’t have an opinion as to what is best 12/14/2021 6:05 PM

110 If you are going to keep allowing high density housing, I think that historic downtown area
would be great for high density housing right next to several amenities, quit putting all of the
high density housing out west. Traffic is a nightmare and it is only going to get worse as
building continues out west.

12/14/2021 4:48 PM

111 I loved our old quiet downtown 12/14/2021 4:38 PM

112 Maintenance of the Jordan River Parkway and Emergency Preparedness. 12/14/2021 3:29 PM

113 Need a better performance hall. Upstairs gym is no good. Bad sound and sitting. 12/14/2021 2:51 PM

114 Not sure 12/14/2021 2:43 PM

115 Walkable areas with dining and small retail businesses (no franchises) 12/14/2021 2:40 PM

116 Inclusion of small Utah owned retailers 12/14/2021 2:26 PM

117 Not sure yet. Need more time to ponder that one. 12/14/2021 1:51 PM

118 Dog park addition 12/14/2021 1:23 PM

119 This area should have a unique appeal with small businesses and dining options, not big box
or large, multi-level buildings.

12/14/2021 12:23 PM

120 City events in the area 12/14/2021 12:19 PM

121 There’s really not much of a historic there other than City Hall and the police department. So
I’m not sure what else revitalizing the area would involve. I would sure like to keep Riverton
hardware there I think it’s an icon. And building up that area around there would be nice.

12/14/2021 12:11 PM

122 More fine dining options, not more fast food 12/14/2021 12:09 PM

123 We moved from Sandy to Riverton but we were near the Draper park. We loved the Draper park
and miss being close to that space. Riverton park is beautiful but it could be improved with
more trees and better playgrounds.

12/14/2021 12:02 PM

124 I think Riverton Hardware looks junky 12/14/2021 11:44 AM

125 Beautification and pedestrian friendly walking zones around the existing business district 12/14/2021 11:43 AM

126 no response 12/14/2021 11:40 AM

127 fix up the construction yard across from city hall 12/14/2021 11:35 AM

128 I don’t know. 12/14/2021 11:29 AM

129 10 years too late 12/14/2021 11:16 AM

130 movie theater or something similar 12/14/2021 11:16 AM

131 A higher priority should be high-speed internet access for all. Just like the secondary water. 12/14/2021 11:14 AM

132 Recreational Center 12/14/2021 10:59 AM

133 Riverton Rec Center 12/14/2021 10:51 AM

134 I think we should get a community center before revitalizing this area. Herriman and South 12/14/2021 10:37 AM
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Jordan have one. We need one.

135 Tavern/Pub to replace the Lazy Dog. 12/14/2021 10:37 AM

136 East west traffic flow should be the only thing the city should be thinking about. The roads are
very congested ALL THE TIME.

12/14/2021 10:35 AM

137 Wait until light rail goes thru before trying to revamp area. The rail will just disrupt anything that
you create now.

12/14/2021 10:34 AM

138 Okay 12/14/2021 10:30 AM

139 Big Rec Center 12/14/2021 10:27 AM

140 I think it is all fine as it is. 12/14/2021 10:27 AM

141 Something unique. Yoga studio, small coffee shop/bistro, art gallery 12/14/2021 10:24 AM

142 Less growth 12/14/2021 10:21 AM

143 No preference 12/14/2021 10:21 AM

144 Make Riverton a more walkable community. Crossing major streets is not safe. Provide more
context (e.g. places to go, businesses to patronage) to provide reasons for people to walk.

12/14/2021 10:18 AM

145 Things look pretty good now, I don't believe anything new is needed, just keep it looking as
good as it does now would be great

12/14/2021 10:17 AM

146 More trees plants, less signs update buildings, have cleaning rules to keep parking lots look
nicer, add more trees and bushes in front of businesses. Take a look at other cities and how
trashy our entrances look compared to others. Clean up 2700 w when exiting bangeter, can we
not afford to have weeds removed from the streets? The area off 13400 when entering
bangeter toward the north or south, again weeds. It’s not too much to get that under control.
The weeds I front of chili’s in their grass (or lack of grass) should be a fine. It’s frustrating that
even the little things don’t seem to matter to Riverton city.

12/14/2021 10:13 AM

147 Install a dirt jump bike park 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

148 Addition of other grocery store options 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

149 Small businesses 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

150 Why would they do addition of city Park Amenities when they just got rid of most 12/14/2021 10:02 AM

151 Lights at the main Riverton skatepark. Everything else has lights except the skatepark 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

152 Ned for a "Town Center" conect civic area to the river 12/14/2021 9:57 AM

153 Rec center, park amenities 12/14/2021 9:55 AM

154 Facilities for Arts programs/theater 12/14/2021 9:51 AM

155 unsure 12/14/2021 9:51 AM

156 Not sure what this really means and if this really is a priority 12/14/2021 9:48 AM

157 Don’t care 12/14/2021 9:47 AM

158 More family friendly sit down restaurants 12/14/2021 9:44 AM

159 Historic down town doesn’t exist. It has all been torn down. Move on, this is no longer a
priority. Just like all that money wasted on the replica dome church.

12/14/2021 9:41 AM

160 I would love to see a bit less strip mall appearance and something more like a retail area
similar to what South Jordan has next to their City Hall

12/14/2021 9:38 AM

161 I don't know what you will revitalize in that area. 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

162 Nice area, whatever you do with it is fine by me. 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

163 I would need more infor before deciding 12/14/2021 9:27 AM

164 N/A. Haven't lived here long enough 12/14/2021 9:19 AM
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165 no comment 12/14/2021 9:15 AM

166 No more town homes in downtown. You’ve already ruined the old town feel. 12/14/2021 8:45 AM

167 Keep the old feel of Riverton 12/14/2021 8:07 AM

168 Update existing exteriors 12/14/2021 6:43 AM

169 History emphasized 12/14/2021 6:19 AM

170 Something for teens to do 12/14/2021 5:51 AM

171 The old town has already been destroyed there is no Riverton it’s all new Out with the old in
with the new is the city’s moto.

12/14/2021 5:35 AM

172 Not sure 12/14/2021 5:15 AM

173 Bars and nightlife 12/14/2021 12:10 AM

174 Dog park 12/13/2021 11:27 PM

175 No opinion 12/13/2021 10:00 PM

176 Better turn lane access as it is cut off in some areas 12/13/2021 9:25 PM

177 I think there should be more focus making open green areas and small family friendly
businesses like we used to have. Too much emphasis on big business and overcrowded
housing may bring in people in the short term but will increase crime and end up turning this
town into another salt lake ghetto

12/13/2021 9:21 PM

178 A center square or more quaint downtown. 12/13/2021 9:16 PM

179 Mixed Use: different housing types with commercial 12/13/2021 7:56 PM

180 Bars 12/13/2021 7:39 PM

181 Put dining options around the park 12/13/2021 7:30 PM

182 All!! Dining, retail and revitalization /redevelopment of what exists 12/13/2021 7:29 PM

183 The area is built out. Weird question 12/13/2021 6:32 PM

184 A walkable area of shops and cafes would be great. 12/13/2021 6:02 PM

185 I love the old small town feel. How do you keep that with changes? 12/13/2021 5:09 PM

186 airport near Jordan River 12/13/2021 4:04 PM

187 Better dining options like a Chick fi la 12/13/2021 3:15 PM

188 bike trail 12/12/2021 9:24 PM

189 High walkability (compact) & energy wise 12/12/2021 7:08 PM

190 City theater for stage performances. 12/12/2021 1:54 PM

191 No more multi family housing! That has destroyed our historic downtown!!! 12/12/2021 11:40 AM

192 As someone who lives in this area, I’d love to see the park become a central hub with local
shopping, restaurants, and maybe a bar to enjoy a cocktail

12/11/2021 10:26 PM

193 I hardly go downtown Riverton 12/11/2021 6:52 PM

194 We just moved in so I have no opinion 12/11/2021 5:55 PM

195 Money should go to are cops and fire departments 12/11/2021 2:38 PM

196 Maker Space and/ or artesian shops so others could come learn/ artesan spaces. 12/11/2021 1:04 PM

197 mix of historic-minded attractions, people friendly space (walking, talking, seeing) & functional
(services, shops) - something that adds DEFINITION to Riverton and its history. We seem so
dry and sparce in this area.

12/11/2021 12:29 PM

198 Reduce property taxes 12/11/2021 12:14 PM
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199 Investigate what was successful in other cities. 12/11/2021 11:19 AM

200 Investigate what has been successful in other cities. 12/11/2021 11:14 AM

201 Make it a cool historic/shopping area that people will come to just to see it/experience it. That
will make it different from the other shopping draws and bring people from all over to see it.

12/11/2021 8:39 AM

202 lol, imo, the historical downtown area was destroyed when all the old buildings were torn down
where the Walgrens now sits. Seems like it's all already "revitalized."

12/10/2021 6:46 PM

203 NO CHAIN RESTAURANTS!!! Don’t turn into Draper!! 12/10/2021 5:07 PM

204 Quality restaurants, not chain restaurants or fast food 12/10/2021 2:27 PM

205 See my comment above. If it could be a "hangout" sort of area that would be good. 12/10/2021 1:01 PM

206 Previous administration messed up with apartments 12/10/2021 12:41 PM

207 Previous administration messed up with apartments 12/10/2021 12:40 PM
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51.41% 1,478

41.91% 1,205

3.79% 109

2.57% 74

0.31% 9

Q11 How safe do you feel in your neighborhood in Riverton?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Very Safe

Somewhat Safe

Neither Safe
or Unsafe

Somewhat Unsafe

Very Unsafe

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Safe

Somewhat Safe

Neither Safe or Unsafe

Somewhat Unsafe

Very Unsafe

Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 93.32%
Dissatisfied: 2.88%
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50.43% 1,450

24.45% 703

13.36% 384

3.17% 91

1.57% 45

7.03% 202

Q12 How satisfied are you with the services offered by the Riverton Police
Department?

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Very Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied no...

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Not Sure

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Not Sure

Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 74.88%
Dissatisfied: 4.74%
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53.53% 1,539

19.17% 551

15.06% 433

0.73% 21

0.35% 10

11.17% 321

Q13 How satisfied are you with the fire and emergency medical services
provided by Unified Fire Authority?

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Very Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied no...

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Not Sure

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Not Sure

Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 72.7%
Dissatisfied: 1.08%
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30.82% 886

44.28% 1,273

12.14% 349

8.42% 242

1.70% 49

2.64% 76

Q14 How reasonable do you believe Riverton City’s utility fees are
(drinking water, secondary irrigation water, trash, recycling)?

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Very Reasonable

Somewhat
Reasonable

Neither
Reasonable n...

Somewhat
Unreasonable

Very
Unreasonable

Not Sure

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Reasonable

Somewhat Reasonable

Neither Reasonable nor Unreasonable

Somewhat Unreasonable

Very Unreasonable

Not Sure

Overall
Reasonable: 75.1%
Unreasonable: 10.12%
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28.66% 824

47.76% 1,373

9.50% 273

11.48% 330

2.61% 75

Q15 How satisfied are you with the quality of Riverton’s streets (excluding
state roads like Bangerter Highway, Mountain View Corridor, Redwood

Road and 12600 S)?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Very Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied no...

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 76.42%
Dissatisfied: 14.09%
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32.56% 936

36.90% 1,061

14.09% 405

11.30% 325

5.15% 148

Q16 How satisfied are you with the quality of Riverton City’s drinking
water?

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Very Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied no...

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 69.46%
Dissatisfied: 16.45%
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31.30% 900

36.07% 1,037

11.72% 337

10.23% 294

6.05% 174

4.63% 133

Q17 How satisfied are you with Riverton City’s pressurized (secondary)
irrigation water system?

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Very Satisfied

Somewhat
Satisfied

Neither
Satisfied no...

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied

Not Sure

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Not Sure

Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 67.37%
Dissatisfied: 16.28%
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10.89% 313

25.91% 745

16.56% 476

21.77% 626

18.92% 544

5.95% 171

Q18 How satisfied are you with the broadband internet options available in
Riverton?

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
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Not Sure

Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 36.8%
Dissatisfied: 40.69%
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41.95% 1,206

37.25% 1,071

11.62% 334

6.78% 195

1.22% 35

1.18% 34

Q19 How satisfied are you with the variety of public parks in Riverton?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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Somewhat Dissatisfied
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Not Sure

Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 79.2%
Dissatisfied: 8%
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Q20 In the normal course of budgeting each year, the City Council
allocates funds, as available, to improve city parks. Considering this, what

outdoor recreation amenities would you like to see prioritized in future
funding? Select up to three.

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Baseball /
Softball Fields

Basketball
Courts

Fitness /
Exercise...

Football Fields

Pickleball
Courts

Splashpads

Soccer Fields

Tennis Courts

Volleyball
Courts

Walking Paths
/ Trails

Other (please
specify)
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11.06% 318

9.15% 263

19.72% 567

4.17% 120

28.17% 810

35.03% 1,007

8.56% 246

7.41% 213

5.53% 159

75.03% 2,157

16.38% 471

Total Respondents: 2,875

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Indoor shuttle Badminton, it is new but many Asians play 12/17/2021 11:15 PM

2 Disc Golf 12/17/2021 10:50 PM

3 I don't know 12/17/2021 10:47 PM

4 Pavilions and toddler swings etc 12/17/2021 9:08 PM

5 maintain the parks. no additional amenities are really needed 12/17/2021 8:18 PM

6 2ndary water pressure 12/17/2021 7:51 PM

7 Outdoor concert area for music and arts/plays. 12/17/2021 6:14 PM

8 Horse  trails 12/17/2021 6:10 PM

9 Trees! Why did they cut down our trees?? 12/17/2021 6:01 PM

10 Ice rink 12/17/2021 5:51 PM

11 Dog parks 12/17/2021 5:03 PM

12 Biking paths 12/17/2021 3:49 PM

13 Bike Paths. 12/17/2021 3:25 PM

14 Adult playground. Sports aren't the only ways for adults to have fun. 12/17/2021 3:03 PM

15 DOG PARKS 12/17/2021 1:47 PM

16 Family Playground equipment 12/17/2021 1:34 PM

17 Sidewalks installed between 3600 West and the Lowe’s. It’s very dangerous road to walk on
without sidewalks. I am very disappointed in Riverton City for allowing business to be built
without providing sidewalks for its residents.

12/17/2021 1:20 PM

18 Flower Gardens 12/17/2021 1:18 PM

19 Playgrounds 12/17/2021 1:16 PM

20 Bike park 12/17/2021 11:51 AM

21 Walking paths that can accommodate wheelchaires 12/17/2021 11:11 AM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Baseball / Softball Fields

Basketball Courts

Fitness / Exercise Stations

Football Fields

Pickleball Courts

Splashpads

Soccer Fields

Tennis Courts

Volleyball Courts

Walking Paths / Trails

Other (please specify)
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22 Children playground 12/17/2021 10:50 AM

23 weed control in neglected places (especially for puncture vine aka "goat heads"): around the
reservior and along sidewalks of 12600 S where properties have side exposure to the road

12/17/2021 10:07 AM

24 WE NEED A DOG PARK 12/17/2021 9:45 AM

25 More Trees 12/17/2021 9:16 AM

26 None 12/17/2021 9:16 AM

27 Recreation center 12/17/2021 9:03 AM

28 sitting areas for picnics--WITH SHADE 12/17/2021 8:53 AM

29 Horseshoe pits 12/17/2021 8:32 AM

30 Playground for toddler sized children 12/17/2021 8:13 AM

31 Disc golf 12/17/2021 7:59 AM

32 Riverton Rec Center .. SJ & Herriman have one .. 12/17/2021 7:39 AM

33 Playgrounds 12/17/2021 7:24 AM

34 bike trails 12/17/2021 7:05 AM

35 Rifle range 12/17/2021 6:44 AM

36 Dog Park 12/17/2021 5:59 AM

37 Nothing 12/17/2021 2:45 AM

38 PLEASE add lights to the skate park! So many families of all ages use it but in the season
when it gets dark so early it’s unsafe!

12/17/2021 1:47 AM

39 Dog Park 12/17/2021 1:30 AM

40 Nature 12/17/2021 1:21 AM

41 Indoor swimming pool or bubble over existing outdoor pool 12/17/2021 12:06 AM

42 Recreation center with swimming, fitness, etc. 12/16/2021 11:39 PM

43 More picnic covered areas for families and small gatherings 12/16/2021 11:24 PM

44 Shade trees at parks 12/16/2021 11:18 PM

45 Dog parks 12/16/2021 11:02 PM

46 Equine facilities 12/16/2021 10:43 PM

47 Golf 12/16/2021 10:43 PM

48 . 12/16/2021 10:40 PM

49 Fine the way it is 12/16/2021 10:18 PM

50 Bike trails 12/16/2021 10:17 PM

51 Golf Course 12/16/2021 10:12 PM

52 Golf 12/16/2021 10:10 PM

53 Facility with indoor swimming pool 12/16/2021 9:52 PM

54 Dancing areas 12/16/2021 9:41 PM

55 Bike trails 12/16/2021 9:38 PM

56 Wave pool, dog park 12/16/2021 9:30 PM

57 Parks are sufficient for my family 12/16/2021 9:25 PM

58 Energy parks are something to consider 12/16/2021 9:15 PM
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59 No improvements needed 12/16/2021 9:12 PM

60 Improve and maintain the conditions of existing parks, ie: the condition of the grass at the
Swensen Farm Park.

12/16/2021 9:02 PM

61 Bmx pump track and bike trails 12/16/2021 8:57 PM

62 Outdoor concerts, love the indoor spaces, keep improving Performing arts 12/16/2021 8:56 PM

63 Nature trails and open space along Jordan River or Canals 12/16/2021 8:48 PM

64 The Aviary that has been discussed along the parkway 12/16/2021 8:45 PM

65 Indoor lap swimming pool 12/16/2021 8:44 PM

66 Recreation center 12/16/2021 8:33 PM

67 Community rec center 12/16/2021 8:31 PM

68 Playground 12/16/2021 8:30 PM

69 A proper skateboard park 12/16/2021 8:29 PM

70 None 12/16/2021 8:16 PM

71 No more high density housing 12/16/2021 8:09 PM

72 Dog Park 12/16/2021 8:04 PM

73 Fishing 12/16/2021 8:02 PM

74 Equestrian facilities 12/16/2021 7:40 PM

75 ice skating 12/16/2021 7:33 PM

76 I don't have a specific interest for these. 12/16/2021 7:32 PM

77 Handicap and wheelchair accessible (not gravel or wood chips) 12/16/2021 7:24 PM

78 Animal friendly areas 12/16/2021 7:19 PM

79 Softball fields needs lights, hire nutek electric 12/16/2021 7:17 PM

80 dog park 12/16/2021 7:12 PM

81 Community Biking Trails 12/16/2021 7:09 PM

82 Maintaining at a high level what we have 12/16/2021 7:02 PM

83 Swimming pool 12/16/2021 6:54 PM

84 Dog parks 12/16/2021 6:54 PM

85 Food trucks and pavilions 12/16/2021 6:51 PM

86 It would nice to have something like the south Jordan Rex center 12/16/2021 6:50 PM

87 Nothing on this list & nothing comes to mind 12/16/2021 6:45 PM

88 E-bike trails 12/16/2021 6:37 PM

89 Open space 12/16/2021 6:35 PM

90 none 12/16/2021 6:34 PM

91 A full rec center. indoor pool, basketball fitness, ect 12/16/2021 6:28 PM

92 Indoor swimming 12/16/2021 6:25 PM

93 Good with what we have 12/16/2021 6:21 PM

94 Bike trails 12/16/2021 6:20 PM

95 Outdoor pool 12/16/2021 6:20 PM

96 Play ground equipment 12/16/2021 6:13 PM
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97 Playgrounds 12/16/2021 6:11 PM

98 Shade structures 12/16/2021 5:44 PM

99 Provide a City Skate Park that will accommodate in size and quality for our younger citizen's.
New Olympic competition has shown the increased interest as well. Over a year ago
Councilwoman McKay dropped a follow-up request after a fine presentation by a Riverton
young man.

12/16/2021 4:14 PM

100 I’d love to see every resident live within walking distance of a park even if it is only an acre. 12/16/2021 3:51 PM

101 More trees with shade 12/16/2021 3:50 PM

102 Ice Skating Rink 12/16/2021 3:38 PM

103 Playground equipment at Summerhill Park 12/16/2021 3:37 PM

104 Parkway needs to be upkept would be nice if it looked as nice as it down North of us 12/16/2021 3:33 PM

105 Golf courses 12/16/2021 3:26 PM

106 Bike trails 12/16/2021 3:09 PM

107 Better care for parks lawns in summer 12/16/2021 3:00 PM

108 Dog parks without a bunch of weeds and thorns 12/16/2021 2:49 PM

109 Children's playground 12/16/2021 2:45 PM

110 More parks to support growing population and family activities. 12/16/2021 2:39 PM

111 Bike parks, Playgrounds 12/16/2021 1:25 PM

112 Skate / bike parks 12/16/2021 1:13 PM

113 more passive green spaces, they don't all need to have playgrounds and sports fields 12/16/2021 12:55 PM

114 Put in a walking path along Jordan River that is landscaped and beautiful. Clear the weeds so
walkers can see the river and don't have to worry homeless or criminals are hiding in the
weeds. Also with plenty of bathrooms. The Jordan river should be beautiful and made to shine
like Riverton is proud we have it. Coordinate with Draper, if needed to accomplish this.

12/16/2021 12:31 PM

115 And more walking and biking trail systems 12/16/2021 12:28 PM

116 Bicycle dirt trails 12/16/2021 12:26 PM

117 More elaborate water parks / pools for families to play and cool down in summer 12/16/2021 12:23 PM

118 Grass Maintenance/Weed & Pest Control 12/16/2021 12:01 PM

119 Maintaining grass; weed and rodent control 12/16/2021 11:58 AM

120 Skate parks 12/16/2021 11:56 AM

121 canal? pave it so there arent so many weeds 12/16/2021 11:46 AM

122 More playground options for children with disabilities 12/16/2021 11:37 AM

123 More parks lighted - mini parks 12/16/2021 11:23 AM

124 Doing great! 12/16/2021 10:42 AM

125 Undecided 12/16/2021 10:41 AM

126 Swimming pool updated 12/16/2021 10:40 AM

127 I’d focus on more parks, those I visit are already high quality. 12/16/2021 10:14 AM

128 I feel our parks are amazing already 12/16/2021 10:11 AM

129 Swimming pools outdoor 12/16/2021 10:11 AM

130 Frankly, I don't want to see any more money applied here. We have fields and we have a way
to get the needed equipment to play these sports. You can walk anywhere and walking paths

12/16/2021 9:58 AM
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may be attractive to criminals. Save the money or use it somewhere else. Life is more than
sports. We bend over backward to accommodate sports. Enough, already.

131 Bike trails and bike lanes. 12/16/2021 9:56 AM

132 Pool! 12/16/2021 9:55 AM

133 Equestrian facilities 12/16/2021 9:52 AM

134 Nature exploration/bio-diversity 12/16/2021 9:52 AM

135 Small amphitheater (bandshell), map of hiking/walking trails nearby (always driving to Yellow
Fork in Herriman or Corner Canyon trails in Draper

12/16/2021 9:51 AM

136 Dog friendly spaces 12/16/2021 9:47 AM

137 Dog parks 12/16/2021 9:46 AM

138 Shade trees 12/16/2021 9:45 AM

139 Shady areas near playgrounds. 12/16/2021 9:43 AM

140 Bike areas designated and multi use patks 12/16/2021 9:42 AM

141 Amphitheater or something similar 12/16/2021 9:40 AM

142 Community fitness center like JL Sorenson 12/16/2021 9:38 AM

143 Large pavilion for gathering 12/16/2021 9:34 AM

144 pool, ice rink 12/16/2021 9:34 AM

145 Racquetball facilities 12/16/2021 9:32 AM

146 New parks built in areas where there are a lot of older homes 12/16/2021 9:32 AM

147 Rodeo outdoor space 12/16/2021 9:29 AM

148 Increase in the maintenance. It’s not uncommon to see a park that hasn’t been mowed for a
long time.

12/16/2021 9:28 AM

149 Bicycle paths 12/16/2021 9:28 AM

150 A more organized skate park, like lone peak. Ours is lacking and small. 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

151 Dog Park 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

152 A large rec swimming pool with slides a 12/16/2021 9:25 AM

153 Wheelchair/special needs accessible playgrounds 12/16/2021 9:24 AM

154 Biking trails 12/16/2021 9:24 AM

155 Parks that are landscaped (water features, trees, rocks) rather than just grass and a
playground.

12/16/2021 9:22 AM

156 Splash pads 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

157 DOG PARKS 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

158 More activities like concerts 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

159 Ice rink 12/16/2021 9:19 AM

160 Dog park 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

161 Not sure 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

162 Dog walk parks 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

163 Golf courses 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

164 Fenced dog park 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

165 Clean up the river bottom walkway. 12/16/2021 9:13 AM
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166 Maintenance no upgrades 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

167 Bike trails 12/16/2021 9:09 AM

168 Dog park 12/16/2021 9:09 AM

169 None 12/16/2021 9:08 AM

170 Playgrounds 12/16/2021 8:30 AM

171 Dog Park 12/16/2021 8:24 AM

172 Picnic areas. 12/16/2021 8:04 AM

173 Xxx 12/16/2021 7:27 AM

174 Horse shoes pits back at the park 12/16/2021 7:21 AM

175 outdoor pool with water slide and inexpensive family season pass , we drive to american fork
pool

12/16/2021 3:31 AM

176 UTV area 12/16/2021 3:23 AM

177 Hammock park 12/15/2021 11:11 PM

178 Don’t use much of anything, we do a lot of camping and activities away from the city. A gun
range or shooting facility would be awesome

12/15/2021 10:15 PM

179 Safe play grounds 12/15/2021 9:06 PM

180 Bigger Rodeo arena that can be used for other events as well 12/15/2021 7:22 PM

181 A nice dog park 12/15/2021 7:02 PM

182 More benches 12/15/2021 6:24 PM

183 Baseball fields, Baseball fields, Baseball fields, Baseball fields, (You get the idea) 12/15/2021 5:50 PM

184 Improvements/Updates to City pool. 12/15/2021 5:37 PM

185 The reservoir could really use some help. Maybe re-open the east entrance, put in more tables,
empty the trashcans once in a while, and stock some fish that will help clean the water.

12/15/2021 4:14 PM

186 Sand voeyball 12/15/2021 3:22 PM

187 outdoor swimming 12/15/2021 2:42 PM

188 more pavillions for family reunions 12/15/2021 2:20 PM

189 Indoor pool 12/15/2021 2:01 PM

190 none of the above 12/15/2021 1:00 PM

191 No opinion 12/15/2021 12:13 PM

192 Ok 12/15/2021 12:01 PM

193 Green space and trees 12/15/2021 11:52 AM

194 Dog park 12/15/2021 11:51 AM

195 Recreation Center 12/15/2021 11:25 AM

196 Bike Lanes 12/15/2021 10:51 AM

197 Dog parks/gated areas where dogs can run off leash 12/15/2021 10:38 AM

198 Dog park 12/15/2021 10:34 AM

199 Art displays 12/15/2021 10:00 AM

200 Frisbee Golf 12/15/2021 9:09 AM

201 More open space with trees where families can come and relax and do their own thing 12/15/2021 8:55 AM

202 Playgrounds and pavilions with tables 12/15/2021 8:44 AM
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203 AsI am older and my income does not increase, I wish you would take this into consideration
as you raise my taxes every year; one way this year and another the next.

12/15/2021 7:44 AM

204 Covered pool 12/15/2021 7:27 AM

205 Ice skating 12/15/2021 7:11 AM

206 Frisbee golf 12/15/2021 6:31 AM

207 Interesting and different playgrounds 12/15/2021 4:38 AM

208 Year round ice rink. I’m looking at getting my son started in hockey, I have to go to Keatons or
Provo for a facility. High school teams have this sport but no facility

12/15/2021 1:03 AM

209 Covered playgrounds, rec center 12/15/2021 12:20 AM

210 n/a 12/14/2021 11:11 PM

211 frisbee golf course 12/14/2021 10:56 PM

212 Free public EV charging 12/14/2021 10:51 PM

213 Zip line for kids 12/14/2021 10:26 PM

214 Large off leash dog parks 12/14/2021 9:55 PM

215 cycling lanes and paths 12/14/2021 9:35 PM

216 Dog park 12/14/2021 9:15 PM

217 Skateboard park 12/14/2021 9:01 PM

218 Pool 12/14/2021 8:42 PM

219 Should have never destroyed the original ball park 12/14/2021 8:38 PM

220 All the above would benefit from upgrades / improvements. I only ask that City Council
allocate funds to these assets in a fair, wise, utilitarian manner with an eye towards the future.

12/14/2021 8:28 PM

221 Connecting neighborhoods with foot traffic walkways 12/14/2021 8:26 PM

222 Cultural installation (sculpture, ethnic garden, community garden, unique/themed play structure 12/14/2021 8:25 PM

223 Golf ammenaties 12/14/2021 8:18 PM

224 Snow tubing 12/14/2021 8:02 PM

225 Dog park 12/14/2021 7:32 PM

226 Lawn watering systems updated for less water usage. Especially when the sprinklers run while
it’s raining!!!

12/14/2021 7:32 PM

227 Playgrounds 12/14/2021 7:32 PM

228 Indoor pool and hot tub, or addition to the little outdoor pool next to the golf course 12/14/2021 7:30 PM

229 not sure as I think government spends way too much money. Families must have a budget
they cannot just raise taxes.

12/14/2021 7:30 PM

230 Rec. Center. 12/14/2021 7:10 PM

231 clean fishing 12/14/2021 6:57 PM

232 Indoor swimming pools for Adults and a separate one for kids. 12/14/2021 6:57 PM

233 Lacrosse fields 12/14/2021 6:57 PM

234 Improve and expand skatepark 12/14/2021 6:51 PM

235 Bike trails that are ebike friendly 12/14/2021 6:48 PM

236 ice rink 12/14/2021 6:28 PM

237 Playgrounds 12/14/2021 6:22 PM
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238 Ice Skating 12/14/2021 6:17 PM

239 Bicycle paths & rollerskating paths 12/14/2021 5:55 PM

240 None. Seems good to me 12/14/2021 5:53 PM

241 The parks are fine. Spend the money elsewhere 12/14/2021 5:48 PM

242 Dog park(s) 12/14/2021 5:46 PM

243 Dog parks 12/14/2021 5:17 PM

244 open space, Unprogrammed Space, Better Theater space 12/14/2021 5:02 PM

245 Everything is fine 12/14/2021 4:54 PM

246 Outdoor dining areas 12/14/2021 4:46 PM

247 Mountain bike trails and hiking trails 12/14/2021 4:39 PM

248 Green space with gardens 12/14/2021 4:29 PM

249 Offroad Bike trails 12/14/2021 4:26 PM

250 Our parks are fine. Reduce this budget. 12/14/2021 4:12 PM

251 Fix the neighborhood sidewalks as was already promised. 12/14/2021 4:03 PM

252 Rodeo arena 12/14/2021 4:02 PM

253 vandalism prevention 12/14/2021 3:59 PM

254 Dog park. 12/14/2021 3:42 PM

255 A Rec Center 12/14/2021 3:39 PM

256 Disk golf 12/14/2021 3:35 PM

257 No 12/14/2021 3:11 PM

258 More fine arts 12/14/2021 2:51 PM

259 Bubble for the Riverton pool! 12/14/2021 2:49 PM

260 Horse trails 12/14/2021 2:48 PM

261 Not sure 12/14/2021 2:43 PM

262 Bathrooms 12/14/2021 2:41 PM

263 Nothing else needed 12/14/2021 2:33 PM

264 Ninja Warrior Course 12/14/2021 2:22 PM

265 All abilities playground 12/14/2021 2:22 PM

266 Bike lanes and trails 12/14/2021 2:21 PM

267 Inside activities, skating etc. 12/14/2021 2:09 PM

268 Improve fishing pond or build a new one 12/14/2021 2:08 PM

269 Designated bicycle lanes on more roads 12/14/2021 1:50 PM

270 No need to keep adding. Save the money. 12/14/2021 1:33 PM

271 Better pool gym facility like Herriman has 12/14/2021 1:30 PM

272 Dog parks 12/14/2021 1:23 PM

273 frisbee golf 12/14/2021 1:23 PM

274 Pavillions 12/14/2021 1:08 PM

275 Stop spending tax payer money 12/14/2021 12:59 PM
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276 Dog park! 12/14/2021 12:44 PM

277 Swimming pool facilities, especially outdoor 12/14/2021 12:28 PM

278 Fiber Optic Internet 12/14/2021 12:21 PM

279 Bike trails 12/14/2021 12:12 PM

280 Racquetball courts 12/14/2021 12:02 PM

281 Shooting range 12/14/2021 12:00 PM

282 Indoor walking path for cold weather 12/14/2021 12:00 PM

283 Dog parks 12/14/2021 11:56 AM

284 Skateparks 12/14/2021 11:50 AM

285 NA 12/14/2021 11:49 AM

286 more pickleball 12/14/2021 11:44 AM

287 Archery range 12/14/2021 11:42 AM

288 None 12/14/2021 11:42 AM

289 More trees and benches in small parks. Also a dog park. 12/14/2021 11:42 AM

290 I don't utilize these 12/14/2021 11:40 AM

291 Dog Park 12/14/2021 11:38 AM

292 preservation of natural space 12/14/2021 11:35 AM

293 It would be fun to have a wall put on the south side of the courts for people to serve against,
hit against, etc.

12/14/2021 11:29 AM

294 Maintain existing parks 12/14/2021 11:16 AM

295 . 12/14/2021 11:14 AM

296 Bicycle Trails 12/14/2021 11:07 AM

297 Children's playground equipment 12/14/2021 11:07 AM

298 New playgrounds 12/14/2021 11:02 AM

299 dog parks 12/14/2021 11:02 AM

300 I know this is not likely because of the logistics of it, but an outdoor ice rink for the winter that
can be used as a roller rink in the summer would be fun

12/14/2021 11:01 AM

301 Year round swimming 12/14/2021 10:58 AM

302 Picnic areas or more natural areas 12/14/2021 10:56 AM

303 SWINGS!!!! 12/14/2021 10:55 AM

304 Playgrounds 12/14/2021 10:54 AM

305 Covered picnic tables 12/14/2021 10:45 AM

306 Better playgrounds in the smaller parks. 12/14/2021 10:39 AM

307 More creative interactive playgrounds 12/14/2021 10:37 AM

308 Pool amenities, a community center with fitness center and pool 12/14/2021 10:37 AM

309 Disc golf course 12/14/2021 10:37 AM

310 Playgrounds 12/14/2021 10:36 AM

311 Security at parks. 12/14/2021 10:35 AM

312 pave, or otherwise improve parking area @ Western Springs park. the mud tracked onto the
roadway is bad.

12/14/2021 10:35 AM
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313 community recreation 12/14/2021 10:34 AM

314 Rec Center with a POOL! 12/14/2021 10:34 AM

315 No opinion 12/14/2021 10:31 AM

316 Skateboard parks designed by professionals who skateboard. 12/14/2021 10:25 AM

317 Better lighting. Riverton has horrible lighting if you are out walking at night 12/14/2021 10:24 AM

318 Picnic areas 12/14/2021 10:24 AM

319 Not interested in any 12/14/2021 10:20 AM

320 Sand volleyball 12/14/2021 10:20 AM

321 multipurpose fields / lacrosse 12/14/2021 10:19 AM

322 Other recreationally activities. E.G. River access and clean up for recreation use like
canoeing, tubing, fishing...; Wildlife habitats and initiatives; Community Gardens (pollinator,
bird, botanical/ornamental, water wise. example: https://idfg.idaho.gov/site/mk-nature-center );

12/14/2021 10:19 AM

323 Far too frequently, Cities will invest in ineffective and unused physical activity/recreation
options (e.g. park based exercise stations). There are far better ways to invest funds to
promote healthy active lifestyles. I can help with this. Install safer crossings (e.g. signal lights
and mid-crosswalks, add more crosswalks) on 2700 west between 126 and 134. Provide
support to businesses to support cyclists. Install charge stations for personal EVs.

12/14/2021 10:18 AM

324 Passive, forested parks 12/14/2021 10:17 AM

325 I’d love to see more laved laths by the creeks for walking. 12/14/2021 10:17 AM

326 Pool 12/14/2021 10:17 AM

327 keep about the same 12/14/2021 10:17 AM

328 More use and quality given to rodeo arena opening up equine programs/clinics 12/14/2021 10:16 AM

329 dog parks 12/14/2021 10:11 AM

330 Dirt jump bike park 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

331 Swimming 12/14/2021 10:06 AM

332 Pickle ball courts 12/14/2021 10:04 AM

333 ADA accessible play ground equipment 12/14/2021 10:00 AM

334 Indoor Pickleball Courts 12/14/2021 9:59 AM

335 Skateparks 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

336 More kid play areas with a variety of equipment / Dog Parks 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

337 A sound wall 4 Mountain View 12/14/2021 9:56 AM

338 Bike Paths 12/14/2021 9:55 AM

339 open grass areas, tennis courts 12/14/2021 9:55 AM

340 Pool. The current city pool needs an update. 12/14/2021 9:54 AM

341 Disc Golf Course(s) 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

342 better playgrounds 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

343 ourdoor pool similar to Lindon Aquatics Center 12/14/2021 9:51 AM

344 school walk ways and safer cross walks 12/14/2021 9:51 AM

345 Xeriscaping for water conservation 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

346 Mountain Bike Parks 12/14/2021 9:50 AM
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347 Pickleball Court in the South Summerhill Park instead of poor sand that's infested with bugs
and goatheads

12/14/2021 9:50 AM

348 Lacrosse fields and goals 12/14/2021 9:48 AM

349 I have no prefernce 12/14/2021 9:48 AM

350 Green belts! Stop taking away every green space left. 12/14/2021 9:47 AM

351 More grass space for pickup games of ultimate frisbee, etc. where organized sports (practices
and games) are not allowed to be

12/14/2021 9:47 AM

352 Everything is great 12/14/2021 9:46 AM

353 We need a recreational facility like JL Sorenson rec ctr. 12/14/2021 9:45 AM

354 Update, improve, and expand the golf course 12/14/2021 9:45 AM

355 Dog park 12/14/2021 9:43 AM

356 Horse shoes 12/14/2021 9:42 AM

357 Bike lanes 12/14/2021 9:41 AM

358 Can you plant some trees? so many parks that are just wide open fields. 12/14/2021 9:39 AM

359 Outdoor pools 12/14/2021 9:38 AM

360 I would personally like to see a dedicated dog park that's fenced and off leash in a small
section of the existing Park located at 11800 South 3500 West

12/14/2021 9:38 AM

361 I am satisfied but support city development choices 12/14/2021 9:36 AM

362 Skateparks 12/14/2021 9:35 AM

363 Clean up what we have! 12/14/2021 9:34 AM

364 As a mom I would love to see shade features so that the parks can be used all summer. I
don’t use them much because I worry my child will be burned.

12/14/2021 9:34 AM

365 Na 12/14/2021 9:34 AM

366 kids playground equipment, more lighting 12/14/2021 9:30 AM

367 Bathrooms open year round, fix the speakers at the Christmas light show 12/14/2021 9:28 AM

368 Dog parks where we can take dogs off the leash 12/14/2021 9:26 AM

369 Access for disabled individuals 12/14/2021 9:25 AM

370 Disc Golf courses! 12/14/2021 9:24 AM

371 Skateboard and rollerblade parks 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

372 More skate parks 12/14/2021 9:20 AM

373 N/A. Satisfied. 12/14/2021 9:19 AM

374 dog park - this should be first priority 12/14/2021 9:18 AM

375 Swimming pools 12/14/2021 9:18 AM

376 Community center with ice rink 12/14/2021 9:17 AM

377 Lacrosse Fields 12/14/2021 9:06 AM

378 Family recreation areas…picnic tables etc. 12/14/2021 7:58 AM

379 Bike trails 12/14/2021 7:38 AM

380 Bike park at roi Hardy 12/14/2021 7:03 AM

381 bike paths and trails 12/14/2021 6:39 AM

382 Something for teens to do 12/14/2021 5:51 AM
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383 Horse riding trails 12/14/2021 5:15 AM

384 Wheelchair rolling paths/non slanted 12/14/2021 1:56 AM

385 Small parks have equipment that most kids are to big for I would like to see existing parks
have equipment for young and older kids to play on to keep both ranges happy and not running
on top of one another

12/14/2021 12:49 AM

386 Rec center 12/14/2021 12:47 AM

387 More or better skate parks and better splash pad 12/14/2021 12:18 AM

388 Play structures 12/13/2021 11:50 PM

389 Skate Park 12/13/2021 11:49 PM

390 Rec center 12/13/2021 11:49 PM

391 Dog park 12/13/2021 11:27 PM

392 Not a fan of ZAP tax 12/13/2021 10:32 PM

393 Water fountains that are actually on and working 12/13/2021 10:11 PM

394 Dog park 12/13/2021 9:46 PM

395 Special needs playground 12/13/2021 9:45 PM

396 Skate parks 12/13/2021 9:31 PM

397 East/west bike/walking trails!!! 12/13/2021 9:28 PM

398 Seating in the pride park on Redwood and 126th south. 12/13/2021 9:25 PM

399 Pool 12/13/2021 9:09 PM

400 Nothing 12/13/2021 9:08 PM

401 Playgrounds 12/13/2021 9:04 PM

402 Bike paths 12/13/2021 8:48 PM

403 Don’t really care 12/13/2021 8:47 PM

404 Chick fila 12/13/2021 8:22 PM

405 More Cabana style areas to reserve and enjoy 12/13/2021 8:06 PM

406 Just open spaces with no active amenities 12/13/2021 7:56 PM

407 Playgrounds 12/13/2021 7:49 PM

408 Swimming pool 12/13/2021 7:30 PM

409 Keep up the main park 12/13/2021 7:29 PM

410 Frisbee disc golf 12/13/2021 6:52 PM

411 Biking trails 12/13/2021 6:41 PM

412 Indoor pool or rec center 12/13/2021 5:45 PM

413 Tai chi in the park 12/13/2021 5:44 PM

414 Horseshoe pits 12/13/2021 5:28 PM

415 Dog parks 12/13/2021 5:11 PM

416 Dog Park 12/13/2021 4:57 PM

417 Something like the Wild West Jordan playground would be EPIC. 12/13/2021 4:43 PM

418 Trees/hills for sledding shade, coolness, cleanliness, etc. 12/13/2021 4:42 PM

419 Playground equipment 12/13/2021 4:07 PM
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420 Do not spent more money on parks & recreation 12/13/2021 4:04 PM

421 Dog Park!!!! Perhaps in the city park 12/13/2021 3:47 PM

422 Disc golf 12/13/2021 3:16 PM

423 Indoor swimming facilities 12/13/2021 3:14 PM

424 All abilities/special needs playground 12/13/2021 3:01 PM

425 Equestrian 12/13/2021 2:59 PM

426 Dog park 12/13/2021 2:50 PM

427 Riverton doesn’t have any parks that I know of that are Ada friendly. We take our kids out of
the city, so that our son who uses a walker can go on a playground with an accessible surface
instead of wood chips.

12/13/2021 2:05 PM

428 Dog parks 12/13/2021 2:01 PM

429 I don't care. 12/13/2021 12:15 PM

430 nothing to improve 12/13/2021 12:07 PM

431 I think we spend to much money of parks and recreation areas 12/13/2021 12:06 PM

432 small gathering spots with benches 12/13/2021 11:05 AM

433 Low cost outdoor public pool 12/12/2021 7:08 PM

434 BIKE LANES 12/12/2021 3:21 PM

435 Better maintained bike trails. 12/12/2021 1:54 PM

436 Mountain bike trails 12/12/2021 12:20 PM

437 Playground equipment 12/12/2021 11:19 AM

438 Picnic tables, covered, playground, splashpad 12/12/2021 12:43 AM

439 Alternative sports like Lacrosse and Rugby 12/11/2021 6:52 PM

440 Wheel chair accessible surfaces 12/11/2021 3:35 PM

441 BBQ picnic areas 12/11/2021 3:21 PM

442 Dog park 12/11/2021 1:47 PM

443 Dog parks 12/11/2021 1:40 PM

444 Restrooms ar smaller parks 12/11/2021 1:19 PM

445 Amphitheater 12/11/2021 1:04 PM

446 Rec center! Hockey / ice-skating rink in far south valley! 12/11/2021 12:29 PM

447 Reduce property taxes 12/11/2021 12:14 PM

448 Swimming 12/11/2021 11:19 AM

449 Swimming 12/11/2021 11:14 AM

450 Horse trails safe from electric bikes going at high speeds 12/11/2021 9:15 AM

451 Biking trails 12/11/2021 8:39 AM

452 Play structures 12/11/2021 7:17 AM

453 Larger public pool 12/10/2021 11:22 PM

454 No opinion 12/10/2021 10:48 PM

455 Ranges for rifle, pistol, and shotgun shooting. 12/10/2021 9:46 PM

456 None 12/10/2021 9:37 PM
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457 Rec Center 12/10/2021 7:08 PM

458 no opinion 12/10/2021 6:46 PM

459 Dog Parks 12/10/2021 6:08 PM

460 Disc golf 12/10/2021 5:44 PM

461 More natural areas within the park systems 12/10/2021 5:26 PM

462 more smaller Pavillions 12/10/2021 5:25 PM

463 More bike trails 12/10/2021 5:07 PM

464 Rec center like Herriman and south Jordan has 12/10/2021 4:44 PM

465 Update dangerous skatepark take out the tall drop offs 12/10/2021 4:21 PM

466 Rec center 12/10/2021 4:11 PM

467 skate parks 12/10/2021 2:31 PM

468 Community parks 12/10/2021 2:27 PM

469 I would prefer we spend money on things like toilet and drinking water options and not specific
activity amenities

12/10/2021 1:01 PM

470 Recreational facility with swimming pool 12/10/2021 12:44 PM

471 Restrooms 12/10/2021 11:05 AM
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35.90%
1,032

37.25%
1,071

2.02% 58

9.95% 286

8.87% 255

6.02% 173

Q21 Riverton City has received feedback from some residents about their
desire to have a community recreation center in Riverton. We estimate this

to cost to be, at minimum, $20-30 million. In your opinion, does Riverton
need a community recreation center and, if so, how do you feel it should

be paid for?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 The Herriman Rec Center is great. no need for 2 12/17/2021 10:04 PM

2 Rec centers are not the proper roll of government. 12/17/2021 9:08 PM

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

No, I don’t
think we nee...

Yes, I believe
this should ...

Yes, I believe
this should ...

Yes, I believe
Riverton Cit...

Yes, but I
believe this...

Other (please
specify)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No, I don’t think we need a community recreation center.

Yes, I believe this should be paid for in partnership with Salt Lake County by using the ZAP (Zoo, Arts & Parks) tax,
with the next potential funding opportunity in 2026.

Yes, I believe this should be paid for by creating a special taxing district that would assess a property tax.

Yes, I believe Riverton City should bond (take out a loan) to pay for it and pay back the bond over time.

Yes, but I believe this is something a private business should pay for and operate.

Other (please specify)
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3 I think the money would be better spent maintaining existing streets and landscaping. 12/17/2021 7:56 PM

4 It would be nice to have a rec. center, but I'm not knowledgeable enough to know which route
is best. I would rather see a rec. center be built and not more car washes, loan centers, etc.

12/17/2021 7:22 PM

5 Yes, partnership with Salt Lake county, but include an ice rink for hockey and skating
programs. There is a lot of people involved in the sport in the south end of the valley with no
close amenities

12/17/2021 4:08 PM

6 Riverton has tried for years to get county facilities, only to have the funds go to neighboring
communities. We got a tiny outdated pool facility with minimal usage while surrounding
communities got state of the art indoor facilities. It’s about time the county coughed up for
Riverton.

12/17/2021 3:49 PM

7 I think it would be nice to have one. We can get to Herriman's relatively easily, but with traffic
and expansion out that way it is harder for those of us further east. So, would be nice, if done,
would prefer we leverage funding vs. new taxs (ZAP sounds good, but I don't know as much
about it).

12/17/2021 3:15 PM

8 We don't need an expensive rec center. We already have the South Jordan and Herriman Rec
centers pretty close together and I am dissatisfied with the day price of the Herriman one.

12/17/2021 3:03 PM

9 Yes, the fastest/best route agreed on 12/17/2021 1:30 PM

10 Yes if it has sidewalks around it 12/17/2021 1:20 PM

11 I don't know 12/17/2021 10:54 AM

12 Yes but I don’t understand the details of the payment options listed. What would payment look
like for a Riverton resident? More taxes? If so how much?

12/17/2021 10:52 AM

13 I believe the well maintained parks are sufficient 12/17/2021 10:45 AM

14 8 12/17/2021 10:33 AM

15 I would need more details before making a decision. 12/17/2021 9:55 AM

16 either partnership and/or bond 12/17/2021 8:53 AM

17 I don’t know 12/17/2021 8:31 AM

18 Easy To go to Herriman or South Jordan facilities. 12/17/2021 7:59 AM

19 Few of those payment options 12/17/2021 7:39 AM

20 Yes,needed. Can we combine a few options 12/17/2021 7:22 AM

21 Could use stand alone pool that could be covered in winter. 12/17/2021 7:10 AM

22 Yes, I don't know the best way to pay for it. 12/17/2021 5:52 AM

23 I feel that salt lake county should come up with the funds to cover it before the 2026 funding
year.

12/17/2021 3:58 AM

24 I would never use it 12/17/2021 2:45 AM

25 Save your $$$$ NO REC 12/17/2021 12:30 AM

26 Yes, but I don’t have enough knowledge or expertise to know what the best route would be to
pay for it, but yes it would be nice to have our own rec center

12/16/2021 11:39 PM

27 Yes it would be nice to have one. Perhaps funded a variety of sources. 12/16/2021 10:50 PM

28 Do some type of scaled down version of a rec center that wouldn’t cost so much. Maybe fix up
the pool.

12/16/2021 10:26 PM

29 No there is one very close to me. 12/16/2021 10:18 PM

30 YES! We want this and believe it should be a part of the county rec, but hopefully sooner than
2026!

12/16/2021 10:07 PM

31 Yes, but I am unsure which would be the best option for paying for it. 12/16/2021 9:02 PM
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32 We use South Jordan’s which is extremely close 12/16/2021 8:56 PM

33 Please look to Kearns as a model for financing this type of effort in concert with private parties 12/16/2021 8:00 PM

34 Yes but I don’t understand the details of the payment options listed. What would payment look
like for a Riverton resident? More taxes? If so how much?

12/16/2021 7:26 PM

35 Haven't given any thought to this as I live close to the Herriman Rec Center. I would assume a
new rec center would be located east of Bangerter & wouldn't benefit me or my neighborhood.
Would not want my taxes increased to build this - especially without more info.

12/16/2021 6:58 PM

36 Herriman already has JL Sorensen a really nice one just a couple miles away, plus we have
VASA which is reasonably priced. What would a new community center give us?

12/16/2021 6:38 PM

37 We definitely could use another pool not run by the county. 12/16/2021 6:37 PM

38 I don't think we need a community center, but if so, it should be done by private business 12/16/2021 5:45 PM

39 Yes, I believe we should have one. A little history: As a State Legislator, I convinced the
County to provide funding through the ZAP process to build a regional size facility in Riverton
over 15 years ago. This process was handed over to the River City Council, and Bill
Applegarth, who failed to meet deadlines required for plans and land dedicated by Riverton.
When Herriman got wind of our efforts, businessman, Sorenson donated land and pushed for a
Herriman location. You now see the result.

12/16/2021 4:14 PM

40 yes, with combination of private and public pay resourses 12/16/2021 4:10 PM

41 I think it is a good idea but I don't want my property taxes or any other taxes should go up 12/16/2021 3:59 PM

42 Yes, but I don’t feel I understand the advantages and disadvantages of the different funding
options well enough to assess which is better

12/16/2021 3:31 PM

43 Yes, I would love a Rec center, but I’m not sure what the best option would be to pay for it. 12/16/2021 3:10 PM

44 If the citizens have to pay for this as a bond or taxation, then all residents can enjoy the perk
without additional membership fees or costs.

12/16/2021 3:04 PM

45 Location would be key factor for support 12/16/2021 2:17 PM

46 Not needed. We have a bunch of other rec centers nearby. But if it happens it should be a
private party

12/16/2021 1:25 PM

47 Only if it's as nice or nicer than Draper and Herriman'swith better lazy river, spa jacuzzi with
jets that spray at varying intensities and heights, sauna and steam rooms and definite adult
hours only for seniors in the pool area...like 6 a.m. to noon. It would have to be nicer or I'd just
drive to the other rec centers like I do now!!! Don't increase our property taxes any more!!!

12/16/2021 12:31 PM

48 undecided here. both herriman and sojo rec centers are very close. 12/16/2021 12:26 PM

49 I believe we should pursue a Rec center, butt do not have enough knowledge of the pros and
cons of each option to make a vote on how it is paid for.

12/16/2021 11:59 AM

50 I use the Herriman Recreation center so I don't need this, but I think having access to a rec
center is important for families

12/16/2021 11:19 AM

51 I think this is a great idea, however I do not know enough about funding to vote one way or the
other.

12/16/2021 10:38 AM

52 If the rec center would be located on the west side of Riverton then I’d be against it as there is
the herriman rec center less than a mile away. If it’d be built more centrally I’d be concerned
about what is being displaced. In as for paying for it I’d appreciate if as much existing funds
were used and debt was avoided.

12/16/2021 10:17 AM

53 I would like it or to be able to get residential costs to attend other city rec cents in the area. 12/16/2021 10:15 AM

54 No, the herriman and south Jordan Rec centers are very close to riverton, it would be a waste
of money.

12/16/2021 10:07 AM

55 Depends what will be offered. If there is no tennis courts, and I mean more than two, then non
reason to have this type of facility because the amenities are already in place with the County
Rec center

12/16/2021 9:56 AM
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56 Herriman being the closest County facility, this may not be an acute need. How about a
transient occupancy tax for funding this and parks? ;-)

12/16/2021 9:51 AM

57 We’ve become accustomed to using the South Jordan facility. Since Covid the facility has
gone downhill. We would not need a different facility in Riverton if there were good facilities
nearby. I would recommend we coordinate with neighboring cities, looking at demographics and
come up with a system of facilities that meets the needs of the entire area. I am opposed to
turning the need over to private businesses.

12/16/2021 9:47 AM

58 Riverton has plenty of options through commercial venues or a short drive to other city/county
facilities. This is not City government responsibilities. If anything is done the city pool should
be improved and an inexpensive bubble placed over it.

12/16/2021 9:44 AM

59 If done it needs to be in equitable area not just for newer development. Tracy Avery as
example I was not asked /survey about I don’t have I put on design it will restrict current
Jordan River trail paths.

12/16/2021 9:42 AM

60 I think I'm partial, I think it sounds like a good idea but not sure if it's really necessary or how
to fund it.

12/16/2021 9:33 AM

61 Interested but place it nearer historic downtown, not mtnview due to the proximity to the
herriman rec center. Paid for in collab with the county using ZAP.

12/16/2021 9:26 AM

62 Yes, and community centers are for the people so the people should have skin in the game. It
should be solely on the city to pay for it.

12/16/2021 9:26 AM

63 This is frustrating because we had the plan for a recreation center years ago and then decided
to join with Herriman AND put it in Herriman. We wasted the money that was put into that
recreation center to provide for Herriman not Riverton. It would be nice to have our own
recreation center, but it depends on where and how much it would cost.

12/16/2021 9:22 AM

64 Yes, but not sure about the best way to pay for it. 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

65 I just feel like we really need an ice rink. I’m not sure the best way to pay for it. But it should
be on the list.

12/16/2021 9:19 AM

66 We need one, I am in favor of all 3. Zap, tax or bond. So the one that is easier to do. 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

67 Undecided 12/16/2021 9:16 AM

68 Yes, take it out of the city taxes. You have plenty. The streets are not being taken care of, use
that funding

12/16/2021 9:15 AM

69 Not sure 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

70 More senior citizen programs 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

71 I go to lifetime fitness 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

72 Yes, but without disposition on funding. 12/16/2021 9:09 AM

73 Yes but I don't know enough about the funding options to make an educated choice. In cases
like this there should probably be a link to a page that details the pros and cons of each.

12/16/2021 9:08 AM

74 No use Harriman rec center. 12/16/2021 8:04 AM

75 yes but idk how to pay for it 12/16/2021 3:31 AM

76 Yes! We need this and it can be a combined funding also using school district funds since
there is NO facility for the multiple high schools in our area. RHS kids wake up at 4:30 to swim
in Draper. JL Sorensen houses 3 teams!!! It’s ridiculous.

12/15/2021 11:21 PM

77 Don't really need one, don't want to pay more taxes for one, and a private business may not do
well bcz of Covid restrictions and high inflation

12/15/2021 11:11 PM

78 I would need more I forgot make an informed decision. 12/15/2021 7:14 PM

79 I would use it if it were here but I don't think it is needed 12/15/2021 4:16 PM

80 Yes it would be nice to have a rec center but not sure the best way to pay for it. 12/15/2021 2:42 PM

81 This should be left for private business. We shouldn't tax people for something most people 12/15/2021 1:33 PM
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won't use.

82 I don't know what goes into a community recreation center 12/15/2021 12:52 PM

83 Yes. Not sure on funding 12/15/2021 12:24 PM

84 If you have an extra 2$20million sitting around sure. I Use S. Jordan gym. How about a
city/county partnership?

12/15/2021 11:14 AM

85 No more spending. 12/15/2021 10:17 AM

86 Yes, but I don't know how it should be paid for. Any way besides creating a special taxing
district.

12/15/2021 8:34 AM

87 An ice skating rink would work here 12/15/2021 7:11 AM

88 I think the city should partner with a private company to 12/15/2021 6:31 AM

89 I think there are enough places to work out for people that want to. 12/15/2021 4:59 AM

90 No opinion 12/15/2021 1:03 AM

91 We should add within builder stipulations that they need to provide a community RSC center
just as they have to provide parks

12/14/2021 10:51 PM

92 Yes, but I'm not educated enough on the financial options 12/14/2021 9:55 PM

93 Yes, using whichever option is fastest and most financially responsible 12/14/2021 9:29 PM

94 Extend the Midas Creek bike trail all the out to the Oquirrh mountain / copper mine. 12/14/2021 8:50 PM

95 I believe in the concept. I do not believe the voters will support increased taxes or a bond /
loan. Therefore, the path forward may require a creative combination of several of these
options.

12/14/2021 8:28 PM

96 yes a rec center is needed. Bluffdale & Riverton could combine to build. If there aren't too
many limitations on wardle field park extra lands that may be a good location. With a smallish
bond, budget planning, & an application to ZAP funds in 5 yrs to help pay off $$, we could be
in good shape

12/14/2021 8:25 PM

97 I am ok with it being a bond. However, I think that the nearby high schools and district can also
help pay for it, as their school teams currently have no where to practice!! This is how JL
Sorenson was partly funded

12/14/2021 7:32 PM

98 No more taxes!! 12/14/2021 7:32 PM

99 Combination of Bond, ZAP, Business Donations. 12/14/2021 7:10 PM

100 unsure 12/14/2021 6:57 PM

101 We live right by Herriman rec center. 12/14/2021 6:27 PM

102 Yes we need a comm Rec cntr 12/14/2021 5:55 PM

103 ANYTHING, but SLCo. Don't let them be invovled. Too many issues with other rec centers and
the public access for school use.

12/14/2021 4:45 PM

104 R free 12/14/2021 4:29 PM

105 I'm neutral 12/14/2021 3:15 PM

106 Don't need to be a broken record but you have a fantastic program for plays etc. but it is the
worst faciality in the valley. put money into that.

12/14/2021 2:51 PM

107 Just improve and bubble the existing pool 12/14/2021 2:49 PM

108 I wouldn't use it so I wouldn't want to have to pay for it. 12/14/2021 2:41 PM

109 Yes, however I'm not sure the best way to pay for it would be. Some of these options are
unknown to me.

12/14/2021 2:18 PM

110 not really necessary, or okay through ZAP 12/14/2021 2:09 PM

111 we have plenty around us 12/14/2021 2:02 PM
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112 Yes I do think we need one as I use herriman and south Jordan currently. No sure how they are
funded so no opinion on that matter.

12/14/2021 1:58 PM

113 I like the idea but need to think on this one further 12/14/2021 1:51 PM

114 I will actively work to out any council member who votes to add taxes for something like this. 12/14/2021 1:33 PM

115 Impartial 12/14/2021 1:23 PM

116 Tax money should NOT go to this. 12/14/2021 12:59 PM

117 Yes, I think it would be beneficial, but I don't know what would be the best funding option. 12/14/2021 12:32 PM

118 I'm not familiar enough with the pervious options to suggest how to fund such an endeavor
(although I very much dislike taking out bonds to be paid back). I do know if we had a Riverton
community center I would try to be a member depending on location. However based on where
I live the South Jordan Community center and Lifetime Fitness center are both very close
locations and I believe would be competitive business to any community center Riverton
supports. While I would like to have a Riverton community center I'm not sure it is viable
based on surrounding businesses.

12/14/2021 12:28 PM

119 I thought the one near Herriman was actually Riverton’s. 12/14/2021 12:06 PM

120 Yes, but not sure on the best way to fund it :) 12/14/2021 11:51 AM

121 Only if a skatepark is part of the plan. 12/14/2021 11:50 AM

122 Not enough information to say. 12/14/2021 11:35 AM

123 We should do what other cities have done. I believe Herriman used the zoo fund in addition to
land paid for by Herriman. We could do something similar

12/14/2021 11:29 AM

124 Yes, but please keep the county out of it. JL Sorenson and the Draper facilities have been a
disaster...equipment is not maintained, poor staff assistance, pool out of order, and during
covid they became completely unreasonable. I canceled my passes after several years of
being a customer

12/14/2021 11:06 AM

125 Yes, I believe Riverton City should figure out the best way to pay for it whether it be using
ZAP, creating a special tax..., or take out a loan.

12/14/2021 11:02 AM

126 Can it be a combination, where it's paid for through a tax or a loan, but a private business pays
to name the building after them for a time. Such as what happens with say the Maverick
Center, but obviously on a smaller scale.

12/14/2021 11:01 AM

127 The one in Herriman seems sufficient and conveniently located 12/14/2021 10:51 AM

128 It depends on what amenities you are providing. Are you able to compete with Vasa on price
and amenities? The JL Sorenson rec center was ok at first now is a joke. Needs way more
equipment and bigger lap pool. Needs a big indoor track. If you have the correct amenities then
I am OK with it but if not then not worth the money at all because it will fail against VASA.

12/14/2021 10:36 AM

129 100%. JL is overcrowded because so many of us go there. Especially for youth sports. The
county should look into supporting this.

12/14/2021 10:17 AM

130 PLease do not pursue a rec center, they are a money pit and not what everyone thinks they
are for a community.

12/14/2021 10:11 AM

131 I really don't have an opinion this topic 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

132 We use the Counties-which we pay for 12/14/2021 9:57 AM

133 Partner up with County pool 12/14/2021 9:55 AM

134 Yes, a Rec center is needed especially one with swimming instructor, lessons and team
available. However, our taxes are quite high as is, so funding would need to be adjusted so
that our taxes don't continue to steeply rise.

12/14/2021 9:55 AM

135 They don't need a rec center if you can provide a few other areas, especially indoors to do
activities like pickleball, basketball, and volleyball.

12/14/2021 9:52 AM

136 I haven’t done enough research on funding for buildings such as these and the different ways it 12/14/2021 9:46 AM
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could be done??

137 We pay enough in taxes...re organize your budget to pay for it . 12/14/2021 9:45 AM

138 Yes, I think there should be some funding available through the school district as the RHS
swim team currently has to use the Draper pool, meaning 5 AM practices and a rush to get to
school on time.

12/14/2021 9:43 AM

139 Large facility, indoor and outdoor, for football, rugby, etc, cross country for large groups, 5+
fields with indoor training

12/14/2021 9:40 AM

140 indifferent 12/14/2021 9:39 AM

141 I would be okay with something funded by zap, but I would like to emphasize that many
community centers are only popular for the first few years then seem to fall into disrepair and
become an eyesore.

12/14/2021 9:38 AM

142 I live close to the Herriman rec center so don't have a preference but support the city's
decision

12/14/2021 9:36 AM

143 Riverton does not maintain what we have so why should we pay for more trash holes 12/14/2021 9:34 AM

144 I'd love a rec center, no idea how that gets paid for. 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

145 yes, but I would need to research more on how to pay for it 12/14/2021 9:24 AM

146 Either the partnership with SL County or private business. 12/14/2021 9:22 AM

147 I believe it should be paid for by the city residents. Not the county, that gives them too much
control of local property.

12/14/2021 9:19 AM

148 Depends on what will be available / included in the req center 12/14/2021 9:16 AM

149 We have Herriman and South Jordan close to us, no need. 12/14/2021 9:16 AM

150 We have plenty of gyms for those who choose that life style. 12/14/2021 8:45 AM

151 Only if you include a pool for RIVERTON High School kids to utilize for swimming. Right now
they have to travel to Draper

12/14/2021 5:51 AM

152 We have quite a few close by in the county already 12/14/2021 5:15 AM

153 The County rec centers are fine - we do not need our own rec center. Why make the mistake
South Jordan made.

12/13/2021 10:32 PM

154 Don't care as long as it doesn't raise taxes 12/13/2021 9:52 PM

155 It could be a joint venture between Private and City with donations. 12/13/2021 9:25 PM

156 It should be a combination of the funding options described above. 12/13/2021 7:33 PM

157 It would be great if we could put it near the pool and golf course 12/13/2021 7:29 PM

158 Yes - my child swims for the high school and they definitely need their own pool! I think that it
should be paid for in away that would be fastest / whether it’s ZAP, taxing district, or bond

12/13/2021 6:58 PM

159 If we do it and I'm not opposed to it, I would say let's keep the money within Riverton either by
bond or taxes. Is there anyway to get a grant for it?

12/13/2021 6:52 PM

160 We had money allocated for it in the past but it was used for the County rec center not central
to Riverton.

12/13/2021 5:47 PM

161 I’m not sure exactly the best way. I feel as a resident I should have to pay some but I feel it
should be done by not over taxing the citizens or creating a burden on our cities finances. I
feel I would need to fully research all options to make an education decision.

12/13/2021 5:45 PM

162 No, they're too expensive and I don't want the city to fund it. 12/13/2021 4:42 PM

163 Residents should pay some since they’ll use it but you might as well use the zap tax if
possible. I’d love to have a Rex center just for Riverton.

12/13/2021 4:17 PM

164 I don't care. 12/13/2021 12:15 PM
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165 I would like to see this happen. If the bond can be paid back by the fee to get in (the users of
the REC). I would also be ok with a property tax increase if Riverton residents receive a
discount to use the REC

12/13/2021 12:12 PM

166 I think it is a good idea. But property taxes are so high, I do not want to add more to them -
especially if I will not use the facility. Maybe a private business such as "lifestyle" in SJ would
be an option?

12/13/2021 11:05 AM

167 I haven't lived here long enough to have an opinion. I'm not sure that I would use one due to
the time it would take to go there and the cost involved.

12/13/2021 10:45 AM

168 A community rec center would be nice but I’m against issuing a bond for it or increasing
property taxes. Until then I’m fine utilizing private gyms like lifetime fitness.

12/11/2021 10:26 PM

169 Yes. A swimming facility for residents and RHS using SLCounty funds 12/11/2021 11:19 AM

170 Yes. It should include a swimming facility for RHS. SLCounty funds would be ideal. 12/11/2021 11:14 AM

171 NO, cities should provide basic services and not get into the competitive field of recreation
centers. Leave that up to private business

12/11/2021 10:49 AM

172 I don't see a need for it, but if RC does one, imo it should be paid for by fees assessed to
people using it.

12/10/2021 6:46 PM

173 Yes. But I’m not aware how other cities have done it. 12/10/2021 3:46 PM
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40.00% 1,150

36.35% 1,045

18.05% 519

2.12% 61

0.66% 19

2.82% 81

Q22 In general, how satisfied are you with the quality of community events
sponsored by Riverton City?

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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Satisfied: 76.35%
Dissatisfied: 2.78%
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67.03% 1,927

15.10% 434

2.99% 86

14.89% 428

Q23 Riverton City sponsors a number of community events each year.
Which of these statements best describes your feelings about the number

of events sponsored by the city?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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I am satisfied
with the num...

I believe
Riverton Cit...

I believe
Riverton Cit...

Not Sure

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I am satisfied with the number of community events sponsored by the city.

I believe Riverton City should sponsor more events to give the community more opportunities to gather.

I believe Riverton City sponsors too many community events and should cut back.

Not Sure
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58.57% 1,684

31.23% 898

6.50% 187

2.37% 68

0.83% 24

0.49% 14

Q24 How satisfied are you with Riverton City’s efforts to keep residents
informed?

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied

Somewhat Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Not Sure

Overall Satisfaction
Satisfied: 89.8%
Dissatisfied: 3.2%
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35.10% 1,009

51.41% 1,478

13.50% 388

Q25 Do you think Riverton City should continue creating and mailing a
printed calendar of events and meetings to each residential household in

Riverton each year, at a printing and mailing cost of about $1.15 per
household?

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No

Not Sure
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28.00% 805

62.12%
1,786

9.88% 284

Q26 Do you think Riverton City should continue publishing a monthly print
newsletter in the Riverton Journal newspaper (at a cost of about $1.45 per
household per year) OR stop publishing a print newsletter and focus more

exclusively on digital communication methods?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Yes – continue
printing the...

No – stop
publishing a...

Not Sure

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes – continue printing the city newsletter on a monthly basis in the Riverton Journal newspaper while continuing
current digital communication efforts.

No – stop publishing a print newsletter and focus more exclusively on digital communication methods.

Not Sure
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Q27 Please rank the following communication methods or tools for how
you prefer to receive city information:

Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

35.83%
1,030

23.93%
688

15.72%
452
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314

6.68%
192
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120

2.75%
79 2,875 5.48
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Email Notifications / Email
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Text Message Alerts

Social Media (Facebook, Instagram,
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Riverton City Website –
rivertonutah.gov

Riverton Connect Mobile App

Print Newsletter in the Riverton
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26.96% 775

13.63% 392

21.63% 622

19.10% 549

18.68% 537

Q28 If you observed a problem that needed reported to the Riverton City
government, what would your most preferred method to report the problem

be from the options listed?
Answered: 2,875 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 2,875
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Report by Phone

Report by Email

Report on the
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Report by Text
Message

Report on the
Riverton...

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Report by Phone

Report by Email

Report on the City Website

Report by Text Message

Report on the Riverton Connect Mobile App
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Q29 Please describe the best aspects of living in Riverton:
Answered: 1,844 Skipped: 1,031

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Great suburban area conveniently near all the big cities 12/17/2021 11:53 PM

2 Nice city park with lighted tennis courts and fun playgrounds. 12/17/2021 11:50 PM

3 Its just been couple of months we moved to Riverton, yet to see! 12/17/2021 11:15 PM

4 Like the lot sizes and that we still have open spaces. 12/17/2021 10:57 PM

5 Community engagement. Walking trails. 12/17/2021 10:50 PM

6 Great caring neighbors. Quiet peaceful streets with easy access to other cities. Good sense of
community.

12/17/2021 10:48 PM

7 Peaceful, quiet, safe. Well-run city. 12/17/2021 10:47 PM

8 Accessibility..peacefulness..great neighbors…great Mayor…hometown feel..love living across
from the city park..but wish there was better access at the main entrance to the homes north
of there… across 126 th

12/17/2021 10:28 PM

9 Nice community. Access to the Jordan River Parkway. 12/17/2021 10:17 PM

10 Mostly rural feel I LOVE how the city has purchased and refurbished the old High School. It
fits my conservative values. (saves taxes) There is NO need to build a Taj Mahal for a city
offices like some cities. Example "West Jordan" and "Murray" Utah

12/17/2021 10:04 PM

11 Really not much 12/17/2021 9:46 PM

12 Convenient commodities, light government, less political, sufficient and responsive police
force and 1st responders, community safety, clean town with great enforcement of guild lines,
well planned developments .....and many more..

12/17/2021 9:46 PM

13 I feel like you are trying to expand the economy better than surrounding cities. 12/17/2021 9:45 PM

14 Strong leadership from Trent and team! 12/17/2021 9:22 PM

15 Still has a little of the small town feel but services of a larger community. 12/17/2021 9:08 PM

16 My family loves living in Riverton. What I really appreciate is the limited high density housing.
Riverton has a good balance or single family homes and high density housing.

12/17/2021 8:56 PM

17 New commercial district. 12/17/2021 8:56 PM

18 kudo's to the city management on running the city. I think you do well. Planning ahead could
use some work on getting the word out.

12/17/2021 8:18 PM

19 Love the walkability, safe feel, great city park, small town feel 12/17/2021 8:15 PM

20 It feels like a smaller town while still having great access to major roads that connect it to Salt
Lake/Provo, etc.

12/17/2021 8:14 PM

21 I like having a city government, instead of living an unincorporated part of Salt Lake County. It
makes me feel like I have more of a voice in how our taxes and fees are spent. I like having
major businesses in our city like Walmart, Home Depot, Lowe’s, PetSmart, Cinemark,
Harmon’s, In-N-Out Burger and Costco. It makes me feel like Riverton is an important place to
do business in Utah.

12/17/2021 7:56 PM

22 Keep the improvement efforts up. 12/17/2021 7:50 PM

23 Proactive Leadership 12/17/2021 7:36 PM

24 I love the community, the people are kind and look out or each other. We have great schools.
We have a good variety of stores and restaurants. It is still a small enough city to keep it less

12/17/2021 7:22 PM
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busy and more personable and friendly.

25 Quiet for the most part, but crime near all the big residential projects. 12/17/2021 7:15 PM

26 Good neighborhood 12/17/2021 6:26 PM

27 Close to lots of amenities but still has a small(ish) community feel 12/17/2021 6:21 PM

28 When I moved to Riverton 20+ years ago it had a small town feel seem we have lost this. One
of the times it feels like we return to the small town feeling is during the town days parade and
fireworks. I love the golf course. I love the river bottoms. I like this survey even though I only
found out about it on the last day.

12/17/2021 6:14 PM

29 Great place to raise your children!! Friendly people! 12/17/2021 6:10 PM

30 I love the new communications! I love the Christmas with Santa however a pre-registered time
slot to come back would be great!

12/17/2021 6:06 PM

31 Small town community feel. 12/17/2021 6:01 PM

32 Quite, affordable and polite 12/17/2021 5:51 PM

33 Riverton City is kept clean and the crime rate is low. The City Employees are responsive. 12/17/2021 5:31 PM

34 Safe. Nice parks. 4th of July fireworks. 12/17/2021 5:12 PM

35 Good government… 12/17/2021 5:07 PM

36 Safe attractive neighborhoods 12/17/2021 5:03 PM

37 The neighbors 12/17/2021 4:37 PM

38 Good neighbors. 12/17/2021 4:36 PM

39 Family friendly--good community events, an involved mayor, good access to grocery stores,
restaurants, medical centers, etc.

12/17/2021 4:23 PM

40 Safe, clean, quality 12/17/2021 4:19 PM

41 Development to the west is bringing much needed monies to the city. Mostly, you can get
about anything you need within city limits. Road construction improvements is helping with
traffic flow. City parks and the Jordan Park walkway allows people an opportunity to get
outside.

12/17/2021 4:16 PM

42 Safe and easy access to everything. 12/17/2021 4:06 PM

43 Reasonably good & friendly people. Small town values/ feel. which I sometimes feel slipping
away. Riverton used to be the best kept secret in the Valley. Apparently, someone talked. Also
appreciate the irrigation water for yards and gardens. However, is there anything to be done
about the fowl smell, snales and weeds it brings? Sometimes it smells so rotten, I wonder if
it’s safe to use on the garden.

12/17/2021 3:49 PM

44 Small community feel with large open spaces. 12/17/2021 3:34 PM

45 Close to everything 12/17/2021 3:31 PM

46 Safety. 12/17/2021 3:25 PM

47 Safe, family community. 12/17/2021 3:24 PM

48 Still has a relatively smaller town feel, but access to everything needed. 12/17/2021 3:15 PM

49 Well, it used to not be a mad house of traffic jams and strip malls. I can no longer afford the
rent or housing rates where I grew up. Riverton used to have a lower wage gap, and lower
crime rates, it was ruined by greed, uncontrolled expansion, and development. It's turned into
West Jordan and Magna. I feel like I'm living in the middle of the Gateway Mall with all the
shady loitering people and everything. Everything that made Riverton great was taken away 5
years ago. I have no choice but to leave the place I loved most.

12/17/2021 3:03 PM

50 Safety, size of city, accessibility, and low cost 12/17/2021 2:50 PM

51 Safe community friendly atmosphere 12/17/2021 2:28 PM
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52 Very good access to all parts of the valley 12/17/2021 2:12 PM

53 Family friendly, safe, not too big (good distribution of different types of housing) 12/17/2021 1:55 PM

54 ⁸responsive to questions and concerns. Haven't agreed with response, but appreciate listening 12/17/2021 1:49 PM

55 close community 12/17/2021 1:47 PM

56 Not overpopulated. 12/17/2021 1:42 PM

57 The “rural feel” is wonderful. 12/17/2021 1:38 PM

58 Quiet, peaceful. Stores and amenities fairly close. 12/17/2021 1:34 PM

59 Na 12/17/2021 1:30 PM

60 1 acre and 1/2 lot living, please don’t build any more multi living in Riverton. It’s ruining
Riverton city.

12/17/2021 1:20 PM

61 The people....so many good people live here in Riverton. 12/17/2021 1:18 PM

62 Current home lot sizes that attract families with kids. Proximity to amenities. Secondary
irrigation water

12/17/2021 1:16 PM

63 Lights at the park, flags, park access, quieter community 12/17/2021 12:58 PM

64 Close to many things. Great community gatherings. 12/17/2021 12:51 PM

65 We’ve been here for 21 years and we’ve been very happy with the Riverton area haven’t had
any problems other than the street that we live on we’re at the corner of a cul-de-sac people
drive through the street like it’s a freeway and it scares me because somebody’s gonna get hit
or somebody’s gonna get hurt or an animal and I’ve asked for the city to put in speed bumps
they keep saying that they don’t have the funding for that

12/17/2021 12:44 PM

66 I love that the city sponsors events and make it feel like a small town, even though we aren't
anymore. I think the city does a much better job at communicating to residents than it ever
has in the past. It's important to know what's going on. I love to see people decorate for
holidays, and the city encourages that. I really like that the city council is trying to find a
balance of not building anymore high density housing. I believe city leaders do listen to the
residents. Thank you so much for all you do!

12/17/2021 12:36 PM

67 Community feel 12/17/2021 12:10 PM

68 I like that it still feels small. People know each other and I like to have community events. 12/17/2021 11:44 AM

69 Amenities, clean city, access to freeways, residents care about their yards. 12/17/2021 11:36 AM

70 Beautiful neighborhoods, clean streets, plenty of stores in retail places to keep our taxes lower.
I do feel safe in my neighborhood but I know that If we added something like high density
housing which I do not want.

12/17/2021 11:28 AM

71 Sound wall on corridor 12/17/2021 11:18 AM

72 The easy going atmosphere 12/17/2021 11:11 AM

73 Small town feel. 12/17/2021 11:03 AM

74 Has everything I need in it. 12/17/2021 10:52 AM

75 Open spaces, rural type living, wonderful citizens. 12/17/2021 10:51 AM

76 I love the new expanding opportunities as we continue to grow 12/17/2021 10:50 AM

77 The rural feel with all the amenities of the Salt Lake Valley within minutes. 12/17/2021 10:49 AM

78 Proximity to shops and parks. Close to freeways and airport. Still somewhat has that small
town feel. Lots of fun community activities and events for the family.

12/17/2021 10:46 AM

79 I had 2 interactions with the government in the last couple years and was very satisfied with
the response. Mayor Staggs was approachable, was concerned because we were concerned
and fair in his decision. I also discussed some concerns with visibility/traffic in the Mountain
View shopping center and even though the issues still exist I did feel like the city planners

12/17/2021 10:45 AM
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were easy to communicate with and took the time to come walk through the area with me. I
might not always get the answers I want but I know my city will listen.

80 It's a beautiful place to live. And there's plenty of amenities close by. 12/17/2021 10:44 AM

81 Quiet, relatively safe, great people who live here. 12/17/2021 10:32 AM

82 Open space and walking trails. Close retail shopping. 12/17/2021 10:31 AM

83 Great quality of life. Lots of great businesses near by, good schools, and good neighborhoods.
Not overloaded with apartments.

12/17/2021 10:20 AM

84 Quiet clean community 12/17/2021 10:17 AM

85 Doesn't feel as busy as surrounding cities 12/17/2021 10:14 AM

86 Great city to raise a family 12/17/2021 10:03 AM

87 Spacious, calm, relaxing, safe, families 12/17/2021 10:02 AM

88 Not super busy or over populated(getting busier though) 12/17/2021 10:01 AM

89 It is a beautiful, clean city. 12/17/2021 10:01 AM

90 Our sense of community is unmatched. 12/17/2021 10:00 AM

91 Sense of community 12/17/2021 9:56 AM

92 I love the people and the friendly atmosphere. I also love that the crime rate is low. 12/17/2021 9:55 AM

93 My family loves the small town feel. Riverton still has a lot of values that other cities do not.
We have a great mayor, and I appreciate the focus on small businesses. Riverton feels safe,
and I feel there is a good quality of people and businesses in the area.

12/17/2021 9:55 AM

94 Riverton is very family oriented and we love that. We have had kids go through every level of
school here, and our experiences have been very positive. Small businesses are welcomed
and supported, and we have one. Our park is BEAUTIFUL, albeit a bit boring if you don't have
young children. We ADORE Town days, and make sure we are in town every year. The
recreation department does a fantastic job planning and carrying out events for the families of
Riverton.

12/17/2021 9:45 AM

95 I am grateful I live east of 1300 west away from a lot of the development 12/17/2021 9:40 AM

96 Safe neighborhoods Sense of community Schools nearby Parks and facilities Access of stores
and products ie. Peterson's, Walmart, Lowe's, Home Depot, Burt Brothers, Big O Tires (coming
soon it looks like), Carwashes, Crumbl, McDonald's, Taco Bell, Costa Vida, etc. (And all the
new stores and business development west of Bangerter on 134th.) Reasonably quick access
to Bangerter and I-15

12/17/2021 9:37 AM

97 Proximity to dining, shopping, entertainment and major freeways. 12/17/2021 9:35 AM

98 The people 12/17/2021 9:32 AM

99 Close to lots of shopping and food 12/17/2021 9:30 AM

100 I used to love that there wasn’t a lot of traffic. Now it’s insane. The shops and eating places
and grocery stores are more abundant.

12/17/2021 9:30 AM

101 Safe environment. Quiet community. The irrigation water ability, I have never had it in other
states and it is great to have.

12/17/2021 9:27 AM

102 How close everything is for us 12/17/2021 9:25 AM

103 Safe quiet nice people 12/17/2021 9:23 AM

104 Great community atmosphere/safety 12/17/2021 9:15 AM

105 Great location & still somewhat of a small town feeling 12/17/2021 9:11 AM

106 I like the close proximity to everything. I also like the farm land they leave open. 12/17/2021 9:06 AM

107 It's safe, great people and services. Pretty much all utilities are far more than they were when
we lived in Davis County, which makes things tough. The city has been pretty awesome

12/17/2021 8:59 AM
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though and we've loved events the city sponsors.

108 Not as much high density housing. But the small town feel us slipping away. Too much
business and apartments, traffic can be crazy during rush hour

12/17/2021 8:53 AM

109 Many conveniences. I do miss that it used to be small town, quiet, with more farmland, but
understand our children and grandchildren need a place to live. It would be nice if our posterity
could actually afford real property with some space, though.

12/17/2021 8:53 AM

110 Not living in SLC where I was born/raised and worked for 30 years in law enforcement. Riverton
is still peaceful, quiet (for the most part) and safe.

12/17/2021 8:52 AM

111 Sponsee more activities 12/17/2021 8:49 AM

112 Community spirit and pride 12/17/2021 8:48 AM

113 Small town feel, but great ammenedies 12/17/2021 8:47 AM

114 Quiet and safe 12/17/2021 8:41 AM

115 Location. 12/17/2021 8:35 AM

116 I love the community atmosphere. Small town feel and large lots. 12/17/2021 8:35 AM

117 Convenience of roads and parks 12/17/2021 8:32 AM

118 Community. Safety. Friends. 12/17/2021 8:32 AM

119 The small town, friendly atmosphere with modern convinces. Easy to get around to stores. 12/17/2021 8:31 AM

120 A true community 12/17/2021 8:27 AM

121 Small town feeling 12/17/2021 8:25 AM

122 Safety and cleanliness 12/17/2021 8:22 AM

123 Small town feel with larger town amenities 12/17/2021 8:15 AM

124 It’s a good town 12/17/2021 8:11 AM

125 N/a 12/17/2021 8:11 AM

126 Community feel, even as we've grown larger. 12/17/2021 8:09 AM

127 More rural area with big lots. 12/17/2021 8:00 AM

128 Great community feel 12/17/2021 7:59 AM

129 Friendly place 12/17/2021 7:59 AM

130 Small community atmosphere 12/17/2021 7:48 AM

131 Affordable cost of living, safe neighborhoods. 12/17/2021 7:47 AM

132 Great community of people 12/17/2021 7:39 AM

133 Not the property taxes continuing to raise. Where are the taxes going from the big shopping
center on 13400 South and Mtn View corridor? Not the mayor continuing to give himself raises.
We do like being closer to our children who live here. That is why we are here.

12/17/2021 7:39 AM

134 Safety and family feel. 12/17/2021 7:36 AM

135 Area of Park, pool, rodeo, community activities A bit of city and a bit of country life, Close to
essentials

12/17/2021 7:32 AM

136 Friendly 12/17/2021 7:30 AM

137 It use to be small, friendly and easy to get around in. Now with more people there’s more crime
and it’s harder to get around

12/17/2021 7:22 AM

138 It’s a safe, clean and quality place to live. 12/17/2021 7:22 AM

139 It’s quiet and safe. There are plenty of community events and lots of open space. 12/17/2021 7:11 AM

140 neighbors, safety 12/17/2021 7:05 AM
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141 The variety of shopping. Location in valley. 12/17/2021 7:02 AM

142 I think we have a positive community atmosphere. I love having a good hospital nearby. I feel
safe I Riverton for the most part.

12/17/2021 7:01 AM

143 Clean, friendly, good people 12/17/2021 6:54 AM

144 Small town feel 12/17/2021 6:49 AM

145 It's not Herriman. 12/17/2021 6:47 AM

146 Convenient shopping, city services, 12/17/2021 6:44 AM

147 Good people 12/17/2021 6:16 AM

148 Less high density 12/17/2021 6:16 AM

149 Amenities. Close to transportation 12/17/2021 6:16 AM

150 small town feel 12/17/2021 6:12 AM

151 Rural, for now. Quiet. Peaceful. 12/17/2021 6:09 AM

152 Friendly community, great people. 12/17/2021 5:56 AM

153 The City meets the majority of my needs. I usually don't have to leave the City boundary's for
goods or services

12/17/2021 5:52 AM

154 Beautiful community 12/17/2021 5:44 AM

155 Lowcrime 12/17/2021 5:29 AM

156 Relatively safe for me and my family. 12/17/2021 5:00 AM

157 Town days. New city park. 12/17/2021 4:21 AM

158 Beautiful area for the most part, and quite, but the theft is out of control where I live which is
on 126 and Mountain View.

12/17/2021 3:31 AM

159 Events, involvement in the community. 12/17/2021 3:18 AM

160 Family homes. Don’t like all the apartments being built. Leads to too much of a transient city 12/17/2021 2:45 AM

161 Use to be small town nice. Now it's crowded & traffic congestion. Crime has become a problem
& police need to patrol residential areas more. You might think they do, but I have been in LE
for years & officers become lazy & "hide".

12/17/2021 2:45 AM

162 It’s close to most anything. It’s clean. And we love the city park! 12/17/2021 1:47 AM

163 Hands down the best mayor who has been smart with the growth of the city and puts its
citizens first.

12/17/2021 1:21 AM

164 The people are friendly. I like that we still have somewhat of a small town feel left because we
don't have high rise buildings.

12/17/2021 1:21 AM

165 I love my neighbors and the feeling of community. 12/17/2021 1:08 AM

166 Communities and neighborhoods along with schools and parks 12/17/2021 12:41 AM

167 Still has a somewhat small town community feel to it. 12/17/2021 12:38 AM

168 To much development to enjoy living here now! 12/17/2021 12:14 AM

169 Safe and small town feel 12/16/2021 11:57 PM

170 Taxes are lower than some of the other cities I've lived in. Shopping is for the most part close.
Commute to things isn't bad.

12/16/2021 11:56 PM

171 I love living here. I love all the things to do at our park and it’s not to close to down town. I am
afraid we are building so much that we will lose our small town charm.

12/16/2021 11:56 PM

172 The awesome neighbors I have, the cleanliness of the streets and neighborhoods, 12/16/2021 11:39 PM

173 short commute to work 12/16/2021 11:34 PM
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174 We love that we have a little bit in f everything here. I never really have to leave our town for
anything.

12/16/2021 11:24 PM

175 Quiet, safe and clean. 12/16/2021 11:18 PM

176 Good city planning, lower density population 12/16/2021 11:14 PM

177 I love having the trails to go on and the open spaces to play in and use. 12/16/2021 11:06 PM

178 There are none anymore. Quit building. Preserve some of the land, quit raising prices on
everything. I can't afford to live anywhere but with my parents

12/16/2021 11:03 PM

179 It is a safe community situated between SL and Utah counties so residents can work in either
county.

12/16/2021 11:03 PM

180 I feel like the city is trying to keep up with the growth and anticipate future needs. 12/16/2021 11:03 PM

181 Living in a safe, quiet neighborhood and being able to walk my dogs around with little to no
worries.

12/16/2021 11:02 PM

182 Riverton is a beautiful area. 12/16/2021 11:02 PM

183 It’s where I grew up and where my family is. Family is what keeps me here. 12/16/2021 10:58 PM

184 I love the convenience of living here and how close we are to what we need. 12/16/2021 10:58 PM

185 It is a safe family friendly city with good people and great open spaces (public parks). 12/16/2021 10:52 PM

186 Great balance between small town feeling and amenities of a larger town/city 12/16/2021 10:50 PM

187 All the amenities we need but not a crowded big city feel 12/16/2021 10:48 PM

188 Nice city, clean, and I think the city cares gif residents. 12/16/2021 10:47 PM

189 Old city with modern flare 12/16/2021 10:43 PM

190 Small town feel Lower taxes Riverton PD is doing a great job every need close by 12/16/2021 10:43 PM

191 It's a relatively quiet and safe city to live in. 12/16/2021 10:40 PM

192 Peace and quiet. Convenience of stores and restaurants. 12/16/2021 10:36 PM

193 People, we've got some good, quality people here. 12/16/2021 10:33 PM

194 Safe neighborhoods 12/16/2021 10:33 PM

195 Home price. 12/16/2021 10:32 PM

196 Safe, clean, good schools. 12/16/2021 10:26 PM

197 I think it’s a wonderful said he did live in but it sure is growing fast 12/16/2021 10:24 PM

198 Safe and Clean streets . 12/16/2021 10:22 PM

199 Trent staggs, central to a lot of amenities, 12/16/2021 10:22 PM

200 It's centrally located and it's a safe place to live. 12/16/2021 10:21 PM

201 Riverton city park, events, 12/16/2021 10:21 PM

202 The community 12/16/2021 10:20 PM

203 The big city park and all the events there. 12/16/2021 10:17 PM

204 Good people, nice neighborhood, good mayor 12/16/2021 10:17 PM

205 Safe neighborhoods, local police force, updated Riverton Park 12/16/2021 10:11 PM

206 Low crime Minimal high density housing Neighbors owning farm animals 12/16/2021 10:08 PM

207 Wonderful schools, parks, library, shopping and dining options, community events... Safe and
maintained.

12/16/2021 10:07 PM

208 Small town feel with bigger city options 12/16/2021 10:03 PM
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209 We love the small town feel. For example, we love Town Days, etc. (But we wish the parade
had a lot LESS advertisements. We feel that's about all it is anymore and we didn't even go
this year because of that, so that's pretty disappointing.) Other than that, we love the activities
the city provides.

12/16/2021 10:01 PM

210 Involvement of community, friendliness and caring of neighbors as well as ability to have most
needs met close to home.

12/16/2021 9:56 PM

211 I like the small town feel is still preserved 12/16/2021 9:56 PM

212 We love the hometown feel. We love that it’s clean and there is respect for leaders and the
law.

12/16/2021 9:50 PM

213 Safety, quality, and peaceful 12/16/2021 9:49 PM

214 It was the small town feel. Still feels like a safe place to live 12/16/2021 9:48 PM

215 It’s not to big and not to small. 12/16/2021 9:48 PM

216 I feel safe here. 12/16/2021 9:48 PM

217 We absolutely love where we live. It’s clean, it’s safe, it’s close to major cities and highways.
Property values are increasing but still reasonable considering our surroundings. Leader ship
fights for what is right and maintains a great living environment for my family

12/16/2021 9:45 PM

218 City Parks, trails (Jordan River), new shopping new mtn view. 12/16/2021 9:43 PM

219 Still has a small-town feel. 12/16/2021 9:41 PM

220 Safe community. Nice neighborhoods. Beautiful views. The city is also business friendly with
appropriate zoning and condition use laws. Planning commission does a great job balancing
growth with preservation of our beautiful city.

12/16/2021 9:41 PM

221 I love Riverton. I love: -greater sense of community than other areas we have lived in -the big
city park -the Christmas celebration with Santa and activities -close access to Jordan River
Parkway -parks within neighborhoods

12/16/2021 9:40 PM

222 Good clean community 12/16/2021 9:35 PM

223 Lots of different activities to do throughout the year. Also it’s very clean! 12/16/2021 9:35 PM

224 I like the sense of community. I feel safe in the community. I'm happy overall with the
commercial businesses in the city. It was a good place to raise a family.

12/16/2021 9:35 PM

225 The people living here know what it means to be in a community. 12/16/2021 9:34 PM

226 Nice and safe! 12/16/2021 9:30 PM

227 I appreciate being able to do most errands (I.e. doctor visits, grocery and other shopping,
library, etc.) in the city limits

12/16/2021 9:25 PM

228 Everything is close to home. 12/16/2021 9:24 PM

229 Even though Riverton City is growing, it still has the small town feeling in many ways. 12/16/2021 9:23 PM

230 Nice suburban community with amenities that are near. 12/16/2021 9:21 PM

231 Great safe community 12/16/2021 9:19 PM

232 The way Riverton does its zoning keeps it from having a congested feeling. Even though its
grown a lot in the last 10 years, it still feels like a smaller city. The police officers are great at
their jobs,and have the support of the community.

12/16/2021 9:17 PM

233 A small community feel. 12/16/2021 9:17 PM

234 Jordan river area, view of the mountains, and space. 12/16/2021 9:16 PM

235 It’s not Kearns nor west valley city 12/16/2021 9:15 PM

236 Nice neighborhoods, safe area, good family events planned by the city. 12/16/2021 9:12 PM

237 Enjoy the events Riverton holds 12/16/2021 9:12 PM
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238 I used to love it was slower and quieter. 12/16/2021 9:11 PM

239 Safety, access to jordan river pathways, ease of travel to other areas, great small businesses 12/16/2021 9:10 PM

240 Community cares 12/16/2021 9:10 PM

241 The small town feel 12/16/2021 9:09 PM

242 Rural feel with great amenities 12/16/2021 9:08 PM

243 Small town feel 12/16/2021 9:07 PM

244 A great community, close to everything. Quiet neighborhoods, good people. 12/16/2021 9:07 PM

245 seems clean and the town is informative for events happening giving activity notices. 12/16/2021 9:05 PM

246 My wife and I have lived in Riverton for about 7 years. I feel that Riverton is a relatively safe
place to live. I am always concerned with education and good wholesome recreation for all.

12/16/2021 9:05 PM

247 Great location, most neighborhoods are well maintained, and I feel safe living here. 12/16/2021 9:04 PM

248 Where I’m at it still has some country feel. I don’t want that taken away. Keep horse property
and don’t overdevelop

12/16/2021 9:04 PM

249 Generally good people 12/16/2021 8:59 PM

250 Variety of activities 12/16/2021 8:59 PM

251 Mostly quiet neighborhoods 12/16/2021 8:57 PM

252 Great mix of amenities, and close to major roads, but still has a nice neighborhood feel. 12/16/2021 8:57 PM

253 Great Performing arts, parks, good people, walking trails, city events, 12/16/2021 8:56 PM

254 The people 12/16/2021 8:50 PM

255 Sense of community among the residents and our elected leaders and Riverton staff. Good
community!

12/16/2021 8:48 PM

256 It feels like a small town even though it isn't any more. The people are down to earth instead of
being better than others. Open spaces and the parkway.

12/16/2021 8:45 PM

257 It used to be rural lifestyle and open land. Now it’s disappearing quickly. Roads are crowded,
City is getting over populated. My children cannot even afford to live in their hometown.
Watching lot sizes decrease. Questions should be asked as to where will the water come from
to support all the growth over time? Is our City even concerned with any of these items???

12/16/2021 8:45 PM

258 I loved that we used to be more rural. I don't like the multiple family housing units going on on
12600 S West of Bangerter Highway. It has increased our traffic so much it's hard to get out of
our street.

12/16/2021 8:44 PM

259 Clean, quiet, safe 12/16/2021 8:44 PM

260 Parks, Secondary water system, annual Christmas party. 12/16/2021 8:44 PM

261 Living close to amenities I use 12/16/2021 8:42 PM

262 New business coming to west side (Harmons, Costco) 12/16/2021 8:39 PM

263 The small community feeling. 12/16/2021 8:36 PM

264 Quality of people 12/16/2021 8:36 PM

265 Small town feel 12/16/2021 8:36 PM

266 The best aspect of living in Riverton is the super people that live in this city. 12/16/2021 8:31 PM

267 Safe, clean, new, local farms to buy from. 12/16/2021 8:30 PM

268 Small-town feel with amenities nearby. 12/16/2021 8:24 PM

269 Close to main roads. Having a hospital in the community. Riverton town days. 12/16/2021 8:20 PM

270 Low cost small town 12/16/2021 8:20 PM
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271 The open spaces which are disappearing quickly…..sad to say. The East/West corridors are
good now, but I believe that is becoming short lived with the medium and high density being
allowed.

12/16/2021 8:16 PM

272 Open space. 12/16/2021 8:15 PM

273 Quiet with low crime. The location and ease of access to Bangerter highway to get either to the
freeway or anywhere north on the west side.

12/16/2021 8:14 PM

274 There is a lot of shopping near by. I like how they do a lot of community events. I feel
relatively safe here.

12/16/2021 8:12 PM

275 Clean safe and family friendly. 12/16/2021 8:12 PM

276 The communication is pretty good… I love the 4th of July party in Riverton 12/16/2021 8:12 PM

277 Small town feel. I like that there is not a lot of high density housing, and commercial buildings.
It keeps Riverton clean and not so crowded and busy.

12/16/2021 8:09 PM

278 Open spaces 12/16/2021 8:09 PM

279 Community activities, small town feel, communication through the ap and texting capabilities. 12/16/2021 8:06 PM

280 We still have somewhat of a small town feel. I appreciate our Riverton Police Dept. Most
residence keep their yard nice and clean. I like the patriotic programs : 4 th of July Parade.
Memorial day celebration. Veteran Day program. Wreaths Across America. All of the Riverton
City employees have been nice to work with. The are hard working and want to do a good job.

12/16/2021 8:02 PM

281 The lifestyle, low crime and all the retail I need 12/16/2021 8:02 PM

282 Centralized location 12/16/2021 8:02 PM

283 My neighbors, city as well keep not a lot of needless spending by the city. 12/16/2021 8:01 PM

284 Love the community feel. 12/16/2021 8:01 PM

285 Great new development of mountain view village and close to district. I love the secondary
water system.

12/16/2021 8:01 PM

286 Love the parks and walking trails! Love the variety and proximity of stores of all kinds.
Cleanliness and absence of graffiti Safety Great neighbors

12/16/2021 8:00 PM

287 I appreciate all that Trent Staggs and team have done to create safety and opportunities of
community in Riverton

12/16/2021 8:00 PM

288 Small town feel with 12/16/2021 8:00 PM

289 Not so crowded. The people. The trail along the jordan river. The parks 12/16/2021 7:58 PM

290 Safe, nice community, good roads 12/16/2021 7:54 PM

291 The people 12/16/2021 7:54 PM

292 I am confident in our leader ship I am in full support of the mayor, and I believe our city is well-
managed, and most services seem adequate

12/16/2021 7:54 PM

293 More affordable homes. Less populated. 12/16/2021 7:51 PM

294 Still has a small town and community feel. 12/16/2021 7:49 PM

295 Still has a bit of a rural feel. And generally feel safe here. Instead of wasting money on things
like the worthless plot of land on 126th and Redwood, think it through and put in some parking
and a fence to protect people. The shopping and food experience in that area is sub-par.
Instead of check cashing stores, car washes and auto parts stores get some retail stores that
you can actually stay close to home to use.

12/16/2021 7:49 PM

296 It's home 12/16/2021 7:48 PM

297 Access to highways and freeways. City parks 12/16/2021 7:45 PM

298 Still a relatively small town feel. Feels like residents have a say in things. 12/16/2021 7:44 PM

299 Community feel 12/16/2021 7:40 PM
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300 It feels like a very safe area to live and visit. 12/16/2021 7:35 PM

301 Not a lot of high density housing 12/16/2021 7:35 PM

302 The small town community feel. Willing to listen 12/16/2021 7:34 PM

303 Don't know. 12/16/2021 7:33 PM

304 Despite its growth, Riverton is still, "Small town friendly." 12/16/2021 7:32 PM

305 Sense of community. Great parks for kids to play. 12/16/2021 7:30 PM

306 I like the small town feel, yet adequate, convenient shopping opportunities and services. 12/16/2021 7:29 PM

307 Country/city feel 12/16/2021 7:28 PM

308 I like the feeling of open space between houses. I like seeing farm animals in parts of riverton.
I like the rural feel. Too many cities are over crowding and I don’t want that for us.

12/16/2021 7:27 PM

309 Has everything I need in it. 12/16/2021 7:26 PM

310 It's still has a smaller town feel while also having a a good amount of available products. 12/16/2021 7:24 PM

311 Everyone is very friendly and down to earth. 12/16/2021 7:23 PM

312 Having a small town feel but with the ability to have fun things to do near by. 12/16/2021 7:23 PM

313 How wonderful the citizens of Riverton City are, and the quality of life in the city. 12/16/2021 7:21 PM

314 Having access to stores/entertainment (whether in town or nearby) while still maintaining a
smaller town feel

12/16/2021 7:20 PM

315 Opportunity to grow into a great city 12/16/2021 7:19 PM

316 Open natural environment/people and animal friendly 12/16/2021 7:19 PM

317 No comment 12/16/2021 7:18 PM

318 Small town feel 12/16/2021 7:17 PM

319 Quality of life. Feeling of overall safety. I love my neighbors. 12/16/2021 7:17 PM

320 Safety Organization 12/16/2021 7:16 PM

321 Love the schools- especially Riverton High School. Love Riverton Senior Center and Arts
Council

12/16/2021 7:16 PM

322 It used to be a slower community. I would like to keep it that way. 12/16/2021 7:15 PM

323 Not over populated (minimal high density housing) 12/16/2021 7:15 PM

324 * 12/16/2021 7:14 PM

325 It’s not Herriman 12/16/2021 7:13 PM

326 It used to be a good place with hardly any crim and land around with farms and good people
that were polite now it seems to be over built

12/16/2021 7:13 PM

327 Active and upscale 12/16/2021 7:13 PM

328 Small town feel with a great group of people. 12/16/2021 7:12 PM

329 The neighbors, quiet, I love Riverton’s 4 th of July celebration 12/16/2021 7:12 PM

330 Riverton park, community, summer food trucks and movie 12/16/2021 7:12 PM

331 Hometown old fashioned feel with modern activities and events 12/16/2021 7:11 PM

332 Available shopping 12/16/2021 7:10 PM

333 Rural feel to community. Nice people, good schools. 12/16/2021 7:09 PM

334 No homeless walking around. 12/16/2021 7:08 PM

335 Close to family 12/16/2021 7:08 PM
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336 no opinion 12/16/2021 7:07 PM

337 Safety 12/16/2021 7:06 PM

338 The people, the city park, close shopping and close access to freeway 12/16/2021 7:05 PM

339 Family close by 12/16/2021 7:05 PM

340 Does a great job police,Roads and basic services.Business friendly. 12/16/2021 7:02 PM

341 The accessibility to everything, the schools, the community. 12/16/2021 7:01 PM

342 Good people, relatively low crime, increasing tax base, good schools, increasing shopping
possibilities & entertainment. Lower taxes than Herriman.

12/16/2021 6:58 PM

343 The open space around houses like parks and nice sidewalks. The amazing growth with quality
stores.

12/16/2021 6:57 PM

344 No Comment. A lot of condo Apartments going up and side streets are starting to clog up with
people parking. Very irritating.

12/16/2021 6:57 PM

345 Still a relatively safe area but as the city grows, so will crime. We live near downtown Riverton
and have access to most everything we need within a 5 minute drive.

12/16/2021 6:56 PM

346 Community events: 4th of July, Christmas events 12/16/2021 6:54 PM

347 Still a small town feel and lots of friendly and giving people. 12/16/2021 6:54 PM

348 Large plus of land and space between neighbors. The simple life style and great neighbors.
Feeling safe.

12/16/2021 6:54 PM

349 Nice area, overall pretty safe, small town feel, but all the conveniences, lots of fun parks, good
community.

12/16/2021 6:54 PM

350 Sense of safety and community. 12/16/2021 6:53 PM

351 It was great at one time. There was plenty of space and a great place to grow up. It is still a
pretty great place, just too many people.

12/16/2021 6:52 PM

352 Short times to stores and recreation 12/16/2021 6:52 PM

353 Small town feeling 12/16/2021 6:51 PM

354 The fact we don’t have a Rec Center. 12/16/2021 6:50 PM

355 That there is t high density houses behind my home 12/16/2021 6:50 PM

356 I live in a circle or Ctr with the canal in our back yard I have made friends with many I never
could have. This helps me have that small town feeling. Kindness and caring for each other is
wonderful! It is a challenge when they dredge the canal and the silt runs in our yard.

12/16/2021 6:50 PM

357 Not as congested as other SLC area neighborhoods. Community involvement. Clean and well
maintained.

12/16/2021 6:49 PM

358 Still has a small town feel to it. 12/16/2021 6:49 PM

359 The community., stores and parks. 12/16/2021 6:48 PM

360 I appreciate the communication and the easy access to a variety of businesses. 12/16/2021 6:47 PM

361 Safe community / low crime rate. Great events scheduled. 12/16/2021 6:45 PM

362 I like the location, and my neighborhood. 12/16/2021 6:45 PM

363 I love the variety and smart planning the city has done. It is also very small business friendly
and has a supportive staff.

12/16/2021 6:45 PM

364 its a quiet bedroom community 12/16/2021 6:44 PM

365 Not over crowded and we love the events that go on in the spring and summertime 12/16/2021 6:44 PM

366 I love the walking trails and the parks around us. I am glad that I have secondary water for my
yard. The city service fees are very low. I am glad that the taxes are reasonable.

12/16/2021 6:44 PM
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367 Living in Riverton is a new and exciting experience for myself and my wife. It along with
Herriman are great places to live, investigate and enjoy. Beautiful country to live in. 😎

12/16/2021 6:43 PM

368 It used to be the rural aspect. We are looking to move because of the abundant growth and
lack of infrastructure. People here care and help each other out. The growth in commercial
housing is diluting that considerably

12/16/2021 6:43 PM

369 We love close access to everywhere and how clean our city it. Quick response to problems is
wonderful.

12/16/2021 6:41 PM

370 Still has a country feeling, but close to hospitals and businesses. 12/16/2021 6:40 PM

371 Convenience of location to major commuting thoroufares ie: bangerter freeway section,
mountain view corridor, trax/front runner stations

12/16/2021 6:40 PM

372 Single family homes on good lots. Keep all the condos out west. 12/16/2021 6:39 PM

373 Small town feel, yet close to major town activies! 12/16/2021 6:38 PM

374 We moved here because it had the small town feel, everybody knows everybody. 12/16/2021 6:37 PM

375 General safety and great neighbors 12/16/2021 6:36 PM

376 Safety, a little slower pace, good city government, and friendly folks. 12/16/2021 6:35 PM

377 Clean and safe 12/16/2021 6:34 PM

378 Feels safe and is clean 12/16/2021 6:33 PM

379 The people. 12/16/2021 6:28 PM

380 Quiet but close to everything 12/16/2021 6:27 PM

381 Lots of churches. 12/16/2021 6:27 PM

382 Rural feel . Safe, friendly 12/16/2021 6:25 PM

383 The people in our community and responsiveness of City Government 12/16/2021 6:24 PM

384 We love living in this community- love all the extra community activities and events! Hopefully
there will be more as Covid goes away. Absolutely loved the community 4th of July two years
ago when Riverton joined with other cities for the stay at home fireworks!! Love the park
concerts!!!

12/16/2021 6:24 PM

385 Nothing much now that you let it get largeTraffic sucks 12/16/2021 6:23 PM

386 Still feels like a small town. People take pride in this town’a family and strong community. 12/16/2021 6:23 PM

387 Safe well-run community with a variety of social activities 12/16/2021 6:23 PM

388 Clean safe place to raise children I have attended city council meetings and I was very
pleased at how the council listened and looked out for its residents.

12/16/2021 6:21 PM

389 Just a really good place to live with the exception of the traffic 12/16/2021 6:21 PM

390 We love that the city is still somewhat rural. We would hate to see it overdeveloped. 12/16/2021 6:20 PM

391 No low income and high density housing. Keep it that way. 12/16/2021 6:20 PM

392 We love Riverton City, my wife grew up in Riverton and I have always had family in Riverton.
Overall I believe that it is a great place to raise a family and that is why we bought a home in
Riverton just over 9 years ago.

12/16/2021 6:20 PM

393 Good neighbors. 12/16/2021 6:19 PM

394 I like the location and the abundance of shops and businesses. I also love the eqestrian center
being near by.

12/16/2021 6:18 PM

395 Open spaces 12/16/2021 6:15 PM

396 safe 12/16/2021 6:15 PM

397 Small town feeling 12/16/2021 6:14 PM
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398 Really good communication about events, etc. Lots of fun community events. I like the semi-
rural feel

12/16/2021 6:13 PM

399 . 12/16/2021 6:12 PM

400 Close to everything 12/16/2021 6:11 PM

401 Safety and cleanliness 12/16/2021 6:11 PM

402 Community were the housing and living spaces are not overrun by businesses. Close to larger
events, arts and entertainment but not living in a large city.

12/16/2021 6:11 PM

403 Quiet and safe. 12/16/2021 6:10 PM

404 None just part of the metro area, however Harriman City does have a great community
involvement such as fireworks on the city days and not forcing residence to pay for City days
with Riverton.

12/16/2021 6:09 PM

405 The larger lots and nice streets. 12/16/2021 6:09 PM

406 Small town history. 12/16/2021 5:57 PM

407 Good central location, close to shopping and freeway, lots of parks and activities. 12/16/2021 5:45 PM

408 Affordable 12/16/2021 5:44 PM

409 Home town living. Do not bring in hotels. 12/16/2021 5:33 PM

410 Safe neighborhoods, city events, and the parks 12/16/2021 5:29 PM

411 Trying to keep the old town feel. Community events and businesses. 12/16/2021 5:27 PM

412 Easy life 12/16/2021 5:11 PM

413 The safety 12/16/2021 5:01 PM

414 Riverton is a safe city that I love living in. The roads are kept clear in the winter and the parks
are well kept. I feel like the leaders of our city are doing a good job and that they care about
the future of our city.

12/16/2021 5:01 PM

415 Sense of community 12/16/2021 4:34 PM

416 I like Riverton’s location within Salt Lake County. In general, it is a safe community with good
people living in it. The only reason we would leave would be because of how crowded Riverton
and its surrounding communities are becoming. Everything is closing in on us. Open space
and quiet roads are a thing of the past. So sad.

12/16/2021 4:32 PM

417 Lived here my entire life and it’s a great community 12/16/2021 4:27 PM

418 It’s safe 12/16/2021 4:24 PM

419 Although we moved here 42 years ago because it was a quiet, rural community and now has
evolved otherwise, we are still impressed by the family-oriented community it has remained.
We have raised our six children and our grandchildren here. Thank you for your service for our
community.

12/16/2021 4:14 PM

420 good neighborhood churches, schools and shopping 12/16/2021 4:10 PM

421 Good close amenities 12/16/2021 4:07 PM

422 The small home town feel The small farms 12/16/2021 3:59 PM

423 The people. 12/16/2021 3:51 PM

424 A genuinely kind and considerate community that looks out for each other. Hometown values
still exist and it is not too overcrowded or over-commercialized while being close to very great
shopping.

12/16/2021 3:44 PM

425 It is a very safe community to live in and community events are wonderful. You are doing a
great job. Thank you 😊

12/16/2021 3:38 PM

426 Has a nice variety of households, religion and families 12/16/2021 3:33 PM
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427 Good people, good government, safe place, beautiful, good shopping and entertainer, central
location

12/16/2021 3:33 PM

428 Riverton is clean, beautiful, and well taken care of. The traffic is great with the understandable
exception of construction. The variety of businesses surrounding me is wonderful as well.

12/16/2021 3:31 PM

429 It used to be a small town. Don't California my Riverton. 12/16/2021 3:26 PM

430 Grew up here and returned. It use to be small and friendly and although it has grown I still like
the smaller city feel

12/16/2021 3:20 PM

431 The long time resident The business who include community Officers  ♀  are great Schools
Secondary water

12/16/2021 3:15 PM

432 Great mayor. Fun community events. Nice city parks. Town days. 12/16/2021 3:10 PM

433 Its clean and I am happy with the job the mayor has done through the pandemic, I also like the
Friday food truck at the park.

12/16/2021 3:09 PM

434 I like the central location and my quiet neighborhood. And I appreciate the current city
government’s effort to bring a variety of businesses to the area.

12/16/2021 3:08 PM

435 Convenience with shopping at Mountain View Village and excited with Costco coming, and new
businesses that will be coming. I’m happy Riverton got this project and that it didn’t go to
Herriman.

12/16/2021 3:04 PM

436 Conservative values 12/16/2021 3:00 PM

437 It is a place where I feel included and safe. 12/16/2021 2:59 PM

438 Safe, inexpensive 12/16/2021 2:49 PM

439 Very good and exciting. 12/16/2021 2:48 PM

440 Our mayor has exhibited genuine concerns about keeping tax payer and city expenses
conservative and not spending wildly to please a few at the expense of many. We enjoy the
music in the park and activities, it is enjoyable and extra special when quality performers are
residents of Riverton.

12/16/2021 2:45 PM

441 Home town feel. Getting much bigger now. 12/16/2021 2:44 PM

442 Clean and well maintained 12/16/2021 2:42 PM

443 Clean, safe, great for family living. 12/16/2021 2:39 PM

444 Safety, closeness with Herriman and South Jordan. 12/16/2021 2:36 PM

445 Low city taxes 12/16/2021 2:26 PM

446 Safe environment Friendly people Less high-density housing Easy of accessibility to
businesses and services

12/16/2021 2:18 PM

447 At first it was the openness. But open spaces are filling up with high density housing which
sucks!

12/16/2021 2:17 PM

448 It’s a beautiful town with friendly, hard working people that strive to make Riverton better. 12/16/2021 2:13 PM

449 Large lots, fairly economical, safe place to live, convenient amenities ( hospital, shopping etc.
)

12/16/2021 2:05 PM

450 Family friendly 12/16/2021 2:04 PM

451 It is s family oriented community. Nice area with friendly people. 12/16/2021 2:00 PM

452 general conservative views, education controlled by parents, nice community feel, good people
in public service positions

12/16/2021 1:56 PM

453 I like having larger lots and homes, although this does seem to be changing and we are getting
more high density housing which I don't like

12/16/2021 1:50 PM

454 It is an extremely friendly city. It has a deep history and a diverse demographic. We can drive
through neighborhoods and see beautiful new homes, or older properties with livestock or
chickens free ranging in the yards.

12/16/2021 1:41 PM
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455 Not in any particular order… Parks, trails, services, away from crazy downtown… 12/16/2021 1:32 PM

456 Riverton and the nearby cities seem to be well managed with a good mix of residential and
commercial spaces. It seems like a healthy community.

12/16/2021 1:26 PM

457 The city feels quiet and remote but it is near all the major events and facilities in salt lake
county

12/16/2021 1:25 PM

458 the space. Please resist high density development and housing 12/16/2021 1:25 PM

459 Parks, size of home lots, outdoor space. Summer pool, splash pads. Riverton has been a safe
and great place to live as a family and have my children grow up in.

12/16/2021 1:20 PM

460 Peaceful, nice people and more rural than a lot of cities 12/16/2021 1:13 PM

461 Was great years ago, gets worse with each mayor. It’s hard to b see believe someone was
worse than Applegarth, but the current mayor managed to be the worst yet

12/16/2021 1:13 PM

462 The safety and being smaller without too many busy places but still have plenty of options 12/16/2021 1:09 PM

463 Has a good small community feel to it. 12/16/2021 1:08 PM

464 It feels very safe and calm here. The available options for dining and entertainment are good,
and there are lots of good places to take walks.

12/16/2021 1:05 PM

465 It use to be a small town feeling, not sure what it is now. 12/16/2021 12:55 PM

466 quiet more spread out living 12/16/2021 12:55 PM

467 I love that we have parks and pavilions that we can reserve or just use when we want to have
an outdoor activity. I love our library and senior center and activities held there. I love the
special holiday events we have. I love the country living feel that we are kinda losing, that is
sad. I love the small local parks that I can walk to with my grandchildren.

12/16/2021 12:54 PM

468 Yes we're growing but at more sustainable rate then surrounding cities. Still has a small town
feel. Single family homes. Residential and commercial is more sperated than other cities,
which I believe is way better than other cities that build the Work/Play/Live garbage

12/16/2021 12:49 PM

469 Great city. Clean street and nice houses. Lots of great shopping. 12/16/2021 12:36 PM

470 A lot less traffic than other areas, an effort to reduce our taxes and fees please keep
reducing), clean streets and parking lots, police took break ins on my street seriously and
caught theif right away and acted caring and very professional.

12/16/2021 12:31 PM

471 My neighbors 12/16/2021 12:28 PM

472 It has a small town feel but is still full of amenities and most things people need to access in
every day life are within minutes away, which is very convenient.

12/16/2021 12:23 PM

473 Wide streets, variety of shopping, clean 12/16/2021 12:21 PM

474 Great schools. Nice people. 12/16/2021 12:16 PM

475 Given its size, I like the smaller community feeling. Anything that can keep/improve that small
community feeling is welcome.

12/16/2021 12:08 PM

476 I like that we feel safe in our neighborhood and live in a community with shared values. 12/16/2021 12:06 PM

477 Family oriented, safe 12/16/2021 12:04 PM

478 Focus on family, community, and easy access to shopping, entertainment and other amenities. 12/16/2021 12:01 PM

479 Safe 12/16/2021 11:59 AM

480 I live the small town feel and community. Riverton Town Days is out absolute favorite event of
the year! Everything from the rodeo, to the parade and carnival.

12/16/2021 11:59 AM

481 Focus on family, community, and easy access to amenities I use in my life. 12/16/2021 11:58 AM

482 Well it was the quiet calm environment. I guess the community aspect is what keeps me living
here still.

12/16/2021 11:58 AM

483 Location and ease of access to freeways 12/16/2021 11:57 AM
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484 RIverton has perhaps the “lightest” government, making citizens more free. I like this very
much. Many Thanks for resisting the temptation to enlarge governmental power!

12/16/2021 11:51 AM

485 low crime rate-great city services-still has a somewhat rural feel. 12/16/2021 11:51 AM

486 Family friendly and high quality of life. 12/16/2021 11:50 AM

487 convenient location. Safe area 12/16/2021 11:46 AM

488 Friendly environment. Safety. Good traffic flow. 12/16/2021 11:40 AM

489 Having Staggs as Mayor has turned Riverton into a great place to live again. Easy access to
shopping and outdoor activities is awesome. I really feel the city listens to us citizens and
implements things we want.

12/16/2021 11:37 AM

490 Safe and secure 12/16/2021 11:34 AM

491 Up and coming place that still have a somewhat smaller feel. Good neighbors. 12/16/2021 11:32 AM

492 It is clean, fairly quiet and away from the bigger cities 12/16/2021 11:26 AM

493 Location, location, location. I believe our citizens feel and are safe. Great schools where our
students are and feel safe. Still enough small town feel. Encourage small businesses to stay
and come join us. Please, no more apartments. Our streets can't handle the excess traffic.

12/16/2021 11:23 AM

494 Good people, low crime. Good access to parks and schools. 12/16/2021 11:23 AM

495 I've only lived here a couple months 12/16/2021 11:19 AM

496 Low(ish) traffic, good community events, close shopping for basics 12/16/2021 11:18 AM

497 It used to be a country community quit building dense properties there is not enough roads or
water.

12/16/2021 11:17 AM

498 I have enjoyed the community activities throughout the year. It use to give the feeling of a
small town.

12/16/2021 11:14 AM

499 Safe and clean 12/16/2021 11:09 AM

500 The community 12/16/2021 11:05 AM

501 Larger lots and animal rights 12/16/2021 11:02 AM

502 Great and conscientious city government, the retention ponds as parks is nice, good people. 12/16/2021 10:56 AM

503 Feeling safe in neighborhoods 12/16/2021 10:55 AM

504 Open space 12/16/2021 10:53 AM

505 Riverton is peaceful and relatively crime free. 12/16/2021 10:53 AM

506 Location. I like that it isn't to far west and has good access to freeways. 12/16/2021 10:53 AM

507 Great community, great leadership 12/16/2021 10:52 AM

508 The people 12/16/2021 10:52 AM

509 Good schools, good police, good city government. 12/16/2021 10:52 AM

510 Small town feel still. 12/16/2021 10:50 AM

511 I have loved living and raising my family here. I am very sad to see all the high density
housing. It frightens me to think of crime and out of control traffic coming to our city. There
isn’t the infrastructure to accommodate this! Look at Herriman, JOKE!!!! Please keep our city
a family/community centered place.

12/16/2021 10:47 AM

512 I haven’t lived here long enough to say. 12/16/2021 10:45 AM

513 Small town feel while offering a wide variety of living and community options (small, luxury,
farm, etc)

12/16/2021 10:44 AM

514 Riverton still has a small hometown feel while encouraging and welcoming growth 12/16/2021 10:43 AM
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515 I live in an older subdivision with lots of lot space. I prefer not to have high density housing
and when the streets like the one by the library are not wide enough. I would prefer no parking
on street or at least on one side? Love love love our conservative, choice based mayor, thank
you!

12/16/2021 10:42 AM

516 I feel safer here 12/16/2021 10:41 AM

517 I feel safe and I feel for the most part our streets are clean and well kept 12/16/2021 10:40 AM

518 Love the neighborhood. 12/16/2021 10:40 AM

519 I have lived here almost 20 years now and raised my children here, we have generally felt safe
and enjoyed a good sense of community.It is a great benefit to live this close to Salt Lake City
but to come home to a safer area.

12/16/2021 10:38 AM

520 The people, and the ability to access food, medical, exercise, library, government and other
needs without having to travel a long way.

12/16/2021 10:35 AM

521 Great community and we feel safe. Great place to raise children so far. 12/16/2021 10:35 AM

522 Home town feel. Quiet life. 12/16/2021 10:32 AM

523 Riverton is clean. I feel well informed with the text messages. It feels like the city government
listens to and considers concerns the residents have. There seem to be quite a few activities,
although I have not been able to attend many of them because of health issues, I always want
to go.

12/16/2021 10:31 AM

524 Small town feel, but close enough to larger amenities 12/16/2021 10:31 AM

525 Secondary water 12/16/2021 10:31 AM

526 Has the amenities of a larger city but still feels smaller. 12/16/2021 10:31 AM

527 Smaller town, less crime, 12/16/2021 10:29 AM

528 Friendly people 12/16/2021 10:28 AM

529 The community I am a part of feels rural and quiet, which I appreciate 12/16/2021 10:26 AM

530 Riverton has decent water. 12/16/2021 10:25 AM

531 Safety Cleanliness 12/16/2021 10:24 AM

532 Centrally located can walk to almost any service I need 12/16/2021 10:22 AM

533 Relatively safe, clean, good schools 12/16/2021 10:22 AM

534 I moved here in 2000 because it was a small country town! We are losing that small country
feeling

12/16/2021 10:21 AM

535 The general safety and quiet 12/16/2021 10:17 AM

536 Convenience to freeway access and major roads to utilize to get around the valley. 12/16/2021 10:16 AM

537 Relatively safe with close access to all amenities, hospital, etc. 12/16/2021 10:14 AM

538 Location in the valley 12/16/2021 10:14 AM

539 It does not feel like a big city. You have fairly easy access to what I need. 12/16/2021 10:13 AM

540 We still have that medium sized town feeling with no high density living and just enough
amenities.

12/16/2021 10:11 AM

541 Small Good Balance between parks and housing 12/16/2021 10:11 AM

542 Love it here!! 12/16/2021 10:07 AM

543 I like that we do still have our hometown feel when we do activities. I am certain there are
more than I know about. I liked the calendar, that listed the activities. I would live to see the
calendar highlighting. More opportunities to volunteer (but taking those that work into account).

12/16/2021 10:07 AM

544 Lots of family-oriented opportunities and no high-rise buildings. Still like the ruralness what's
left of it please

12/16/2021 10:05 AM
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545 Very community driven and will keep the people in mind. 12/16/2021 10:05 AM

546 Far enough away from downtown to not be crowded but close enough if we want to go 12/16/2021 10:04 AM

547 My kids & grandkids live here. 12/16/2021 10:04 AM

548 Location!! It’s close enough to downtown Salt Lake if we want to go to events or things, but
also close to Lehi where my partner works in the tech industry.

12/16/2021 10:03 AM

549 Safe 12/16/2021 10:03 AM

550 I love that there is "old Riverton and new Riverton" it has a sense of feeling "at home" 12/16/2021 10:03 AM

551 Has a good small community feel to it. 12/16/2021 10:02 AM

552 Location 12/16/2021 10:02 AM

553 The feeling of a smaller town atmosphere 12/16/2021 10:02 AM

554 Well planned city with maintained streets, quiet neighborhoods and designated shopping areas. 12/16/2021 10:00 AM

555 Managed well. Responsive 12/16/2021 10:00 AM

556 Safe community, great leadership 12/16/2021 10:00 AM

557 Quiet neighborhoods, maintained roads, general feeling of safety, not a lot of new house
construction

12/16/2021 9:58 AM

558 Lots of activities. Not too commercialized but have different options to shop and eat out at. 12/16/2021 9:58 AM

559 Crime is still minimal compared to many other parts of the valley. There is still a nice small-
town feel. Everything you need to survive is close by. Easy access to major commute routes.

12/16/2021 9:58 AM

560 Quiet , safe, good traffic management, community events. 12/16/2021 9:56 AM

561 Having a safe city which has local events and supports the growth development of its people. 12/16/2021 9:56 AM

562 It still has somewhat of a smaller town feel. The people here seem home grown and about the
small town feel as well. He’s working people that care about their community

12/16/2021 9:56 AM

563 Doesn't feel densely populated. 12/16/2021 9:55 AM

564 The ratio of single family homes is greater than high density housing. The
equestrian/agricultural community.

12/16/2021 9:52 AM

565 I’m very pleased to consider Riverton my home. We have wonderful neighbors and a
community that cares about one another.

12/16/2021 9:52 AM

566 More low keyed, peaceful climate while still providing nice entertainment opportunities for
family and community for its residents (activities, park improvements, shopping, dining, Etc)

12/16/2021 9:51 AM

567 Safety, family atmosphere, wide open spaces 12/16/2021 9:51 AM

568 Safe, friendly, fiscally conservative city 12/16/2021 9:51 AM

569 Small community 12/16/2021 9:48 AM

570 It’s where my in-laws live. It has most needed services. Good parks 12/16/2021 9:47 AM

571 It's a quiet, clean community with walking spaces and great neighbors 12/16/2021 9:47 AM

572 Close to my Grandchildren. 12/16/2021 9:46 AM

573 So far it seems pretty safe and a nice place to live. 12/16/2021 9:46 AM

574 People still remember history of Riverton. Have strong sense of community. 12/16/2021 9:45 AM

575 Crime was low, and friendly. 12/16/2021 9:45 AM

576 Relatively quiet, safe neighborhoods with good, hardworking neighbors. 12/16/2021 9:45 AM

577 I love the small town community feel. I’m grateful for a responsible government that doesn’t
tax/fee the living life out of us. I love all the events the city helps to sponsor or encourage.

12/16/2021 9:44 AM

578 It is a very desirable location with loads of shopping and fast food. The senior center is one of 12/16/2021 9:43 AM
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the best things offered and has a wonderful staff. The classes and programs available are
great for seniors.

579 I like that the city government tries to involve the citizens. 12/16/2021 9:43 AM

580 Close to the freeway and relatively safe 12/16/2021 9:42 AM

581 i like they have maintained the small town feel still 12/16/2021 9:42 AM

582 It was a nice place to move too. I often wish I could move from now Police presence is
wishy/washy at best. Basic traffic rules or safety are not cautioned. We are becoming speed
traps like counter parts while phones are used stop signs are not observed continually. I see
no improvement with city police it’s just like it was with unified police.

12/16/2021 9:42 AM

583 Traditional values. 12/16/2021 9:41 AM

584 The people. Good neighbors. Location 12/16/2021 9:41 AM

585 Great sense of community with fun events throughout the year. 12/16/2021 9:40 AM

586 I live in a townhome near the library, city hall, and the fantastic city park. We love the park, the
car shows, the rodeo. We feel like part of the city where we live. MORE of Riverton needs to
feel like our neighborhood in my opinion. That park is freaking GLORIOUS. Just an FYI also, I
love the new logo and the old dome. I never felt like part of a town so much as now when I see
that emblem.

12/16/2021 9:40 AM

587 Close to the freeway, bangerter highway and Redwood 12/16/2021 9:40 AM

588 The people 12/16/2021 9:39 AM

589 The advantage of having shopping, restaurants and entertainment facilities close by. 12/16/2021 9:38 AM

590 Since heavy snow our streets are not plowed, can not drive thru it. 12/16/2021 9:38 AM

591 Riverton is a fairly safe community with many necessities close by. I like our community
activities and how the city communicates with us through text and email.

12/16/2021 9:38 AM

592 As listed above, a little more small retail and dining and possibly a rec center. 12/16/2021 9:37 AM

593 It’s a good family friendly place to live. 12/16/2021 9:37 AM

594 Family all lives here and great neighbors. 12/16/2021 9:36 AM

595 I have really enjoyed living here in Riverton. (Sometimes I think they are silly for some of the
rules they make for businesses.) Silver Rush is amazing how hard the youth work. One should
go to the assemblies and feel the power of this great cause and see how wonderful youth can
be.

12/16/2021 9:36 AM

596 Because I'm older, it is nice to be able to be able to stay independent. Groceries, auto
maintenance and repairs, pharmacy, and close emergency services. Also city hall is easily
accessed.

12/16/2021 9:35 AM

597 Large lot sizes space housing out. 12/16/2021 9:34 AM

598 Great neighbors, opportunity to own an acre and grow my own food 12/16/2021 9:34 AM

599 I have loved our small town community feel, the activities sponsored by the city, town days, 12/16/2021 9:34 AM

600 Location in the valley, and parks. 12/16/2021 9:34 AM

601 Appreciate the city’s efforts to balance growth while maintaining our residential neighborhoods. 12/16/2021 9:33 AM

602 Nice city overall. Feels safe, some stuff is outdated. 12/16/2021 9:33 AM

603 I love the community feel and how family oriented it is. We have lived here for over 7 years
and I have loved living here. Love the variety of parks and events for the kids. We have a ride
range of kids and I feel there is something for them all. 17, 6 and 3. Plus the in the know the
city keeps us updated of things. Thank you!

12/16/2021 9:33 AM

604 Safety and ‘local feel’. Access to the Hospital. 12/16/2021 9:32 AM

605 We live so close to every service we need. I also live in a larger property so I also feel like I'm
out in the country.

12/16/2021 9:32 AM
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606 I love the community feeling in this city. I love the schools my kids attend. And I feel safe
here.

12/16/2021 9:32 AM

607 Family oriented living with walking trails and parks. Relatively low crime rate. And very
conservative govt spending.

12/16/2021 9:31 AM

608 Love the city. The joke in our household is always “Yay! A new building. Wonder what it will
be? Auto service or tires” haha more aesthetically pleasing shops and restaurants along
123000 S

12/16/2021 9:30 AM

609 Clean, safe, great access to the whole valley and all types of shopping and entertainment 12/16/2021 9:29 AM

610 Great community activities, open spaces. 12/16/2021 9:29 AM

611 I love how it feels like I live in a small town. It feels like I live away from excessive crime and
homelessness.

12/16/2021 9:28 AM

612 N/A 12/16/2021 9:28 AM

613 Rural Community & safe place to live!!!!! 12/16/2021 9:27 AM

614 Mostly single family homes, parks, pretty quiet and a good place to raise a family. 12/16/2021 9:27 AM

615 I like that we feel safe in our neighborhood and live in a community with shared values. 12/16/2021 9:27 AM

616 Seems comfortable and safe mostly, not quite as busy as other parts of SL county. 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

617 Great community. Home town feel. Safety. 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

618 Centralized access to most primary needs. 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

619 A good quality of life. 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

620 Love the community and highschool. And love the easy access to so many places. 12/16/2021 9:25 AM

621 Small town feel with some big city amenities. A great place to raise our family! 12/16/2021 9:25 AM

622 Less populated More residential and farm 12/16/2021 9:25 AM

623 Good cost of living, fiscally responsible government, safe neighborhoods and good schools,
city government that listens to our needs

12/16/2021 9:25 AM

624 Safe, love that you keep us informed, holiday giving opportunities organized by the city 12/16/2021 9:24 AM

625 The low amount of high-density housing 12/16/2021 9:24 AM

626 Small town feel, safe 12/16/2021 9:24 AM

627 Local business safety The parks 12/16/2021 9:22 AM

628 Great selection of commercial businesses and restaurants. We feel safe in our community 12/16/2021 9:22 AM

629 The many retail options we have close to us. 12/16/2021 9:22 AM

630 The safety, location (far enough away from SLC but close enough to go if needed), the
absolute 180 degree turn taken by this mayor vs the previous one in how the city is run, the
attentiveness to us residents and our opinions, etc.

12/16/2021 9:21 AM

631 Proximity to South Jordan. I do most of my shopping at Costco or in The District (both in
South Jordan). I go to movies and eat out at businesses in The District. I do love the fireworks
show in Riverton and my family always attends. I also shop at Home Depot and eat at Chili’s
on 134th, but rarely cross Bangerter. Maybe when you can get across Bangerter without
waiting in traffic I will shop at more Riverton businesses.

12/16/2021 9:21 AM

632 The open-ness, still feels a little bit rural. 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

633 It feels safer than most cities in the Salt Lake Valley. 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

634 1. I love secondary water to use in the summer!! 2. Our roadways are very nice but we need
more east/west to get everyone out in the event of an emergency. 3. I love in a neighborhood
that's very quiet. 4. Schools are close to our home for the kids.

12/16/2021 9:21 AM

635 Clean, safe, good shopping opportunities 12/16/2021 9:20 AM
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636 Riverton City has provided everything needed. It has a small town vibe while providing
everything i need for todays living.

12/16/2021 9:20 AM

637 Community 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

638 Still has a small town feel. 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

639 Secondary water. Parks are kept clean 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

640 Quiet and less crowded. I like the open fields we still have and less dense housing. 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

641 Small town community feel 12/16/2021 9:19 AM

642 There is not a lot of apartments or high density housing. Movie nights in the park Safe city 12/16/2021 9:19 AM

643 I love how safe and family friendly it is. 12/16/2021 9:19 AM

644 Neighborly, less crime 12/16/2021 9:19 AM

645 I like the Smaller city feel. Riverton was better 20 years ago 12/16/2021 9:19 AM

646 While Riverton has grown significantly in the past 15 years, it still has a relaxed and friendly
atmosphere.

12/16/2021 9:18 AM

647 Good people, friendly, improving options for shopping and dinning, care about green space. 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

648 Peaceful 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

649 Strong community, good schools, convenient shopping, the city park is nice. 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

650 Taxes and utilities seem to be lower here. The parks are great. Lots of variety in shopping and
restaurants. I get a sense city government cares about us and is respectful to our needs. I
don't want to live anywhere else.

12/16/2021 9:17 AM

651 Still had a small town feel and friendly 12/16/2021 9:17 AM

652 Feels safe to live here the majority of the time. Schools are great. Great community. 12/16/2021 9:17 AM

653 The many businesses nearby, the fireworks on July 4th, good roads, maintenance, and parks 12/16/2021 9:16 AM

654 Easy access to lots of businesses. 12/16/2021 9:16 AM

655 The parks and 4th of july 12/16/2021 9:16 AM

656 My neighbors. 12/16/2021 9:16 AM

657 The feeling of safety 12/16/2021 9:15 AM

658 I feel safe. The roads are cleared. Small town feel, with businesses. 12/16/2021 9:15 AM

659 I feel like we have a safe city and an engaged city council and mayor. 12/16/2021 9:15 AM

660 I appreciate getting text messages about upcoming important dates and events. Riverton is a
sweet, little, sleepy suburban town. Many of my co-workers have moved to this town and we
all enjoy how quiet and peaceful it is. I love that in the Summer the city puts on events to
attend with the community.

12/16/2021 9:15 AM

661 Available services, I don’t have to go too far to shop, hospitals, banks etc. 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

662 Not a lot of traffic. Lots of space. Feels clean and safe. Many shopping and food options. Fun
local events.

12/16/2021 9:14 AM

663 Awesome local government, great parks, great events, safe. 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

664 Small government 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

665 Safety in the neighborhoods 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

666 Quit and safe and surrounded by good people. 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

667 Riverton is a clean vintage vibe and the fact its not over populated means a lot these days. 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

668 Family oriented and well run government 12/16/2021 9:14 AM
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669 I love when the month for food trucks comes around! It's so much to take our family out and
make memories! We've also enjoyed the holiday walk through the park! We love how many
options the city has for events!

12/16/2021 9:13 AM

670 Grocery stores near 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

671 Safe and clean 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

672 I love all the community activities!! 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

673 Small town feel 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

674 It is quite yet family oriented. Love Riverton 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

675 Safe community, decent city services, reasonable property taxes. 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

676 Mixture of neighborhoods 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

677 Quiet and feel safe 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

678 Stuff is around within a short drive 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

679 You are progressive 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

680 It was the small town feel. Still good place to live but all the apartments are going to destroy
that in a few years.

12/16/2021 9:11 AM

681 Home town feel. 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

682 I love it! 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

683 Safe and suburban 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

684 I like the country living 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

685 Tight community, lots of shopping/ business options. Love the parks 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

686 Feels safe, well maintained, Clean and a lot of parks. 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

687 I love living here, feels like a small town but has all the amenities I need. 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

688 We still have a smaller town feel for a couple more years before it gets ate up in development. 12/16/2021 9:10 AM

689 Love being close to center of the valley 12/16/2021 9:10 AM

690 Clean and safe city 12/16/2021 9:10 AM

691 Quiet small town feel 12/16/2021 9:10 AM

692 Location and low crime 12/16/2021 9:09 AM

693 Small town fee 12/16/2021 9:09 AM

694 It's a nice community with good parks 12/16/2021 9:09 AM

695 Trails, cleanliness, community oriented. 12/16/2021 9:09 AM

696 Safe with fun community events 12/16/2021 9:08 AM

697 Not overly crowded, safe, small businesses, great views, decent schools. 12/16/2021 9:08 AM

698 Clean 12/16/2021 9:07 AM

699 Safe, friendly, convenient 12/16/2021 9:07 AM

700 It's a nice and safe community. 12/16/2021 9:03 AM

701 Safe and family friendly 12/16/2021 8:31 AM

702 Safe neighborhood, lots of parks, great community events (we especially loved the 9/11
memorial events)

12/16/2021 8:30 AM

703 safe community, options for grocery, options for restaurants, options for shopping, options for
fitness, culture (behavior and inclusive community), responsive to emergency utility calls.

12/16/2021 8:24 AM
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704 Family friends church facilities hospital food 12/16/2021 8:04 AM

705 Safety. Coming from the Seattle area I feel much safer here with my family. Peace and quiet. I
don't hear loud freeways and related noise. Not outside as much but still very peaceful when I
need to be.

12/16/2021 7:50 AM

706 Safety. Easily accessible to Salt Lake valley. Variety of retail nearby. Nice parks. I love
Sunday summer concerts in the park-always sad when they end. Also enjoyed the Friday
concerts, food trucks and movies.

12/16/2021 7:44 AM

707 Small town feel but in the city. 12/16/2021 7:35 AM

708 Good utility rates, convenient to freeway, lots of great parks, safe neighborhood 12/16/2021 7:27 AM

709 It’s a great place to live , good people , clean neighborhood 12/16/2021 7:21 AM

710 I like the small community feel of Riverton! 12/16/2021 7:20 AM

711 Diversity 12/16/2021 7:14 AM

712 Love that Riverton hasn’t filled up our city with only HDH. Feel like our city council over the
last 20 years had tried to focus on the economic growth to help keep our taxes lower.

12/16/2021 6:49 AM

713 Nice quiet friendly residential city. 12/16/2021 6:45 AM

714 Riverton is a nice cross between City and country. 12/16/2021 5:57 AM

715 Access to goods and services. 12/16/2021 4:57 AM

716 all amenities are here 12/16/2021 4:08 AM

717 have lots of family activities each holiday, good parks and schools, good sense of community,
feel safe

12/16/2021 3:31 AM

718 Riverton high school 12/16/2021 12:47 AM

719 Location, cleanliness , green spaces 12/15/2021 11:27 PM

720 Quiet community, shopping and dining is decent. Plenty of park and recreation options. Roads
are decent.

12/15/2021 11:26 PM

721 Cost/Lot size/open spaces 12/15/2021 11:21 PM

722 Proximity to bangerter and I-15, still a somewhat small community with lots of undeveloped
land, inexpensive irrigation water

12/15/2021 11:11 PM

723 I want to thank the council for really listening to the residents concerns, and not only listening,
but voting and making decisions base on their constituents. I do have to thank the city for
thinking ahead and ensuring that our power lines are underground too (as I hear about all of the
power challenges other +I ties are having due to the now an wind…Thank you!)

12/15/2021 11:00 PM

724 Clean, friendly and safe city 12/15/2021 10:45 PM

725 Safe, walkable neighborhoods 12/15/2021 10:16 PM

726 Love the rural type feel but seems to be slipping away fast as the neighboring city like
herriman and all the stupid high density housing seems to be creeping in.

12/15/2021 10:15 PM

727 Low utility costs, fun community events, good police force 12/15/2021 10:12 PM

728 I love living in Riverton and the many things you have done for the city. My only
problem/complaint, is I live much closer to Herriman town center than Riverton town center.
Especially with the construction on Bangerter & 126th, I feel isolated from Riverton.

12/15/2021 10:04 PM

729 Best part used to be the small town feel. Now just a sense of community 12/15/2021 9:45 PM

730 There is a quaint feeling, throwing back to farming days. Parts of Riverton still feel small-town,
which is a good thing! Events at the city park like Santa greeting, movies and concerts, and
food trucks are a lot of fun!

12/15/2021 9:43 PM

731 Homes on large lots with space between residents 12/15/2021 9:36 PM

732 Safe, truly caring police and first responders. 12/15/2021 9:22 PM
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733 I love the focus on recreation and the priorities given to parks. I love having access to the
Jordan River trail system. My family has created traditions around Town Days and the races
and breakfast held that day. Our fireworks are awesome and we enjoy the rodeo.

12/15/2021 9:17 PM

734 Family friendly, lots of parks, small town feel but almost everything needed is within minutes.
Less traffic than other cities.

12/15/2021 9:09 PM

735 It used to be a nice place to visit 12/15/2021 8:59 PM

736 Trent Staggs 12/15/2021 8:48 PM

737 My family lives here so I live here 12/15/2021 8:41 PM

738 Very friendly place. Lots of parks. Great community. Great communication from government.
Great programs offered.

12/15/2021 8:09 PM

739 I like the lack of apartments and townhomes. More houses and more space to live.
Unfortunately that benefit is disappearing. I also like clean streets and parks in Riverton.

12/15/2021 7:59 PM

740 We have an amazing Mayor, and our community is the best! 12/15/2021 7:52 PM

741 Close to wide variety of amenities. 12/15/2021 7:41 PM

742 Sense of community awareness. Safe, clean. Great schools, Churches. Beautiful parks. Small
town feel with great resources.

12/15/2021 7:40 PM

743 Still a small town flavor, but losing it fast 12/15/2021 7:29 PM

744 Access to good schools, community resources, good house, business, etc 12/15/2021 7:28 PM

745 Good Schools, Activities for the kids 12/15/2021 7:22 PM

746 Location, reasonable amount of traffic, grocery store options, school options, parks, and city
government management of tax base.

12/15/2021 7:14 PM

747 The proximity to freeway and SLC, the community. 12/15/2021 7:14 PM

748 Riverton is pretty much close to everything I need. Even though traffic can be bad at some
time we don’t have to put up with tracks or a lot of buses down our main streets.

12/15/2021 7:02 PM

749 We moved to riverton for its location in the valley. Its safe and a nice area. Homes have bigger
lots and secondary water.

12/15/2021 6:43 PM

750 safe quiet clean 12/15/2021 6:42 PM

751 peaceful, quiet area 12/15/2021 6:36 PM

752 Wide roads with bike lanes. Plenty of sidewalks. We have nice parks. Clean roads 12/15/2021 6:32 PM

753 Clean, good activities. 12/15/2021 6:30 PM

754 Small town feeling with nice people. Like our police department. The traffic has calmed down
on 12600 South since they started pulling people over for speeding.

12/15/2021 6:24 PM

755 Concerned leadership, family oriented community, good mix of services and special events.
Secondary water, many parks.

12/15/2021 5:58 PM

756 The park and people 12/15/2021 5:58 PM

757 Location, Love our Town days celebration & Fireworks 12/15/2021 5:50 PM

758 A close community! 12/15/2021 5:48 PM

759 Quiet place with adequate retail 12/15/2021 5:43 PM

760 City is more conscientious about density of new developments. Tries to attract a variety of
businesses.

12/15/2021 5:42 PM

761 Riverton is great! Mayor Staggs and the council does a great job. We are grateful to be
Riverton residents!

12/15/2021 5:37 PM

762 clean city 12/15/2021 5:31 PM

763 When we moved here I loved the fact that it was a little more rural than where we came from. 12/15/2021 5:28 PM
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Obviously the city has grown and isn't so rural anymore. But, I still love it.

764 Kind and respectful place to live 12/15/2021 5:11 PM

765 Small town feeling with lots of amenities. 12/15/2021 4:57 PM

766 Great shopping, safe neighborhoods, love having secondary water 12/15/2021 4:52 PM

767 Small town feel 12/15/2021 4:42 PM

768 Small town functions. Local business support 12/15/2021 4:35 PM

769 Great location between the two major valleys. 12/15/2021 4:34 PM

770 Location 12/15/2021 4:24 PM

771 It seems to me Riverton has done a good job of moving forward and progressing while
balancing community and the lifestyle of it's residents/keeping a feeling of residents come
first. South Jordan has given themselves over to business and lost what made living there
great. I hope Riverton can continue to keep that balance of residents and businesses dollars
skewed to favor residents

12/15/2021 4:16 PM

772 Being generally left alone 12/15/2021 4:14 PM

773 the truly LDS image 12/15/2021 4:04 PM

774 The schools 12/15/2021 3:59 PM

775 Still feels like a "small town" - please continue to keep the large multi family living out of
Riverton.

12/15/2021 3:55 PM

776 Safety 12/15/2021 3:52 PM

777 Being close to most things that we use. Feeling my children are safe at school. 12/15/2021 3:38 PM

778 I like the small town feel of the City 12/15/2021 2:42 PM

779 I feel safe living here. It’s beautiful, clean and I love the parks and walking trails. I think they
do a good job of keeping people informed but could do better. And I think they do activities to
include everyone.

12/15/2021 2:39 PM

780 i am not sure any more 12/15/2021 2:20 PM

781 Excellent services, reasonable taxes, strong community 12/15/2021 2:13 PM

782 It feels like small country type of living 12/15/2021 2:08 PM

783 Great neighborhoods and easy access to services. 12/15/2021 1:47 PM

784 Small town feel, but great resources like good shopping and a hospital. 12/15/2021 1:38 PM

785 Overall, I like my neighborhood and we are close enough to stores to be convenient, but not
too close. I enjoy running through Daybreak which is not in Riverton, but close enough to run
through.

12/15/2021 1:33 PM

786 Safe, good neighbors, good government leadership - Trent Staggs! 12/15/2021 1:27 PM

787 Close enough to the city for work, but far enough away we don't have to deal with big city
problems. I want it to stay feeling like a small city without so much population and regulations.

12/15/2021 1:13 PM

788 It is a great place to raise a family. There are lots of community events that our children love,
and the a variety of parks that the kids love going to. We genuinely love to hear from our
government.

12/15/2021 1:11 PM

789 It was great until Bangerter went in, now its as noisy as the airport at my house. 12/15/2021 1:00 PM

790 Parks, city sponsored events, restaurant and small retail options, easy access to freeways 12/15/2021 12:52 PM

791 Relatively quiet and has nice wide residential streets. I think the city is doing great getting
information out on activities and opportunities.

12/15/2021 12:40 PM

792 Still feels small community. People care about each other 12/15/2021 12:24 PM

793 We have good access to major thoroughfares here. The high school community is very active. 12/15/2021 12:24 PM
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The businesses are very supportive of our schools here. There is good community
participation and support of events.

794 security is good 12/15/2021 12:21 PM

795 Cleanliness, safety and friendly people. 12/15/2021 12:13 PM

796 Sense of community. Services available. 12/15/2021 11:52 AM

797 Great place to raise a family. The addition of our own PD was smart. 12/15/2021 11:51 AM

798 Still has the feel of a small town with lots of community activities but has lots of ammenities. 12/15/2021 11:48 AM

799 Minimal extra storage units business Secondary water options Minimal high density housing 12/15/2021 11:46 AM

800 Friendly people great access to everything 12/15/2021 11:37 AM

801 Still a bit of country feeling, but unfortunately is fast declining with high-density housing. I
LOVED the car parade during Covid—bring that back.

12/15/2021 11:27 AM

802 Great location close to work and many retail and dining options. The main park is also very
nice.

12/15/2021 11:26 AM

803 I feel safe at night when I walk. Traffic and population seems manageable. Small town feel
with proximity to a variety of shopping.

12/15/2021 11:25 AM

804 None 12/15/2021 11:25 AM

805 Feel safe Easy access to shopping, post office, mail and hair salons Great parks Hospital All I
need in a beautiful city.

12/15/2021 11:25 AM

806 Love it 12/15/2021 11:24 AM

807 Great neighborhoods, low crime. It’s not time consuming to go west or north for commutes. 12/15/2021 11:23 AM

808 Jordan River Parkway, Homes with large lots and some horse property, close enough to just
about every kind of restaurant ,theater, shopping but not in a large city setting. When we
moved here 16 years ago we loved the feeling of spaciousness, breathing room visually, traffic
wise etc.

12/15/2021 11:14 AM

809 Small town feel Feel safe 12/15/2021 10:57 AM

810 It’s a nice area, but it’s getting too crowded with condos and apartments in every vacant spot. 12/15/2021 10:55 AM

811 Small town feel, few apartments/townhomes. Smaller single-family homes. 12/15/2021 10:51 AM

812 There are so many businesses within a few minutes of me. I always have what I need close
by. I also enjoy the parks and grassy areas in Riverton during the warmer months

12/15/2021 10:38 AM

813 I like the small town feel of this city. As it grows, I wish to keep that alive and well. I want this
to remain a city where children are safe to play together outside and you wave to someone you
know at a local store.

12/15/2021 10:37 AM

814 Safer community, great parks, community events, close proximity to freeways and shopping
centers. New building of entertainment and restaurants on 134th.

12/15/2021 10:34 AM

815 It is a family area and a good place to raise kids! 12/15/2021 10:24 AM

816 Quiet. Safe. Apolitical (except the abortion "resolution) 12/15/2021 10:23 AM

817 Low taxes, small government burden on households, police are friendly and part of community
(live in Riverton).

12/15/2021 10:17 AM

818 I really appreciate Riverton’s approach to growth, it’s been much better than Herriman’s. I’m
glad that infrastructure issues have been addressed. I like the feeling of community here.

12/15/2021 10:15 AM

819 Riverton has a progressive, yet small town feel. As the city grows it seems to keep the feeling
of community that drew us to the city in the first place. As Riverton grows it also is becoming
easier to find all the things I need within the city. I like that.

12/15/2021 10:11 AM

820 Smaller farming town feel nearby a close city. I love seeing people in cowboy hats and boots
at the grocery store.

12/15/2021 10:06 AM
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821 Low utility costs. Very happy with the new Village shopping center. 12/15/2021 10:04 AM

822 A little bit country in a city. Also close to family members 12/15/2021 10:00 AM

823 It's a good central location between Salt Lake and Utah Counties. 12/15/2021 9:56 AM

824 Nice living areas and relatively safe neighborhoods. 12/15/2021 9:39 AM

825 I like the community feel and how most of the neighborhoods are set up not on busy roads.
Also enjoy the parks and having enough retail businesses without having too many.

12/15/2021 9:30 AM

826 I enjoy the many modern amenities, yet feel like a live in a small, close community. It seems
city planners have been thoughtful in preserving a safe, comfortable way of life in Riverton.
The east/west traffic is an issue; not sure how to remedy this.

12/15/2021 9:28 AM

827 It's quiet, there are nice people that live there. It's not snooty like South Jordan or Riverton,
just nice and simple.

12/15/2021 9:24 AM

828 We love all the walking paths available and feel very safe in our neighborhood. 12/15/2021 9:21 AM

829 Overall cost and quality of life. Low crime 12/15/2021 9:13 AM

830 The community is wonderful and I feel very safe living in Riverton. 12/15/2021 9:09 AM

831 Mayor Staggs 12/15/2021 8:59 AM

832 I think Riverton has Great balance. This community provides many opportunities to enjoy the
outdoors to feel safe in one’s home. Most recently more opportunities to shop locally, many
opportunities to serve others. I love all of the recreational opportunities and the arts.

12/15/2021 8:58 AM

833 It used be that it was a close knit community with good schools and low crime. But in the last
4 to 6 years, it has gone down hill. The crime rate is up, there are drugs being sold and made
here now. We have seriously considered moving before it gets worse. We would gladly pay
more taxes if we lived somewhere we were happy with.

12/15/2021 8:55 AM

834 great location in Salt Lake county, close to malls and shopping areas, great elected officials,
good neighbors, great emergency response workers.

12/15/2021 8:53 AM

835 Most everything you could need is 5 minutes away or less. 12/15/2021 8:45 AM

836 Good parks, communication updates, and regular events. Love new stores and eating places
to try out. Do Continue with anti drug campaigns at schools, the police officer helps I think.

12/15/2021 8:44 AM

837 Still a small town feel, caring community 12/15/2021 8:39 AM

838 I recently moved to Riverton. I love how everything I need is nearby, yet it still feels a bit like a
smaller town. I hope Riverton doesn't lose that smaller town feel as if continues to grow and
change.

12/15/2021 8:34 AM

839 Even though we are growing I still feel like it is a small county feel. 12/15/2021 8:13 AM

840 I like the small community feel of Riverton! 12/15/2021 8:11 AM

841 My neighbors 12/15/2021 8:08 AM

842 Rural living, open spaces. 12/15/2021 7:56 AM

843 I would never call Riverton City for anything. There isn't a call important enough for them to
answer and I have left my last unanswered message!!!!!!!!

12/15/2021 7:44 AM

844 Close drive to anything, summer activities in park 12/15/2021 7:32 AM

845 The sense of community 12/15/2021 7:31 AM

846 Hometown feel 12/15/2021 7:27 AM

847 Good neighbors in our peaceful subdivision. 12/15/2021 7:26 AM

848 I have liked the lower density and open spaces but that’s quickly being ruined. 12/15/2021 7:14 AM

849 I love the easy access to shopping and great schools with the small-town feel due to all our
activities and open communication with city leaders.

12/15/2021 7:11 AM
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850 Love this community! 12/15/2021 7:09 AM

851 Close to Freeways. 12/15/2021 7:07 AM

852 still feels a little rural 12/15/2021 6:50 AM

853 I like the small town feel and sense of community in Riverton 12/15/2021 6:47 AM

854 Fairly quiet community with community events, that welcome all. The government seems
supportive of local businesses and residents.

12/15/2021 6:45 AM

855 Parks 12/15/2021 6:23 AM

856 We don't have a lot of big buildings and dense housing. 12/15/2021 6:17 AM

857 Close to freeway access 12/15/2021 6:12 AM

858 Low utility cost. Great community. Secondary water options. Location. 12/15/2021 6:00 AM

859 30 years ago, Riverton was a sleepy rural community. Unfortunately, we're losing that. 12/15/2021 5:35 AM

860 Sense of community fostered by commitment to family neighborhoods and responsible growth
which support long term commitments to our city and better citizenship.

12/15/2021 5:02 AM

861 Well up until recently it’s been a smallish community that seemed a little less busy and
business like and more homey feel to the community. There’s getting to be easy to much high
density housing and business they the Riverton county feel is getting lost. And feeling very
much Herriman- overcrowding feeling. I don’t feel the high density housing is supported by the
roads that are available now. It’s taking too long to get around the area. The improvements to
Bangerter Highway look great and are helpful but the noise level has increased too. I live not
too far off 12600. And the noise from the highway drivers is quite loud and annoying 24-7. The
rural feel of Riverton is quickly slipping away unfortunately.

12/15/2021 4:59 AM

862 Was quiet, but not so much any more. Maybe safely 12/15/2021 4:43 AM

863 Close to work, so a short commute. Close to the district and mountain view village which
provide many shopping, dining, and entertainment options. A very family friendly community.
We enjoy many of the city activities for Halloween, Christmas, and independence day.

12/15/2021 4:38 AM

864 Parks, roads have kept up with growth, increased shopping/entertainment/restaurants near by
and commercial development to ease private residents tax burden.

12/15/2021 3:54 AM

865 There’s so many businesses near by and overall its a pretty clean, and fairly new place. 12/15/2021 3:09 AM

866 Safe, clean, the city tries to include everyone in community Activities, we have always
enjoyed the Activities offered! Recreation Dept. offers awesome youth and adult opportunities.
Thank you!

12/15/2021 2:25 AM

867 An awesome Fourth of July celebration. 12/15/2021 2:15 AM

868 We love the community morale and fun events! 12/15/2021 1:36 AM

869 Family businesses. Peterson's, Golden Tree, etc., 12/15/2021 1:35 AM

870 Amenities but still reasonable population size 12/15/2021 1:17 AM

871 I love living in Riverton. I feel it is well managed 12/15/2021 1:03 AM

872 Friendly people 12/15/2021 12:44 AM

873 Small town feel, Mayor trying to make things better 12/15/2021 12:20 AM

874 Very quiet and friendly neighborhood. Very close to an shopping places 12/15/2021 12:14 AM

875 I liked how it was a small town, with a lot of open space, when I moved here. It’s not really like
that any more. I hope the building slows down. It’s a great community, with friendly people.

12/15/2021 12:13 AM

876 Safe community, good location in valley, not too many people, many commercial areas
adjacent for shopping, etc.

12/15/2021 12:13 AM

877 I like the small town feel with the ability to still have so much available. I like having all of my
children's schools within walking distance, having a library close, a post office, hospital and
the grocery stores I enjoy all within minutes of my home. Riverton Town Days are my favorite

12/15/2021 12:00 AM
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part of Riverton. The tradition of going to the park and enjoying games and then the fireworks
at the end of the day make me feel proud to be a citizen of Riverton.

878 Easy and convenient shopping and dining options. Safe and friendly neighborhoods. 12/14/2021 11:40 PM

879 I love the small town feel, but with easy access to shopping and entertainment. We have
awesome connection routes via 12690, 13400, bangerter hwy, and Mt. View Corridor. I love the
parks, town days events, kids sports programs and programs for other ages. Our drinking
water has gotten waaay better, so thanks for that! I also appreciate the city recycling. I love
everything about Riverton!

12/14/2021 11:34 PM

880 Slower smaller town lifestyle. Let’s keep it smaller and more homey. 12/14/2021 11:29 PM

881 The community events are my favorite part of living here! Even the little things, like the
skeletons changing poses every day before Halloween, was really fun and (I feel) is a great
way to create a community spirit.

12/14/2021 11:22 PM

882 It still has a bit of small town feeling 12/14/2021 11:15 PM

883 Clean and fairly safe 12/14/2021 11:11 PM

884 It’s a clean city and the people are friendly. 12/14/2021 11:08 PM

885 Small town community feel 12/14/2021 11:06 PM

886 Very family friendly with many parks and activities to do. 12/14/2021 11:02 PM

887 My family loves the community events, lots of park options, bike trails, and so much to do. 12/14/2021 11:01 PM

888 I love how our city government has really boosted the pride in Riverton. Throughout Covid
there were many things the city held that made me proud to be from Riverton. (The firework
show, car parade, etc) I love the local first campaign the city ran. Even small things such as
the skeletons at 12600 S and Redwood Road during Halloween was so fun. My family loved
driving by every day.

12/14/2021 10:56 PM

889 We love that the neighborhoods here feel secluded and quiet and even ‘rural-ish’, while still not
being far from tons of amenities. We love that our neighborhood feels ‘roomy’ in that houses
aren’t right on top of each other like they are in other cities. We really appreciate it when the
government officials find ways to cut back on government expenses and save us some money
in taxes.

12/14/2021 10:51 PM

890 Great community and just the right size. 12/14/2021 10:51 PM

891 Great government leaders, wonderful community support 12/14/2021 10:51 PM

892 Love the smaller community vibe. 12/14/2021 10:43 PM

893 It has retained a small town feel fairly well (love the Riverton Town Days) while dealing with
population growth, traffic etc. The main park is great as is our neighborhood park (aprox. 13750
S 2200 W), the improvement of Redwood Rd. is well done (I know it was a state project, but is
a good improvement). The mixture of business and residential is very good. We love our safe
neighborhood and don't mind driving a little bit to get some services or retailers that are not
here. Safe and friendly are qualities that disappear with too much commercial and high density
residential. Our elected officials are accessible.

12/14/2021 10:35 PM

894 Safe, small town feel while also growing 12/14/2021 10:19 PM

895 Community 12/14/2021 10:16 PM

896 Not too big a city, pretty clean and safe. 12/14/2021 10:05 PM

897 The people 12/14/2021 10:03 PM

898 Access to many various businesses and health care but still has a small town feel. 12/14/2021 9:59 PM

899 The people 12/14/2021 9:55 PM

900 There are many stores and restaurants nearby. We are close to a theater as well. I like having
Costco close.

12/14/2021 9:55 PM

901 N/a 12/14/2021 9:55 PM
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902 I moved here for the out of the city country atmosphere. 12/14/2021 9:55 PM

903 Not much unless you like Trump and white pickup trucks 12/14/2021 9:49 PM

904 Mostly nice area 12/14/2021 9:42 PM

905 Safety, and the Secondary water. The secondary should be filtered a bit better, but it’s much
better than other cities.

12/14/2021 9:40 PM

906 A family friendly, well run city that provides good services to residents, televises city council
meetings, which open with prayer to invoke God's assistance.

12/14/2021 9:35 PM

907 Quiet, safe 12/14/2021 9:32 PM

908 I am very happy with the new mountain view village shopping area. 12/14/2021 9:29 PM

909 Love the area 12/14/2021 9:29 PM

910 Government has sound fiscal policy and good leaders/staff. The community feels safe. 12/14/2021 9:28 PM

911 The area 12/14/2021 9:26 PM

912 Love the clean city and the quality of people here 12/14/2021 9:20 PM

913 Everything we need is close by. 12/14/2021 9:15 PM

914 Peace and quiet Lots of options for commercial business These communications with
residents.

12/14/2021 9:15 PM

915 Close to family and work. It’s a safe community. 12/14/2021 9:15 PM

916 safe low crime 12/14/2021 9:09 PM

917 Quiet suburbs with adequate availability to big city 12/14/2021 9:07 PM

918 Beautiful views, Nice neighbors and neighborhoods, not to big and bustling! ( At least where
I'm at)

12/14/2021 9:05 PM

919 I really like having secondary water available. I also really like that the city keeps the residents
informed.

12/14/2021 9:04 PM

920 Low house tax due to business 12/14/2021 9:02 PM

921 Small town feel, progressive policy 12/14/2021 9:01 PM

922 Small town feel, surrounded by big city amenities 12/14/2021 9:00 PM

923 Just the right amount of everything! Love living here 12/14/2021 8:56 PM

924 Lots of great parks, close to lots of shopping 12/14/2021 8:54 PM

925 N/A 12/14/2021 8:54 PM

926 Safe and clean Low crime for now. More apartments will bring in crime. 12/14/2021 8:50 PM

927 Quiet small community feel still exists. No large scale housing projects (like Daybreak or
Herriman).

12/14/2021 8:44 PM

928 I generally feel safe, I am close to most of the amenities I enjoy, there are a lot of restaurant
options, we personally live near a wide variety of people, I like being close to Riverton Park.

12/14/2021 8:42 PM

929 Great comminity. 12/14/2021 8:41 PM

930 Gorgeous community parks, peaceful neighborhoods and safe schools for our children. 12/14/2021 8:39 PM

931 So convenient to everywhere! 12/14/2021 8:34 PM

932 Safe community 12/14/2021 8:29 PM

933 The city is strategically located to support a high quality of life. It has a great walking / biking
trail (JRT); it has a couple high quality parks; it has the proper stores to fulfill most shopping
needs; it has good access to medical facilities; and the utility systems function efficiently.

12/14/2021 8:28 PM

934 It still have a small town feel to it. 12/14/2021 8:27 PM
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935 People are friendly, neighborhoods interact with eachother, close to most shopping and
entertainment needs

12/14/2021 8:26 PM

936 Preservation of green spaces. Easy access to other cities with better amenities. Clean well
maintained city. Fairly safe.

12/14/2021 8:25 PM

937 Cleanliness, safety and good people. 12/14/2021 8:24 PM

938 Nice neighborhoods 12/14/2021 8:22 PM

939 I love Riverton. Great people. Great place to live. Great schools and great place to raise a
family.

12/14/2021 8:18 PM

940 I like the location, I’m close to family and have everything I need fairly close by. I like the
community feel, not stuffy and not poor mentality, at least from what I’ve encountered.

12/14/2021 8:12 PM

941 It is calm and generally quiet but things are close by. 12/14/2021 8:08 PM

942 Close to everything I need! 12/14/2021 8:07 PM

943 I feel pretty safe 12/14/2021 8:07 PM

944 Close to all services, less snow 12/14/2021 8:02 PM

945 Nice community family events. 12/14/2021 7:58 PM

946 We. Love. Mayor Staggs! I feel like he actually cares and listens. We love all the events the
city does and the contests and giveaways. I love the focus on shopping local to riverton! We
also love the new park!

12/14/2021 7:51 PM

947 Is nice and friendly 12/14/2021 7:46 PM

948 Close to so many things 12/14/2021 7:39 PM

949 It’s not Sandy. 12/14/2021 7:37 PM

950 Quiet. Safe. Still not too busy, although you’re definitely working on changing that with all of
this high density house garbage.

12/14/2021 7:36 PM

951 Community 12/14/2021 7:32 PM

952 Small town feel while still being close to many amenities 12/14/2021 7:32 PM

953 My friends and neighbors in Riverton are wonderful people who are caring and helpful. I’ve
always felt like I belong here.

12/14/2021 7:30 PM

954 A central community business district, secondary water, larger lots, 12/14/2021 7:30 PM

955 Clean city and quiet community. Location is great for freeway access. Once the Mountain View
outdoor center is built with the movie theater and restaurants, we’ll see more flow come into
the city rather then having to travel to sandy , south Jordan or Draper for everything

12/14/2021 7:30 PM

956 The people 12/14/2021 7:30 PM

957 Small community feel in neighborhoods. Lots of access to great shopping and food options. 12/14/2021 7:27 PM

958 Great place to live and raise a family. Great location for access to highways and freeways.
Very clean.

12/14/2021 7:20 PM

959 Safety and easy access to the valley. I'm really happy to have secondary water. 12/14/2021 7:10 PM

960 The location to freeway and rural feel. Open spaces, parks, wide street (in the older
neighborhoods). Safety and community. General costs are inline with expectations.

12/14/2021 7:10 PM

961 Love the beautiful parks. 12/14/2021 7:08 PM

962 Generally safe, attractive, pleasant community. Most of my regular shopping needs can be
met in the community

12/14/2021 6:59 PM

963 Love that there is so much around us yet still with that smaller town feel. 12/14/2021 6:57 PM

964 It use to be the small size of Riverton, but that is gone forever. Having shopping near by. 12/14/2021 6:57 PM

965 Great main city park, quiet feel for the most part. 12/14/2021 6:51 PM
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966 green spaces, small farms 12/14/2021 6:50 PM

967 We feel safe. People are friendly. 12/14/2021 6:48 PM

968 It’s a safe growing community with a lot of potential. Mayor Stagg seems to have a grasp on
the potential. We love living here.

12/14/2021 6:48 PM

969 Friendly neighbors & quiet safe neighborhood. 12/14/2021 6:42 PM

970 We enjoy the parks, activities and new mall with added shopping. I like being able to walk to
some many places and am so glad to have a library nearby.

12/14/2021 6:42 PM

971 It’s clean, little to no homeless, low crime. New (er) shopping areas. 12/14/2021 6:39 PM

972 Nice community feel and quality of life a good place for families. 12/14/2021 6:36 PM

973 It has a great community feel. 12/14/2021 6:35 PM

974 I moved to Riverton because of the relatively large lots and small town feel. To the extent
possible, the neighborhood where I live still has that.

12/14/2021 6:35 PM

975 community spirit, close to freeways, neighborhoods well-kept 12/14/2021 6:28 PM

976 the quality people ,low taxes, less crowded, big lots, horse property. 12/14/2021 6:28 PM

977 It doesn’t smell. 12/14/2021 6:27 PM

978 Safe and friendly city 12/14/2021 6:25 PM

979 Still feels like a community rather than an urban area. 12/14/2021 6:17 PM

980 Generally it has felt like a country tow, but with the growth things do change. i do like that we
have more places to choose from and not have to always leave to find the things we need.

12/14/2021 6:13 PM

981 The low fee’s on utilities. The community feel and I love the food trucks and activities you
guys put on. Hopefully when people chill on being afraid of covid we can all get back out and
socialize together as a community again. Also the people working in your building department
are so helpful and friendly when I needed a permit for my basement. Great people.

12/14/2021 6:10 PM

982 still has a small town feel and city services are still reasonably low. 12/14/2021 6:06 PM

983 I feel safe connected having local police helps with a personal touch 12/14/2021 6:05 PM

984 Mostly safe, good parks, lots of business and restaurants 12/14/2021 5:59 PM

985 Bought our first home here and It has been a good city to Live In 12/14/2021 5:55 PM

986 Leadership, organized, new facilities 12/14/2021 5:55 PM

987 Suburb of bigger city. 12/14/2021 5:54 PM

988 Highway access 12/14/2021 5:53 PM

989 In the past one of the best aspects of living in Riverton was that it had a small town feel. That
is no longer the case.

12/14/2021 5:48 PM

990 Fun parks for kids, new amenities being built, good hospital, awesome movie theater, plenty of
options for casual dining.

12/14/2021 5:46 PM

991 Safe community Timely response when issues are brought to the City's attention 12/14/2021 5:44 PM

992 Safe and family oriented 12/14/2021 5:30 PM

993 Love the community and how safe it feels compared to surrounding neighborhoods. 12/14/2021 5:17 PM

994 Separation of Commercial and Residential property. I don't like the combination of residential
over commercial, as it brings unwanted traffic and congestion to areas of family gatherings and
community activities.

12/14/2021 5:14 PM

995 Clean, safe, quiet, and still has a small town atmosphere. 12/14/2021 5:12 PM

996 The Parks and Recreation Department is great (except for the recent removal of the parks
department to public works. What a nightmare)

12/14/2021 5:02 PM
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997 rural feel 12/14/2021 4:58 PM

998 It used to be a great community but now it’s so crowded, traffic is crazy and the ongoing
construction

12/14/2021 4:57 PM

999 Country life but that is changing fast 12/14/2021 4:56 PM

1000 Low crime. Love the dining. My hometown. Friends and neighbors all close by. 12/14/2021 4:56 PM

1001 Location 12/14/2021 4:54 PM

1002 Wonderful people, clean, safe, well-maintained 12/14/2021 4:51 PM

1003 Love the good people. There is still a country feeling even though we are growing. 12/14/2021 4:50 PM

1004 Quiet community 12/14/2021 4:48 PM

1005 No high density housing!!!!!! 12/14/2021 4:48 PM

1006 Great community feel with activities. Also very grateful for the secondary water we have
available.

12/14/2021 4:48 PM

1007 Connected to each other with a sense of community and close to just about everything I need
or want to do.

12/14/2021 4:46 PM

1008 Rural and quiet. The damn traffic is getting to be a headache though. 12/14/2021 4:44 PM

1009 Good parks. Safe neighborhoods. 12/14/2021 4:41 PM

1010 I love the traditional events, ie Riverton Towne Days (though the rides were way overpriced),
Santa's arrival etc. I like that we are in the hub of everything

12/14/2021 4:40 PM

1011 The activities and location 12/14/2021 4:39 PM

1012 Parks. 4th of July. Concerts. Friday activities. Safety. Police dept. 12/14/2021 4:38 PM

1013 It's a beautiful city and we love the scenery, the increasingly good options for shopping and
dining, and the trails and parks.

12/14/2021 4:32 PM

1014 Great parks, and I feel like Riverton city is invested in making this a great place to live. 12/14/2021 4:29 PM

1015 Safety, community, responsible growth 12/14/2021 4:29 PM

1016 It's OK here 12/14/2021 4:26 PM

1017 Great place, engaged community, great schools 12/14/2021 4:26 PM

1018 Lots of options for entertainment and activities for children. Close to access for a lots of other
things. Involved community.

12/14/2021 4:23 PM

1019 We like the location of being on the south end of the valley, close to freeways and main roads,
but not far west like Herriman or far east like Draper. We originally moved here because it was
a smaller population, we are turned off by all the recent high density housing.

12/14/2021 4:15 PM

1020 Life style, and access to freeways and Redwood Road. 12/14/2021 4:15 PM

1021 Nice people/neighborhood. Plenty of shopping available close by. Accessibility to highways.
Parks. 20 miles away from Salt Lake City. We still have some ranches and farms....but they
are fast disappearing.

12/14/2021 4:12 PM

1022 I want it to keep the small town feel. 12/14/2021 4:10 PM

1023 Small town feel with big city options. Government seems to manage budget items
appropriately and not over spend. Majority of development is single family homes. Please don't
change that. We don't need massive high density housing projects.

12/14/2021 4:10 PM

1024 We love Riverton. The parks are always clean, and well maintained. The main roads are better
than most of the surrounding cities. The neighborhood roads need some better attention.

12/14/2021 4:03 PM

1025 quiet and peaceful neighborhoods. 12/14/2021 3:50 PM

1026 Not so crowded, somewhat still county. 12/14/2021 3:42 PM

1027 Feel safe Sense of community Many opportunities to get involved 12/14/2021 3:42 PM
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1028 I live by the Jordan Parkway. I walk my dog everyday and it is really awesome to have open
spaces towalk and enjoy the diffeent times of year.

12/14/2021 3:42 PM

1029 Like rural setting way people can get out and enjoy their lives 12/14/2021 3:41 PM

1030 Good parks, community events, family focused, clean, safe 12/14/2021 3:39 PM

1031 I live in the old part of Riverton and I really like the small town feeling it gives me. On the other
hand, I like that I can drive just a short distance any direction and have access to the big
suburban stores.

12/14/2021 3:39 PM

1032 The people, are what make Riverton the best city ever. I like the city app which permits
reporting problems, I like the fact when I call the city departments someone calls back. Nice
city touch. I like that Riverton is big enough to provide big city services but small enough to be
personable too.

12/14/2021 3:36 PM

1033 Full service hospital near, lots of drive thru eateries ,good park for many activities . 12/14/2021 3:36 PM

1034 Overall we enjoy Riverton with its trails and parks. 12/14/2021 3:35 PM

1035 Low crime and clean city. 12/14/2021 3:35 PM

1036 The people 12/14/2021 3:35 PM

1037 Clean, quiet, lots of shopping and entertainment, wonderful friendly, caring people, great
grocery store options, police are seen and available, lots of walking trails.

12/14/2021 3:34 PM

1038 Living along the Jordan River Parkway. 12/14/2021 3:29 PM

1039 Close to both downtown and Utah County. Lots of amenities, shopping,etc. 12/14/2021 3:27 PM

1040 Great community. Friendly and homey. Lower crime, nice streets and parks. 12/14/2021 3:25 PM

1041 I love that it’s peaceful and quiet where I live. I don’t see or hear about crime 12/14/2021 3:23 PM

1042 Riverton still had a rural feel about it 20 years ago. It has transitioned well into a suburban
bedroom community. The services seem to have fallen into place well. It still has a small-town
feel and is different from SoJo, Harriman, or Draper. Maybe that's a good thing. Having a good
image of who a city is is very important.

12/14/2021 3:21 PM

1043 We love Riverton, the rural community and safe environment are why we moved here. 12/14/2021 3:17 PM

1044 Close to bangeter 12/14/2021 3:16 PM

1045 My neighborhood. It has a somewhat close knit, calm feel, 12/14/2021 3:15 PM

1046 Larger land plots. 12/14/2021 3:11 PM

1047 I love the community and I feel like it is so family friendly. 12/14/2021 3:05 PM

1048 We love that we were able to get a .25 acre of land. We enjoy our home and property daily. 12/14/2021 3:05 PM

1049 Community. Away but has a lot if the options for places 12/14/2021 2:57 PM

1050 Secondary water Variety of amenities Not a lot of new real estate development 12/14/2021 2:56 PM

1051 Easy access to parks. Proximity to shops 12/14/2021 2:55 PM

1052 It is a great place to live and raise our family. 12/14/2021 2:52 PM

1053 Great events. Small town feel. feels safe and people care about their neighbors. 12/14/2021 2:51 PM

1054 I enjoy the small town feeling with close shopping, doctors, movies, etc. 12/14/2021 2:50 PM

1055 It was once a very nice place with houses with yards, horse property and farm land. Now
people torment you for having them when you have lived here with them for years, then they
come in and expect you to get rid of them and complain. Not a fan of the direction Riverton
has went.

12/14/2021 2:48 PM

1056 Small town feel 12/14/2021 2:47 PM

1057 It was a great city for a while. Seems to have gone down a lot the last few years. 12/14/2021 2:47 PM
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1058 I feel safe. I like seeing lots of police out and about. Taking care of problem people. Like
speedsters.

12/14/2021 2:46 PM

1059 Clean Pickleball courts 12/14/2021 2:43 PM

1060 Beautiful city 12/14/2021 2:41 PM

1061 location 12/14/2021 2:41 PM

1062 Still has the feeling of a small town but near many amenities found in large metro areas. I like
the proximity to Traverse Mountain Trails and Lake Mountain Trails. City is quite safe and
clean.

12/14/2021 2:40 PM

1063 It is quiet, safe, and there isn't a lot of low income housing. The residents who live here, have
worked very hard to live in a nice suburb area, and want it to stay that way. Low income and
high rise housing are not welcome or wanted here. Keeping Riverton free of that type of
housing will continue to keep it safe for our families and animals for years to come. Most
residents in Riverton, want to stay here for the remainder of their lives in their "forever homes".

12/14/2021 2:39 PM

1064 It used to be that it was a quiet rural area. Now it is just another suburb. 12/14/2021 2:36 PM

1065 I feel safe 12/14/2021 2:32 PM

1066 Strong sense of community, safe for most part 12/14/2021 2:28 PM

1067 The fact that my neighbors yards look udderly dissusting and no one in the city cares. 12/14/2021 2:27 PM

1068 Good people 12/14/2021 2:26 PM

1069 Low crime, good schools, and great dining options. 12/14/2021 2:25 PM

1070 Small community feel, safety, easy freeway access 12/14/2021 2:23 PM

1071 Lower utility costs and taxes than neighboring cities. We enjoyed many of Riverton’s family
activities before COVID and appreciated fireworks and community encouragement to support
local businesses during the height of the pandemic. Kind garbage men that give friendly honks
and waves to my sons that adore watching the garbage pick up. Street sweepers in the Fall.

12/14/2021 2:22 PM

1072 I like that houses are not on top of each other and it feels safe here. 12/14/2021 2:22 PM

1073 Safe. Good schools. Lots of family activities. Good shopping school. Country feel with
animals.

12/14/2021 2:21 PM

1074 Location in the valley and activities provided by the city are our favorite things. 12/14/2021 2:18 PM

1075 close to City 12/14/2021 2:18 PM

1076 Clean safe city. 12/14/2021 2:17 PM

1077 Nice neighborhoods, good roads, mosquito control, lots of trees, good shopping here and
nearby, good snow removal, low crime. We no longer have children in school, so I don't know
about that. I like parks, but I don't see many people using the small neighborhood
parks/playgrounds, though the big park on 126th gets a lot of use. Loved the fireworks shows
this year! And the Christmas concert at the high school was excellent.

12/14/2021 2:16 PM

1078 Community 12/14/2021 2:11 PM

1079 Moved here from Memphis TN (Recently voted the most dangerous city) so this is 1000%
better place to live. Cost of living is very high which is the only real issue I have with the area.

12/14/2021 2:09 PM

1080 Quiet, not over-run by commercial enterprises, remain a suburban community, not
overwhelmed by traffic to commercial shopping, I think the commercial population of all types
is about adequately balanced.

12/14/2021 2:09 PM

1081 Low crime rate 12/14/2021 2:06 PM

1082 Nice parks, great schools, a really easy to access Post Office. 12/14/2021 2:06 PM

1083 I like the farm like feel. It's still more rural than the other cities and that needs to be preserved. 12/14/2021 2:05 PM

1084 Nice area, friendly people. 12/14/2021 2:02 PM

1085 safe and friendly. Pride in our community 12/14/2021 1:55 PM
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1086 The people in our neighborhood are top notch. There is a lot of love and unity felt here. 12/14/2021 1:51 PM

1087 Residual small town feel, friendly, relatively affordable 12/14/2021 1:50 PM

1088 We live next to the Jordan River Parkway. That green space, close to major access roads,
gives Riverton a great, rural feel, without being too remote.

12/14/2021 1:50 PM

1089 Close-knit small town feel within easy access of larger amenities. 12/14/2021 1:48 PM

1090 Riverton still has a small town feel with the benefits of a big city. 12/14/2021 1:47 PM

1091 New and unable to answer. 12/14/2021 1:38 PM

1092 It used to be open space, but as every open space is being filled with high density housing,
that aspect is quickly disappearing.

12/14/2021 1:33 PM

1093 Good people. Good leadership. 12/14/2021 1:31 PM

1094 Small town feel. I like having a yard, park space, a golf course and nature reserve. I like
seeking open space not used up by commercial buildings and more townhomes.

12/14/2021 1:30 PM

1095 Everything is on a close vicinity to where I like to go. 12/14/2021 1:29 PM

1096 It still has a somewhat small town feel, yet I have all the amenities close and accessible. 12/14/2021 1:27 PM

1097 1-The cleanliness overall (buildings, streets, parks, neighborhoods, etc) 2- Shopping & Dining
options 3- The community

12/14/2021 1:23 PM

1098 I love my neighbors and the city events 12/14/2021 1:17 PM

1099 Having residents that take pride in the city. Having mostly single family, large lot residential
neighborhoods that encourage long term residency.

12/14/2021 1:14 PM

1100 Schools, proximity to neighboring cities and amenities, how well they keep residents
informed...

12/14/2021 1:14 PM

1101 Rural atmosphere with open space but still close to major transportation arteries as well as
services and shopping.

12/14/2021 1:13 PM

1102 The sense of community is great. 12/14/2021 1:13 PM

1103 The mayor and his open communication about things. 12/14/2021 1:10 PM

1104 Low crime. Not crowded. Easy access to primary roads. 12/14/2021 1:09 PM

1105 Utitities, Taxes, location, government 12/14/2021 1:08 PM

1106 Less traffic (though it is increasing); single family residents with fewer apartments and condos;
schools; convenient thoroughfares (Bangerter)

12/14/2021 1:06 PM

1107 Good access to parks, great communication to residents, and good community events. 12/14/2021 1:03 PM

1108 Safe and Convenient to many things. 12/14/2021 1:02 PM

1109 Quiet, except for that damn guy and his rice burner at 2am on 2700 west. 12/14/2021 1:01 PM

1110 I love the small town feel! I like that I can still see farm land and rural-type living. The people
are friendly and kind. I love the events the city puts together, especially for kids!

12/14/2021 1:00 PM

1111 The people and city events 12/14/2021 12:59 PM

1112 Lots of shopping options close by 12/14/2021 12:59 PM

1113 Proximity to both utah county and Salt Lake City and Riverton city park amenities. 12/14/2021 12:57 PM

1114 to be honest there nothing to do here and not really any Apartments for young adults. 12/14/2021 12:57 PM

1115 I feel like it's a safe area with lots of families, good location close to amenities, and has a
decent amount of things to do in the city.

12/14/2021 12:54 PM

1116 So far we don’t have very much mass apartments & crowded townhomes/condos. 12/14/2021 12:50 PM

1117 Sense of community and well run local government who doesn’t sell out to big money 12/14/2021 12:48 PM
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1118 I love the parks and the city. It is a nice place to raise a family. 12/14/2021 12:47 PM

1119 Great sense of community. 12/14/2021 12:44 PM

1120 The Jordan River trail is amazing. We love the parks and the general feel of the city. 12/14/2021 12:36 PM

1121 Our taxes have been reasonable and have enjoyed seeing a lot more of variety in stores. 12/14/2021 12:36 PM

1122 Love the many family events offered throughout the year, especially in warmer months. Love
seeing the community turn out for parades, movies, egg hunts that give it a 'small town feel'.
Could there be more activities during the colder months to get people involved? Snowman
building contest in yards w/nominations coming from residents? We appreciate any events that
connect community members creating a stronger city pride/presence.

12/14/2021 12:35 PM

1123 Quiet neighborhoods, easy access to the freeways. 12/14/2021 12:35 PM

1124 Traffic has remained relatively limited while many other surrounding areas have gotten worse.
Housing doesn't feel overly crowded, yet. Please keep it that way! I love the Jordan River Trail
and any efforts to maintain it. I also like the variety of parks and the size of the Riverton City
Park and facilities.

12/14/2021 12:35 PM

1125 Not too big, has most thing we need, has a few nice parks and a few other programs we like
(like theater, etc.).

12/14/2021 12:32 PM

1126 I love the involvement of city government with the residents. 12/14/2021 12:30 PM

1127 I like living in a place that still has a little bit of the old and slower life style but is surrounded
by a lot of the new.

12/14/2021 12:30 PM

1128 Location, safety and schools 12/14/2021 12:28 PM

1129 I have loved the small town feeling of Riverton. 12/14/2021 12:28 PM

1130 Low taxes and utility costs. Community events. Amenities without HOAs. 12/14/2021 12:25 PM

1131 The pleasant neighborhoods. 12/14/2021 12:23 PM

1132 Little Bit city, little bit country 12/14/2021 12:21 PM

1133 The proximity to amenities. Unfortunately, most amenities are in neighboring cities. 12/14/2021 12:21 PM

1134 City events and living away from downtown, but close enough for quick access. Also, loved
the "Not Your Parents' Art Show"!

12/14/2021 12:19 PM

1135 proximity to large city but still sufficiently rural. 12/14/2021 12:19 PM

1136 The country feel. Still has some wide open spaces. 12/14/2021 12:14 PM

1137 Close proximity to shopping, entertainment, and dining. 12/14/2021 12:14 PM

1138 Nice parks, safe environment, pro active city leadership. 12/14/2021 12:14 PM

1139 One of the best aspects of living in Riverton is the easy access to freeways, Bangeter
Highway and Mountain View Corridor. Also, the city is clean.

12/14/2021 12:13 PM

1140 Safe place to bring up kids, but the only neighborhood I'm familiar with is Western Springs. 12/14/2021 12:12 PM

1141 Friendly environment 12/14/2021 12:11 PM

1142 Good small town feel with lots of businesses around us. 12/14/2021 12:11 PM

1143 Initially was quiet and easy to navigate around. Now has become very busy, traffic on 126 has
become a problem. As well as even up 114th. Crime rate in our area has increased for over on
1300 W.

12/14/2021 12:11 PM

1144 Clean, events, arts 12/14/2021 12:11 PM

1145 I like that we have a variety of things to do, places to eat (though we need more "real"
restaurants!), and places to socialize.

12/14/2021 12:10 PM

1146 Family-oriented community that values personal and religious liberty and independence,
maintaining many of the small town values of the City's heritage. The community balances

12/14/2021 12:09 PM
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growth while preserving the existing values of the community. We have enjoyed our 25+ years
here in Riverton and highly recommend it to those looking for a good place to live.

1147 Good infrastructure and easy in getting about the town. 12/14/2021 12:07 PM

1148 I like the relatively small feel. I love the horse property and open spaces that are going away
more and more. I love the parade. The people and no HOA neighborhoods. I feel safe here.

12/14/2021 12:06 PM

1149 It’s small, friendly, everything I need is nearby, larger lots/yards, great parks/playgrounds,
great mayor, conservative in housing. I love the clean up in April. It has helped to keep our
yard and trees in order and helps us clean up our house.

12/14/2021 12:06 PM

1150 Great people. Not too big; has great parks, trails, and some good entertainment options. Great
City staff and employees. The best events. Good community support.

12/14/2021 12:06 PM

1151 Love the open roads, the feeling of community, the events that Riverton does as well as the
people.

12/14/2021 12:05 PM

1152 Great community. Great resources. City is kept up well. 12/14/2021 12:03 PM

1153 Santa Claus lives right in our neighborhood! 12/14/2021 12:02 PM

1154 We like that it’s flat since we moved from Sandy. We are about 2700 west and 13400 south
and we rarely see heavy traffic right in our area. Walmart and Home Depot are within 5 minutes
of us and the heavy traffic doesn’t start until bangerter, so we rarely have to drive through
heavy traffic to get to those two stores-and those are the ones we use the most. We like the
pressurized irrigation here. We like the friendly atmosphere. It is different here than Sandy. We
can’t quite say what but is but it more friendly. Through the pandemic, we liked that masks
were much less enforced here than in other parts of the state. It seems to be an area where
more people like freedom of choice. We really like Trent staggs and what he is doing politically.
We wished he would have been the salt lake county mayor. We love the open field on 13400 s
and 2709 west. It is a beautiful natural space that gives this area a rural feeling in the suburbs.
Overall, it feels like a goid place for us to be.

12/14/2021 12:02 PM

1155 Suburb feel and not as crowded as compared to getting closer to the capital 12/14/2021 12:02 PM

1156 Generally good people live here, this is home 12/14/2021 12:00 PM

1157 I have never lived anywhere else so I do not know. 12/14/2021 12:00 PM

1158 Small town feel with big city amenities. 12/14/2021 12:00 PM

1159 It is still a somewhat quiet place to live. I also like that it doesn't feel as "inner city" as the
majority of Salt Lake County now does.

12/14/2021 11:57 AM

1160 Having horse property, the people, everyone looks out for one another 12/14/2021 11:56 AM

1161 It’s been great, but in recent years growth has changed life in Riverton. Too much traffic for
road infrastructure creates bottle necks and increases commute times. While quality in of life
in Riverton remains better then most cities it has diminished in recent years with the population
and housing builds.

12/14/2021 11:55 AM

1162 Cost of utilities. Location 12/14/2021 11:52 AM

1163 Safe, mild traffic, good neighbors, enough space between neighbors. Good location in valley
with access to major roads.

12/14/2021 11:51 AM

1164 It’s not Herriman so I’m thrilled!! 12/14/2021 11:50 AM

1165 Close to shopping and work and generally quiet. 12/14/2021 11:50 AM

1166 Utilities are priced well, love having secondary water for irrigation. 12/14/2021 11:50 AM

1167 Home 12/14/2021 11:49 AM

1168 We love to be in a secluded area in the middle of the city, with services available just down the
road. We love that Riverton is not overdeveloped and it retains its country charm.

12/14/2021 11:48 AM

1169 Great green space for kids. 12/14/2021 11:48 AM

1170 It is a small, safe, friendly community. I can walk to the library, the post office, and grocery
store if I need to. I live on a cul-de-sac that is quiet.

12/14/2021 11:45 AM
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1171 Great friendly community. 12/14/2021 11:44 AM

1172 good people, great view, safe, service oriented 12/14/2021 11:44 AM

1173 Riverton provides a relatively safe and quiet community life. The city government seems to be
fiscally conservative and responsible.

12/14/2021 11:43 AM

1174 The quality of life is fairly good in Riverton. It is relatively safe and quiet in most
neighborhoods.

12/14/2021 11:43 AM

1175 Was a small town feeling but not much anymore 12/14/2021 11:42 AM

1176 Low crime, location, july 4th 12/14/2021 11:42 AM

1177 Our area still has an open, uncrowded, somewhat rural atmosphere, which I greatly enjoy.
However, development, changes to reduce water consumption, additional building and
scattered commercial spots are increasingly impinging upon this.

12/14/2021 11:40 AM

1178 The parks and open space 12/14/2021 11:38 AM

1179 Peaceful, honest and respectful people. 12/14/2021 11:38 AM

1180 It has been my home for almost 30 years. 12/14/2021 11:37 AM

1181 access to freeway 12/14/2021 11:35 AM

1182 Sense of community, what the city offers. It is growing but I don’t feel crowded out. 12/14/2021 11:34 AM

1183 I like that so many things that I use are so close in Riverton such as the library, grocery
stores, gas stations, parks, church, etc.

12/14/2021 11:33 AM

1184 Safe, close to major roads (Bangerter, I-15), addition of retail and restaurants options that are
starting to open

12/14/2021 11:33 AM

1185 Larger than normal lot sizes for existing and new houses. 12/14/2021 11:33 AM

1186 It still feels like a farming/ country community 12/14/2021 11:30 AM

1187 I love my neighbors, the relative affordability, and the proximity to the mountains. 12/14/2021 11:29 AM

1188 Friendly, safe, close shopping and entertainment. 12/14/2021 11:27 AM

1189 Bigger lot sizes and more layed back mentality that seems to be going away with more people
getting packed in.

12/14/2021 11:25 AM

1190 Although Riverton is constantly growing, it still feels small town. Riverton offers all of the
simple, but necessary, like grocery store, auto parts, library, veterinarians, physicians, and
hospital.

12/14/2021 11:25 AM

1191 Riverton is a well-run community that places a high value on keeping the city clean and
running smoothly. It has a wonderful small-city feeling with the capability to operate with the
efficiency of a larger city. It’s my favorite of the cities I’ve lived in throughout the Salt Lake
Valley!

12/14/2021 11:22 AM

1192 I feel a sense of community, where safety and involvement are priorities. 12/14/2021 11:21 AM

1193 Great people/neighbors 12/14/2021 11:20 AM

1194 Safe 12/14/2021 11:18 AM

1195 Conservative values Sense of community Christmas orchestra concert Silver rush 12/14/2021 11:17 AM

1196 Small town feeling where the citizens are close and are friendly. Low taxes. 12/14/2021 11:16 AM

1197 The community 12/14/2021 11:16 AM

1198 Trails near the Jordan River, nice communities, small enough city that you know people at
community events, city park, well run government

12/14/2021 11:14 AM

1199 Generally quiet, great neighbors, no mosquitoes, good shopping, decent city government. 12/14/2021 11:14 AM

1200 Small town friendliness with big town opportunities 12/14/2021 11:14 AM
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1201 Mostly quiet and safe place 12/14/2021 11:14 AM

1202 It's clean, feels safe, and has opportunities for quality lifestyles 12/14/2021 11:12 AM

1203 Great community 12/14/2021 11:08 AM

1204 Good schools, safe neighborhoods, good parks 12/14/2021 11:07 AM

1205 Life long resident. Feeling of community. Family friendly place. 12/14/2021 11:07 AM

1206 Safe and clean 12/14/2021 11:06 AM

1207 Neighborhoods 12/14/2021 11:06 AM

1208 Feeling of Community 12/14/2021 11:06 AM

1209 Been here for a long time, Riverton is pretty much all I know 12/14/2021 11:05 AM

1210 Lifestyle. Feeling of community. Everyone doing their part. 12/14/2021 11:05 AM

1211 Quiet. Clean. Beautiful. Easy access to food & entertainment. Hospital & other medical
services close & convenient. Library. Senior services. Great parks.

12/14/2021 11:04 AM

1212 I love having Peterson’s as the main grocery store. Parks are amazing and a wide variety for
my kids—want more splash of options in the summer time.

12/14/2021 11:04 AM

1213 I love the community values and it has been a great place to raise our children. Feel safe in
the community.

12/14/2021 11:03 AM

1214 The police actually follow up with you when you make a call. Good location. 12/14/2021 11:02 AM

1215 Riverton City does a fantastic job at communicating with the public. I live in Herriman city
limits, borderline Riverton, and Herriman could take some cues from Riverton!

12/14/2021 11:02 AM

1216 Community events, communication. 12/14/2021 11:02 AM

1217 Small town feel. Close knit community. Good roads. Quick response from city when problems
arise. Feeling of relative safety.

12/14/2021 11:02 AM

1218 The main city park, the golf course and pool as well as good schools and library. 12/14/2021 11:01 AM

1219 I love how safe I feel for my family to be here and that there are many free events that
Riverton puts on that are fun for my children.

12/14/2021 11:01 AM

1220 still like a small town 12/14/2021 11:01 AM

1221 Nice area, nice people, and beautiful landscaping 12/14/2021 11:01 AM

1222 Even though it has grown massively, it still has a small town feel. 12/14/2021 11:00 AM

1223 It is a nice and quite community with lots of character. 12/14/2021 11:00 AM

1224 Decent food and retail options. Close to bangerter 12/14/2021 10:59 AM

1225 Community activities. Living in the northeast part of the city, UDOT provides great connectivity
to convienient shopping in South Jordan and Sandy. Traffic, traffic signals, and confusing
parking lot layouts deter me from shopping at the businesses in the western part of the
city.Better residential

12/14/2021 10:58 AM

1226 It is a relatively safe area to be in the Salt Lake Valley. The Riverton Police are friendly. 12/14/2021 10:58 AM

1227 Quiet living communities. Friendly residence. 12/14/2021 10:58 AM

1228 Quiet residential area. Low crime rate. Schools, parks, dining, shopping nearby but not to
close. Smaller community feel. Easy access to main roadways. Riverton High School
community involvement.

12/14/2021 10:57 AM

1229 Love all the new places to shop/eat. Need more entertainment venus 12/14/2021 10:57 AM

1230 Clean, fairly safe 12/14/2021 10:56 AM

1231 We love all the parks available within walking distance of us. 12/14/2021 10:55 AM

1232 Low prop taxes 12/14/2021 10:55 AM
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1233 Community Safety Cleanliness It has everything for everyday living 12/14/2021 10:54 AM

1234 Small town conservative govern-ship good local stores great access to freeway
(bangerter/redwood)

12/14/2021 10:54 AM

1235 I feel that my family is safe here and my kids can play outside without being in danger. I love
how it still feels kind of small town but very close to things that we need such as doctor appt,
schools, and shopping. I rarely need to leave Riverton boundaries to access things that I need.

12/14/2021 10:52 AM

1236 Unsure 12/14/2021 10:52 AM

1237 Communication with residents. 12/14/2021 10:51 AM

1238 Riverton has always been the best! We prefer we keep things the same and low key. 12/14/2021 10:51 AM

1239 Nice neighborhoods 12/14/2021 10:51 AM

1240 That there is still somewhat of a rural feel to the community. 12/14/2021 10:50 AM

1241 Everything is close and still small city feel 12/14/2021 10:49 AM

1242 Ease of access to commercial business's and the diverse population. 12/14/2021 10:48 AM

1243 We like the 'sleepy' feel of the town. We don't want to see more housing, more businesses,
more 'buzz.' We moved here for peace and quiet and want to protect that.

12/14/2021 10:48 AM

1244 Well taken care of. Love the parks. Feels safe. 12/14/2021 10:48 AM

1245 I have lived here in Riverton since 1998. I grew up in a farm community in Idaho and love it
here. It is such a calm and beautiful place to raise a family.

12/14/2021 10:47 AM

1246 Our community....Our government..Our police department 12/14/2021 10:46 AM

1247 Great community atmosphere. Very family oriented and safe 12/14/2021 10:46 AM

1248 A good place to raise a family. Community is good. The culinary water is finally good quality-
please don’t ever go back to well water.

12/14/2021 10:45 AM

1249 Location 12/14/2021 10:44 AM

1250 Riverton is a great place to live, we have enjoyed living here for the last 18 years. I feel safe
here and it is a nice place to raise a family.

12/14/2021 10:44 AM

1251 It used to be more rural. Now it is way way way overcrowded without appropriate infrastructure 12/14/2021 10:44 AM

1252 Family friendly nice neighborhoods 12/14/2021 10:43 AM

1253 Na 12/14/2021 10:43 AM

1254 Location. Conservative responsible city government. 12/14/2021 10:41 AM

1255 safe, residential. 12/14/2021 10:41 AM

1256 Central location in the valley , hospital close by and new retail shopping center (thanks to the
mayor A+)

12/14/2021 10:40 AM

1257 Still feels like a small town. Variety of small businesses close by that I can support. 12/14/2021 10:40 AM

1258 A country feel. 12/14/2021 10:40 AM

1259 I feel like we have a wide variety of parks. But the smaller parks could use some upgrades,
better playgrounds, swing sets, more trees, etc. The Riverton City park is awesome but could
use a better splash pad!

12/14/2021 10:39 AM

1260 Clean and fairly quiet 12/14/2021 10:39 AM

1261 Safe, clean environment. I love the sense of community that Riverton officials bring to our
neighborhood.

12/14/2021 10:39 AM

1262 It’s quiet and there is a good family feel 12/14/2021 10:38 AM

1263 Small town rural feel. 12/14/2021 10:37 AM

1264 Great community. I feel connected. 12/14/2021 10:37 AM
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1265 Quiet. good schools Nice neighborhoods 12/14/2021 10:37 AM

1266 Stable. Mostly quiet. Low crime. 12/14/2021 10:37 AM

1267 I love the small town feel in a suburb of Salt Lake City. I like the sense of community. I feel
that the government cares about the citizens.

12/14/2021 10:36 AM

1268 Good environment for family 12/14/2021 10:36 AM

1269 Smaller town feel. 12/14/2021 10:35 AM

1270 the small town feel. Most of the residences are kept up. 12/14/2021 10:34 AM

1271 Living in a rural type of city. 12/14/2021 10:34 AM

1272 I do believe the city does try to make Riverton City a nice place to live. 12/14/2021 10:34 AM

1273 The city has managed growth well. We aren't just another bedroom community. 12/14/2021 10:33 AM

1274 Safe and fun 12/14/2021 10:32 AM

1275 Small town feel with big-city amenities 12/14/2021 10:32 AM

1276 It is a safe place to live, which is the #1 reason we moved to Riverton. The roads are always
plowed in the winter months, there is a lot of shopping in the area and the buildings and
landscape are mostly kept up.

12/14/2021 10:31 AM

1277 Small, close community 12/14/2021 10:31 AM

1278 N 12/14/2021 10:31 AM

1279 The people and the safety 12/14/2021 10:30 AM

1280 Community 12/14/2021 10:30 AM

1281 a sense of community 12/14/2021 10:30 AM

1282 It's very pretty and friendly. 12/14/2021 10:29 AM

1283 Small town feel 12/14/2021 10:29 AM

1284 Close to everything, I-15, Mountains, shopping, schools. 12/14/2021 10:28 AM

1285 It's just a dang good place to live. It's not uppity like Draper. 12/14/2021 10:27 AM

1286 Family friendly, safe, good access to shopping and dining. great events, responsible
government.

12/14/2021 10:27 AM

1287 20 minute drive from Salt Lake. Sufficient amenities. Decent public parks. 12/14/2021 10:25 AM

1288 Suburb. Low density housing. No tall buildings obstructing views. 12/14/2021 10:24 AM

1289 I like how centrally located we are to stores, movies, etc. I love having so many parks within
walking distance if my house. I feel safe walking through the neighborhoods here.

12/14/2021 10:23 AM

1290 Small town, friendly feel but with large town amenities. 12/14/2021 10:23 AM

1291 Low density housing, quiet, easy access 12/14/2021 10:23 AM

1292 My neighborhood feels safe, and there is no high density housing, everything surrounding us
has basically already been developed so not much concern for excess strain on the immediate
infrastructure

12/14/2021 10:23 AM

1293 Love our Mayor, Trent Staggs! 12/14/2021 10:21 AM

1294 Being able to have a neighborhood feel, and still have so many amenities close by. 12/14/2021 10:21 AM

1295 It's close to the church of my choice -- Harvest Valley Baptist Church. 12/14/2021 10:20 AM

1296 Quality of life. You get the small town feel, with the amenities of a larger town 12/14/2021 10:20 AM

1297 Rodeo, Fireworks, parks, and access to recreation and activity in the city limits (river walk,
equestrian trails, fairgrounds...) Clearly ness of the city.

12/14/2021 10:19 AM
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1298 Slower-paced, easy-going community. 12/14/2021 10:17 AM

1299 It still has a bit of farm and quaint small town. I love that city council involves the community
in surveys. I love the activities. I feel pride in the city and love it here.

12/14/2021 10:17 AM

1300 nice neighborhoods and residents plenty of shopping opportunities 12/14/2021 10:17 AM

1301 Strong sense of community and fellowship. 12/14/2021 10:16 AM

1302 Low taxes. Safe and clean place to live. 12/14/2021 10:16 AM

1303 Open space. Quite nature of this city is the reason we moved here. I enjoy the community
events at the city park, the email and text notifications I receive are very helpful. I am very
disappointed and embarrassed that the City Mayor is a fool who doesn't poses critical thinking
skills or value the health of the city's residence. The secondary water is very expensive here,
much higher than other city's. It was as much as our culinary water bill, which is odd. Other
than the Mayor being ignorant and seemingly incompetent we like living here very much.

12/14/2021 10:16 AM

1304 I have lived in Utah my whole life 49+ years. I have lived in Riverton for 9+ years and I love it
so much. I live in a lovely neighborhood. I feel safe and I love all the options for eating,
shopping and entertainment that are so close for me.

12/14/2021 10:15 AM

1305 Sense of community. I love their main park, I think they need more parks like that park. 12/14/2021 10:15 AM

1306 I hate the fact that I have contacted the local police department to put in speed bumps on Van
Cott Peak Drive by the park due to a high number of speeding cars. I don’t feel safe allowing
my kids to play at the park in fear they will be hit by a car. I have almost been hit three times
pulling into my drive way. I have emailed the police chef and nothing is done about it. The
sounding streets have speed bumps but we live across the street from the park and nothing. A
young girl was hit and life flighted out of the park and has suffered a TBI from the accident and
that was before the traffic from Mountain View. Something needs to be done to stop the
speeding cars. I spoke to the Mayor prior to his elections and he told me that the council man
in our area spent money on trees rather the safety of people lives. I hope this doesn’t fall on
deaf ears once again.

12/14/2021 10:15 AM

1307 Small town feel Community Events Easy access to other parts of the Salt Lake Valley 12/14/2021 10:15 AM

1308 Clean, safe, little traffic! 12/14/2021 10:13 AM

1309 The feel of a community. We really do love living here. We wish the weeds and trash were
taken care of regularly. And hold business accountable for their part of representing
themselves in Riverton.

12/14/2021 10:13 AM

1310 Quality water, secondary water, nearby shopping and dining, quality of schools, safety. 12/14/2021 10:13 AM

1311 Quiet and middle class 12/14/2021 10:12 AM

1312 Quite neighborhoods and great community. 12/14/2021 10:12 AM

1313 The best part is it still has the feel of a smaller community. People are friendly and get to know
each other. We have what we need, but not everything everyone wants. That is perfect.

12/14/2021 10:11 AM

1314 City services maintain very well and are responsive. Traffic isn't bad, except around Bangerter. 12/14/2021 10:11 AM

1315 Very quiet and I have noticed people take pride in living here. 12/14/2021 10:11 AM

1316 It feels safer than most other places that I’ve lived 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1317 It’s a pretty quite community 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1318 Good safe place not too far west 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1319 I love the community involvement, like this survey. I also loved the shop local campaign. I
always feel in the know with frequent communication.

12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1320 We love the community feel and the events the city has. 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1321 Love the small town feel. Love the community events, keep them coming. The fun things
make our city amazing.

12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1322 I appreciate the continued effort of the Mountain View village to provide more shopping and
restaurants in Riverton. With the submit your receipt event this past summer, I realized how

12/14/2021 10:09 AM
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much I was spending in other cities to get goods and services that I needed but can now be
found in Riverton.

1323 A very good city to raise kids. 12/14/2021 10:08 AM

1324 Easy access to grocery stores, restaurants, and fast food. 12/14/2021 10:07 AM

1325 It used to be the open space but now they are putting up houses everywhere. 12/14/2021 10:07 AM

1326 Smaller and hometown feel 12/14/2021 10:07 AM

1327 Park events 12/14/2021 10:06 AM

1328 Goods and services are readily available and within short distances. 12/14/2021 10:06 AM

1329 NA 12/14/2021 10:06 AM

1330 Quiet community with low density housing. 12/14/2021 10:06 AM

1331 Small town vibe The fireworks 12/14/2021 10:05 AM

1332 Easy access to many things. Safety, not too much high density housing. 12/14/2021 10:04 AM

1333 Safe neighborhoods, lots of parks, lots of shopping and restaurants 12/14/2021 10:04 AM

1334 Low density housing. Ample shopping and eating places. Great parks and recreation areas.
Streets and highways are ok in most areas. Beautiful churches and a wonderful history that is
maintained. Very good senior services.

12/14/2021 10:04 AM

1335 Location and proximity to multiple shopping/dining areas. 12/14/2021 10:04 AM

1336 its just a darn nice place to live 12/14/2021 10:03 AM

1337 It is pretty safe and quiet place to live. The schools are very good I think not having any kids
in school. I haven't heard of anything bad happening at them.

12/14/2021 10:02 AM

1338 Still has a bit of the small town feel. I hope we can keep that 12/14/2021 10:02 AM

1339 Small town neighborhood feel 12/14/2021 10:02 AM

1340 Safe, good tasting water, convenient to shopping, Need more sitdown dining. More tax
generating businesses to keep taxes low. Like the new shopping coming on 134th S and the
new Costco.

12/14/2021 10:02 AM

1341 Very safe and clean area. 12/14/2021 10:01 AM

1342 Very hype community 12/14/2021 10:01 AM

1343 Peaceful environment 12/14/2021 10:00 AM

1344 Good people 12/14/2021 10:00 AM

1345 I really enjoy that the lots are not crammed together where i live. i like the canal road for
running. i love that you can access I-15 or bangerter and now mountain view. i enjoy that we
DO NOT have a trax station - that stuff is ruining areas of draper. i love the fact that i have
access to secondary water for watering my lawn and garden. I enjoy the decor that is set up
along 126th during christmas time. I appreciate the flags that are put up and the patriotism. I
truly think Riverton is the best city in Utah and i am proud to live in it!

12/14/2021 9:59 AM

1346 The best aspects of living in Riverton, is the safety that I feel and the connivence of getting to
and from shops and businesses.

12/14/2021 9:59 AM

1347 Quiet area 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1348 People stay out of each other’s business 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1349 Great community. Love all the fun events that take place. Great city. 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1350 The area is nice and has a good amount of green space 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1351 Clean, friendly neighbors. 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1352 Thank God I bought my house long time ago. 12/14/2021 9:57 AM
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1353 I feel it’s a city that is focused on enriching the residents lives, so Riverton puts great focus on
providing many parks and associated amenities, monthly “beautify Riverton” perks, and fun
community events.

12/14/2021 9:56 AM

1354 Perfect location. 12/14/2021 9:56 AM

1355 rural feel with access to suburban benefits. 12/14/2021 9:55 AM

1356 it was a nice rural type area well mixed with 'city' features. 12/14/2021 9:55 AM

1357 Family oriented, safety, recreation (pickle ball, tennis, parks, softball/baseball fields, pavilions,
shade trees, playgrounds/splash pads), safe walking trails, secondary water use, are highest
priority.

12/14/2021 9:55 AM

1358 Good people, not too showy, but quality. 12/14/2021 9:54 AM

1359 Safe community, great events. Well run city government. 12/14/2021 9:54 AM

1360 I love that there aren't a lot of apartments/townhomes on every corner (like the other cities that
surround us.) I like the bigger home lots and farm land. The people are great.

12/14/2021 9:54 AM

1361 Nice neighborhoods with neighbors who care about our community. 12/14/2021 9:53 AM

1362 Small and quite 12/14/2021 9:53 AM

1363 Great community where I feel safe and things are cared for. Everything I need is available
nearby.

12/14/2021 9:53 AM

1364 The people and the community 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1365 nice quiet suburb 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1366 Safe, clean, family oriented, close enough to everything necessary for entertainment and
quality of living

12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1367 Safe, clean 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1368 It's quiet, and there is easy access to main arteries of transportation and good options for
shopping.

12/14/2021 9:51 AM

1369 Riverton park, Jordan River park, city activities, in my case, close to I-15. Safe and beautiful. 12/14/2021 9:51 AM

1370 Still has a smaller town feel, all thought it is starting to disappear 12/14/2021 9:51 AM

1371 Quiet, good quality of life, the opposite of Salt Lake City!!! 12/14/2021 9:51 AM

1372 Community and family focus. Great city parks and events. Continued rural attitude. 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1373 It still feels small town enough while being close to shops and restaurants. The response to
our calls to the city (ie for a question about our secondary water pump) has been swift and
very helpful.

12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1374 It is safe, clean, and family friendly. 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1375 I feel safe in my neighborhood. 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1376 Clean, safe, engaged local government (thank you), availability of secondary irrigation (canal
water)

12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1377 Proximity to work. 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1378 The safe, family-friendly community. The easy access to many businesses that I frequently
use. The many parks and amenities. The large residential lots (plenty of space and big
neighborhoods). The old town, farming and equestrian atmosphere along with the numerous
new businesses and restaurants. Riverton is an amazing city!

12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1379 Open space 12/14/2021 9:49 AM

1380 Safety, services, people, convenient 12/14/2021 9:49 AM

1381 It's a calm place to live 12/14/2021 9:49 AM

1382 The community feel and safety 12/14/2021 9:48 AM
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1383 Lower Utlity Costs Well operated City Well Informed through all ways of communication, email,
facebook, texts, etc.

12/14/2021 9:48 AM

1384 We love our neighbors. Riverton City offering free small business licenses is great. The library
is wonderful. We like the trees and neighborhoods that are established, and haven’t sold out to
developers.

12/14/2021 9:47 AM

1385 n/a 12/14/2021 9:47 AM

1386 Events Riverton puts on. Christmas event!! 12/14/2021 9:47 AM

1387 The quality community events 12/14/2021 9:47 AM

1388 Small town feels, Riverton Park 12/14/2021 9:46 AM

1389 Clean and safe. 12/14/2021 9:46 AM

1390 I moved to riverton because a stranger held the door open for me. I knew that the people here
would be the best aspect.

12/14/2021 9:46 AM

1391 Small town feel. I like that most of the business is away from the residential. I like that most
people from other towns do NOT come into Riverton for their needs--but can access it around
the perimeter of the city. The challenge we have is that we are a corridor for people driving
West. There are so many houses going in to the west--that we seem to have to support the
traffic for other towns.

12/14/2021 9:45 AM

1392 Not sure any more. 12/14/2021 9:45 AM

1393 I like that it doesn't feel like it's been gentrified like many other neighborhoods. 12/14/2021 9:45 AM

1394 I like being able to shop locally and not travel out of the area. It is necessary at times for
businesses we do not have. Such as craft stores etc…

12/14/2021 9:44 AM

1395 Larger residential lots. 12/14/2021 9:44 AM

1396 I feel like Riverton strives to maintain the feeling of a small town community, even though it
has grown so much over the past 20 years. The community events are great, as is the
communication with residents. We love the schools, and in particular, RHS Silver Rush and the
way the community participates in that event. The additional retail has been great as it gives a
good tax base.

12/14/2021 9:43 AM

1397 Very family centered. 12/14/2021 9:43 AM

1398 Amazing community with amazing people 12/14/2021 9:42 AM

1399 My neighbors 12/14/2021 9:42 AM

1400 Still has a rural feel with suburban amenities. 12/14/2021 9:42 AM

1401 Pretty laid back. Not a lot of government interference in daily life. 12/14/2021 9:41 AM

1402 i love the mayor. he is willing to fix things and even replies via email. 12/14/2021 9:40 AM

1403 It's a smaller community but has all the amenities that we need and still close to everyting 12/14/2021 9:40 AM

1404 Close community Still has small town feel Clean 12/14/2021 9:40 AM

1405 Hometown feel 12/14/2021 9:39 AM

1406 convenient location, easy traffic (but, along with Herriman's increasing traffic, it should be
addressed thoughtfully).

12/14/2021 9:39 AM

1407 Great city, great people, great quality of life found here. Thank you for changing the water from
well water!!

12/14/2021 9:39 AM

1408 Good People 12/14/2021 9:39 AM

1409 It’s clean, friendly, and has lots of great community events. Love the email communication 12/14/2021 9:38 AM

1410 The community events Riverton offers 12/14/2021 9:38 AM

1411 I'm afraid the best aspects are no longer here. The rural atmosphere is gone. Even if we
control and minimize high density housing, we are at the mercy of neighboring cities not doing

12/14/2021 9:38 AM
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the same, such as Herriman and Olympia hills. I believe mayor Trent has done his best to
communicate to the county how difficult our east west road options are especially during high
traffic times. Please do all that you can to keep light rail off of our roads such as 12600 South.
3500 South in West Valley is a huge eyesore due to trax

1412 Good people. 12/14/2021 9:37 AM

1413 Lower Crime, less crowded, good schools, and the city does not feel run down. 12/14/2021 9:37 AM

1414 Proximity to regional transportation (public, interstate highways, etc.), variety of shopping and
dining options, traditional/agricultural "feel" to the community.

12/14/2021 9:37 AM

1415 I feel so safe living in Riverton and love raising my family here. 12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1416 location 12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1417 This is my hometown, I love how much safer it is than other cities in Salt Lake County. 12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1418 It feels safe and is a great place to live 12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1419 Lower taxes than Herriman with better services. Good amenities in terms of parks, shopping,
dining. Very happy with development choices in terms of businesses, restaurants, and
entertainment coming to Riverton. Good elected officials and police department.

12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1420 Great place to live and raise a family. 12/14/2021 9:35 AM

1421 The people, Parks and Rec. 12/14/2021 9:35 AM

1422 Quick access. Friendly. 12/14/2021 9:35 AM

1423 Close to our family. 12/14/2021 9:35 AM

1424 Conservative values with freedom of choice, financial and community. Family oriented. Small
farm town feeling and hopefully keeping it that way.

12/14/2021 9:35 AM

1425 small town feel with plenty of options 12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1426 I used to love Riverton and moved here because of the ordinances the city had in place. BUT
after moving here realized they don’t enforce any of them. Yards with garbage out all the time
including broken down cars, old appliances all the way down to the garbage cans which I was
told had to be kept behind a fence. Parks are a weedy, littered mess! Can’t use them if you
wanted to unless your good with stickers in your shoes that are covered with dog crap

12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1427 The community feel is just awesome. Everyone I’ve ever talked to likes living in Riverton. 12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1428 Safe, small town feel 12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1429 Love how the Council keeps us informed, and is open to city suggestions by doing surveys
such as these so people can all have a voice- not just those who can go to the meetings. Also
love the events that is hosted and being able to make memories with my family

12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1430 Clean neighborhoods 12/14/2021 9:33 AM

1431 We moved here from California mainly because of the small town Riverton used to be, and
less traffic. Loved that there was only one traffic light so traveling was quick. But with all the
growth, know that traffic signals are necessary. I hope Riverton never grows to be so populated
that it becomes overcrowded!

12/14/2021 9:33 AM

1432 Location, community, parks, roads. 12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1433 I have great neighbors and feel safe in my neighborhood and walking along just about any
sidewalk.

12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1434 The neighbours are friendly and very thoughtful. We are within walking distance of all the major
life necessities!

12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1435 Thank-you for not zoning the acreage in the River bottoms to large home builders. When we
built our home , the draw was the semi rural location, unfortunately South Jordan city has
ruined this feel. Thanks Riverton for zoning the acreage (Reeves field) as farming and 1 home,
we appreciate it!

12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1436 Suburban but a little Rural feeling. When my wife and first moved here we loved to the horses 12/14/2021 9:32 AM
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with riders in the Bike paths. wish we could see that again.

1437 good neighborhoods with amenities close by 12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1438 Lots of kids 12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1439 Small town feel 12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1440 Somewhat still a smaller community 12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1441 It feels mostly safe to live here, although cars parked outside at night are a target for vandals.
I am grateful for limited high density housing in this city.

12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1442 The community 12/14/2021 9:30 AM

1443 generally clean, safe neighborhoods but that is changing 12/14/2021 9:30 AM

1444 Quiet neighborhoods 12/14/2021 9:30 AM

1445 We have a good variety of people/businesses 12/14/2021 9:30 AM

1446 The larger yards and single family homes 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1447 Family friendly and nice community 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1448 Good, clean neighborhoods. Friendly community. Secondary water. Reasonable utilities. Great
drinking water.

12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1449 Not a big city 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1450 We love the area and are long time residents. Only a few things that make us want to move...
water quality, secondary water quality and lack of internet options. Very frustrating.

12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1451 It is home and has been most my life. Things keep getting better and better. I lived in Herriman
for a stint and can say they destroyed it by trying to fit as many high density housing projects
in every square inch. I am so happy to be back in 84065.

12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1452 I like the country type atmosphere. 12/14/2021 9:28 AM

1453 Safe area, the people are great and we have a number of areas to recreate. Just wish their
were better sit down restaurants and bars (not fast food).

12/14/2021 9:27 AM

1454 Small town feel, close knit community 12/14/2021 9:27 AM

1455 Close to I-15 and great for going north to SLC or south to Utah County. 12/14/2021 9:26 AM

1456 Not south Jordan. Please don’t follow their governing and tax ideas. 12/14/2021 9:26 AM

1457 Quite, ease of access to Hospital, Airport, and amenities. 12/14/2021 9:25 AM

1458 It is a beautiful place. I love the neighborhood I live in 12/14/2021 9:24 AM

1459 I love the community we have in Riverton, and all the community events. It is clean, and I feel
safe here. It has the feel of a tight nit community even though we are growing.

12/14/2021 9:24 AM

1460 A nice and well-located city... 12/14/2021 9:24 AM

1461 Easy access to everything I want. 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1462 great! 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1463 Small town feel close to the city. 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1464 As a long time resident I enjoy the things that bring me back to the small town it was. The old
riverton was about unity and being there for each other and knowing your community! I think
you are doing a good job of that with the activities that you put on that allows us to gather and
build relationships like town days and the Rodeo!

12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1465 I really like my neighborhood and that shopping, gyms, etc. are close by. 12/14/2021 9:22 AM

1466 Riverton City is very clean. We are having a big problem as is most cities out this way of
young people going around the neighborhoods breaking into vehicles and trying vehicle door
handles to see if they are unlocked and taking items out of those vehicles left unlocked. I
realize our police department is stretched and are unable to be everywhere.

12/14/2021 9:22 AM
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1467 Shopping and other services are conveniently located close to home. 12/14/2021 9:22 AM

1468 Quiet, friendly 12/14/2021 9:22 AM

1469 I like that Riverton is a small quiet community 12/14/2021 9:21 AM

1470 I love life here in Riverton. 12/14/2021 9:21 AM

1471 Safe and quiet. 12/14/2021 9:20 AM

1472 Safe. 12/14/2021 9:19 AM

1473 How clean it is. The since of community, lost in most cities nowadays. All the parks for my
kids to play at.

12/14/2021 9:19 AM

1474 I love the quick access to services and businesses while still having a strong sense of
community. Having moved from West Jordan just over 6 months ago, I am _amazed_ at the
services, amenities, and community benefits that Riverton offers. I love so many parks!

12/14/2021 9:19 AM

1475 Still has a somewhat small town feel, at least on the east side. I believe we have made
reasonable accomodations for high density housing, and should continue this focus.

12/14/2021 9:18 AM

1476 I love that it's not a huge city. I want growth managed. 12/14/2021 9:18 AM

1477 Home town feel with close proximity to big city events. Still space to live, explore, raise a
family, and enjoy community.

12/14/2021 9:17 AM

1478 Seems quiet and quaint 12/14/2021 9:17 AM

1479 Our city is so beautiful and clean. I love that it is a safe place for my family to be. 12/14/2021 9:17 AM

1480 Small town feel. 12/14/2021 9:16 AM

1481 Great neighborhoods safe place to live nice people 12/14/2021 9:16 AM

1482 Quiet and peaceful. 12/14/2021 9:13 AM

1483 A great community 12/14/2021 9:12 AM

1484 It still feels like a small community...even though I realize it's growing very large. 12/14/2021 9:09 AM

1485 Beautiful city. Amenities close by. 12/14/2021 8:59 AM

1486 n/a 12/14/2021 8:56 AM

1487 It used to be a great small home town . Stop building townhomes and shopping. That is why
we moved out here..now it's looking like garabge out here.

12/14/2021 8:38 AM

1488 Safe neighborhood, close to shopping and major roads but not right on The major roads 12/14/2021 8:23 AM

1489 Good shopping and activities 12/14/2021 8:19 AM

1490 Has a little bit of old days however that is being lost 12/14/2021 8:07 AM

1491 I love Riverton because it is a somewhat small community where with good neighbors and is
centrally located in the valley. It covers all my needs with grocery and other shopping. We
have fun parades and events during holidays. It is family oriented with good values.

12/14/2021 7:58 AM

1492 Clean and becoming more diverse. Access to highways 12/14/2021 7:52 AM

1493 I love Riverton City Park and there are many available options to go out to eat and spend time
with my family.

12/14/2021 7:48 AM

1494 Large lots for single family homes. Great shopping options. Convenient access to main
thoroughfares

12/14/2021 7:46 AM

1495 Clean 12/14/2021 7:38 AM

1496 Proximity to schools, major highways, hospital 12/14/2021 7:38 AM

1497 Close access to many stores. 12/14/2021 7:37 AM

1498 We love The community activities 12/14/2021 7:34 AM
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1499 Fairly safe compared to other parts of the valley. No trax. 12/14/2021 7:10 AM

1500 Quite neighborhoods. Easy access to transportation. Well governed. 12/14/2021 7:09 AM

1501 Low taxing cost. Parks and community feel 12/14/2021 7:06 AM

1502 Small city with big amenities 12/14/2021 7:03 AM

1503 Great quality of life, in a safe area. Great community feel. Riverton City cares about our
community and the people it serves.

12/14/2021 6:43 AM

1504 Rural city with large lots. 12/14/2021 6:39 AM

1505 It used to be a small somewhat rural community, that is eroding. 12/14/2021 6:35 AM

1506 The mentality of the people in the community. It’s Priority of the family. Mayor who honors the
Constitution.

12/14/2021 6:19 AM

1507 Central and conveniently located. Amazing people. 12/14/2021 6:07 AM

1508 Low crime 12/14/2021 5:51 AM

1509 I feel a strong sense of community. I like the country feel with farm land and animals but close
to amenities. I also feel safe.

12/14/2021 5:38 AM

1510 It’s just a typical city, nothing special. The mayors a waste, it’s a stepping stone and he’s
made it loud and clear he doesn’t want to be part of it. Resign! Let someone else do the job.

12/14/2021 5:35 AM

1511 Community Arts and arts programming Little leagues Parks are beautiful 12/14/2021 5:21 AM

1512 Small town feel but close to a lot of services, shopping, and dining in bigger cities. 12/14/2021 5:18 AM

1513 I used to love the open space here. That was why I loved being in the country feel. It’s
changed a lot. Sad. The parts that are still that way are my favorite. Love that the city still
does their rodeo events in the summer. It’s peaceful in Riverton City.

12/14/2021 5:15 AM

1514 Wonderful people in town the community 12/14/2021 4:16 AM

1515 Location 12/14/2021 3:15 AM

1516 Very low crime. 12/14/2021 2:01 AM

1517 Great medical facility. Riverton does not feel over crowded . Safe environment, well maintained
parks .

12/14/2021 1:56 AM

1518 Older city trying to change with the times and grow with the people moving in but keeping
costs down by passing it on to developers and builders to help pay for infrastructure. Love the
communication with UDOT and other cities trying to find solutions and not just complaining
about problems.

12/14/2021 12:49 AM

1519 The easy and quick access to shopping and dining. :) 12/14/2021 12:35 AM

1520 Great schools and great neighborhoods. Everting is close to where I live. 12/14/2021 12:18 AM

1521 Safety 12/14/2021 12:10 AM

1522 All 12/14/2021 12:06 AM

1523 Safe, clean. 12/13/2021 11:50 PM

1524 The best aspects of living in Riverton are the parks, the layout of the city is fairly convenient
to the majority of people, and the active community we have here.

12/13/2021 11:49 PM

1525 Good people 12/13/2021 11:49 PM

1526 The Riverton park 12/13/2021 11:46 PM

1527 Family 12/13/2021 11:36 PM

1528 Still has that “down home” feeling. 12/13/2021 11:27 PM

1529 Sense of community 12/13/2021 11:27 PM

1530 I love the smallness of the city yet access to higher end living amenities. 12/13/2021 11:24 PM
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1531 What is left of the small town. 12/13/2021 11:09 PM

1532 Love the parks and trails 12/13/2021 10:38 PM

1533 Safe neighborhoods. Close to shopping areas in the valley. 12/13/2021 10:38 PM

1534 Having access to multiple convenience stores 12/13/2021 10:32 PM

1535 We moved here in 1993. I loved it then. I do not love it as much now. SLC and the entire area
is overcrowded and an unpleasant place to be now. I wish I could move to a smaller town like
Riverton was in the '80s.

12/13/2021 10:32 PM

1536 Fun place to grow up. Love the sense of community that a mid-sized town brought. So grateful
it's a safe place to live.

12/13/2021 10:31 PM

1537 Safe, clean and patriotic 12/13/2021 10:29 PM

1538 Still has a kind of small city atmosphere. Has an excellent Hospital within the boundaries.
Streets seem to be maintained adequately.

12/13/2021 10:17 PM

1539 Mostly safe. 12/13/2021 10:11 PM

1540 It’s clean , we feel safe, we love all the activities. The parks and trails a great! 12/13/2021 10:10 PM

1541 Great community events 12/13/2021 10:09 PM

1542 No very much traffic. Good shopping options. 12/13/2021 10:00 PM

1543 Cost of living, accessibility to neighboring communities that have retail and dining we don’t
have (all of the cities can’t have everything!), quality of the schools

12/13/2021 9:59 PM

1544 Low crime. 12/13/2021 9:58 PM

1545 People are so nice it feels like a small town vibe. 12/13/2021 9:58 PM

1546 I feel safe here and it feels less congested than other parts of the county. 12/13/2021 9:53 PM

1547 The people, trying to keep it a small town, the values, the support we give to each other, how
family oriented it is.

12/13/2021 9:46 PM

1548 It is safe, quiet and very centrally located to a lot of amenities I care about. 12/13/2021 9:45 PM

1549 The community involvement, town events, and city leadership are all excellent. 12/13/2021 9:32 PM

1550 Wildlife 12/13/2021 9:31 PM

1551 Safety. 12/13/2021 9:28 PM

1552 Has plenty of shops in MVV while downtown is kept smaller and smaller city like. 12/13/2021 9:25 PM

1553 Safe and small feel, yet access to everything. Big high school/access to more opportunities,
local companies and businesses, and good amount of community events.

12/13/2021 9:22 PM

1554 We have lived here since this was a small community and I have loved having longtime friends
and neighbors. I enjoy the large park and having fun activities that bring the community
together.

12/13/2021 9:21 PM

1555 The location is very convenient to both Salt Lake and Utah counties. Residential planning for
neighborhoods that allow for safer streets (cul du sacs, speed bumps, etc) Digital efforts to
keep residents informed. Availablity of parks and recreation programs New Mtn View Meadows
development and the new Costco - keeping our money local.

12/13/2021 9:19 PM

1556 Close to things. Good communication 12/13/2021 9:18 PM

1557 I love the sense of community and how safe Riverton is. 12/13/2021 9:16 PM

1558 Still feels like a small town. Peteron's Marketplace is awesome. Town Days. 12/13/2021 9:09 PM

1559 Still has a small town feeling to it. 12/13/2021 9:09 PM

1560 I love the small town feel. I really do not like all of the commercial building that is going on. I
love all the community events I can take my kids and grandkids to.

12/13/2021 9:08 PM

1561 Nice, friendly people. 12/13/2021 9:06 PM
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1562 Love the small town feel. Hope we never lose it. 12/13/2021 9:06 PM

1563 Safe place with lots of families in similar stage of life. 12/13/2021 9:04 PM

1564 Home town feel with a proximity to city amenities 12/13/2021 8:59 PM

1565 I’ve always felt connected with my community. Even if I don’t know the people I see around
me, I know they can be a friend.

12/13/2021 8:55 PM

1566 The SLCO Library system is great. The feeling of community is great. 12/13/2021 8:52 PM

1567 Friendly safe beautiful 12/13/2021 8:48 PM

1568 I love the diversity of restaurants, dining shopping and grocery options. We also have a fishing
pond and great parks and splash pads. I also like the effort put into the city to make our
streets safe and out home values continuing to climb. Very excited for Mountain View Village -
Phase 2 and the addition of the auto-mall. Overall, Im pleased with the way Mayor Staggs and
the City Counsel are diversifying things.

12/13/2021 8:48 PM

1569 Riverton does a good job of managing city needs in a fiscally responsible manner. Minimal
townhomes and apartments. PLEASE DO NOT do what Herriman is doing. High density
housing will be a unmanageable burden in the future. As property values drop with aging
complexes, criminal element will soon arrive.

12/13/2021 8:48 PM

1570 Culture, cleanliness, cooperation with Neighborhood Watch, skate park, park activities and
demonstrations.

12/13/2021 8:47 PM

1571 Reasonable utilities and tons of parks 12/13/2021 8:47 PM

1572 It has the best community engagement and events. 12/13/2021 8:43 PM

1573 New commercial opportunities 12/13/2021 8:25 PM

1574 Best location! You can get anywhere you need to quickly. I also love that we don’t have
everything because it keeps us a small town off the maps so we don’t have to worry about
crowds and annoying people. Keeps us more of a community and not a business.

12/13/2021 8:22 PM

1575 Our community, Our government, Our police department. 12/13/2021 8:17 PM

1576 I have like the option of the community events. Have also liked our corner of our neighborhood
and neighbors as everyone has been here for quite some time. It has give. Me a good sense of
community to have my neighbors to rely on if needed.

12/13/2021 8:10 PM

1577 I love all of the traditions of Easter egg hunt, Santa coming, summer programs and things that
Riverton offers. It helps creat a great community feel.

12/13/2021 8:09 PM

1578 Great community, retail expansion, big parks, family oriented, still has single family homes. 12/13/2021 8:06 PM

1579 It used to be nice and quiet and peaceful. It's now busy, crowded, noisy, too many houses on
top of each other, more theft, vandalism and the roads can't handle the people!

12/13/2021 8:04 PM

1580 City government is responsive and sponsors great activities 12/13/2021 8:03 PM

1581 Secondary water 12/13/2021 8:01 PM

1582 Quality of life 12/13/2021 8:00 PM

1583 realtively safe community with good access to I-15, if you live in East Riverton; the main city
park; the jordan river trail;

12/13/2021 7:56 PM

1584 The accessibility of everything 12/13/2021 7:53 PM

1585 Safe, quiet and good place for families 12/13/2021 7:49 PM

1586 Proximity to freeway. Police. Development around bangerter. 12/13/2021 7:44 PM

1587 Family, parks, safety, and well maintained city services. 12/13/2021 7:43 PM

1588 A government that strives to keep taxes low with innovate methods to supply best services. 12/13/2021 7:39 PM

1589 We have tons of very nice parks. Most of the time I don’t have to leave Riverton to get
groceries or basic items.

12/13/2021 7:35 PM
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1590 Fairly low crime. 12/13/2021 7:33 PM

1591 Small town feel 12/13/2021 7:32 PM

1592 We have had a very safe neighborhood. It is starting to change as more and more people
move in though.

12/13/2021 7:30 PM

1593 I love it. I really love the parks. 12/13/2021 7:29 PM

1594 Community, safety, 12/13/2021 7:27 PM

1595 Love how safe I feel 12/13/2021 7:17 PM

1596 The people Low crime rate Low taxes Great city government 12/13/2021 7:17 PM

1597 Strong community vibe. Helpful, happy, mostly healthy residents. 12/13/2021 7:12 PM

1598 Secondary water is a huge plus having a big lot 12/13/2021 7:09 PM

1599 Still has a quiet small town feel. 12/13/2021 7:06 PM

1600 Close proximity (5 miles or less) to most businesses/services that I frequent on a regular
basis, many are outside of Riverton's boundaries, but they're still reasonably close

12/13/2021 7:01 PM

1601 There are so many shopping optins 12/13/2021 6:58 PM

1602 Great people. Community feel. The city is not afraid to be patriotic and celebrate Riverton,
Utah, and America. I believe the city shares my values and puts focus on the right things.

12/13/2021 6:57 PM

1603 Good neighbors, good parks, community events 12/13/2021 6:56 PM

1604 I feel it's a safe town with responsible and respectful citizens and government 12/13/2021 6:52 PM

1605 I feel safe and have good neighbors. 12/13/2021 6:51 PM

1606 The utilities are lower than everywhere around us. Also no weird rules like most cities have
which are similar to HOA's. We love riverton!

12/13/2021 6:48 PM

1607 We have lived in Riverton for about a year and we love the events that have taken place this
year. I would love to see more events where kids can interact with the Police and Fire Dept.

12/13/2021 6:43 PM

1608 Good schools, nice parks, great views 12/13/2021 6:41 PM

1609 Good location 12/13/2021 6:41 PM

1610 Smaller town feel with bigger town amenities. 12/13/2021 6:40 PM

1611 Safety and community. 12/13/2021 6:38 PM

1612 Good location, with many amenities. Great food and shopping as well. 12/13/2021 6:37 PM

1613 Unmetered secondary water, parks, good schools, low crime rate. 12/13/2021 6:35 PM

1614 I like the city and it's fiscal status. It's a great community for families. I feel safe, enjoy the
cheaper secondary water for yard.

12/13/2021 6:32 PM

1615 It’s relatively quiet. 12/13/2021 6:29 PM

1616 Caring people and great living environment 12/13/2021 6:26 PM

1617 It’s centrally located in the valley and easy access to freeways. 12/13/2021 6:24 PM

1618 We’re close to shopping 12/13/2021 6:11 PM

1619 From where I live I am close to several shopping centers 12/13/2021 6:09 PM

1620 . 12/13/2021 6:03 PM

1621 Proximity to the Jordan River Parkway Trail LOVE Riverton Park and the flag and Christmas
displays. The skeleton display on the corner of Redwood and 12600 S. made us smile during
October

12/13/2021 6:02 PM

1622 The location, lower crime, nice neighborhoods 12/13/2021 5:47 PM

1623 Minimal high density housing. 12/13/2021 5:43 PM
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1624 Small town feel in a big city 12/13/2021 5:35 PM

1625 I like being further away from the big city and prefer small town/city life. It is getting a bit busy
now, but still much better than other cities. Our neighborhood is nice and feels safe for the
most part. We live close to major roads that allow easy access to other cities when needed.
The library is the most used city building for me and I greatly appreciate it.

12/13/2021 5:32 PM

1626 Still has a rural feel. Events. Quality of life. 12/13/2021 5:28 PM

1627 We like that Riverton has more of a small town community feel. 12/13/2021 5:24 PM

1628 Love the farm feeling to it. Please don’t lost more farm lands. 12/13/2021 5:18 PM

1629 It is low crime. The police department care and are out patrolling all the time. The citizens are
friendly. The city counsel is ethical. It is a small city with residents that have been here for
years. Great place. I want to be brief here. Please extend the cemetery.

12/13/2021 5:17 PM

1630 Generally, Riverton is a well-kept city with good maintenance of roads, trails, etc. 12/13/2021 5:15 PM

1631 I’ve grown up here and have kept coming back as an adult. I believe what keeps me coming
back is the community.

12/13/2021 5:11 PM

1632 It’s not overrun by high density housing. It still has some of the old farming community feeling
left. Please don’t succumb to the temptation to pack the city with apartments and condos.

12/13/2021 5:11 PM

1633 How the money is done. Spending is very mindful; just because we have it doesn't mean we
have to spend it. I think you have the people in mind in spending it. I like how we are not up to
our eyeballs in debt. Even though it can be busy, it's not contested with traffic,.....mostly.

12/13/2021 5:09 PM

1634 Keeping Riverton as it is without increasing the debt burden for additional services 12/13/2021 5:05 PM

1635 Not alot of crime 12/13/2021 4:57 PM

1636 A little off the beaten path, not quite in the center of everything. 12/13/2021 4:56 PM

1637 Low crime. I just wish I still had the small town feel 12/13/2021 4:56 PM

1638 Community unity 12/13/2021 4:54 PM

1639 Small town feel with the benefits of a larger city. 12/13/2021 4:52 PM

1640 Shopping and food 12/13/2021 4:51 PM

1641 Location Community Cleanliness 12/13/2021 4:44 PM

1642 I like our city. It feels less crazily developed than others in the county. I like that the taxes
aren't as high as, say, South Jordan, and the local government seems receptive to the folks
they serve. I love the focus on community, and the events that are put on like the Halloween
Bash. It was WONDERFUL indoors this year, by the way. Thank you for that.

12/13/2021 4:43 PM

1643 The low cost of living combined with high quality of life and amenities. The generally looser
city regulations vs neighbors such as South Jordan and Harriman. The public access to nice
roads, shopping, and entertainment options.

12/13/2021 4:42 PM

1644 Taxes seem to be under control to fund the city. Love the way Mayor Staggs is keeping us
within a budget.

12/13/2021 4:39 PM

1645 The quiet home town feel. Not having "big business" in old Town Riverton, keeping it low key. 12/13/2021 4:28 PM

1646 Has a good fix of small town and somewhat urban vibes 12/13/2021 4:28 PM

1647 It is still very community oriented 12/13/2021 4:25 PM

1648 It’sa great place! 12/13/2021 4:25 PM

1649 Riverton is awesome. It still kind of has a small town feel. It seems to be very well run and
organized. It’s a very convenient location. People are kind here.

12/13/2021 4:17 PM

1650 Na 12/13/2021 4:17 PM

1651 There is still somewhat a if a rural feel 12/13/2021 4:07 PM
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1652 Close access to a verity of shops, restaurants 12/13/2021 4:02 PM

1653 It’s better than West Jordan and safer than West Valley. 12/13/2021 4:01 PM

1654 Sense of community 12/13/2021 3:58 PM

1655 Small town feel, sense of community 12/13/2021 3:52 PM

1656 Very safe and friendly community. Lots of businesses and convenient to I-15 and Bangerter. 12/13/2021 3:50 PM

1657 I love how safe it is and the Jordan River parkways 12/13/2021 3:47 PM

1658 The small town feel yet big enough to enjoy the city feel. I like that Riverton isn't all high
density housing.

12/13/2021 3:46 PM

1659 Access to retail, entertainment, healthcare etc. but still small enough to enjoy things like the
rodeo and other events without it feeling too crowded.

12/13/2021 3:45 PM

1660 the memories of my children being raised and the smaller city it once was. 12/13/2021 3:45 PM

1661 The variety the city has to offer (ie restaurants, retail, parks, city events). 12/13/2021 3:42 PM

1662 It tries! Can definitely do better. 12/13/2021 3:33 PM

1663 Responsive government. Small feel to a large area. Safety. 12/13/2021 3:33 PM

1664 People and access to both Salt Lake and Utah Counties 12/13/2021 3:16 PM

1665 I love it except for the stupid yield to u-turn at a stop sign going to 12600 s. Talk about a way
to screw up so much traffic.

12/13/2021 3:16 PM

1666 Where I live it is very quiet and I love the main city park. 12/13/2021 3:15 PM

1667 I really love the city park. We often walk through the park, and attend community events there. 12/13/2021 3:14 PM

1668 Low crime, local hospital, shopping access, local post office 12/13/2021 3:06 PM

1669 It’s quiet and close to everything without being in the middle of everything. 12/13/2021 3:02 PM

1670 We feel safe in Riverton and think the public areas are a great asset and very well kept. We
love the variety of parks. I’ve also been very pleased with the retail growth and development at
Mountain View Corridor.

12/13/2021 3:01 PM

1671 The connect app and how quickly the city deals with issues. And keeping out high density
housing projects

12/13/2021 2:59 PM

1672 Love the sense of community and the small town feel. Also minimal HDH. 12/13/2021 2:59 PM

1673 It has a small town, close town feeling. Love all the events the city does every year. 12/13/2021 2:59 PM

1674 I love the availability of so many different things here from retail to restaurants. The schools
here are phenomenal. We have been living in Riverton now for 21 years and I have truly loved
it.

12/13/2021 2:56 PM

1675 Love Riverton city. We are very happy work everything you guys do for us. Great city to live in. 12/13/2021 2:53 PM

1676 Cleanliness. Good local government. Secondary water available city wide 12/13/2021 2:53 PM

1677 Safe 12/13/2021 2:50 PM

1678 Riverton is friendly, walkable, and has fun activities. 12/13/2021 2:05 PM

1679 I appreciate that we now have our own police department. I see them driving around
continuously which is awesome. We very much enjoy the Riverton Park and the ability to walk
around the facility and enjoy that is being maintained.

12/13/2021 1:32 PM

1680 Events, Parks, Safety 12/13/2021 12:57 PM

1681 it's rural atmosphere. !! 12/13/2021 12:25 PM

1682 Nice people and fairly safe neighborhood 12/13/2021 12:15 PM

1683 We moved to Riverton because we liked the open space, small-town feel. However, as the city
has grown and multi-story, massive high-density complexes have been built, the small-town

12/13/2021 12:07 PM
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feel is going away. For now, we don’t have that hugely urban vibe, but we worry that is coming.
We do like that the community supports the schools well. We like having our own police
department. We like that parks are available in most neighborhoods. We like that we feel
comfortable walking around town.

1684 people are friendly, parks, Jordan river trail 12/13/2021 12:07 PM

1685 Distance between homes. 12/13/2021 11:05 AM

1686 It’s my home, I grew up here. Too much high density housing, not enough restoring of our past. 12/13/2021 10:57 AM

1687 We moved from Draper to Riverton 16 yrs. ago & live in the Meadowbrooks Mobile Trailer
division. Love our home and the street it's on, however, one of the main eyesores at 13714 S.
2950 West , Lot #24 has been reported to Planning & Zoning numerous times. It's always a
mess & nothing is ever done by the City to get the homeowners to clean it up. Our street is
very pretty, but whenever new people come to visit they're appalled that that particular home is
able to remain in our area. Apparently the City considers us "Trailer People" and doesn't
warrant beautifying.

12/13/2021 10:35 AM

1688 Clean, neighborhood community with benefits of city life 12/13/2021 9:29 AM

1689 Well run city, sense of community 12/13/2021 9:13 AM

1690 Great Mayor, safe neighborhoods, a variety of shopping 12/13/2021 7:18 AM

1691 Quiet and reasonably safe 12/12/2021 10:39 PM

1692 This has always been a community that has been fiscally responsible and planned for
development and growth.

12/12/2021 9:39 PM

1693 open space....less dense housing.....canals w trails......library.....town days 12/12/2021 9:24 PM

1694 I love living in Riverton.I appreciate how clean, quiet and spacious it is. I like having all
necessary retail needs easily accessible.

12/12/2021 8:25 PM

1695 1. Good people, good neighbors who care about each other. 2. Good Mayors. Trent Staggs and
Applegarth have been great. 3. Glad we are not Herriman. 4. Still a bit of country feel here.

12/12/2021 8:14 PM

1696 I like the small community feel 12/12/2021 6:22 PM

1697 We were able to afford the type of house and property we wanted in Riverton. 12/12/2021 6:16 PM

1698 Riverton feels like a close knit community that still has some aspects of a smaller community
while still providing services of much larger communities.

12/12/2021 6:06 PM

1699 Governance is reasonable (except Planning and Zoning which feels corrupt). Civic amenities
are adequate. We have a diverse community that continues to be civil for the most part.

12/12/2021 5:04 PM

1700 There are still the remnants of small town living which is why I came here to begin with. 12/12/2021 4:16 PM

1701 Close access to shopping and supplies. 12/12/2021 4:12 PM

1702 It’s such a peaceful place with good access to parks . 12/12/2021 3:00 PM

1703 Simplicity 12/12/2021 2:54 PM

1704 Nice looking neighborhoods. Shopping options. Reasonable utility costs 12/12/2021 2:23 PM

1705 Great Mayor. Support of family values. Awesome coupons the city sends out with its
calendars. We love the bike trails, especially when they are well maintained.

12/12/2021 1:54 PM

1706 It’s still has a bit of a rural feel. 12/12/2021 1:44 PM

1707 Relative openness, peacefulness, availability of services and level of local taxes. 12/12/2021 1:41 PM

1708 The city isn't trying to dictate how we live our lives and we tend to have a bit more freedom
than surrounding cities as a result (zoning and zoning enforcement). It's also nice that we're
actually thinking about things like police and fire rather than just going with the herd. It would
be good if we had more control over our schools. While our crime levels are low, there are
pockets of problems we need to find better ways to address.

12/12/2021 1:25 PM

1709 I enjoy the larger lots that homes are built on and the separation that gives. I appreciate that 12/12/2021 1:20 PM
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there is not too much dense housing in Riverton such as apartments, condos etc... I like that
there is still a small town feel in the heart of the community.

1710 Still have horse property 12/12/2021 12:45 PM

1711 Less congested then other suburbs 12/12/2021 12:33 PM

1712 Sense moving here 35 years ago our live has improved greatly. Water is much better.
Neighbors are more diverse and more friendly. Access to services and products much better.
Roads are better IE Redwood road, bangerter, mountain view. Riverton city is still hanging on
to the rural town feeling as much as possible. And that's what brought us here years ago.

12/12/2021 12:20 PM

1713 The location is fantastic. I love the reduced cost of the secondary water for lawns. I love
having a variety of retail options close by because it makes my life easier. When I reported the
street light going out on the corner I was very impressed with the response time for it getting
fixed. It was literally the following day.

12/12/2021 12:04 PM

1714 Overall safe and convenient 12/12/2021 11:34 AM

1715 All the updates such as Mountain View place, Costco and the many restaurants coming in I
feel Riverton City is doing great things to improve quality of life.

12/12/2021 11:19 AM

1716 Arts 12/12/2021 11:08 AM

1717 Riverton has much to offer by way of community parks and activities. It is also a clean city
with lots of shopping available. I like not having to go far to run errands and shop.

12/12/2021 10:15 AM

1718 We like living in Riverton. I have been impressed by what has been done in Riverton the last
few years. Getting our own police force which has saved us money. The many activities that
are planned.

12/12/2021 9:21 AM

1719 Safe and family friendly 12/12/2021 8:09 AM

1720 I don't feel that there are any best aspects. Riverton has become just part of the greater Salt
Lake Valley. The uniqueness of Riverton has been eroded by all of the residential and
commercial growth that has happened over the last decade.

12/12/2021 6:38 AM

1721 Sense of community 12/12/2021 6:14 AM

1722 Lots of retail and restaurants close and don’t have to travel very far. 12/12/2021 12:43 AM

1723 I love the location. I love that businesses have come to town. I love the open feel of this
community.

12/11/2021 10:37 PM

1724 Quiet and I feel very safe. Good schools 12/11/2021 10:26 PM

1725 Nice neighbors. 12/11/2021 9:45 PM

1726 Safe and family friendly 12/11/2021 8:42 PM

1727 Relatively close Access to frontrunner & trax stations. Enough basic shopping for everyday
needs - Harmon’s, Walmart, Home Depot, etc. Being part of the county library is huge! Love
being able to access so many books & online resources.

12/11/2021 7:31 PM

1728 Quiet neighborhood. 12/11/2021 7:26 PM

1729 Visually pleasing, no excessive billboards or signage, don't want it to look like West Valley
City.

12/11/2021 7:21 PM

1730 Relatively low taxes 12/11/2021 6:52 PM

1731 Far from downtown SLC. 12/11/2021 6:10 PM

1732 Great community. Low crime and not over developed with high density housing. 12/11/2021 6:08 PM

1733 Clean roads. Great neighborhood. Less snow than the east bench. Great city leaders. 12/11/2021 5:25 PM

1734 Family friendly, great proximity to a variety of places / businesses 12/11/2021 4:27 PM

1735 I love the location. I love that businesses have come to town. I love the open feel of this
community.

12/11/2021 4:16 PM

1736 Clean, organized, beautiful 12/11/2021 3:51 PM
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1737 still has that small town feel, conservative. Emergency services are good, fire, law
enforcement. local businesses seem friendly.

12/11/2021 3:47 PM

1738 Non metered secondary water. parks close to our house. Not much medium or high density
housing.

12/11/2021 3:40 PM

1739 I like that the rural living elements like larger lots and livestock are not looked down upon. It
seems that some neighboring cities founded upon those same elements are turning away from
those and making it harder to have livestock. I also like that the city council is very conscious
of the density of housing permitted. I like the feel of riverton, it seems less fast paced than the
cities around while still offering opportunities for shopping, dining and recreation.

12/11/2021 3:35 PM

1740 Wonderful people 12/11/2021 3:21 PM

1741 Small town feeling. 12/11/2021 3:17 PM

1742 Close to my children. Shopping amenities. 12/11/2021 3:04 PM

1743 Family friendly area with large yards. (not dense housing like Heriman) Lots of dining and
shopping available near by. In the summer my family loves the Riverton Days activities and
fireworks. I enjoy the holiday decorations the city puts up during the holidays.

12/11/2021 2:45 PM

1744 Peaceful environment 12/11/2021 2:45 PM

1745 We’ve liked living in Riverton for the quality of life and peacefulness, however things are
changing quickly and I think Riverton government needs to include the public a little more.
Let’s take care of Riverton and not worry about Herriman.

12/11/2021 2:42 PM

1746 Still somewhat rural, although we are losing that. Be careful not to make Riverton too business
oriented. Open spaces are important.

12/11/2021 2:40 PM

1747 Peaceful environment 12/11/2021 2:40 PM

1748 Fairly nice area with not too bad of crime level. laid back more than others areas in salt lake
county.

12/11/2021 2:32 PM

1749 Rural community 12/11/2021 2:19 PM

1750 It's the residents that make Riverton such a great place to live. People in Riverton are
generally friendly and hard working people that aren't as high maintenance as other
communities around the South end of the valley. Riverton is conveniently located in the valley
with good access to highways to get around. Riverton also has lots of good businesses. I
especially appreciate how city officials have always sought to keep fees and gov't services
limited to reasonable levels.

12/11/2021 2:13 PM

1751 Small town (at least used to be), quiet, family-friendly and good neighbors. 12/11/2021 1:57 PM

1752 Safety, quiet neighborhood, easy access to different of businesses. 12/11/2021 1:54 PM

1753 Still enjoy some rural areas and centralized shopping. 12/11/2021 1:52 PM

1754 Love Riverton park, only wish the lights on the pickball courts would be available year round.
There were many nice morning in October and November that I wanted to play but couldn’t
because you disabled the lights. I’m trying to stay healthy, please allow me to turn on the
lights anytime of the year.

12/11/2021 1:49 PM

1755 It's a safe, good community but you've allowed way too many people to build high density
housing and other housing. There's way too many people in this concentrated area, utilities,
amenities, roads, etc can't keep up

12/11/2021 1:47 PM

1756 Close knit neighborhoods and mostly quiet. 12/11/2021 1:40 PM

1757 Does too keep taxes down. 12/11/2021 1:20 PM

1758 It feels good. My family feels safe. My family enjoys participating in community events. My
family feels they can volunteer here and be involved. My family likes the shopping and future
shopping. They enjoy the parks, especially the Main City Park and that there are not baseball
fields there any more, but gathering places.

12/11/2021 1:04 PM

1759 Limited government. Good government services. Having increased the tax base recently by
bringing in tax paying business!

12/11/2021 1:04 PM
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1760 Safety, Riverton Hospital, small business 12/11/2021 12:57 PM

1761 Love the new city park, the dome building, the city building - places and buildings that give our
town character.

12/11/2021 12:29 PM

1762 It used to be quiet . 12/11/2021 12:16 PM

1763 . 12/11/2021 11:31 AM

1764 It is just a great place to live 12/11/2021 11:30 AM

1765 Good people. Nice park. Decent schools. Nice walking paths (includes herriman). 12/11/2021 11:05 AM

1766 The cost of living here is kept down in Riverton compared to neighboring cities. There is a
variety of business close by.

12/11/2021 11:03 AM

1767 Safety, location in the valley, investments in business and infrastructure. 12/11/2021 10:57 AM

1768 Location. Secondary water. 12/11/2021 10:41 AM

1769 Very calm place to live. 12/11/2021 10:16 AM

1770 The open spaces and proactive planning of infrastructure and projects. 12/11/2021 9:39 AM

1771 Cleanliness, suburban atmosphere 12/11/2021 9:28 AM

1772 Historically, the Riverton community has been kind and welcoming to all. I sense a fragility and
erosion of this kindness creeping in as more monster homes and gated communities arrive.

12/11/2021 9:15 AM

1773 Safe, walkable neighborhoods. Relatively low taxes. Not too crowded. 12/11/2021 9:09 AM

1774 Still somewhat of a community feeling and do have lifelong friends here I feel our city is very
well run

12/11/2021 9:01 AM

1775 The community 12/11/2021 8:54 AM

1776 Small town community vibe, with big city conveniences close by. 12/11/2021 8:11 AM

1777 Responsible spending. Planned growth 12/10/2021 11:22 PM

1778 Riverton USED to be a great place to live. I feel betrayed by careless zoning, allowing greedy
developers to prostitute the land for a one night stand of high density profiteering which has
ruined the quality of life here. Crime went up commensurate with the congestion.

12/10/2021 10:48 PM

1779 Still feels like small town living without of the hustle and bustle. 12/10/2021 9:59 PM

1780 Semi rural feeling of country living with the necessary services near enough for us to use.
Good hearted residents who take care of each other.

12/10/2021 9:46 PM

1781 Riverton is a great community. 12/10/2021 9:37 PM

1782 Old Dome 12/10/2021 9:36 PM

1783 There are none. 12/10/2021 9:02 PM

1784 Quality parks, community events and family oriented activities 12/10/2021 8:57 PM

1785 Sense of community and small town feel but still close to commercial and entertainment 12/10/2021 8:54 PM

1786 Lots of great businesses large and small locals, all newer and all relatively close by. 12/10/2021 7:55 PM

1787 It has quiet neighborhoods. 12/10/2021 7:51 PM

1788 Great neighborhoods, multiple nearby parks and easy access to stores. 12/10/2021 7:48 PM

1789 Still a little rural. Decent shopping options. 12/10/2021 7:38 PM

1790 nice place to live 12/10/2021 7:08 PM

1791 The view 12/10/2021 6:58 PM

1792 Close to everything in the valley without having to live in the bigger cities 12/10/2021 6:56 PM

1793 I like that it’s small yet provides a wide variety of amenities and shopping opportunities. 12/10/2021 6:51 PM
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1794 Safe and great parks. 12/10/2021 6:20 PM

1795 Not too overcrowded like the city neighbors of Draper and Herriman. 12/10/2021 6:09 PM

1796 Friendly community 12/10/2021 6:08 PM

1797 Small town feeling but close to a bigger city. Government is responsive and reaches out. 12/10/2021 6:08 PM

1798 The concerts at the park are great. I would like to see more of them, and a wider variety of
artists. Nice neighborhoods. Relatively safe. Plenty of retail and restaurants.

12/10/2021 6:06 PM

1799 Safe neighborhoods with a decent amount of commerce nearby. 12/10/2021 5:52 PM

1800 Smaller but well rounded diverse City, has a little bit of everything 12/10/2021 5:44 PM

1801 All of the parks and trails are so amazing! And fun city events/contests. 12/10/2021 5:44 PM

1802 It is a quieter city. Families seem to be a focus which I feel we need to have. The community
feels united.

12/10/2021 5:40 PM

1803 I like that my neighborhood is fairly quiet and feels safe. I like that we are close to many retail
opportunities without being overrun by them. Churches and schools are close to my home, and
I like all of the parks. I feel like the cost of living is more affordable than in some of the
neighboring cities.

12/10/2021 5:26 PM

1804 Neighborhoods are great and safe!! 12/10/2021 5:21 PM

1805 Not in Utah county!!! Hahahaha. View of the Wasatch Mountains! 12/10/2021 5:07 PM

1806 Small town feel, family oriented. 12/10/2021 4:44 PM

1807 Small town feel. 12/10/2021 4:44 PM

1808 Not a lot of high density housing. The sun divisions aren’t all the same. Horse properties and
the river trail system.

12/10/2021 4:21 PM

1809 Safety Cleanliness Retail access 12/10/2021 4:19 PM

1810 The parks and small town feel 12/10/2021 4:19 PM

1811 We have been so happy with our mayors and city council members. We feel like they do a
spectacular job of keeping the citizens in mind and what is in the best interest for all who live
here.

12/10/2021 4:13 PM

1812 It's quiet and still close to downtown Salt Lake if needed 12/10/2021 4:13 PM

1813 Low density. Honest elected officials. I feel safe. 12/10/2021 4:11 PM

1814 Quite, low crime, no homeless people on corners. 12/10/2021 4:05 PM

1815 I love the Jordan River Parkway, especially the parts that are still wild. I feel safe. 12/10/2021 4:04 PM

1816 Safety in neighborhoods. Having out own Police department. Getting a Costco in our city.
Being able to use secondary water for spinklers.

12/10/2021 4:02 PM

1817 We have room to breath. We can walk to the library and retail shops for most things we need.
We don't have to drive more than 15 minutes to do most things we need to do each day. It
feels a little like living in the country with the options of living in a city.

12/10/2021 3:52 PM

1818 Schools Variety of businesses Security 12/10/2021 3:46 PM

1819 Safe, good schools, and lots of great businesses. 12/10/2021 3:38 PM

1820 Nice community 12/10/2021 3:30 PM

1821 I like the community feeling and community activities. 12/10/2021 3:21 PM

1822 Quiet and safe. Good people. 12/10/2021 3:07 PM

1823 There are lots of kids and families. The community is well cared for and a pleasant place to
look at. The streets aren’t very congested. The local government makes an effort at creating a
sense of community. Easy access to freeways and amenities.

12/10/2021 3:05 PM

1824 Small town feel in the SL valley but near enough to big city amenities. 12/10/2021 2:55 PM
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1825 It's a fairly quiet community. 12/10/2021 2:54 PM

1826 We love to be left alone and we love being a part of some of the fun things that happen we
love the small town feel but yet being close to the city

12/10/2021 2:50 PM

1827 Nearby access to trails for biking, and nearby access to mountains for skiing. I also like that
property taxes are low and neighborhoods are safe.

12/10/2021 2:45 PM

1828 Reasonable cost of living as compared to surrounding communities i.e. water, sewer and
garbage collection. A feeling that city government is listening.

12/10/2021 2:38 PM

1829 Plenty of single family dwellings with some concentrated housing available. Large enough to
provide important services (hospital), plus retail shopping and dining. Also, I feel that Riverton
is generally a safe and peaceful community.

12/10/2021 2:31 PM

1830 The small town feel and not feeling overcrowded. However, It feels like we’re moving towards
too crowded.

12/10/2021 2:27 PM

1831 The people. Overall location. 12/10/2021 2:23 PM

1832 It's quieter and less congested than other older cities located North and Northeast. 12/10/2021 2:10 PM

1833 The mix of development and rural setting. 12/10/2021 1:38 PM

1834 Small community feel with access to shopping, transportation, parks and activities. LOVE
secondary water because we have a LARGE garden which gives us a lot of our food we eat
during the year with abundance to share. Utility rates and taxes are better than most
surrounding communities. We believe the city is very well run...focusing on basic needed
services as opposed to building up an empire! We believe the city master planning is very well
done, much better than any of the neighboring communities. Also, really appreciate the
business development which provides a strong tax base to keep residential taxes lower.

12/10/2021 1:33 PM

1835 Life is pretty laid back, quiet, easy going. I like that we aren't trying to be a big city. I feel like
we are walking a pretty good balance between having "modern" amenities but not over building
or over pushing things that would make us feel more like a "big city". I like that we have local
shopping, not big box shopping although it is nice to have that too. But I like going to places
like Petersons, IFA, Riverton Hardware, Madsen Auto to do business with people who live in
Riverton.

12/10/2021 1:01 PM

1836 good leadership friendly community members its of parks 12/10/2021 12:44 PM

1837 My family is here 12/10/2021 12:41 PM

1838 My family is here 12/10/2021 12:40 PM

1839 All of the parks! 12/10/2021 12:16 PM

1840 Remote from the major city centers 12/10/2021 12:05 PM

1841 Demographics, location, community, my neighbors, 12/10/2021 11:05 AM

1842 Size of building lots so houses are not built almost on top of each other. More open spaces 12/10/2021 10:42 AM

1843 Safe place to raise my family. Love the new village shopping center. 12/10/2021 7:23 AM

1844 Safe community and good neighbors 12/9/2021 8:53 PM
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Q30 Please describe something you believe could make quality of life
better in Riverton:
Answered: 1,841 Skipped: 1,034

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Faster interner 12/17/2021 11:53 PM

2 A larger play place similar to Bluffdale Park on 2700 West and just south of bangerter. More
lighted tennis courts in more parks. Pump tracks for bikes in parks similar to daybreak/Draper
cycle park.

12/17/2021 11:50 PM

3 Community events covering diverse cultures! 12/17/2021 11:15 PM

4 More dining options 12/17/2021 10:57 PM

5 It seems that a lot of resources go into activities and resources for younger kids--soccer field,
etc. I would like to see resources spent on things that adults and families can do together for
years to come like---disc golf, pickleball and walking trails.

12/17/2021 10:50 PM

6 Keep fostering a good sense of community. 12/17/2021 10:48 PM

7 I wish it didn't take forever to drive from 5000 W to Bangerter on 13400 S! Is it feasible to put
restrictions on intentionally noisy personal motor vehicles?

12/17/2021 10:47 PM

8 A crossing area on 126 th to the mail entrance of the city park..from the north to the
neighborhood..to many people just cross at 1450 w..it’s scary..out of the way to walk down to
1300 w

12/17/2021 10:28 PM

9 More high end restaurants, especially towards the east side of Riverton. 12/17/2021 10:17 PM

10 Continue with a conservative financial approach. Shopping has been improved with the adding
of "Mt View Village"

12/17/2021 10:04 PM

11 Better roads & traffic planning. 12/17/2021 9:46 PM

12 Unified and safe Community, 12/17/2021 9:46 PM

13 The intersection at 13400 and Morning cloak needs to go back to only two lanes heading east.
It is very dangerous to have the 3rd lane added right before the light. That light should also
have a green arrow. My husband was in a head on collision at that intersection.

12/17/2021 9:45 PM

14 East west roads that can better handle the influx of Harriman traffic headed west during rush
hour.

12/17/2021 9:22 PM

15 Increase the number of nice dining options. Nicer retail stores. Riverton doesn’t have much in
terms of commercial. But we are in between south Jordan and Herriman which offer a lot of
these options

12/17/2021 9:21 PM

16 Keep light rail out. Finish Mtn view as a freeway before traffic gets worse. 12/17/2021 9:08 PM

17 I do like having businesses locally in Riverton, but I think after Mountain View Village we will
have enough. I don't want to be completely surrounded by businesses.

12/17/2021 8:56 PM

18 Stop low cost/high density housing 12/17/2021 8:56 PM

19 limit high density housing and ensure enough space is provided to all the new residents with
ample parking within the new community.

12/17/2021 8:18 PM

20 Just taking care of sidewalks and streets!! 12/17/2021 8:15 PM

21 It’s gotten incredibly busy over the last few years. Nothing much we can do, everyone’s
moving in. Miss how small it used to feel though.

12/17/2021 8:14 PM

22 More maintenance and upkeep of existing infrastructure. The road scrapping that was done on 12/17/2021 7:56 PM
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134th South near Bangerter Highway looks terrible. I don’t know what that was supposed to
accomplish, but it’s definitely an eyesore in what should be a well maintained business area. I
also think the weeds and the general lack of city landscape maintenance of the area make it
unappealing for residents and visitors.

23 Speed bumps in neighborhoods 12/17/2021 7:51 PM

24 Stop building apartments and condominiums 12/17/2021 7:50 PM

25 Reduce the amount of crime showing up. Porch thieves Also, better infrastructure for the
increasing population

12/17/2021 7:36 PM

26 I wish it could be less crowded. It is great to see how the city has grown and all we have
access too but it is getting too big. :(

12/17/2021 7:22 PM

27 Make these new large home projects start paying for the schools, before you give them
permits to build. I'm tired of building schools and infustructure for all the hoards of kids/people
from these extra large new housing projects. Stop the secondary water meters, we all know
you guys just want to start charging us a lot more, for hell sake they cost over $700 a piece
and you say don't worry about it, yea right! It's all about control over the public funded system.
That's right! We tax payers paid for it and continue to get charged for it.

12/17/2021 7:15 PM

28 Better roads 12/17/2021 6:26 PM

29 Not sure 12/17/2021 6:21 PM

30 Never bring Traxs through Riverton. More police presence on 126th. People are driving 60+
when its 40 mph. We could have our roads plowed in our neighborhood had 8" of snow and now
still have a sheet of ice.

12/17/2021 6:14 PM

31 More Pickleball courts 12/17/2021 6:11 PM

32 I Love the country way it use to be! It was so quiet and peaceful! It has grown so much!! 12/17/2021 6:10 PM

33 We live in Heritage farms neighborhood and living next to the High school can be a challenge
with new drivers. A new student driver ran over our neighborhood entrance way. It used to be
maintained by the city but since it’s been hit and destroyed no one cares about it anymore and
is now full of weeds. With all the visitors we have the high school people must notice how
trashy it looks. Is that how we want people to view our city when they come to Riverton?

12/17/2021 6:06 PM

34 We do NOT like all the high density housing going in. This has definitely taken away from the
small town feel we have loved about Riverton.

12/17/2021 6:01 PM

35 Another Grocery store, less high density housing 12/17/2021 5:51 PM

36 Better public transportation. 12/17/2021 5:31 PM

37 Bike paths. Better secondary water pressure-our sprinklers will not work unless it’s in the
middle of the day-we get zero pressure. Less dogs barking. Dogs bark at all hours, and people
seem to be oblivious to their own dogs barking at random hours of the night/early morning.

12/17/2021 5:12 PM

38 Stop building multi-family and apartments… 12/17/2021 5:07 PM

39 Creating or enforcing laws to prevent fireworks late into the night/early hours of the morning in
July. Also, not allowing fireworks when it is so dry as to present a fire hazard.

12/17/2021 5:03 PM

40 Block parties, to get to know your neighbors better. 12/17/2021 4:37 PM

41 Keep more of a rural aspect. 12/17/2021 4:36 PM

42 Fewer high density plans, 12/17/2021 4:19 PM

43 Snow plow secondary roads. I live in a cul da sac and the road rarely get plowed. 12/17/2021 4:19 PM

44 Update with traffic engineers signal light timing at three locations: Park Avenue at 12600
South, 1830 West at 12600 South and 12800 South Redwood Road. Continue taking out the
center island on Park Avenue running South From 12600 South. Also, enforce no parking on
streets during winter and consider a no parking ordnance on streets where there is heavy traffic
flows like Park Avenue where the post office and JTAC are located. Apartments and town
homes where the front door is accessed from the roadway such as Park Avenue causes an
increase in parked cars.

12/17/2021 4:16 PM
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45 Less high density housing and more .25+ acre single family residents. 12/17/2021 4:08 PM

46 Walking trails 12/17/2021 4:06 PM

47 Fiber optic internet! I would like city council meetings to be broadcast on Facebook live. Could
there be a way to participate remotely as well?

12/17/2021 3:49 PM

48 Secondary water is horrendous now. Can’t you add a filtration system 12/17/2021 3:31 PM

49 Limit developments. 12/17/2021 3:25 PM

50 More entertainment venues, sit down restaurants, shopping options, to keep revenue in the
city

12/17/2021 3:24 PM

51 Nightly police patrols through residential neighborhoods. An organized neighborhood watch.
Moats with lava! And trolls, evil ones. (jokes aside) Random thought: I sometimes wish the
Bluffdale canyon could be made into a 2-lane highway with passing lanes all the way to Tooele
so people don't have to drive around the entire mountain range to get there.

12/17/2021 3:03 PM

52 More green space, better (safer) bike lanes, and more street maintenance (too much debris on
the shoulders, especially bangerter highway)

12/17/2021 2:50 PM

53 More bike and walking paths 12/17/2021 2:12 PM

54 Continued focus on plowing the roads in winter, improved secondary water 12/17/2021 1:55 PM

55 Enforce dogs NOT running loose in neighborhood and depositing their waste in my front yard.
Limit number of vehicles being parked on street at each residence

12/17/2021 1:49 PM

56 concern about fast driving in neighborhoods 12/17/2021 1:47 PM

57 Better water. 12/17/2021 1:42 PM

58 Sit down restaurants, Ruby (Tuesday) river Steakhouse. Large indoor/outdoor playground park
for family.

12/17/2021 1:34 PM

59 Na 12/17/2021 1:30 PM

60 More open space 12/17/2021 1:20 PM

61 A police department that is open when you need to go there, or call, for non-emergency (but
urgent) reasons.... Now it's locked doors with no one there many times. Note on door
accommodates only emergency and in-progress crimes. There's other NEEDED options....etc.
It's doubtful that serious needs can be taken care of due to closed police office....especially if
there were numerous things going on at once. >Do own experiment: Go to or check Police
Dept. 7 days a week, 7am to 8pm and see if it's open or has anyone available to help. Yes, it's
true the secretary or officer would be un-busy most of the time, but other chores could be
implemented to be done while there, so helping the city still, when no police business is
happening. Plus is there's someone there to help ANY needed citizen with any needed
security, crime, or police need.

12/17/2021 1:18 PM

62 More parks/green space. Require new residential developments to provide lots >.20 acres. 12/17/2021 1:16 PM

63 Stop high density housing. Improve roads and infrastructure before thinking of further growth.
Protection of open space.

12/17/2021 12:58 PM

64 Make the walkway by the canal pleasant and maintained. 12/17/2021 12:51 PM

65 See the answer above that actually answer this question 12/17/2021 12:44 PM

66 It feels like roads are always an issue. I understand that's a hard one for the city to keep up
on, but it feels like the quality of the roadwork has gone way down. Sometimes the newly
paved street is just as rough as before. So, quality of the contractor is very key. Because I
don't live on a major thoroughfare, and there is major construction happening on both ends of
our street, I feel like our road gets pretty ignored. I'm hoping after all of the houses are in, the
city may be able to fix the road at that time. Internet connectivity options are also a very real
problem in some areas of the city. I know Google fiber is coming, but unless that reaches all of
the households in the city, it won't make much of a difference. I've heard of 2 different people
who work with high tech companies close by, who are either looking to move out of Riverton or
discouraging new employees to not live in Riverton for this very reason. Although I don't want a

12/17/2021 12:36 PM
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lot of new people moving into our city, it is an issue when you can't get the internet service you
need to be able to work from home.

67 Make recycle every week 12/17/2021 12:22 PM

68 More options for internet service. 12/17/2021 12:10 PM

69 We could really use a bike park. They are being built in many cities in Utah, and they are a
great way for kids to get out and be active.

12/17/2021 11:51 AM

70 The recent snow storm showed me how terrible the snow removal is in Riverton. I drive all over
the valley for work. The roads here aren't cleared near as well as other cities around. I don't
know if the focus is on Bangerter or Mountain View, but the other streets aren't cleared as well.

12/17/2021 11:44 AM

71 It would be great if the secondary water didn’t kill my trees and smell so bad. It really has
killed about 10-12 trees on my property in the 20+ years I have lived here. That has been
discouraging and expensive. Drinking water that tastes better would be nice but I’m grateful to
even have drinking water. It would be nice to get new trash cans when ours get really yucky,
and cracked and such.

12/17/2021 11:28 AM

72 If any city council member is involved personally in the construction business in any way, they
should recuse themselves from any decisions involving developers of any land projects in
Riverton.

12/17/2021 11:11 AM

73 More dining options. 12/17/2021 11:03 AM

74 A recreation program for the youth. Something similar to Draper city set up. (Hiking, sports,
fishing, etc.) Better bus transportation for elementary schools. More bus routes.

12/17/2021 10:52 AM

75 Fewer multi unit apartments 12/17/2021 10:51 AM

76 More neighborhood get togethers to build more of a sense of community. 12/17/2021 10:50 AM

77 I believe the police should focus less on speeding, and more on crime. I live in the Riverton
Ranch neighborhood, I am the president of our neighborhood watch. Theft and drugs are the
number one problems that the police should focus on. The other issue for me is the roads.
They need to be kept up. I also think on narrow roads, of which there are a lot, the city should
enforce no parking on those that park on the streets. This was very evident with the latest
snow storm. It is not safe on narrow roads with cars parked on the streets. A good example of
this is the road by Walgreens and Jiffy Lube, 1630 West

12/17/2021 10:49 AM

78 I really can’t think of anything. We love living in Riverton! 12/17/2021 10:46 AM

79 Prioritizing how roads/traffic function over how cool or buzz worthy they look. Mountain View
village is such a nightmare to navigate in even a small vehicle and is a danger to pedestrians.
Open and close splash pads based on weather not specific dates (for example sometimes it is
warm enough weeks before Memorial Day)

12/17/2021 10:45 AM

80 Cleaner air, more amenities at parks 12/17/2021 10:44 AM

81 In the 11 years I have lived here I think that I have seen a street cleaner come down my street
twice. I believe that my street has been plowed during "major snow" (more than 3 inches)
about 4 times. Prior to living in Utah I was in Indiana - in the fall a "leaf collector" would come
by once a week the last 2 weeks of October and the first 2 weeks of November to suck up the
leaves that were raked into the street for pick up. Here I have to collect it in trash bags and
spend at least two months to get it all picked up in trash bags (an expense and not good for
landfills). Of course I am not sure how well you would be able to do that since getting the
street swept or plowed seems to be difficult to achieve.

12/17/2021 10:32 AM

82 Improve and add to the trail system. I live close to Herriman and they have done more than
Riverton on paths and trails. Partner with the Canal company and make the canal road a
walking trail instead of a bunch of tumble weeds. A lot of people currently use it as a walking
and jogging trail with dogs.

12/17/2021 10:31 AM

83 More parks, more amenities at parks, more walking trails, road improvement and less traffic. 12/17/2021 10:20 AM

84 More walking trails 12/17/2021 10:14 AM

85 Traffic is really out of control on our UDOT roads - drivers routinely exceed the 40/45 speed
limits by 20 MPH or more. This makes it difficult for traffic to enter those roads from private

12/17/2021 10:07 AM
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and commercial driveways. It would be nice to see more efforts in traffic calming or speed
enforcement at all hours of the day. The city has two facilities which I haven't really figured out
what they're for: Old Dome and Sandra Lloyd center. Old Dome looks nice from the outside but
I've never been in because it's open only like 9-5 even when there's some exhibit being shown
there. There are prices listed for renting space for an activity, but the prices seem to be
calibrated for extravagant functions like weddings and are well beyond what I think a simpler
extended family gathering (birthday party or something) or church function can bear. As for the
Sandra Lloyd center - no idea what's even in there or how to find out. It would be nice to see
both facilities more accessible and useful to the average citizen. Maybe from time to time the
communications and parks teams could include a little spot in the newsletter or elsewhere
highlighting features of or how to access/use special city facilities such as these.

86 Less multi family housing 12/17/2021 10:03 AM

87 Lower cost of housing 12/17/2021 10:03 AM

88 Keep condensed housing out. 12/17/2021 10:02 AM

89 More splash pads or dog parks 12/17/2021 10:01 AM

90 Not sure 12/17/2021 10:01 AM

91 As addressed above, a community rec center is paramount to our city. 12/17/2021 10:00 AM

92 Help with excessive traffic and commute time! 12/17/2021 9:57 AM

93 Social activities for variety of ages 12/17/2021 9:56 AM

94 I think the streets are very busy and maybe more lights along 112600 South may help with that 12/17/2021 9:55 AM

95 Less or no smoke shops. 12/17/2021 9:55 AM

96 We moved here for the "small-town" feel, which we don't feel anymore. With all of the high-
density housing and SO MANY vape shops/payday loan/carwashes, Riverton has started to
feel a bit trashy. We need high-end retail, dining and events or no decent businesses will want
to come to our city.

12/17/2021 9:45 AM

97 Do the best with the growth we have. I think we lacked a strong strategic vision in the past two
decades. You talk about revitalizing old downtown Riverton but you sold have of it off for
townhomes. It’s done now but don’t be disingenuous and suggest revitalization and then sell
off to developers and title loan companies.

12/17/2021 9:40 AM

98 Speed Bumps on more neighborhood streets PLEASE!! I know the snow removal folks are
resistant to these but I think the cost and upkeep (or inconvenience) are worth the increased
safety of our children.

12/17/2021 9:37 AM

99 Not so much to make it better, but to keep it from degrading, please don't allow a TRAX line
through 126000 South.

12/17/2021 9:35 AM

100 Taking better care of city trees on the side streets like you do in the parks. Replacing trees
that have died.

12/17/2021 9:32 AM

101 Smaller town feel- more community stuff tree lighting etc. 12/17/2021 9:30 AM

102 Less traffic. Less high density housing. 12/17/2021 9:30 AM

103 Internet options - coming from another part of the country nine years ago we had many options
for internet and cable. The water, we had to buy a soft water unit this year because the water
was hurting our skin.

12/17/2021 9:27 AM

104 Less people and traffic lol 12/17/2021 9:25 AM

105 Sit down restaurants 12/17/2021 9:23 AM

106 General clean up off older neighborhoods, maybe offer a street side collection of junk similar to
what Sandy city does

12/17/2021 9:15 AM

107 More patrols. There is a lot of crime these days. Better infrastructure, the traffic is pretty
heavy. I know affordable housing is important, but multi unit housing projects are not helping
with the traffic/congestion.

12/17/2021 9:11 AM

108 Teach people how to grow food or hold classes for money management and how to get healthy. 12/17/2021 9:06 AM
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109 Taking better care of the streets, dead trees everywhere, we need our street sweeper to do it
regularly, south Jordan is weekly throughout s spring summer and fall.

12/17/2021 9:03 AM

110 Can't think of anything, keep up the great work. 12/17/2021 8:59 AM

111 Cops driving the streets to deter crimes. It's a pity to feel they're spending most of their time
looking for people to give vehicle moving violations to, instead of watching out for things that
disrupt our greater safety. The purpose of the police was never to be calling us asking us for
more money, especially when we're already paying taxes. The purpose of the police should
first and foremost be to protect the safety of the citizen. This seems to have become lost in
our progress somewhere--which is no longer progress. And I've always supported the blue, but
won't be able to continue to do that if the program really isn't about supporting the law-abiding
citizen. The last two times I contacted them for help with a stalker, I was denied help

12/17/2021 8:53 AM

112 City employees could work better together. That being said I live in an HOA and several times
over the past few years we work with different departments and get different answers to our
same questions about street lights, roads, secondary water, storm water and culinary water.
When board members change and they reach out to the city the answers are different with 'no'
documentation as to who made, changed, the answers.

12/17/2021 8:52 AM

113 Enlarging the current parks 12/17/2021 8:49 AM

114 The city posting information about COVID-19 vaccinations and current guidelines publicly. 12/17/2021 8:48 AM

115 My street is still not plowed it is Friday and the storm was tue. Stop care breaking. 12/17/2021 8:45 AM

116 More paved walking trails maybe using the canal roads and perhaps a fight against the goat
head puncture thorns

12/17/2021 8:41 AM

117 Be more proactive about catching vandals and holding them accountable (and parents). 12/17/2021 8:35 AM

118 I would love to see a community clean up day in the spring and fall. Many city’s provide this
feature where they come around and pick up garbage out of the gutter to keep the community
looking nice and so junk does not build up in yards.

12/17/2021 8:35 AM

119 Limit growth 12/17/2021 8:32 AM

120 Fiber broadband 12/17/2021 8:32 AM

121 No more apartments 12/17/2021 8:27 AM

122 Putting the speed bump back on my street. 12/17/2021 8:25 AM

123 Improve RAC amenities and offering 12/17/2021 8:15 AM

124 Snow management, we rarely get out culdesac plowed 12/17/2021 8:13 AM

125 N/a 12/17/2021 8:11 AM

126 Plow the smaller streets after a big storm. Traffic has become unbearable on major streets
during rush hour. Most of it comes and goes from Herriman. Too many townhomes and
apartments have also increased the vehicle density in the area. Still have spotty cell coverage
in my own home. We need new cell towers, not just more receivers on existing towers.

12/17/2021 8:09 AM

127 do not allow high density housing 12/17/2021 8:00 AM

128 Better connected by trails and paths 12/17/2021 7:59 AM

129 Less traffic 12/17/2021 7:59 AM

130 Enforce zoning or neighborhood covenant standards better to avoid eyesore properties and
lowering the value of a neighborhood.

12/17/2021 7:47 AM

131 Excited for the Mountain View shopping areas and courtyard are used to be finished… 12/17/2021 7:39 AM

132 Stop light at the 12600 S and 2565 West, by Marco's Pizza. 12/17/2021 7:39 AM

133 Continue to not over crowd with a ton of apartments 12/17/2021 7:36 AM

134 More access to entertainment for family and teens. Always have to leave RIVERTON for fun
activities except bowling.

12/17/2021 7:32 AM
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135 Less traffic 12/17/2021 7:30 AM

136 Major highway construction could be sped up 12/17/2021 7:22 AM

137 Revitalize some of the older commercial buildings. 12/17/2021 7:11 AM

138 Improve the coordination of traffic lights on 13400 South. It’s terrible. 12/17/2021 7:10 AM

139 improved biking trails and marked biking routes on roads 12/17/2021 7:05 AM

140 Enforce speeding laws in neighborhoods. Be safer for everyone. Plus generate revenues from
these clowns that don’t seem to care for the well being of others.

12/17/2021 7:02 AM

141 Public transportation e.g trax station 12/17/2021 7:01 AM

142 I’m concerned with the number of high density housing units in areas surrounding Riverton
which has caused our streets to become overcrowded. Please keep the number down in
Riverton and continue to fight huge developments from coming in with no plans for
infrastructure. Our roads going east to west especially during rush hours have been too
congested for a long time.

12/17/2021 7:01 AM

143 Green waste cans Removing Chinese elms along both sides of Midas Creek and in parks
connected to the creek

12/17/2021 6:54 AM

144 Less building restrictions on private residential properties. We recently added a detached
garage to our property and it was an absolute headache working with the city to get everything
approved.

12/17/2021 6:47 AM

145 Bar 12/17/2021 6:16 AM

146 It’s good here 12/17/2021 6:16 AM

147 Traffic congestion minimized 12/17/2021 6:09 AM

148 Have a place for community groups to meet at a low or no fee option. Boy Scouts who donate
services back to city. Community service groups.

12/17/2021 5:56 AM

149 More entertainment like playhouse or dinner theater, such as the Dessert Star. 12/17/2021 5:52 AM

150 Roads less busy. 12/17/2021 5:44 AM

151 Safety-on-roads 12/17/2021 5:29 AM

152 Lower tax. Property tax can always be lower. 12/17/2021 5:00 AM

153 Riverton City seems to be inaccessible and unresponsive. Had a streetlight out and it took
over 8 months to repair. Options for two way communication are limited.

12/17/2021 4:21 AM

154 Taking more time in looking into theft for the community. Taking a little extra patrolling of
neighborhoods in surrounding areas.

12/17/2021 3:31 AM

155 Nice Restaurants or bars that are not fast food. 12/17/2021 3:18 AM

156 STOP BUILDING..especially apartment complexes. They tend to bring in problems. 12/17/2021 2:45 AM

157 The air quality is really bad and unhealthy, but that is a Salt Lake county problem. I miss the
open spaces that Riverton used to have more of. Riverton has some remarkable history, and
people who sacrificed to build this city. I would like to see its history preserved in a way that is
easily accessible and seen. I like how the city building was built to resemble the Old Dome
church. A lot of people don't know what that dome on top represents. Many don't know that the
community center was originally built as a school, at the expense and labor of original Riverton
residents. Some really incredible people and events built our city, and most people have no
idea. I like that we have a trail at the River bottoms. I know that Riverton needs a tax base
from businesses, but would like to see as much nature as we can to make it a beautiful place
to live, and not become overcrowded with wall to wall houses and businesses. I like how the
city of Provo purchases one dilapidated house a year, refurbishes it, then sells it. They use
that money to buy their next house and repeat. They are trying to keep neighborhoods from
becoming run down. Provo has some great ideas going.

12/17/2021 1:21 AM

158 I often like to ride my bike to work and there are many streets without much of a shoulder. In
addition, the east-west traffic is pretty awful and doesn’t feel well planned according to the
number of permits and housing developments that have been approved.

12/17/2021 1:08 AM
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159 Keep the trails up and open 12/17/2021 12:41 AM

160 No more multi family our roads can’t handle any more. 12/17/2021 12:38 AM

161 Less development! 12/17/2021 12:14 AM

162 I would love a city park like what Spanish fork made, where it's all gated, lots of walking paths,
playgrounds and a big splash pad

12/16/2021 11:56 PM

163 Maintain rural charm. 12/16/2021 11:56 PM

164 This is wishful thinking but I would love to see a bigger and better library for our city. My kids
love visiting the library and ours is very organized and nice but would like a more up to date,
modern look for it. But otherwise it’s fine and good and serves our needs, just a dream to see
it expand.

12/16/2021 11:39 PM

165 streets more friendly to biking, especially to and from the library bike trails more available (right
now you have to go to the Jordan River Parkway Trail, and ride it for a significant distance -
very very not kid friendly for an enjoyable ride with littles)

12/16/2021 11:34 PM

166 I would love to have a foam day added to the calendar. Bluffdale has it and it turns out to be a
blast! I think the parade floats need to be more patriotic themed to be in it. That is what we are
celebrating. They can still put there business sign on the side or back. Maybe also service
projects listed and available on the city website for youth and other groups to do and have a
contact person and specifics on there. Or nights of service at some of the elderly homes.
Regulated of course.

12/16/2021 11:24 PM

167 Spray the park strips to keep the dandelions down. Also, when my bike was stolen out of my
garage, I called the police to see if anyone had turned it in. They wouldn't go look, and they
wouldn't let me look. So apparently if you turn a stolen bike into the police, they just auction it
off and are therefore part of the bike theft ring rather than part of the solution. :/

12/16/2021 11:18 PM

168 More variety in green spaces, trails. Better quality secondary water, more aggressive water
conservancy.

12/16/2021 11:14 PM

169 QUIT BUILDING. LOWER RENT. Keep Californians out 12/16/2021 11:03 PM

170 Limit high density housing. Way too much traffic already! 12/16/2021 11:03 PM

171 Dog parks in close vicinity to the historic downtown with walking paths on the west side of
Redwood Rd. More dining options with the ability to sit down would also be a plus.

12/16/2021 11:02 PM

172 A Red Lobster restaurant. 12/16/2021 11:02 PM

173 To be honest, it’s been hard having so many people move here. I liked it better when o was
younger with less people. I’m not against growth, but I wish less town homes were allowed and
more homes with lots .25 or bigger.

12/16/2021 10:58 PM

174 More restaurants that are sit down like steak or seafood places. Restaurants that aren’t in Utah
would be nice like Cheddars, Olive Garden, Ruth Chris, etc. there just isn’t enough variety of
options!

12/16/2021 10:58 PM

175 The drinking water is still awful 12/16/2021 10:52 PM

176 Working with state government to improve air quality 12/16/2021 10:52 PM

177 More street sweeping to keep roads clear of debris for cyclists. Especially intersections like
Redwood and 12600

12/16/2021 10:50 PM

178 Street constructions 12/16/2021 10:47 PM

179 Efforts to better inform/communicate/track sex offenders. Do more than the state is doing.
Make sure someone in government is tracking/updating for us more so we know the state
tracking is accurate.

12/16/2021 10:43 PM

180 Better internet options. 12/16/2021 10:40 PM

181 I can't think of a thing! 12/16/2021 10:36 PM

182 It's pretty crowded. More trails 12/16/2021 10:33 PM
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183 Keeping a small town ferl 12/16/2021 10:33 PM

184 Rec Center 12/16/2021 10:33 PM

185 Reduce the road noise from Bangerter. Improve the air quality. Water wise landscape. Stop the
ATV and motorcycle driving on the utility road by the canal, it kicks so much dust and makes
laud noise.

12/16/2021 10:32 PM

186 Lower property taxes. 12/16/2021 10:26 PM

187 Improvements on Midas Creek trails and parks 12/16/2021 10:25 PM

188 Keep on doing the small town things 12/16/2021 10:24 PM

189 Walking trails 12/16/2021 10:22 PM

190 Transportation and road improvement. Improve internet options. 12/16/2021 10:22 PM

191 A community center. 12/16/2021 10:21 PM

192 Privacy walls for homes that are next to bangerter. 12/16/2021 10:20 PM

193 Parking on streets, other than temporary should be restricted. 12/16/2021 10:18 PM

194 Smiths food and drug 12/16/2021 10:17 PM

195 Sure would like to see a Trader Joe’s in Riverton. 12/16/2021 10:11 PM

196 More police patrols in neighborhood at night. Had some recent smash and grabs, and
neighbors house had someone break into their garage

12/16/2021 10:08 PM

197 Keep the country feel and not bring in too much commercials and apartments that add
congestions in traffic keeping the small town feel and not expanding for money only

12/16/2021 10:07 PM

198 A rec center! 12/16/2021 10:07 PM

199 Better speed/traffic control on 12600 S 12/16/2021 10:03 PM

200 Would like to see a requirement enforced for people to care for their property including front
yards and park strips and basic upkeep. Also enforcement of RV’s, etc. that should not be
parked on streets.

12/16/2021 9:56 PM

201 I live in the agricultural area east of redwood by the city cemetery. I live down a private lane
about 100 yards off 12300 south. I cannot get decent internet. My only option is centurylink up
to 20mbps, but usually less than 10mbps and often less than 1mbps. It makes it impossible
for me to work form home. I work on silicon slopes, and not only is it impossible for me to
recommend other tech employees to live here, I have to recommend they live somewhere
else.

12/16/2021 9:50 PM

202 Improve traffic 12/16/2021 9:49 PM

203 Less high multi family and high density housing 12/16/2021 9:48 PM

204 Fewer people, and less development, more open space and less traffic. 12/16/2021 9:48 PM

205 Proactive street light maintenance 12/16/2021 9:48 PM

206 Less traffic. Larger home lots. More walking and biking trails. Add pickle ball courts to older
neighborhoods in addition to the new builds. Residents need education on how to use water
properly.

12/16/2021 9:46 PM

207 Fewer parks, but enhance larger parks with more features for larger community gatherings (I.e.
picnic areas, pavilions, mature trees, bigger playground equipment, artistic elements, work out
stations.

12/16/2021 9:43 PM

208 Less vaping stores. Nicer sit-down restaurants. Nice commercial areas. No more high-density
housing.

12/16/2021 9:41 PM

209 More recreational opportunities like a climbing gym, more walking trails, a community rec
center, and a wave pool.

12/16/2021 9:41 PM

210 Less dense housing. 12/16/2021 9:40 PM
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211 STOP BUILDING APARTMENTS, condos, townhouses etc. STOP!!! you are ruining Riverton 12/16/2021 9:38 PM

212 I live on the the edge border of Riverton/ Herriman and have noticed how tricky the roads can
be with people parking on the roads during bad storms and apparent lank of consideration when
both sides of the road are parked on. I seen and almost been park of several potential
collisions because of the parking on both sides of the road. Also the lack on enforcement of
"no road parking during snow events" this is constantly violated, this needs actual
enforcement. Yard care and maintenance are destroying my fence-line shared with the city and
it is riddled with rodents but neither city takes care of, I am not sure how to address this. As a
final complaint the engine break restrictions needs to placed more frequently and more heavily
enforced, I can hear the engine breaks loud and clear from the opposite side, west side of
mountain view.

12/16/2021 9:36 PM

213 It’s pretty my good quality of life. 12/16/2021 9:35 PM

214 For me, the biggest two issues are: TRAFFIC. It is getting so bad. And continued growth in
Herriman will only make it worse as all of these people will be going East and West frequently
through Riverton. This reduces the qualify of life for Riverton citizens. WATER and ongoing
drought issues. What is the city doing to help its citizens become more drought conscience?
What is the city doing to encourage wise water use? When will secondary water be metered? I
don't know who is responsible for the park strip on the north side of 11800 south between 2700
and 3200 W (S. Jordan, Riverton, the original developer?) but I noticed on my way to work in
the morning that it was watered daily from April to Oct.

12/16/2021 9:35 PM

215 A temple, though I am sure that is not something the city can just will into existence by
ordnance, however the community rec center is not a bad idea!

12/16/2021 9:34 PM

216 Protect city-owned open spaces 12/16/2021 9:25 PM

217 Quit allowing so much high density housing. 12/16/2021 9:24 PM

218 I am concerned about crime and safety in our city. I don't feel as safe as I did when I moved
here about 10 years ago. I think safety and fighting crime needs to have a higher priority before
it gets out of hand. Budgeting for these issues needs to also have a high priority.

12/16/2021 9:23 PM

219 Keep it from getting over run with apartments and condo units. Keep the mayor in office, his
support for small business and our police officers make Riverton a great place to live.

12/16/2021 9:17 PM

220 Code enforcement 12/16/2021 9:17 PM

221 Build less (or none) apartment buildings or townhomes. Keep the space and land. 12/16/2021 9:16 PM

222 Noise suppression along Mountain View corridor and Bangerter. Ditch the fireworks. Fireworks
are just the setting ablaze money. Stop it. Lastly, bring in quality performance art. Build a
performance venue that is equal to the prized theaters in SLC. Theater and music have done
more for communities than fireworks or loud motor vehicles ever have. What does Riverton
have more of though?? Unrestrained, loud vehicles and fireworks.

12/16/2021 9:15 PM

223 Restrict further high density housing projects. Better snow removal efforts (possibly have the
plows follow a similar route as the mail carriers) so all streets are cleared. Have code
enforcement agents give tickets to all vehicles parked on the street on snow days.

12/16/2021 9:12 PM

224 More walking trails 12/16/2021 9:12 PM

225 Less high density housing 12/16/2021 9:11 PM

226 More non-chain restaurants 12/16/2021 9:10 PM

227 Need to expand tax base by more office space & businesses, especially sit down restaurants. 12/16/2021 9:10 PM

228 Broadband internet to EVERY house not just the ones that Comcast picked and chose. 12/16/2021 9:09 PM

229 Fiber internet options 12/16/2021 9:08 PM

230 i am unsure 12/16/2021 9:05 PM

231 Quaint sit down restaurants with areas of shopping to browse and walk. Sound like the new
Mall that is being built.

12/16/2021 9:05 PM

232 It would be nice to have a wider selection of sit-down restaurants, and potentially improving the
2700 W and 134000 intersections with Bangerter

12/16/2021 9:04 PM
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233 Better roads. Less building. 12/16/2021 8:59 PM

234 Secondary water quality and pressure are pretty low. 12/16/2021 8:59 PM

235 Reduce debt 12/16/2021 8:59 PM

236 Bmx pump track and bike trials 12/16/2021 8:57 PM

237 Weekly recycling and more green space. 12/16/2021 8:57 PM

238 close to South Jordan aquatics, but I would like a recreation center but don’t want additional
taxes. If you build it, it must be with the County Funds and not by increasing property taxes.
My taxes have tripled!

12/16/2021 8:56 PM

239 Leave more open space 12/16/2021 8:50 PM

240 I would like to see more neighborhood watch programs which bring people together to
encourage watching out for each other. I would also like to see the Food-Trucks be year round;
weekly during summer and bi-monthly during spring-winter-fall. Also I would like to see
Riverton history course and tours offered several times per year. Perhaps get the schools to
offer the course and then lead field trips.

12/16/2021 8:48 PM

241 Access to mass transit - Trax station or bus service. More affordable housing options. I would
love the Aviary to be built down by Roi Hardy Park. What a great opportunity that would be to
educate the population about the environment and wildlife. Repurposing the canal right of ways
for bikes and walking paths. Enclosing the canal water in a pipe would save on mosquito
abatement money, and reduce water loss through evaporation and soil seepage, make canals,
safer and keep them from getting clogged.

12/16/2021 8:45 PM

242 Slow the growth. Don’t build on every parcel of land. 12/16/2021 8:45 PM

243 Stop building in every little area of open space! 12/16/2021 8:44 PM

244 Fiber optic internet! PLEASE!!!! (Not Comcast) 12/16/2021 8:44 PM

245 Lower property tax 12/16/2021 8:42 PM

246 Home developments with larger lots 12/16/2021 8:42 PM

247 We should add some community gardens, plant fruit trees in parks, and instead of flowers, we
should have edible plants. Riverton should be encouraging residents to cut back on water
consumption and have more educational opportunities to care for their homes and gardens. Not
everyone in the community goes to church, and we should have other types of outreach to
encourage neighborhood cohesion and social opportunities.

12/16/2021 8:41 PM

248 Better walking trails, better roads, less trash and garbage around the city 12/16/2021 8:36 PM

249 A family Rec center 12/16/2021 8:36 PM

250 Improve the quality of our streets. Such as finishing the area around manhole covers instead
of just leaving a 3 or 4" deep pothole at every manhole cover.

12/16/2021 8:31 PM

251 Be more considerate of the residents already here. I love all the horse properties and farmers
markets like Peterson's. That is my favorite part of living out here. I can go to a farmers
market right around the corner. The planning committee is destroying the best parts of living
here. We we're supposed to have a senior center on 12600. Everyone voted on it. And it turns
into massive apartment complexes. Riverton needs less high density housing. Traffic is
miserable. And any green space that comes available is filled with high density housing. Ruins
Riverton for those of us that are already here and invested in this city and community. If I
wanted to live downtown, I would. I love the suburbs and mass housing ruins it.

12/16/2021 8:30 PM

252 There needs to be a local bar/restaurant in town (no kids). I think the family dining options we
have in Riverton are fabulous but not when you want a night out without all the children around.
I must leave the city for this. I am thrilled to see the announcement with google fiber. My
internet options presently are terrible with only slow/outdated DSL available now.

12/16/2021 8:29 PM

253 Divert Herriman traffic around Riverton instead of through it. 12/16/2021 8:24 PM

254 More store options. Less high density housing. Enforce no parking on the side of the road in
the winter. Gutters cleaned more often.

12/16/2021 8:20 PM
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255 Nice sit down restaurants 12/16/2021 8:20 PM

256 Less High Density Living!!! More single family homes on no less than a quarter acre. Keep the
open areas open, or add more parks instead of medium and high density living.

12/16/2021 8:16 PM

257 We don’t need more housing. Our roads and water can’t keep sustaining these projects.
Everyone is so concerned about us cutting our water usage and pollution, but won’t stop
building which increases more water usage in all the new houses etc. and more cars on the
road which is already too crowded. Our economy has been good for years but state
government is ruining the quality of life we loved. I feel all the condensed housing has brought
more crime into our city I don’t feel as safe as I used to.

12/16/2021 8:16 PM

258 Protect open space and build more parks possibly walking/biking trails. 12/16/2021 8:15 PM

259 Additional options for sit down restaurants. Additional entertainment venues. Indoor facilities
for winter sports

12/16/2021 8:14 PM

260 Connect with the county or whoever and clean up the canal! Get rid of weed trees and help
keep the weeds down along the canal.

12/16/2021 8:12 PM

261 More good restaurants would be nice 12/16/2021 8:12 PM

262 It would be nice to have easier access to trails or more walking trails in general 12/16/2021 8:12 PM

263 I think it would be nice to clean up the properties that were torn down along redwood road when
it was widened. From 12600th south to Bangerter Highway.

12/16/2021 8:09 PM

264 No more high density housing 12/16/2021 8:09 PM

265 limit high density housing. Give the slackers incentive to clean up their yards. Riverton City
could do a little better job in keeping weeds down and trees pruned that are on city land. There
are some real bad trip points in some of the sidewalks on. if they were fixed, that would keep
us out of traffic when we walk our miles in the mornings

12/16/2021 8:02 PM

266 Nothing 12/16/2021 8:02 PM

267 Rec center 12/16/2021 8:02 PM

268 Sit down restaurant near downtown. 12/16/2021 8:01 PM

269 I am concerned about the south facing entrance of the canyon view Park neighborhood. When
the construction is completed with the overpass at 126th South and bangerter it's going to be
difficult if not impossible for that entire neighborhood to make a left hand turn due to The
continuous Flow nature of traffic. There are only two access points for probably a thousand
residents in that neighborhood. Either 118th South which does not connect to bangerter or 126
South which will be nearly impossible to make a left hand turn at the completion of the
construction. Not a huge issue now but I believe it will become a very difficult left hand turn
and there will be many accidents.

12/16/2021 8:01 PM

270 I am seriously satisfied with what is already happening in Riverton 12/16/2021 8:00 PM

271 Focus on community parks fitness and arts along with quality sit down restaurant areas will
attract more patronage from the greater surrounding area while providing the locals with an
improved atmosphere.

12/16/2021 8:00 PM

272 A community center with a theatre. Not an old multi use room, but a concert and play worthy
theatre. High end sound and fly systems etc.

12/16/2021 8:00 PM

273 More dining options. More trails to run on. 12/16/2021 7:58 PM

274 More entertainment options. Theater like Hale center, stadium like Rio Tinto, fine restaurants.
Expo center like Sandy. Less residential and more commercial.

12/16/2021 7:54 PM

275 I am not a big fan of high density living spaces, I believe that Herriman has congested many of
their areas beyond what is acceptable and would encourage our leader ship to not be a part of
that practice, I believe the apartment spaces or condo type units that exist in and around the
center of our city are acceptable and quite attractive and at least have been planned out better.

12/16/2021 7:54 PM

276 Affordable housing 12/16/2021 7:52 PM

277 I feel like crime is really increasing, as it does when cities grow. Riverton is getting too big to 12/16/2021 7:52 PM
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feel safe anymore.

278 Less traffic congestion on 13400 S. Stop building high density housing units by the hundreds. 12/16/2021 7:51 PM

279 More shopping and dining options. I go to South Jordan a lot for these things. It would be nice
to keep the tax base here.

12/16/2021 7:49 PM

280 Expanding roads .. you add a million new residential areas and no roadways to support the
influx of residents.

12/16/2021 7:49 PM

281 I really miss the small town feel Riverton used to have. We need more open spaces and fewer
buildings and parking lots.

12/16/2021 7:48 PM

282 Yard waste garbage cans, recycling offered every week, snow plow neighborhoods (including
cul-de-sacs).

12/16/2021 7:45 PM

283 Definitely revitalizing downtown. We need more restaurants and retail shops. Fix the parking on
the streets. Over the last year there is an increase of needing to stop and wait for oncoming
traffic to come through because cars are parked on the street impeding the flow. During the
winter our area never gets plowed properly because the same houses leave the same cars
parked on the street. Constant "warnings" through social media don't seem to work. Send a
postcard at the beginning of winter and start issuing citations. I'm guessing you would make
the money back from the postcards in no time.

12/16/2021 7:44 PM

284 In the winter months, having the snow plows clear both sides of the road on neighborhood
streets. I always have to shovel halfway into the street to get out of my driveway.

12/16/2021 7:42 PM

285 Focus more on the rodeo arena. Work the ground weekly, allow users access to the lights like
all other parks.

12/16/2021 7:40 PM

286 -Lower the property taxes. They seem to be getting excessive and they are high compared to
other cities in the county. -Pick up recycling weekly, instead of biweekly.

12/16/2021 7:35 PM

287 Rec center for sure 12/16/2021 7:35 PM

288 I would like to see the police patrol school zones more. We live by south hills and people
consistently run a 4 way stop by the school, it worries me that a child is going to get hit going
or coming from school.

12/16/2021 7:34 PM

289 Don't know. 12/16/2021 7:33 PM

290 With exception to the ever increasing traffic congestion, Riverton provides a decent quality of
life.

12/16/2021 7:32 PM

291 Higher pressure secondary water. Changes a lot from beginning to end of year. 12/16/2021 7:30 PM

292 More park space and maintenance of the walks around and through them, especially in the
winter - people and dogs still need to walk in the winter, on cleared walks.

12/16/2021 7:29 PM

293 Better snow removal in neighborhood streets. 12/16/2021 7:28 PM

294 I love the community aspects and believe bringing people together is wonderful. 12/16/2021 7:27 PM

295 A recreation program for the youth. Something similar to Draper city set up. (Hiking, sports,
fishing, etc.) Better bus transportation for elementary schools. More bus routes.

12/16/2021 7:26 PM

296 No more high density housing, more street lights and regular street light maintenence, speed
bumps on small roads and parks for children with handicaps because wheel chairs and walkers
can't move through gravel or wood chips.

12/16/2021 7:24 PM

297 Less traffic 12/16/2021 7:23 PM

298 Less high density housing 12/16/2021 7:23 PM

299 If our street wasn’t used as a parking lot every day and night. 12/16/2021 7:21 PM

300 Diversification of residents 12/16/2021 7:19 PM

301 Less local government interference with state and federal laws. It’s not the council or mayors
place to make personal mandates on everyone. My religion and personal choices are none of
the mayor or city council’s business

12/16/2021 7:19 PM
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302 No comment 12/16/2021 7:18 PM

303 Quit building multi family housing. We don't want to be herriman, that place is terrible and they
have way to many people.

12/16/2021 7:17 PM

304 Green trash disposals 12/16/2021 7:16 PM

305 More internet providers. Finish the underpass of Bangeter and 12600. Get a Trader Joe’s! 12/16/2021 7:16 PM

306 More trails and biking lanes on roads. 12/16/2021 7:15 PM

307 Better snow removal on city sidewalks. Sound walls around Bangerter Highway 12/16/2021 7:14 PM

308 * 12/16/2021 7:14 PM

309 Just don’t be like Herriman and build way too much high density housing without sufficient
roads to accommodate it.

12/16/2021 7:13 PM

310 Help the farmers instead of buying up land for homes and businesses 12/16/2021 7:13 PM

311 More entertainment and shopping 12/16/2021 7:13 PM

312 Do not allow private businesses to construct anything within a Riverton City Park. No CELL
TOWERS in public parks!

12/16/2021 7:12 PM

313 Green waste 12/16/2021 7:12 PM

314 dog park 12/16/2021 7:12 PM

315 A bookstore. 12/16/2021 7:12 PM

316 Less construction 12/16/2021 7:12 PM

317 CMAS parade 12/16/2021 7:09 PM

318 Less Swigs. 12/16/2021 7:08 PM

319 More diversity 12/16/2021 7:08 PM

320 no opinion 12/16/2021 7:07 PM

321 Traffic on the roads needs to be addressed. I can’t get out of my neighborhood onto 126th S
between Mt View Corridor and Herriman Main St.

12/16/2021 7:06 PM

322 Snow Plowing better in the neighborhoods 12/16/2021 7:05 PM

323 Less high density housing 12/16/2021 7:05 PM

324 Continue with more beautification projects 12/16/2021 7:02 PM

325 More sit down restaurant and more shopping 12/16/2021 7:01 PM

326 East/west traffic congestion alleviation- possibly with light rail or other mass transit. Increased
biking/walking paths - esp west of Bangerter.

12/16/2021 6:58 PM

327 Better app function and would like secondary water a pay for use program not just flat fee. 12/16/2021 6:57 PM

328 Stop Building Apartments 12/16/2021 6:57 PM

329 Need to better monitor speed driven on residential streets, especially those that connect major
roads or are near schools. Speed bumps help but as roads are repaved, the speed bumps are
not modified which minimizes their effectiveness.

12/16/2021 6:56 PM

330 Is there any way the city can ask Mountain View Village to widen the entrance to the Harmons
parking lot? They also need to paint lines on the road in MVV.

12/16/2021 6:56 PM

331 Something needs to be done about BioLife. I am in the neighborhood by that and ever since it
was built we have had a ton of theft in our neighborhood which was not there before. Can we
get more police coming through our neighborhood. They seem to hit homes around 3 am. Isn’t
there police patrolling all day and night.

12/16/2021 6:54 PM

332 A dog park 12/16/2021 6:54 PM

333 More dinning, a text center, more info about different schooling options for kids and being back 12/16/2021 6:54 PM
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community classes for adults.

334 No more high density housing. 12/16/2021 6:53 PM

335 Stop building. 12/16/2021 6:52 PM

336 Lower taxes. Less dense housing. Traffic is getting bad. 12/16/2021 6:52 PM

337 Reduce the number of high density housing projects in Riverton. 12/16/2021 6:51 PM

338 1 Traffic 2 Get information out in time for people to know what is happening. By the time we
get the Journal the events are over. 3 Provide events to interest all citizens.

12/16/2021 6:51 PM

339 Continuing to not have a Rec Center 12/16/2021 6:50 PM

340 Less high density housing there is too much traffic 12/16/2021 6:50 PM

341 I used to love the neighborhood service days. 12/16/2021 6:50 PM

342 More recreational facilities. 12/16/2021 6:49 PM

343 Better park equipment in the Summerhill Park 12/16/2021 6:49 PM

344 Helping more with the crime situation. We have great police officers but could use more. 12/16/2021 6:48 PM

345 Either protected bike lanes or larger and safer share bike lanes to make it easier to incorporate
bike travel into lifestyle.

12/16/2021 6:47 PM

346 No more approvals of high density living structures (apts, condos, homes). Hire some paid, or
volunteer workers to be code enforcement o personel. Reconsider allowing UTA to run a Trax
line on 13400 South.

12/16/2021 6:45 PM

347 Limit the high-density housing units. The roads are getting more and more crowded. I came to
Riverton 36 years ago to be in a more rural setting. The congestion is getting worse and worse.
The high-density do not have any parks for the residents. This is not the Riverton I want. It
reminds me of West Valley City.

12/16/2021 6:45 PM

348 Infrastructure and other smart city planning. (Roads are too crowded) 12/16/2021 6:45 PM

349 less high density development 12/16/2021 6:44 PM

350 Lights at crosswalks on 2700 w…. No One ever stops. Every single day someone almost gets
hurt. Allllll day long

12/16/2021 6:44 PM

351 There is zero police presence in west Riverton. Every night I listen to people speed along the
roads because they know that there are zero police here. Please preserve some green space.
Must we develop every square inch in the Salt Lake Valley? Do we really want to become like
the Los Angeles area? It may not create affordable housing, but Colorado keeps green space
and it feels nice. Phoenix and surrounding areas have a master plan that involves roads,
highways, etc. and doesn't let builders ruin communities. Our roads are congested and we
don't have a long term plan for growth. It feels like greedy housing developers are unchecked
and allowed to build recklessly so that they can cram everyone in the most remote part of the
valley.

12/16/2021 6:44 PM

352 Keep the city moving in the right direction with cleanliness and proper governing. Listening to
the people and not putting their concerns to the side for government gain. The city is for the
people! Without the people. The government wouldn’t have a job.

12/16/2021 6:43 PM

353 Slow down the density housing 12/16/2021 6:43 PM

354 Dog parks would help for people. Secondary water improvements would be amazing. Clearing
snow in neighborhoods would be so nice.

12/16/2021 6:41 PM

355 Too many speeders, never see police around during busy drive times. Horrible signal set up at
12600 S. and 2700 West.

12/16/2021 6:40 PM

356 We have such a high rate of porch theft and car break ins. More police patrols to disuade theft
would be nice. Expansion of roads to better alleviate traffic congestion.

12/16/2021 6:40 PM

357 Finish the road construction on Bangeter 12/16/2021 6:39 PM

358 More entertainment options. like large bowling/movies/etc.... 12/16/2021 6:38 PM
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359 Limit high density housing 12/16/2021 6:38 PM

360 Not so much traffic 12/16/2021 6:37 PM

361 Stop building townhomes and apartments on top of each other, it’s completely taking away
from Riverton’s small town vibe.

12/16/2021 6:37 PM

362 More patrolling through neighborhoods at night. Way to many car and house break in’s. 12/16/2021 6:35 PM

363 Less street racers 12/16/2021 6:35 PM

364 Less traffic east and west 12/16/2021 6:34 PM

365 Stop approving buildings that are either high density or mini mansions. A young starting family
can't afford the new houses being build. The sit on small lots and are huge. So your answer is
high density. We are loosing the home town feeling and will be just another city among many.

12/16/2021 6:34 PM

366 More kid friendly businesses or attractions 12/16/2021 6:33 PM

367 Less Multi family housing 12/16/2021 6:33 PM

368 Divert Herriman traffic off 12600 12/16/2021 6:29 PM

369 No more auto parts and tire stores. 12/16/2021 6:28 PM

370 Don’t pull a Herriman and over populate this place! It’s great as it is. 12/16/2021 6:27 PM

371 Inforce speeding drivers, 12/16/2021 6:27 PM

372 Reducing the number of apartments 12/16/2021 6:25 PM

373 We would like to have our neighborhood plowed in the winter!! Broadhead Cove and Melba
Lane never get plowed!!

12/16/2021 6:24 PM

374 Speeding on the local, through streets. When I moved in, my street was so quiet. Now
Newman’s Construction drives up and down all day long. They speed past kids walking to and
from school. Police park at the church and do their best to catch them. But the problem itself
with Newman’s construction has not been addressed. Does Newman’s own this town?

12/16/2021 6:23 PM

375 Improvement in the public works department 12/16/2021 6:23 PM

376 Snow removal 12/16/2021 6:22 PM

377 Improve road conditions 12/16/2021 6:21 PM

378 Less people 12/16/2021 6:21 PM

379 Community events 12/16/2021 6:20 PM

380 Less building, more open spaces and land 12/16/2021 6:20 PM

381 Have home builders build homes on larger acreage. Stop allowing less than quarter acre lots.
No more high density housing. Riverton is becoming over-populated.

12/16/2021 6:20 PM

382 You could make the quality of life better by banning High Density Housing. Nobody likes it and
it brings in a lot of weird people. If the High Density Housing keeps moving into the Riverton /
Herriman area. We will sell and move. I'm a local business owner and High Density Housing is
ugly and makes for difficult parking and such. I have to refuse business to some people
because I don't have anywhere to park my Rig to make their homes beautiful again.

12/16/2021 6:20 PM

383 Less new housing development. 12/16/2021 6:19 PM

384 Better internet options. Great job getting Google fiber. 12/16/2021 6:19 PM

385 More parks, less high density living. 12/16/2021 6:18 PM

386 Don’t let high density housing overpopulate the area. 12/16/2021 6:18 PM

387 Fix the horrible mess that 134th has turned into west of bangerter. We need another primary
east/west road in and out, maybe connect the new 132nd south all the way across with a
bridge over bangerter?

12/16/2021 6:17 PM

388 Traffic control 12/16/2021 6:15 PM
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389 pave 1300 West 12/16/2021 6:15 PM

390 Be ready with roads to handle the ridiculous amount of traffic that is coming now that Bluffdale
is building the high density housing. This is going to decrease the quality of life in Riverton

12/16/2021 6:14 PM

391 Better irrigation water filteration 12/16/2021 6:13 PM

392 . 12/16/2021 6:12 PM

393 Fiber cable 12/16/2021 6:11 PM

394 Minimize growth 12/16/2021 6:11 PM

395 More walkable paths and shopping/dining areas. 12/16/2021 6:10 PM

396 More splash pads and a community center. 12/16/2021 6:09 PM

397 We're in dire need of good quality food - everything is fast food with very little mom/pop
restaurants where's the good food??

12/16/2021 6:09 PM

398 Less high density housing and less traffic on side roads. 12/16/2021 5:57 PM

399 More walking/running/bike paths. 12/16/2021 5:45 PM

400 More restaurant and retail options 12/16/2021 5:29 PM

401 Pick up recycling once a week instead of every other week. More dumpster availability, green
waste removal.

12/16/2021 5:27 PM

402 Lower the taxes 12/16/2021 5:11 PM

403 Less dense housing/condo/apartments. More open spaces 12/16/2021 5:02 PM

404 Nothing 12/16/2021 5:01 PM

405 More money directed to schools. 12/16/2021 5:01 PM

406 A rec center should be in Riverton and you should also have a Jr. Jazz league.. We also need
better drinking water! And more pressure in the secondary water!

12/16/2021 4:42 PM

407 Google fiber!!!! 12/16/2021 4:34 PM

408 More things do to 12/16/2021 4:27 PM

409 No commercial buildings traffic to flow better and 126 and bangeter to get fixed 12/16/2021 4:24 PM

410 A designated Dog Park similar to the one in Draper and the aforementioned quality skate park. 12/16/2021 4:14 PM

411 Please help maintain green space. Decrease high density housing that takes away green
space and also increases traffic and congestion.

12/16/2021 4:10 PM

412 Less high occupancy housing 12/16/2021 4:07 PM

413 Keeping larger land for small farms but not making it so expensive that the average person can
actually buy it. Changing city rules about what kind of animals and how many you can have.
Monitoring neighborhoods speed limits and stop signs better especially neighborhoods by
Riverton High

12/16/2021 3:59 PM

414 Better water so I don’t have to buy bottled. Irrigation water that doesn’t stink up the whole
neighborhood. Continued snow and ice removal of residential roads as needed until it is safe
for pedestrians and cars

12/16/2021 3:51 PM

415 Having a trax line that comes into the city so that you don’t have to take several buses to get
to one in order to get to work or school.

12/16/2021 3:50 PM

416 There are starting to become very busy intersections that traffic lights could really help with.
(12600 McDonalds, 12600 & Laurel Chase, etc) Focus on digital/text communication over print.

12/16/2021 3:44 PM

417 A trax station closer. 12/16/2021 3:38 PM

418 I love living in a Riverton and think there are so many amazing things about being a resident. I
love the 4th of July activities. I love Riverton park and all of the improvements that have been
made. I shop in Riverton as much as possible.

12/16/2021 3:37 PM
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419 Clean up the parkway it looks like a weed field. Would be nice if it looked like the So Jordan
area. There are voles and mice that are cohabitating in this area, distroying lawns and homes
that are near. Misquitos are overly abundant in the summer months

12/16/2021 3:33 PM

420 Just continue beautifying and developing things to be better. 12/16/2021 3:33 PM

421 Google fiber internet 12/16/2021 3:31 PM

422 Halt to all new building. 12/16/2021 3:26 PM

423 Roads Planning Stop  mass building houses town homes Stop  letting the edge homes build
everywhere

12/16/2021 3:15 PM

424 We could use a monthly bulky trash pickup. 12/16/2021 3:13 PM

425 I have noticed an uptick in crime in our neighborhood lately. 12/16/2021 3:09 PM

426 Not sure 12/16/2021 3:08 PM

427 East and West streets to help with main thoroughfares. 12/16/2021 3:04 PM

428 More police presence in local neighborhoods. 12/16/2021 3:00 PM

429 Revamp dining and shopping in existing business areas. I'm always driving to draper or south
Jordan for things. BUT without paving over any additional green space.

12/16/2021 2:49 PM

430 Summer Hill Park amenities. 12/16/2021 2:47 PM

431 Traffic along 11800 South near the District creates difficulty for the residents in the community
to come in and out of our subdivisions; unfortunately, the planning department continues to
approve housing development that is only going to increase the traffic overloading on 11800
South traffic going east and west, as well as north and south traffic along with 3600 West Two
lanes (one for each direction) on 3600 West causes traffic build up at the light 3600 West and
11800 South intersection during peak traffic times, further creating difficulty for residents in the
area trying to get in and out of our subdivisions. On 11800 South and approximately 3800 West
there is an eyesore house that has all kinds of junk along the street that blocks my view when
coming out of the subdivision. I am not able to see the cars in the lane closest to the
subdivision. I am concerned about the monstrosity causing a serious accident since road view
is blocked. Secondarily, the blight it is on our city

12/16/2021 2:45 PM

432 Community Rec Center. Revitalizing old Riverton. We have no historic buildings. Except the
city offices. Need a museum of some sort.

12/16/2021 2:44 PM

433 Recycling every week. Green waste bin option DLI school programs 12/16/2021 2:42 PM

434 Increase opportunities for youth sports programs and family park activities. 12/16/2021 2:39 PM

435 For commercial areas, increase the setback limits for business fronts next to walkways. 12/16/2021 2:36 PM

436 Better infrastructure Don't forget about those of us in West Riverton...we are often an
afterthought

12/16/2021 2:26 PM

437 More access points into Herriman. All of the new residential development in Herriman is
causing major traffic issues. Anything we can do to open up the access ways or create more
would be GREAT!

12/16/2021 2:18 PM

438 Quit approving high density housing! Go back to single family residence. The amount of cars
on the roads is frustrating! Too much traffic everyday, all day

12/16/2021 2:17 PM

439 I’d love to see a Trader Joe’s here. 12/16/2021 2:13 PM

440 Lower taxes, especially for seniors that have paid them there entire life for which some tax's
doesn't apply as much to seniors

12/16/2021 2:05 PM

441 More sit down restaurants that are not chains. More parks and recreation community youth
sports- soccer, swimming, etc. There are few options and they fill up fast. A recreation center
with pools. Affordable Preschool/daycare.

12/16/2021 2:04 PM

442 be tough on criminals that threaten safety and property 12/16/2021 1:56 PM

443 No more high density housing. If there is anything that can be done to improve east/west
traffic.

12/16/2021 1:50 PM
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444 I would like to see more pickleball courts. Its almost impossible to get one anymore. I have
brought this up before and obviously it's not a high priority. I get that there is a lot on Rivertons
plate. But pickleball is widely played. Move the volleyball court away from the pickleball
courts, especially because the sand always blows on to the courts.

12/16/2021 1:44 PM

445 I am right on the Riverton/Herriman border. We see many events sponsored by Herriman city
displayed on a lighted sign right on the highway. It is a great way to let everyone know what is
happening.

12/16/2021 1:41 PM

446 N/A 12/16/2021 1:32 PM

447 Fiber lines for internet 12/16/2021 1:25 PM

448 more bike parks and trails. pedestrian bridges. 12/16/2021 1:25 PM

449 I would love to see the summer pool become an indoor facility as well! So that our schools can
have a home for swim teams. Use of the pool year round.

12/16/2021 1:20 PM

450 I’m not sure 12/16/2021 1:13 PM

451 Quit bowing to developers. It’s ridiculous how you are allowing developers to cram into every
open inch

12/16/2021 1:13 PM

452 Better enforcement of local codes. Keeping the city free of crime and keeping neighborhood
safe.

12/16/2021 1:08 PM

453 The air pollution can get bad, and a lot of streets don't feel very friendly to bikers. 12/16/2021 1:05 PM

454 Slow the growth and better planning such as infer structure. More open space, not so packed
in with high density housing or low income properties.

12/16/2021 12:55 PM

455 wide roads to ride bikes through all neighborhoods. to meander, not just get from point to point.
Either wide roads or meandering bike/pedestrian trails to enjoy all the neighborhoods in
Riverton.

12/16/2021 12:55 PM

456 It would be nice, I think, to have a nice hotel in town where friends and family could stay when
visiting.

12/16/2021 12:54 PM

457 Better high speed internet options in older neighborhoods. Building single family homes and not
high density options. Also keeping residential and commercial separate.

12/16/2021 12:49 PM

458 More trash cans in parking lots. Yearly Lowering property taxes and fees is more important
than anything. My property taxes have gone up steadily since I moved here. This is what
California did and my property taxes eventually became unaffordable!!! Citizens pay lots of
taxes throughout their careers. Why not cut taxes for seniors any way you can, especially
property taxes as seniors no longer have kids in school!!! Be a leader in showing how Riverton
cares about its seniors. Be a leader in getting all clean air programs enacted, especially all gas
for autos must be the "cleanest" burning.

12/16/2021 12:31 PM

459 More walking and bike trails to connect west to east and all the wonderful parks 12/16/2021 12:28 PM

460 I believe the police force should be enforcing laws much more aggressively concerning
distracted driving (aren’t there laws in the state of Utah prohibiting the use of cell phones, etc,
while operating a motor vehicle??) This is a huge problem and major concern to our family.
Also there has been a lot of petty crime going on in past couple years. Perhaps some sort of
citizens patrol could be instituted as an arm of the police force to address this type of thing;
we along with our neighbors reported a suspicious vehicle parked out from of our home one
night two summers ago and it took too long for the police to respond. A couple nights later a
few cars on our street had been broken into. Just an example of things that the police can’t
always get to but still need to be addressed somehow to make communities safer and
residents more comfortable.

12/16/2021 12:23 PM

461 More restaurants and smaller shops 12/16/2021 12:21 PM

462 Fiber internet. 12/16/2021 12:16 PM

463 I would love to see more roundabouts rather than stoplights. 12/16/2021 12:08 PM

464 I would like to see Riverton continue to grow with clean and open living. I like the emphasis of
bringing quality businesses to our city. Please don’t let our city get overrun with high density

12/16/2021 12:06 PM
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living developments like Herriman. I hope Riverton will continue to develop into a beautiful city
with our future in mind. I really hope Riverton grows into a city similar to South Jordan and
Draper.

465 Variety of shopping 12/16/2021 12:04 PM

466 Improved east west traffic. 12/16/2021 12:01 PM

467 Not building so many high density developments 12/16/2021 11:59 AM

468 More diversity of restaurants 12/16/2021 11:59 AM

469 I missed the car parade this year on Sept. 11th. 😉 12/16/2021 11:58 AM

470 More local restaurants 12/16/2021 11:57 AM

471 Doing great! 12/16/2021 11:51 AM

472 Utah is predominantly lds. I feel the city could use input at the community level from all
religions for a better community feel.

12/16/2021 11:51 AM

473 Less focus on mixed use development. Developers get sweetheart deals by providing some
commercial development with their overall, mostly higher density residential development. The
city ends up paying the price by dealing with increased traffic burden as well as other negative
impacts that ultimately reduce the quality of life for all residents in and around the city.

12/16/2021 11:50 AM

474 less govt spending 12/16/2021 11:46 AM

475 Better options for internet and better playgrounds for kids with disabilities. 12/16/2021 11:37 AM

476 Remove the speed bumps on secondary streets and replace them with police officers/patrols 12/16/2021 11:34 AM

477 More internet options. Better snow removal in tillery neighborhood. Cleaner secondary water.....
if possible. Push more zero scaping programs

12/16/2021 11:32 AM

478 Trader Joe’s 12/16/2021 11:29 AM

479 Infrastructure to support fiber broadband internet so I have more options than Xfinity. 12/16/2021 11:24 AM

480 More planned recreational activities for all ages, more coordination with the Senior Center and
community events, more opportunities to serve in our own community.

12/16/2021 11:23 AM

481 More dining options and walking paths 12/16/2021 11:22 AM

482 I've only lived here a couple months 12/16/2021 11:19 AM

483 Earlier and later access to secondary water, salted roads in neighborhood. 12/16/2021 11:18 AM

484 Don’t build big apartment communities. 12/16/2021 11:17 AM

485 We need to have affordable indoor activities for all ages of teens. There is nothing to do.
Except egg my house and my neighbors house.

12/16/2021 11:14 AM

486 I need a light put in where the new development is going on just past Mountain View Corridor
on 12600 south. That intersection is way to busy!

12/16/2021 11:09 AM

487 Have Open Fields and quit building but I know that's never going to happen if you do build
make sure there's bigger areas to park in not all of us Drive little cars and minivans and more
Lighting on streets and stop planting so many trees next to roads cuz when you're trying to pull
out all you see is trees and you can't see what's coming at you till the last minute

12/16/2021 11:05 AM

488 No massive accessory dwellings!!! 12/16/2021 11:02 AM

489 Stop wood burning in fireplaces 12/16/2021 10:56 AM

490 PLEASE lower the speed limit on 3600 W and work towards downgrading 3600 W as a high-
volume arterial!! This is a residential street with homes and bedrooms mere feet from this
noisy and dangerous street. There are MANY 3-lane residential streets with homes much
further away with LOWER speed limits (1200 E in Lehi, for example) and at least as much use.
Also, PLEASE NEVER AGAIN resurface 3600 W with coarse chip-and-seal surfacing. It
DOUBLES or TRIPLES the noise level (and mess). Even just the north section of 3600 W
north of 11800 S was more recently resurfaced with smooth asphalt and that section is 99%

12/16/2021 10:56 AM
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commercial. ALL THE MORE reason for smooth asphalt, lower speed limits and traffic calming
devices in the more residential section of 3600 West south of 11800 South. Also, THANK YOU
for the one or two new pedestrian crossing zones on 3600 West. It helps a lot, but keep in
mind that vehicles are still TOO aggressive on 3600 W, with many refusing to stop at the
pedestrian crossings even when the lights are flashing.

491 Monitoring and restricting road side parking on high traveled residential streets. 12/16/2021 10:55 AM

492 Keep high density housing out of Riverton 12/16/2021 10:53 AM

493 Better east west corridors for traffic 12/16/2021 10:53 AM

494 Require all Riverton Police personal know the constitution of the United States and must pass
an annual test showing mastery of understanding and application of its principles. Stop
Riverton police from issuing speeding tickets to generate revenue. I'm sick to death of seeing
Riverton police parked on private property waiting to stop people and write tickets. If they have
time to sit around we have too many police. The only purpose of policing should be Solve
crimes and aid the citizenry when requested. They are public SERVANTS. They are not our
masters. Riverton should not have paid Road Bandits violating our civil rights and steeling
money from us every day of the year. Wouldn't it be great if people didn't feel fear every time
they see a police car around them and think you can't trust the police, they are only out to
violate your rights, steal from you, violate your private property, and take away your freedom?

12/16/2021 10:53 AM

495 Annual Christmas party is overwhelmingly busy. If you could hold two or three different events,
I wonder if it would dissipate the crowds. The Santa line doesnt move.

12/16/2021 10:52 AM

496 I used to think a rec center but not sure if it would be financially prudent. 12/16/2021 10:52 AM

497 Better variety of business choices at Redwood Road and 12600 South area. Better sidewalks,
many older neighborhoods have unsafe changes caused by tree roots, etc.

12/16/2021 10:52 AM

498 Stop high density housing!!!! 12/16/2021 10:47 AM

499 I haven’t lived here long enough to say, but I feel the Mayor is doing a great job. 12/16/2021 10:45 AM

500 Dine-in Restaurant options with liquor license. Or a bar. So we didn’t have to travel so far to get
a drink with friends. Uber doesn’t travel to Riverton as quickly as other areas and some will
drive after drinking because Uber isn’t great and thermos nothing within a reasonable distance
to have someone come get you.

12/16/2021 10:44 AM

501 Addressing the growth - there’s too many people which causes traffic issues and businesses
aren’t able to serve the increase in population. 13400 & 12600 need to be expanded to allow
traffic to flow better east to west.

12/16/2021 10:41 AM

502 Please get more internet options! Utopia fiber optic would be great! 12/16/2021 10:40 AM

503 Updating 2700 west with sidewalks and lighting. It is very dangerous at night. Also the light on
2700 and bangerter. It lets five people through at a time. Very annoying

12/16/2021 10:40 AM

504 My biggest concern is the amount of traffic we have now, especially on 118th south because
that is close to my home.

12/16/2021 10:38 AM

505 Fewer people 12/16/2021 10:36 AM

506 Less high density housing. Especially in already high traffic areas. 12/16/2021 10:35 AM

507 Give us more reasons to stay in Riverton to better our ways of life. 12/16/2021 10:35 AM

508 Small businesses. A social destination, like an open square lined with small businesses, cafes
and coffee houses. An art gallery with classes.

12/16/2021 10:32 AM

509 I wish there was a way to make the secondary water better for yards. It seems to damage our
lawns and plants. Residents who have lived here for many years warned us about the
secondary water when we moved in 5 years ago. But I am not sure if it is possible to fix those
problems.

12/16/2021 10:31 AM

510 Let high density housing. Preserve the small town feel of the city 12/16/2021 10:31 AM

511 Weekly recycling pickup Seasonal trash pickup / cleanup 12/16/2021 10:31 AM

512 Trax route 12/16/2021 10:29 AM
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513 More sit down restaurants 12/16/2021 10:28 AM

514 Monitor and implement winter parking. Since I’ve lived here it’s NEVER been enforced. 12/16/2021 10:28 AM

515 I'd love to see connectivity to the Jordan River Trail vial the canals that exist today 12/16/2021 10:26 AM

516 There could be more shopping and entertainment options in Riverton, especially entertainment
and nicer dining options in and around the downtown area. We do not need any more auto
repair facilities or parts stores. Really focus on restoration and growth of downtown areas.

12/16/2021 10:25 AM

517 Additional opportunities for the community to come together such as entertainment in the park
on a more regular basis.

12/16/2021 10:24 AM

518 A little more diverse amenities 12/16/2021 10:22 AM

519 Less traffic, more dining and shopping options 12/16/2021 10:22 AM

520 Stop the building there are too many homes and townhomes 12/16/2021 10:21 AM

521 Better pedestrian and bike access. Sidewalks are too thin and only 12% (varies on which
study you look at) of bike riders are comfortable on a painted bike lanes. Residents pretty
much HAVE to drive everywhere which is terrible for traffic. An idea I’ve had would be creating
a separated bike route along 27th west to increase biker safety by having some sort of barrier
between the cars and riders. The goal of this would be to encourage people to walk or bike to
school rather than drive clearing up morning and afternoon traffic.

12/16/2021 10:17 AM

522 Developing a city that is a destination place 12/16/2021 10:16 AM

523 I’d like better internet options - fiber, for example. My neighborhood currently has only one
option for hardline internet. It works of course, but it leaves us unable to shop for the best
service provider or prices. I also would appreciate efforts to reduce congestion as Riverton and
surrounding areas grow, traffic is often very challenging.

12/16/2021 10:14 AM

524 In the Riverton Connect app, I would like to be able to report a problem anonymously. If I’ve
had a hard time getting my neighbor to address the problem myself, I don’t need this to
escalate to a larger issue. When my username and email address is associated, they will be
able to find out who reported it.

12/16/2021 10:14 AM

525 Less apartments and more single dwelling homes! 12/16/2021 10:13 AM

526 Keep it the way it is. 12/16/2021 10:11 AM

527 Biking Trails Sit down restaurants 12/16/2021 10:11 AM

528 Manholes covers fixed!!! Especially on 1300 West 12/16/2021 10:07 AM

529 It used to be that it wasn't over-crowded, and was somewhat quiet... now, all I hear is traffic,
and construction. I know you cannot go back, but slow the roll. Stop trying to be downtown
SLC! Let people who want a downtown feel, move downtown!

12/16/2021 10:07 AM

530 Can't think of anything at the moment. 12/16/2021 10:05 AM

531 More police enforcement of school bus stop sign violations, especially on busy roads like
Redwood.

12/16/2021 10:04 AM

532 To many loud cars racing at night after 10pm 12/16/2021 10:04 AM

533 It’s changed so much you don’t recognize it. It’s just another city turning into a ghetto 12/16/2021 10:04 AM

534 Better internet! I just read about the contract with Google Fiber and that’s amazing. Really
hoping my neighborhood is one that will get it.

12/16/2021 10:03 AM

535 1300 west repaved 12/16/2021 10:03 AM

536 Cleaning up of some run down neighborhoods. Having all of the businesses do zero scape 12/16/2021 10:03 AM

537 Better enforcement of local codes. Keeping the city free of crime and keeping neighborhood
safe.

12/16/2021 10:02 AM

538 City not be so strict on an outdated look of required brick on building. Also a rec center would
be awesome!

12/16/2021 10:02 AM
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539 Nothing...keep up the good work! 12/16/2021 10:00 AM

540 More sit down restaurants and shopping 12/16/2021 10:00 AM

541 More patrols of police in neighborhoods to stop vehicle burglaries, if possible. I know they are
doing a great job and already stretched thin, so if possible that would be very helpful.

12/16/2021 10:00 AM

542 A rec center with a swimming pool 12/16/2021 9:58 AM

543 It seems the city is under staffed and that is the reason the citizens are told staff can’t
respond to them quickly.

12/16/2021 9:58 AM

544 A jamba juice or cold stone in city. Also a little more inforcement of proper parking at parks.
They park along 12875 s even where the island is for soccer field when the parking lots are still
close to empty. Makes it hard for us living on that road to drive by when needed.

12/16/2021 9:58 AM

545 When we moved here 16 or so years ago, Riverton had a nice mix of rural and city life. I loved
seeing horses and cattle grazing in fields. Now the rural is gone and it seems like the city
council feels the need to put a building on every square inch of land. Please stop the
development. We don't need any more traffic going through here. There is already too much
since 12600 South and Redwood Road are major corridors. Crime is growing. Communicate
with citizens about where and what types of crimes are happening so we can remain vigilant
and work together to avoid attracting more crime to the area. Senior transportation. I have
senior parents who shouldn't be driving. I work full time. I can't drive them everywhere they
need to go, but there are no services to help unless a senior is low income, so my parents are
still out there driving. This is a problem. How about a shuttle service? I'd rather see city money
go there than into more sporting fields. Kids can play sports at school. The grass is already in
the parks. Residents can play whatever games they want on them without a big infusion of
cash and they can check out/rent the relevant sporting equipment from the city. But helping
seniors safely get where they need to go without killing themselves or anyone else is worthy of
a few bucks.

12/16/2021 9:58 AM

546 Speed bumps are too high. You shouldn't have to go 5 mph to get over them. Speed dip traps
are too low. You shouldn't have to go 5 mph over them and still scrape the bottom of your
vehicle. If you are going the speed limit and don't notice the trap, you risk damaging your car.
Please correct this problem.

12/16/2021 9:56 AM

547 Traffic solutions, 11800 is a nightmare. 12/16/2021 9:56 AM

548 Stop building residential homes on the Main Streets within the city. Add more bike lanes and
trails . Too dangerous to ride on roads without bike lanes. We need a facility similar to the
Sports Mall. This side of the valley needs to have access to tennis programs and facilities that
are close, both indoor and outdoor courts with tennis programs and instructors for both adult
and kids. Riverton is the perfect city for this. Please figure out how to make this happen.
Driving to the east side of salt lake county takes to long nowadays.

12/16/2021 9:56 AM

549 Making sure not to bring in to many busuinesses or things to make the streets super crowded
and things to crazy busy

12/16/2021 9:56 AM

550 I would love a recreational center / park / pool 12/16/2021 9:55 AM

551 More recreation and sports programs for kids. We have to go to Herriman and South Jordan for
those programs.

12/16/2021 9:53 AM

552 Better internet options to help people work from home when necessary. 12/16/2021 9:52 AM

553 Communication and opportunities to become involved are always an important way to improve.
Thank you for finding ways to try new things.

12/16/2021 9:52 AM

554 Better access to walking, biking trails for the older neighborhoods 12/16/2021 9:51 AM

555 We need a sporting goods store like Scheels. We have to go a long way for anything like that
today We need broadband badly. Not an option in the Deer Mountain neighborhood We need
tennis courts, not just pickle ball. Having 2 courts in the entire city is not enough

12/16/2021 9:51 AM

556 More commercial businesses like automobile dealers etc to raise sales tax revenues, which
could help fund city services. Also outsourcing city services if there was little or no reduction
in service levels and lower costs. More volunteer opportunities and the establishment of a local
Preparedness NGO with at least a local amateur ("ham") radio club and preparedness
information and events.

12/16/2021 9:51 AM
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557 Less traffic 12/16/2021 9:48 AM

558 Some properties are eyesores with broken down cars in their yards, homes are run down,
yards not cared for. Compared to the surrounding communities this problem is worse here.
Unfortunately the reputation of Riverton suffers. Somehow we need to put pressure on those
people to do their part as members of the community.

12/16/2021 9:47 AM

559 Minimal government interference 12/16/2021 9:47 AM

560 No street parking overnight. Especially in high density housing areas (who are supposed to
provide enough parking without parking on the street. Bicycle and jogging lanes are being
clogged by jammed up residential townhome parking with cars, business vehicles, and even
twin belly dumper semi trucks.

12/16/2021 9:46 AM

561 Better shopping places, not so many banks and office spaces like in Mountain view village. 12/16/2021 9:46 AM

562 Less traffic. 12/16/2021 9:45 AM

563 More responsive police department. My vehicle has been broken into and 3 firearm stolen.
Reported to police dispatch. No-one ever showed up.

12/16/2021 9:45 AM

564 Re-install speed bumps on the south end of Lampton View Drive. Vehicle speeds and driver
irresponsibility is becoming ridiculously dangerous. I routinely observe speeds of 35-45 mph.
The speed display sign seems to have negligible effect. I will be contacting city officials
further, soon.

12/16/2021 9:45 AM

565 I believe Riverton needs to be careful about competing with private business by bringing in a
community recreation center and thereby placing unneeded tax burden on a majority of the
people. Keep government small. Make the things government is in charge of such as parks
and streets, pools and events really nice.

12/16/2021 9:44 AM

566 I am very satisfied with life here. We have a great mayor and he addresses our needs. 12/16/2021 9:43 AM

567 Decrease high density housing. Better sound barriers along heavily traveled roads. I live about
a mile from Bangerter highway and the traffic noise is a continuous roar. It makes spending
time in the yard frustrating. Also, if traffic could be routed more along 12600 south, it would it
help the businesses in that area and hopefully decrease traffic along 13400 south which is a
residential area. I feel bad for the homeowners who live along 134th.

12/16/2021 9:43 AM

568 The park at 2700 w and Lastrada way (Oquirrh Park) was never finished. We're missing one of
the "Seek and Find Items" and the shade covers. Also the school zone lights need to change
on 2700 w. There is significant speeding and inattentiveness during the morning and afternoon
hours and it's partly due to the yellow flashing lights. They come up short when competing with
all the other activity going on around the Southland Elementary school zone. I propose the
lights be changed to a flashing sign similar to the one found on 3600 west between 12600
south and 11800 south, that can still be manually turned off and on by crossing guard
employees, and that more effectively alerts drivers of a temporary 20 mph limit.

12/16/2021 9:43 AM

569 More dining options, we need a bar and more sit down restaurants. 12/16/2021 9:42 AM

570 More local restaurants I would also like to see a miss riverton rodeo Pagaent to coordinate with
the rodeo of which I would like to head up

12/16/2021 9:42 AM

571 Focus on community and neighbors not trying to become sandy or SLC etc. It’s a shame glory
looking has gotten in administration sites

12/16/2021 9:42 AM

572 More Senior-oriented programs. 12/16/2021 9:41 AM

573 Love the community events, please keep those going. 12/16/2021 9:40 AM

574 It's a challenge, but too much of Riverton is disconnected from the rest of it. My little
neighborhood is integrated. Somehow, if we could "villagize" other parts and then connect them
all? Tough, but important. Create places for local events. Small, but meaningful, like outdoor
amphitheaters or community theaters. Is that possible? If it is, go for it! I'd gladly pay.

12/16/2021 9:40 AM

575 Not sure. 12/16/2021 9:40 AM

576 Better restaurants, options to stay in the city rather than leave. 12/16/2021 9:39 AM

577 East, West vehicle travel better. Construction in the area, although good for improvement, has 12/16/2021 9:38 AM
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put a huge damper on travel time to and from work and other things.

578 higher a fe more emoyees during winter 12/16/2021 9:38 AM

579 It is important that the traffic problem be addressed. I realize there needs to be more housing
in this valley because of population growth but plans for traffic need to be made along with
that.

12/16/2021 9:38 AM

580 Making it easier to get around (commuting). 12/16/2021 9:37 AM

581 Maybe have the police patrol some neighborhoods a little more often. 12/16/2021 9:36 AM

582 Neighbors watching our for neighbors. Working together to keep our neighborhoods better! 12/16/2021 9:36 AM

583 A place where older people can have access to exercise facilities, other than the commercial
gyms.

12/16/2021 9:35 AM

584 Spring green clean up and disposal on a couple of dates Glass and plastic recycling More
youth community sports options. Soccer, basketball, t ball, flag football more variety-longer
run.

12/16/2021 9:34 AM

585 Allow farmers/acre properties to have pigs - there is no reason to disallow these while allowing
cattle, goats, chickens and other animals

12/16/2021 9:34 AM

586 I’m worried that we are losing the small town feel with all the high density housing being built.
I’m not sure our roads can handle all the traffic.

12/16/2021 9:34 AM

587 Better water. 12/16/2021 9:34 AM

588 Weekly recycling pickup. More restaurants. 12/16/2021 9:33 AM

589 More open spaces and parks. 12/16/2021 9:33 AM

590 My only regret was the expansion of redwood road, since we live on it and went from a 2 lane
road to a 7 Lane. I have two younger kids as well as a driving teenager and hate the traffic. I
do wish to see more of helping slow people down. It's really hard pulling in and out of my
driveway. Other than that we love living here and love this city! Thank you for all you do!!

12/16/2021 9:33 AM

591 A sound wall on Bangerter! With the change of Bangerter at the 126th intersection our, and all
our neighbors quality of life has declined significantly. A sound wall on the east side of
Bangerter between 126th and 134th is very very needed. The road noise with the change has
made many of us consider moving. We all knew the road was close when we moved in - but
with the removal of the light at the 126 intersection and UDOT choosing to not do an ‘under’
intersection the road noise has gone up 15 fold. Please please consider this!!

12/16/2021 9:32 AM

592 There are a lot of older neighborhoods that don't have parks close to them because it wasn't a
property then. I wonder if the city could buy distressed properties in the middle of older
neighborhoods and build more smaller parks

12/16/2021 9:32 AM

593 Traffic. That's my biggest frustration. It's getting harder to get out of my neighborhood. This
makes me think about moving. What keeps us here right now is the community. If you could
work on traffic flow patterns, that would be awesome.

12/16/2021 9:32 AM

594 More variety in ethnic restaurants, less fast food chains. Traffic is horrible due to every lot of
land being developed. Too bad farmers are selling their lands for development. If there are
ways to catch thiefs who constantly steal packages off porches and those who check car
doors parked in driveways to see if they can steal stuff.

12/16/2021 9:31 AM

595 More restaurants 12/16/2021 9:30 AM

596 More kids activities. Park meet and greets, arts and crafts events, magician or clown events… 12/16/2021 9:29 AM

597 You need to stop building higher density housing. Please show me a single current resident
who wants more high density housing in this city. It seems only people who want the increase
in taxes ( ie city council members and city employees) are in favor of jam packing more people
into the city boundaries through high density housing. I don’t want to live in Herriman and I
don’t want to live in midvale. Please stop, I’m begging you.

12/16/2021 9:28 AM

598 Quit building homes and apartments. Make the lots bigger if you must build. We moved to the
area over 25 years ago because of the rural atmosphere. It is too crowded now and the City
doesn't seem to be able to keep up with the growth.

12/16/2021 9:28 AM
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599 Improve roads and put a hold on new home construction 12/16/2021 9:28 AM

600 More park facilities and baseball & softball fields-places for children & youth to play. More
bicycle paths that are accessible to neighborhoods.

12/16/2021 9:28 AM

601 Stop construction! 12/16/2021 9:27 AM

602 Better and more snow plow drivers. They are terrible at plowing side streets. I work in Sandy
and they plow every street and cul-de-sac. I have lived here over twenty years and I only
remember them plowing my circle once. With this last huge storm surprise! They didn’t plow
again!! I live in Summit Hollow circle if you are wondering. The police need to ticket cars
parking on the roads during a storm so the plow drivers can actually do their job. You also need
to put better filtering on the secondary water. There is so much moss and snail shells in the
water that I have to clean my filter every week or I lose pressure.

12/16/2021 9:27 AM

603 I would like to see Riverton continue to grow with clean and open living. I like the emphasis of
bringing quality businesses to our city. Please don’t let our city get overrun with high density
living developments like Herriman. I hope Riverton will continue to develop into a beautiful city
with our future in mind. I really hope Riverton grows into a city similar to South Jordan and
Draper.

12/16/2021 9:27 AM

604 Not sure 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

605 Internet for my house 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

606 More dining options. 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

607 We need to have more adult friendly options in our community. I hate that I have to Uber to
Herriman, South Jordan, and Draper to go to a bar.

12/16/2021 9:26 AM

608 Our family would really love to have a large recreation swimming pool with indoor and outdoor
slides and an exercise facility just like Provo Rec Center. We drive down to Provo several
times a week in the summer just to go to their rec center. It’s amazing!! And our family loves it
even more than going to other water parks in the valley.

12/16/2021 9:25 AM

609 A performing arts stage, open to local performers. 12/16/2021 9:25 AM

610 Better roads and walkways for my children to go to school 12/16/2021 9:25 AM

611 Internet. I had Ethernet over 21 years ago. Why are we still using broadband??? I understand
that cities made contracts so providers would lay the lines but….I am SO SICK OF
COMCAST/XFINITY and their dinosaur broadband. And I am angry at their terrible customer
service and their monopoly. I will pay to have lines laid to my own house and my neighborhood
if the city would just approve it. It’s almost impossible to run a business this way.

12/16/2021 9:25 AM

612 More diversity in our neighborhoods and government, community celebrations of the different
cultures here, more attention to updating things for those who need special accessibility, esp.
wheelchairs.

12/16/2021 9:24 AM

613 More tennis courts. More biking paths. Enforcement of running red lights. 12/16/2021 9:24 AM

614 More trails. fewer title and paycheck loan business. Fewer vape and smoke shops. More sit
down restaurants. The secondary pressurized irrigation water is so poor it kills everything; it's
awful.

12/16/2021 9:24 AM

615 Glass recycling options please! I have to drive to other cities to recycle my glass, and I feel
like more people would recycle if it was an option here.

12/16/2021 9:23 AM

616 Tear up and reave 1300 west south from 12600. Don’t just keep adding asphalt! Completes a
side walk on 1300 west south from 12600s. Encourage local business but discourage chain
establishments including restaurants Establish more trails for running/ walking/biking that are
monitored for safety. Build a dog park!

12/16/2021 9:22 AM

617 Sound barriers between residential homes and bangerter 12/16/2021 9:22 AM

618 The roads and congestion are awful. We have way to many high density housing. The water
pressure is awful. I feel like it is getting way to overcrowded. We don’t need stop lights every
15 feet.

12/16/2021 9:22 AM

619 I really really wanted a convenience store to replace the old car wash at 126th & 2200 and we 12/16/2021 9:21 AM
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know that didn't happen, so the thing that could increase my quality of life would be a
convenience store at 118th & 2700.

620 Easier access to the part of Riverton west of Bangerter or more new businesses and
restaurants on the east side.

12/16/2021 9:21 AM

621 PRARIE DOG CIR. , SILVER TREE CIR. & ARBOR HILL COURT NEVER GET PLOWED.
WE PAY TAXES JUST LIKE EVERYONE ELSE & OUR THREE CIRCLES ARE AN ICE RINK
IN WINTER.

12/16/2021 9:21 AM

622 Larger residential streets. They can be VERY claustrophobic! 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

623 Increased walking/biking trail access. 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

624 I would like to see Riverton start it's own fire department. I think Riverton police has been a
good investment and the officers seem to be doing a great job. Sometimes I worry that the fire
department staffing is very low or fire stations don't even have anyone there (12600 and 5600)
I only see personnel there in the summer. I know it's a big investment, but we are already
paying for the service fees and taxes.

12/16/2021 9:21 AM

625 Less traffic at peak times would be nice but that can be dealt with by good planning by each of
us.

12/16/2021 9:20 AM

626 I enjoy it as it is. But better traffic flow where I am. But I believe that's a State issue. 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

627 Monthly curbside misc/large garbage pickup 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

628 More restaurants. 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

629 Revitalizing old Riverton and bringing shops and restaurants back in this area. I feel like it has
just become “fast food lane”.

12/16/2021 9:20 AM

630 Sit down dining Entertainment options 12/16/2021 9:19 AM

631 Neighborhood streets need more speed bumps. Especially in and around Neighborhoods
surrounding schools. For example: I live on Old Fort Dr. right behind Southland Elementary.
High school kids use this road to avoid traffic on 2700 w. and 12600 s. Old Fort is a long
almost straight road with no speed bumps. I and many others on this road have witnessed
people speeding at 40 to 65 mph. I have spoke to city officials who have told me speed bumps
cost to much money on their plowing equipment. That is ridiculous, a child's life is at stake
here! This needs to be a priority, I have small children who have damn near been hit on this
road!

12/16/2021 9:19 AM

632 We need more restaurants like the Do Do, Porcupine, etc. I also wish there were more walking
paths in Riverton.

12/16/2021 9:19 AM

633 Less multi housing developments and more single family homes. Building department is hard
to work with and interpret building codes wrong.

12/16/2021 9:19 AM

634 See #31 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

635 Rec center, more pickle ball courts, add another golf course. 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

636 No more apartments buildings 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

637 Attention to a center of town feel instead of more ugly strip malls, less traffic, train system, in
some areas rebooted curb appeal, trees, plants, fixing crumbling barriers.

12/16/2021 9:18 AM

638 More community areas where everyone can gather to walk, eat, play. 12/16/2021 9:17 AM

639 More neighborhood watch. Better option for bus transportation. 12/16/2021 9:17 AM

640 Better/quicker snow removal on residential streets 12/16/2021 9:16 AM

641 Fibre internet provider 12/16/2021 9:16 AM

642 More police 12/16/2021 9:16 AM

643 There are definitely problems in the police Dept. I have had neighbors call with suspicious
activity at night and it takes 30-45 minutes to get a response. We had someone walking our
street with a machete and shining his flashlight in our windows and it takes that long to get
someone here in a city this small.

12/16/2021 9:16 AM
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644 Add small local businesses 12/16/2021 9:15 AM

645 Upkeep on the pathway along Midas Creek west of Midas Creek Elementary 12/16/2021 9:15 AM

646 Systematize the line at Santa. Make it smooth. 2 minutes a family. Let’s get that show on the
road! Way too many people that come to the activities. Maybe do more of the same activities
to space it out? Build that community center!

12/16/2021 9:15 AM

647 Get rid of the 9/11 firework show and car show. It’s terribly embarrassing to be in a city that
“celebrates” that day in that manner.

12/16/2021 9:15 AM

648 Better care if the parks. Grass usually looks terrible and has weeds everywhere. At least at
Foothills park.

12/16/2021 9:14 AM

649 Snow plowing the neighborhood streets more promptly. Reducing car parking on streets. 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

650 No rec center! It's stupid to make me pay something I could never afford to be a member of
out of my tax dollars.

12/16/2021 9:14 AM

651 Rec center 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

652 Be cautious of development that creates more traffic. 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

653 Less automotive, large business more community feel. 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

654 A few sit down restraunts would be nice without over populating community 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

655 Better traffic management 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

656 Better traffic control on 13400 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

657 I think having a green waste bin from May-October would be great. Also, I think having a once
a year community garbage dumpster that is set out all day would be great. I know other cities
do it and it’s great to be able to get rid of some of the larger items that don’t fit in the garbage
cans.

12/16/2021 9:13 AM

658 Bigger homes 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

659 I don’t know. I love Riverton and other than increased traffic, it it a beautiful place to live!! 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

660 Fiber internet. Green waste trash cans. Bulk waste pickup in the spring/fall. 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

661 Stop building townhomes, the city is getting too large and traffic is ridiculous. Enforce the laws
you have in place, i.e: water restrictions, parking on the street etc

12/16/2021 9:13 AM

662 Work at home support - Fiber Internet 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

663 The state needs to reduce the traffic burden on Riverton. Mountain is helping but they should
have built that as a full blown freeway. We're always 10 years slownon infrastructure.

12/16/2021 9:12 AM

664 Not much 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

665 Keep small town feel - no more tall towne homes (no more anyway) 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

666 More control on speed of traffic. I live right on Redwood road and in the past 6 months I've
seen several accidents just outside my residence. I think we need to have traffic at a much
slower pace. Government

12/16/2021 9:12 AM

667 Less condensed housing! 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

668 1300 S. With sidewalks and bike lanes. 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

669 More dining options outside of chain names 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

670 No more house apartments/condo buildings 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

671 Sidewalks and bike lanes on the roads and paved biking paths 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

672 Slow or stop development before it's overdone. 12/16/2021 9:10 AM

673 Why is there not a single bar in Riverton? Not a restaurant bar....A place to have a pint and
play a game of pool or darts, not one? Seriously.

12/16/2021 9:10 AM
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674 Cant think of any at this moment 12/16/2021 9:10 AM

675 Having the police do real work instead of pull people over for seat belt tickets or speeding.
Most of the time they just chill in church parking lots not working

12/16/2021 9:09 AM

676 Traffic control! Too many new housing developments for the same old roads. 12/16/2021 9:09 AM

677 More mom and pop shops and different food options other than the big chains. Something new
and different

12/16/2021 9:09 AM

678 Less new houses. Less apartments Less traffic. Stop stuffing so many people in a small
space

12/16/2021 9:09 AM

679 More trails both bike and walking 12/16/2021 9:08 AM

680 I would love to see the school get even better. 12/16/2021 9:08 AM

681 Limit high density housing 12/16/2021 9:08 AM

682 More restaurants 12/16/2021 9:07 AM

683 Less people. 12/16/2021 9:07 AM

684 Ticket cars parked on streets during winter nights 12/16/2021 9:07 AM

685 Nothing 12/16/2021 9:07 AM

686 The speeding drivers is an issue especially in Castlewood Estates, our concerns have fallen
on deaf ears. We continue to ask for help or a solution and nothing is done. We just get lip
service.

12/16/2021 9:03 AM

687 We need shade over the play structures at every park. We don’t go to the park in the summer
after 9:00 am because it is just too hot! The parks would get so much more use with shade
sails.

12/16/2021 8:31 AM

688 Better drinking water, 12/16/2021 8:30 AM

689 more outdoor rec opportunities such as outdoor dining/ outdoor entertainment/ outdoor dog
parks / outdoor movie theater etc We really enjoyed what the Daybreaks culture looks like.

12/16/2021 8:24 AM

690 More single-family homes better streets. 12/16/2021 8:04 AM

691 Can't think of anything 12/16/2021 7:50 AM

692 Community pool with option for indoor during winter. Stagger times so that people can exercise
and then have availability for kids to play

12/16/2021 7:44 AM

693 All the new restaurants are at the west end of Riverton. I’d like some closer to the historic
side.

12/16/2021 7:35 AM

694 I live just west of 1300 w near 12600 s. Easily the most frustrating problem we have is access
to Rosamond elementary. The school district does not provide bussing to the school from our
neighborhood because we are "too close" but our grade school kids would have to walk almost
a mile and a half and cross two busy roads (1300 w and redwood Rd.) To reach Rosamond.
There is no safe path to do this from our house, especially in winter My wife spends her whole
day driving kids (different pick up times in grade school, kindergarten, and preschool). What a
waste of her life and time. I realize Riverton doesn't control this directly but communicating
that problem to the school from the Mayor/city would be helpful because they keep ignoring
people in our neighborhood in bus requests.

12/16/2021 7:27 AM

695 Don’t let home owners park trailers in their front yard. Dump, cargo, camping, construction
trailers, etc. There are home owners removing grass installing gravel to park trailers in their
front yard. They have half acre lots, west of Riverton high, it makes our street look like a trailer
park. One house parks a ten wheeler dump truck on his gravel?

12/16/2021 7:21 AM

696 I think more of an effort by public safety and the city to make more of a presence on the west
side of Mountain View Corridor for the neighborhood/schools that belong to Riverton.

12/16/2021 7:20 AM

697 Community rec center 12/16/2021 7:14 AM

698 Don’t sell out to making everything HDH like Herriman has. 12/16/2021 6:49 AM
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699 Add speed bumps to Oquirrh View Dr. make silver creek and charing way a 4-way stop. 12/16/2021 6:45 AM

700 Snow removal from neighborhood streets 12/16/2021 5:57 AM

701 smaller and affordable residential rental units. Right now, 2 BR are $2000/mo. Unaffordable 12/16/2021 4:08 AM

702 too many porch pirates and thefts need to focus on stopping petty crime before it becomes
larger. get involved with the Ring door bell community which has other police departments
represented already and other camera/security companies

12/16/2021 3:31 AM

703 More community events centered around the ages 15-35 population 12/16/2021 12:47 AM

704 More restaurants and shops, a better corporate tax base. 12/15/2021 11:27 PM

705 Much needed, improved cell service. I don’t know if we need a new cell tower or what. It’s not
been great for a couple of years.

12/15/2021 11:26 PM

706 Less antiquated thinking, e.g. refusing to put in a sidewalk for the kids walking to school
because it takes away the “country feel.” It’s rural>safety and equally tradition at all
costs>progressive thinking;e.g. the 6th grade girls were told they could not say no to a boy at
their end of year dance. Insane! We need to educate people more things like consent and
mental health/emotional wellbeing.

12/15/2021 11:21 PM

707 More starter homes--avoid high density housing though 12/15/2021 11:11 PM

708 Continue minimizing multi family housing development. I moved here close to 10 yrs ago
because of the love of being rural…would like it to continue being that way as much as
possible.

12/15/2021 11:00 PM

709 Preserve heritage of Riverton. The loss of the Crane house was devastating. They sold their
soul

12/15/2021 10:45 PM

710 Trader Joe’s Cheesecake Factory More Small Businesses and restaurants 12/15/2021 10:41 PM

711 More walking trails that link up to parks. 12/15/2021 10:16 PM

712 STOP allowing all this low budget and high density housing to be built. It feels like to me it’s all
about the money and hell with the old Riverton I used to know

12/15/2021 10:15 PM

713 Safer roads--drivers are running red lights so often lately! Especially at 3600 West and 13400
South. Have police watch intersections sometimes and enforce red light laws. Also, stop
allowing high density housing and vape shops. Roads are too crowded already.

12/15/2021 10:12 PM

714 Better east-west access across the city 12/15/2021 10:04 PM

715 More outdoor space and breathing room 12/15/2021 9:45 PM

716 Les high density housing. Less repetitive businesses. Being “on the way” to Herriman -
creating traffic.

12/15/2021 9:43 PM

717 Eliminate further high density housing developments. It is overwhelming Riverton. 12/15/2021 9:36 PM

718 No more High Density Housing. 12/15/2021 9:31 PM

719 Can't think of anything right now 12/15/2021 9:17 PM

720 Better roads, people who did the speed limit 12/15/2021 8:59 PM

721 No more multi family housing 12/15/2021 8:48 PM

722 Less people, less traffic, better secondary water pressurequit cutting our secondary window
shorter every year. Lower taxes, better sit down restaurants. Riverton city park is wasted
space, let us use it to practice soccer or baseball or football

12/15/2021 8:41 PM

723 Adding a Trader Joe’s.. 😊 12/15/2021 8:09 PM

724 Get rid of pawn shops, vape shops, quick loan shops, tattoo parlors and pole dancing studios.
These bring our community down and we will soon become like West Valley City.

12/15/2021 7:59 PM

725 I’m not coming up with anything at the moment. 12/15/2021 7:52 PM

726 Reverse Osmosis filtration of city drinking water. 12/15/2021 7:41 PM
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727 Stop all the multi family building 12/15/2021 7:29 PM

728 Limit high density and low income housing in area. We are very concerned with traffic
increasing and large amount of high density housing approved for southwest salt lake county
and herriman. We are also concerned with higher crime in our area as of lately- auto theft,
garage theft etc

12/15/2021 7:28 PM

729 Limit high density housing. Step up police presence during peak travel times. 12/15/2021 7:22 PM

730 You don't have any power over this, but the postal delivery has never been as good in Riverton
as elsewhere I've lived. And it is getting worse. A LOT worse, and fast.

12/15/2021 7:14 PM

731 Other dining options. 12/15/2021 7:14 PM

732 The secondary water system needs some attention. Inconsistent pressures make tuning
sprinklers to be efficient difficult. As well as the amount of debris that end up in mine and my
neighbors filters.

12/15/2021 6:43 PM

733 Snow removal 12/15/2021 6:36 PM

734 Too many residential area, not enough recreation, good restaurants, or small retails. Schools
here sucks.

12/15/2021 6:36 PM

735 Our city has become more diverse - we should strive to be more inclusive. When we moved
here there was a local tavern/bar, it would be nice to have more diverse businesses which
could include bars or upscale restaurants especially in the historic area. Would be nice to be
walking accessible. We need more bike racks located with businesses to cut down on
congestion and improve air quality. Electric car charging station at the parks.

12/15/2021 6:32 PM

736 Have longer period of movies in the park 12/15/2021 6:30 PM

737 Not enough walking trails, parks & green spaces on West side. Herriman uses our streets to
commute through & it's not good! My circle is full of cracks and has never been fixed. We also
don't have a good variety of restaurants.

12/15/2021 6:24 PM

738 Having a green waste bin for leaned any grass clippings 12/15/2021 6:05 PM

739 Better care of parks, more accountable fire department. (Not sure who has ultimate
responsibility for Fire Department.) More walking and bike trails.

12/15/2021 5:58 PM

740 More shopping centers and lower hoa fees 12/15/2021 5:58 PM

741 When the main park was built we took out 5-6 ballfields. We need More ball diamonds.
Riverton baseball (CR Hamilton) only supports a fraction of the total number of youth ball
players in the city.

12/15/2021 5:50 PM

742 More amenities close to the historic downtown. 12/15/2021 5:48 PM

743 Better funded public spaces and activities that builds the community. Most surrounding
communities have better public spaces because they have a city property tax levy

12/15/2021 5:43 PM

744 They have gotten away from including open space in the new developments. Need to plan for
more parks, trails and open space built into the new developments.

12/15/2021 5:42 PM

745 There are hardly any tennis courts in good condition! Our family loves tennis (not pickleball
players) and we have to drive endlessly to try and find a court to play on and hope that it's
empty. High school courts are usually locked from public use. It's frustrating.

12/15/2021 5:37 PM

746 Plant more trees. Create more parks especially on the foothills (may have to work with
Herriman and the county). It would be nice to get better UTA service in the Herriman/ Riverton
area.

12/15/2021 5:31 PM

747 I feel that the Riverton Police should be patrolling the area around the High School. We have
people actually having races behind our home on 12600 south at times. Also, there should also
be patrolling for those vehicles that have removed or modified their mufflers to be very loud.
This is very disruptive and has actually been so concerning that we have considered moving
from the city.

12/15/2021 5:28 PM

748 Better Transportation options 12/15/2021 5:11 PM

749 No apartments and more open space. 12/15/2021 4:57 PM
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750 Snow removal improvement. We live on a culdesac/circle and it Never gets plowed 12/15/2021 4:35 PM

751 Pick up recycle cans every week. 12/15/2021 4:34 PM

752 Please please stop building high density housing!!!!! 12/15/2021 4:24 PM

753 Stop over populating 12/15/2021 4:14 PM

754 more diverse council members 12/15/2021 4:04 PM

755 Train the police in mental health (not the 10 hours a year the police officer claimed he
received). The police should have access to experts who can help. They are NOT. Also, I hate
that money was spent on new trucks for them.

12/15/2021 3:59 PM

756 Safer walking and biking routes and trails. I know, take out the grass park strips and make the
sidewalks larger so half can be used for walking and the other half can be used for biking.

12/15/2021 3:55 PM

757 Don’t ticket people for parking on streets that are not plowed. Have a dmv. 12/15/2021 3:38 PM

758 Reduce crime 12/15/2021 2:39 PM

759 The roads and traffic lights also older neighborhood need better street lights at night and more
added

12/15/2021 2:20 PM

760 High speed Internet options. Local access to Trax. 12/15/2021 2:13 PM

761 limit big box stores, more family friendly rodeo events, continue movies in the park. 12/15/2021 2:08 PM

762 Less traffic & more FAMILY activities. No mandates 12/15/2021 2:01 PM

763 Less traffic on 12600 South 12/15/2021 1:47 PM

764 There is too much traffic. Better and more access roads. 134th is a mess. Too much
development; when you say we don’t have enough water.

12/15/2021 1:39 PM

765 More entertainment options 12/15/2021 1:38 PM

766 Fix the secondary water source. The secondary water is really poor quality and needs to be
changed. Or quit charging me 28 dollars a month, every month of the year for really poor
quality water. I've had it tested by Utah State and they indicated it has a really high salt
content, which explains why so many different trees do not grow in Riverton.

12/15/2021 1:33 PM

767 Do a better job of keeping after those who don't take care of their yards, such as weeds, not
mowing, not keeping the outside appearance of their homes nice

12/15/2021 1:27 PM

768 Recreation center 12/15/2021 1:13 PM

769 More safe biking routes. As a family we love going on bike rides, it was a disappointment when
Redwood Road lost its bike path. It would be nice if there were more designated areas for
bikes where we don't have to compete with cars.

12/15/2021 1:11 PM

770 keep the massive apartment complexes out of Riverton. send the developers packing. 12/15/2021 1:00 PM

771 Make it prettier. Walking trails- connect parks w trails. Look at outdoor recreation and build a
better infrastructure for it.

12/15/2021 12:24 PM

772 More sidewalks. Bus stations, especially to the Trans station. Better public transportation. 12/15/2021 12:24 PM

773 more hospitals near 12/15/2021 12:21 PM

774 better drinking water 12/15/2021 12:13 PM

775 As much as I liked the farm community I moved to 30 years ago, I realize progress means
growth. Please limit the amount of building especially high density. Too much traffic and
concerns about water to support the high population.

12/15/2021 11:52 AM

776 If possible to have multiple sites for activities or have additional parking - trying to find parking
at the city park for community events is difficult.

12/15/2021 11:48 AM

777 Lower taxes Better snow plowing Fewer adult shops (smoke and vape) 12/15/2021 11:46 AM

778 Get rid of dying trees on city perimeter and establish water-wise landscaping 12/15/2021 11:27 AM
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779 Ii live on the border of Herriman so increased traffic and growth control is my primary concern.
A lot of this is out of Riverton city's hands but the Mountain View Village is increasing the
traffic significantly and will continue to increase traffic as new amenities are added.

12/15/2021 11:26 AM

780 High speed internet at a low cost like google fiber. Xfinity monopolizes the market on high
speed internet and is not competetively priced. Enforce leash laws. Enforce clean
neighborhood laws. Some yards are very unsightly with inoperable vehicles sitting for years on
end. Encourage responsible recycling with adequate information on what is recyclable. Attract
some more sit down restaurants. Bring in Trader Joe's.

12/15/2021 11:25 AM

781 Reduce the number of townhomes and high density housing and move to more urban living. It
will increase the value and preserve a healthy living with less crime. Having a council and
mayor who actually care about the people and not their pocketbooks.

12/15/2021 11:25 AM

782 Recreation Center!! 12/15/2021 11:25 AM

783 So many car break ins and garage theft. I do not know how to solve this 12/15/2021 11:24 AM

784 Stop building houses/ condos. We do not need any more Californians moving to Utah. Less
people in Riverton, is better.

12/15/2021 11:23 AM

785 Be more considerate about the needs of future residents of high density housing. Be firm and
committed to require developers to provide green space for the mental and physical health of
the people who will live there. People need green space right by their home to walk about
themselves, walk their children, walk their dogs. The children need swings and play equipment
close by their homes. The Covid years have re-empahsized how critically important these
simple needs are. If Riverton stands out as a haven for people centered high density
development surrounded by green spaces, that would make us desirable and unique in the Sal
Lake Valley.

12/15/2021 11:14 AM

786 More restaurants More mom & pop shops 12/15/2021 10:57 AM

787 More walking/running paths with nice views. 12/15/2021 10:55 AM

788 Stop developing high-density housing, make smaller single-family homes available. Control the
outrageous rent levels. Increase the improvement of required infrastructure, like roads and
utilities, before building any more homes in the area. Improve public transportation. expand
Trax.

12/15/2021 10:51 AM

789 Having a dog park close by to let my dog run when they need it. 12/15/2021 10:38 AM

790 Offering more organized recreation to toddlers. Walking/riding trails. As people remote work,
we’re looking for opportunities to get outside without needing to get in the car. Places to eat a
picnic with family that have shade.

12/15/2021 10:37 AM

791 I would absolutely love to see some dog parks. We dogs can gather and run free in contained
space. I don’t believe we have even one. The closest is Draper and Sandy. Also more healthy
eating restaurants.

12/15/2021 10:34 AM

792 A downtown that we can be proud of. Currently it is boring architecture strip malls with car
shops sprinkled thoughout.

12/15/2021 10:23 AM

793 Drinking and secondary water are too expensive. Need more competition for internet service.
Less government, more choice.

12/15/2021 10:17 AM

794 For reasons I haven’t been able to figure out, the quality of restaurants in Riverton has been
rather poor. There are some exceptions…we really like La Fountain, J & C House, Salsa
Leedos, and Murphy’s 126. Some of the newer restaurants over on 13400 S. are also quite
good. But most of the rest are mediocre at best. If we want to go to a Wendy’s, we tend to
avoid the one on 12600 S and head over to the one on 40th W in South Jordan instead. Same
with Chili’s - the one in Sandy is better. The original Saffron Valley in South Jordan is far
superior to the one in Riverton. We’ve had similar experiences with Texas Roadhouse and
Olive Garden, (east side ones are better) but since those are in South Jordan, I suppose it
doesn’t have a place in Riverton City discussions. I have no idea what role city government
would, could, or even should play in this. It’s just something I’ve observed.

12/15/2021 10:15 AM

795 I really think walkable/bikeable trails make for a good city. I love having the Jordan River Trail
System close by and more access to other trails, if possible, add to the quality of the city.

12/15/2021 10:11 AM

796 Enforcement that would keep kids from riding golf carts and Atv in subdivision, enforce the 12/15/2021 10:06 AM
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number of dogs and other small animals such as goats and sheep. Limit the number of trailers
that can be parked in a yard. Enforce the noise ordnance for automobiles, it is so annoying to
be lying in bed and noisy cars going through a subdivision

797 Fiber internet availability! 12/15/2021 10:04 AM

798 Fix the manhole covers. They all make sounds of popping whenever a car drives over them.
They’re terrible. Do something about it. Also we need to stop trucks from making so much
noise, Stop vehicles from idling and creating pollution. It’s an old thinking that has to change.

12/15/2021 10:00 AM

799 The east west traffic is a major issue. And needs to be addressed immediately. Alternative
forms of transportation need to be offered and designed for(cycling in particular). We cannot
continue to be so car centered in our development vision.

12/15/2021 9:59 AM

800 Address traffic issues now before it's too late. Put up effective high sound walls on both sides
of Bangerter!

12/15/2021 9:56 AM

801 Better crime control in areas that struggle with more crime and with known criminals out in the
community. It seems that if a crime occurs like theft around a home or neighborhood, it isn’t
taken very seriously.

12/15/2021 9:39 AM

802 Stoplight at 13400 S and 2700 W is terrible. The light is not green long enough for people on
2700 W and seems to change when there are no cars the other way. East / West traffic is
terrible. Need another Bangerter overpass at 13400 S. Add skating rink to Riverton City Park
Would be nice to have indoor rec center - Herriman is too crowded

12/15/2021 9:30 AM

803 It feels like Riverton needs a central "hub". Riverton is large, geographically, and as such has
many "hubs". I guess 12600 and Redwood is the main hub of city activity and services, but
not other amenities like restaurants, better retail and office mix.

12/15/2021 9:28 AM

804 It would be nice if the roads were plowed better. 12/15/2021 9:21 AM

805 Better residential planning and less multi-family/high-density housing 12/15/2021 9:13 AM

806 Municipal Fiber Internet 12/15/2021 9:09 AM

807 Re-Elect Mayor Staggs 12/15/2021 8:59 AM

808 More diversity 12/15/2021 8:58 AM

809 Less high density housing and zoning that accommodates existing housing. People park on
neighboring streets because there is not enough parking where their townhome/condo, or
apartment is. As a result, they park on neighboring streets - blocking our driveways, parking
infront of our mailboxes, creating driving hazards, and often times leaving their cars parked for
days or weeks at a time. There should be no overnight parking on streets next to high density
housing. Their HOAs and management prohibit parking on their streets

12/15/2021 8:55 AM

810 Not to put so many high density residency. It affects traffic, schools, not sure if it is a fact, but
since higher density residents have come close to my home, theft has increased.

12/15/2021 8:52 AM

811 Traffic lights are horrible. Nothing appears to be synchronized and so congestions happens
when it could be mitigated with some light adjustments.

12/15/2021 8:45 AM

812 I'd like to see more emphasis on anti-bullying and acceptance in the city as a whole not just in
schools, although schools need more regular discussions about this too. There has been an
increase in pan handling at places like the district and oquirrh and it makes me feel unsafe to
be approached in parking lots.

12/15/2021 8:44 AM

813 I love the firemen and police but when I call 911 and wait for them, it is always a super long
process. I had a fire in my house and I was able to get my kids out, my dogs out, my parrot
out all before they answered the phone

12/15/2021 8:39 AM

814 Traffic seems to be getting a bit bad, especially on 4000 West near 12600 South. If something
could be done to reduce traffic around this area that would be nice.

12/15/2021 8:34 AM

815 Not building so many townhomes and apartments. They get jam packed together and it ruins
the feel of the city

12/15/2021 8:32 AM

816 Old Fort Drive in Riverton has been unsafe for 20 years. They have had speed boxes to record
but nothing has ever happened. There have been several children nearly hit by drivers
speeding on this residential street, For over 20 Years!!!! What is it going to take to put in speed

12/15/2021 8:18 AM
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control? A child being hurt and or possibly killed?????? There are several speed bumps on
surrounding streets but not Old Fort Drive even though there have been several requests and
complaints over the years! Very disappointing.

817 We really need help changing the Redwood Road-12600 South area. We need to have more sit
down places to eat with a liquor license. I know we have been using a lot of funds on Mountain
Corridor, but I feel like the residence of Riverton by old town need to have some funds
allocated to their area.

12/15/2021 8:13 AM

818 I think more of an effort by public safety and the city to make more of a presence on the west
side of Mountain View Corridor for the neighborhood/schools that belong to Riverton.

12/15/2021 8:11 AM

819 Not more town home or apartment development. I also hardly ever travel to the west part of
Riverton because traffic is always terrible. Maybe once 126th is better, it may make things flow
better.

12/15/2021 8:08 AM

820 Keep high density apartments, condos and townhomes out of riverton. Enforcement of city
ordinance pertaining to yard upkeep in the older areas of riverton. There seems to be a influx of
rental properties popping up in the older neighborhood and the renters are not taking care of the
yards or property. This can lower neighborhoods property values!

12/15/2021 7:56 AM

821 walking paths, outdoor events 12/15/2021 7:35 AM

822 More bike/walking trails 12/15/2021 7:32 AM

823 Secondary water should only be available to lots at a certain size. Same price is being paid
YOY, new homes are being added on. Price should be adjusted if more people are added on.
We also have made the choice to have my children not attend the high school because of the
class size. Adding more school options (charter) would be great.

12/15/2021 7:32 AM

824 A recreational center that were closer for us to get to 12/15/2021 7:31 AM

825 The safety at the intersection of 11800 South and 4000 West. During rush hour traffic, cars cut
over at the last second creating dangerous driving conditions.

12/15/2021 7:28 AM

826 Sidewalks that actually connect 12/15/2021 7:27 AM

827 Better planning. the mountain view village is going to make traffic unbearable in the west end
of this city. Even more unbearable than it already is. This is the kind of thing that deteriorates
the quality of life in a city.

12/15/2021 7:26 AM

828 Stop creating high density living. 12/15/2021 7:14 AM

829 I think the rec center is a great idea! 12/15/2021 7:11 AM

830 Enforce the Red light runners. Enforce the Speed limit on 12300 South. 12/15/2021 7:07 AM

831 stop adding multi housing units for now 12/15/2021 6:50 AM

832 Less high density housing, improving travel roads are extremely busy. 12/15/2021 6:47 AM

833 Sidewalk in front of all residents and commercial areas like on 11800 South from 3600 West to
4000 West, but anywhere else that is needed.

12/15/2021 6:45 AM

834 Reduction of petty crime from porch piracy to nighttime thefts through neighborhoods. Also,
balance of residential development. Reduce the amount of low density to more mid density
(.15-.25 lot size) so our children can afford to live here. Maybe some townhomes with private
yards too.

12/15/2021 6:31 AM

835 Less car break ins 12/15/2021 6:23 AM

836 More and better access to public transportation so that car use was not essential. 12/15/2021 6:17 AM

837 Too many break ins, more police patrol or neighborhood watch programs 12/15/2021 6:12 AM

838 Putting in sidewalks by the library. With the new houses and condos in the area foot traffic is
up, but there is no sidewalk on 1830 w from park Ave to the library and from the library through
to the next block.

12/15/2021 6:00 AM

839 Working on improving road connectivity and managing road infrastructure so it aligns better
with the demands of increased traffic. I’d like to see the city offer a free dumpster week every
year like Herriman does.

12/15/2021 5:02 AM
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840 No more high density housing. 12/15/2021 4:59 AM

841 Nicer parks like liberty park or sugar house park. 12/15/2021 4:43 AM

842 Community class options, things such as gardening, exercise, languages, car maintenance.
Could be coordinated with the Jatc and schools for more options for locations. When living in
Salt Lake previously they sent out a class catalog for community classes quarterly. I really
enjoyed that.

12/15/2021 4:38 AM

843 Continue to focus on traffic flow in, through and out of the city. 12/15/2021 3:54 AM

844 Making sure all landscaping is taken care of, all trash is cleaned up, to make it look
aesthetically pleasing

12/15/2021 3:09 AM

845 Recreation Center. 12/15/2021 2:25 AM

846 Snow plows for the culdesacs 12/15/2021 1:36 AM

847 Smaller lot, & single family home communities. .10 to .15 acre lots, 1,000 to 1,200 sq ft
homes. Low income housing.

12/15/2021 1:35 AM

848 Completion of east west corridors and bangerter overpasses. 12/15/2021 1:17 AM

849 Not quality of life but when we had a reception at the CR Hamilton bldg (thanks for making it
affordable) it would have been so nice to already have hooks around the top of the wall, for
bistro lights. There is a ledge there, so hooks could easily be hidden for those that don’t want
them but it would have taken away a lot of stress in figuring out how to string them.

12/15/2021 1:03 AM

850 More family oriented businesses and teenage/young adult recreational / entertainment
businesses.

12/15/2021 12:44 AM

851 Improve traffic issues Too many students in high schools No open campus 12/15/2021 12:20 AM

852 An bulky item add to the schedule for a garbage day 12/15/2021 12:14 AM

853 Less road construction. I don’t feel as safe here as I used to, it seems like crime has
increased. So something to deter crime. Enforce firework laws during those holidays. People
do them really late at night, and shoot them into other people’s yards and houses. The field
behind our backyard caught fire from one a few years ago, and luckily many neighbors were
able to put it out. (I meant to put this in the box that asked, what government could do better)

12/15/2021 12:13 AM

854 Less traffic, commuter rail line, more large retail nearby 12/15/2021 12:13 AM

855 More easily accessible walking/biking paths and parks. Also, better traffic control for exiting
rose Creek Elementary during busy times. Maybe a stop sign?

12/14/2021 11:40 PM

856 Glass recycling stations PLEASE! Traffic cameras on intersections with $2000 or more fines
for red light runners (we have way too many intersection accidents)

12/14/2021 11:34 PM

857 Google fiber? (Haha, long shot, I know) 12/14/2021 11:22 PM

858 I think something needs to be done about vehicles parking on the road in neighborhoods. Alot
of the roads are too narrow and when cars are parked across from each other only one car can
go down the middle. Alot of business vehicles and trailers also park on the roads in
neighborhoods. I think it is dangerous for kids.

12/14/2021 11:11 PM

859 A recreation center and other events that create an sense of community much like Daybreak
does.

12/14/2021 11:08 PM

860 Once the construction on bangerter and Mountain View shopping area (including new Costco)
things will be great

12/14/2021 11:02 PM

861 I would prefer it to stop growing before it gets so congested. 12/14/2021 11:01 PM

862 I feel a recreation center would really help improve the quality of life. I do not think it should be
tied to the county though. As we have seen throughout Covid, the county does not have our
area of the county best interest in mind. I would hate to see the county control it and feel
Riverton City could do a much better job. More recreation opportunities would be awesome.
This could include a frisbee golf course. Frisbee golf is very popular but unfortunately there are
not many courses in our area. When I moved to Riverton 12 years ago I loved how it still felt
open and not "in the city". This is changing quicker and quicker. Riverton use to have certain

12/14/2021 10:56 PM
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areas zoned for houses being a minimum of an acre. This is changing and making it feel more
and more crowded. Our roads can not handle any more traffic and the more homes you crowd
into Riverton the busier it will be. Also, it would be great if people couldn't put chairs out for the
4th of July parade more than 24 hours in advance;)

863 The water is much better than it used to be, but still doesn’t taste good enough to just drink
straight from the tap. I wouldn’t want to pay a lot more to improve this, however, so it would
have to be of comparable cost to make this fix worth it to me. It would be great if some of the
city parks or government buildings had EV charging stations that were free for public use. I’ve
seen this in other cities and it would be great to be able to top off my tank while at the park,
library, etc with my kids. The cost of this could be supported by all the incentives Rocky
Mountain power has for this right now and it would make citizens like me feel as though they
are getting a tad more out of the tax dollars we pay, since I don’t feel like I personally use very
many of the other things the government uses some of my tax dollars for.

12/14/2021 10:51 PM

864 Stop red light runners and congestion on 134th 12/14/2021 10:51 PM

865 Stop building high density housing. 12/14/2021 10:43 PM

866 Fiber internet to every house and add it to the utility bill 12/14/2021 10:37 PM

867 These are not in order of importance: 1-Keep parks, trails and open space a priority. 2-More
importantly, keep taxes and fees down so those on fixed incomes don't get priced out of their
homes. 3-Do not buy in to the high density housing idea--it's great for investors pocketbooks,
but horrible for quality of life. The city will end up with more crime and much higher drain on our
public works and public safety personnel. We obviously need to make room for more people,
parks and businesses; let's do it in a well planned, controlled and manageable way. 4-Fight
Trax coming to Riverton. It will bring undesirables with it; it has done so everywhere it goes. It
is not worth the convenience of public transportation for us to have pan-handlers etc. on our
streets.

12/14/2021 10:35 PM

868 Improving the drinking water! 12/14/2021 10:26 PM

869 More dining options on 12600 12/14/2021 10:19 PM

870 Dog Park and Fitness Center like the JL Sorensen 12/14/2021 10:16 PM

871 Stop building multiple housing 12/14/2021 10:12 PM

872 Pretty good as we are. 12/14/2021 10:05 PM

873 Less multi family housing and title loan shops 12/14/2021 10:03 PM

874 To not over develop the city 12/14/2021 9:59 PM

875 Trees 12/14/2021 9:55 PM

876 I liked having a greens garbage can along with the trash can. Perhaps the cost outweighs that,
but it seemed like a good way to dispose of yard waste.

12/14/2021 9:55 PM

877 N/a 12/14/2021 9:55 PM

878 Quit allowing zoning for small building lots, MDU's, high impact housing and allowing people
with larger lots to put a half ass'd road down the side of their driveway and packing in a new
house or two. It's rediculous!!!

12/14/2021 9:55 PM

879 People being nice to each other and stop being so self centered. 12/14/2021 9:49 PM

880 More entertainment and retail options. A rec center. And more neighborhood patrols by the
police.

12/14/2021 9:42 PM

881 I really like living in Riverton for many reasons. I can’t think of anything else to make it better
at the moment.

12/14/2021 9:40 PM

882 Less traffic, especially on 40th west, it's out of control!!! 12/14/2021 9:38 PM

883 More USPS mail drop boxes; mass transit along major thoroughfares and connecting to Trax;
loosening of zoning laws to allow on-site residents to rent out portions of their homes providing
there is adequate off-street parking; more frequent night time police patrols to deter vehicle
break-ins and thefts; provide links to health care businesses and vaccine locations other than
Intermountain Riverton Hospital.

12/14/2021 9:35 PM
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884 Vote 12/14/2021 9:30 PM

885 I would like to see secondary water turned on by mid April. I would like to see more family
friendly city events. I would like to see greater city communication via social media. I would
like to see greater variety in outdoor recreation areas, especially more wilderness trails with
lots of shade.

12/14/2021 9:29 PM

886 Police on 128th by the park after dark for speeding cars 12/14/2021 9:29 PM

887 Curb gutter and sidewalk on older major streets like 1300 West. 12/14/2021 9:28 PM

888 Less traffic 12/14/2021 9:26 PM

889 Less traffic. 12/14/2021 9:16 PM

890 Stop approving high density housing. 12/14/2021 9:15 PM

891 A rec center with an indoor year round pool with lanes for lap swimming 12/14/2021 9:15 PM

892 Low cost of living 12/14/2021 9:15 PM

893 rec center. year round pool 12/14/2021 9:09 PM

894 I would like to be able do most of my business here in Riverton 12/14/2021 9:07 PM

895 More dining and entertainment options 12/14/2021 9:05 PM

896 I would really like to see a decrease in traffic on 12600s and 13400s. 12/14/2021 9:04 PM

897 Better maintenance on parks clean up leaves better. 12/14/2021 9:02 PM

898 Better internet and water 12/14/2021 9:01 PM

899 No high density housing! 12/14/2021 9:00 PM

900 More republicans. Never enough. 12/14/2021 8:56 PM

901 Safer neighborhoods and homes. Too much crime on our vehicles and property. 12/14/2021 8:55 PM

902 Mountain View corridor should not allow engine brakes. 12/14/2021 8:54 PM

903 N/A 12/14/2021 8:54 PM

904 Better and cheaper internet options 12/14/2021 8:51 PM

905 Stop building apartments 12/14/2021 8:50 PM

906 Block off as much Herriman traffic through our streets. Divert them around our city. 12/14/2021 8:44 PM

907 I would love a rec center where I was reasonably certain my kids would have the opportunity to
get to know other kids in our community. It would also be nice to have an indoor pool and a
movie theatre. More parks and walking trails are always great as well.

12/14/2021 8:42 PM

908 Avoid high density housing. Keep integrity of larger building lots and single family homes. 12/14/2021 8:41 PM

909 The summer night movies and concerts throughout the year are wonderful but I dislike the
chaos and sometimes soggy grass that everyone sits on to attend. An outdoor amphitheater or
a tiered grassy area for these events would be spectacular.

12/14/2021 8:39 PM

910 Lower cost of secondary water 12/14/2021 8:29 PM

911 The main streets of the city are well maintained. However, many side streets are in need of
repairs / patching. The city is good about planting trees and shrubs on the JRT. Significant
improvement is needed to follow that up with watering and maintenance. The world is on the
threshold of major change. Electric charging stations will be needed for cars. Electric bicycles
will become more popular - meaning planning must start now to ensure more / better bike lanes
to shopping, schools, and parks.

12/14/2021 8:28 PM

912 More green space and walking/ bike paths that connect neighborhoods 12/14/2021 8:26 PM

913 Consistent electricity would be nice. A grocery store within a mile of my home. Some Riverton
events are nice to have on the calendar, but are rather underwhelming when you get to them.

12/14/2021 8:25 PM
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Schools are mediocre. Very few community programs for children (especially when compared
to most surrounding cities). Lack of diversity.

914 More sit down restaurants 12/14/2021 8:24 PM

915 Bigger parks A rec center More nice Splash pads 12/14/2021 8:22 PM

916 Traffic is a problem thanks to all the high density housing that herriman put in. Something
needs to be done with the East to West traffic. It is going to continue to get worse.

12/14/2021 8:18 PM

917 Evolve by loosening regulations on restaurants, bars, etc. We need to attract more unique
establishments to the city. Then the money stays in the city rather than going to Draper or
South Jordan.

12/14/2021 8:08 PM

918 Stop building more office buildings until the empty ones are filled. 12/14/2021 8:07 PM

919 East/west travel. Something has to be done. Getting to work and home can be a complete
nightmare and it can't be blamed on construction

12/14/2021 8:07 PM

920 Better schools 12/14/2021 8:02 PM

921 Better parks in the neighborhoods. 12/14/2021 7:58 PM

922 A no kill Riverton animal shelter! Also the traffic from 13400 s going west up towards herriman
is completely ridiculous… ways around that would be awesome.

12/14/2021 7:51 PM

923 We need more internet broadband option. Utiopa best option 12/14/2021 7:46 PM

924 A community fitness center 12/14/2021 7:39 PM

925 Attention to trails on Jordan River Parkway. 12/14/2021 7:37 PM

926 Stop with the high density housing. Just because you have fields, doesn’t mean you have to
cram as many houses on them as possible. Also, bigger variety of dining options. The latter
isn’t huge, but would be nice.

12/14/2021 7:36 PM

927 A true downtown with shopping restaurants and a place to walk. 12/14/2021 7:32 PM

928 The rec center would be absolutely amazing. 12/14/2021 7:32 PM

929 Maybe the city could help us make our yards more eco friendly. We could start with the park
strips and reduce our need for water there first.

12/14/2021 7:30 PM

930 small movie theater 12/14/2021 7:30 PM

931 More sit down trendy restaurants (less Mexican food-there’s plenty already), popular apparel
retail shops found in malls. An indoor recreational pool and hot tub with a sport center like an
ice skating center and basketball court. A little more night life like a pub or bar would be
amazing. I’ve been here 3 years and have loved everything else so far

12/14/2021 7:30 PM

932 Less taxes 12/14/2021 7:30 PM

933 Better East / West traffic options. Increased / improved Recycling services. Addition of Green
Waste removal options. Annual Neighborhood clean up service for larger items that do not fit in
garbage cans.

12/14/2021 7:27 PM

934 Better variety of finer dining. Maybe a sports bar. 12/14/2021 7:20 PM

935 We always wish we knew in advance when you would be flushing the secondary water lines. It
clogs our sprinklers every year.

12/14/2021 7:10 PM

936 Stop the apartment and condo building. Stop allow less than 1/4 acre lots for homes. Less
auto repair stores and ducky on main street. The 12300 Main Street is embarrassing and the
complete opposite of how the Riverton community should be presented More high speed
Internet options would be great. Many cities offer community high speed internet with faster
speeds and better value than Comcast (the only real high speed option in most of Riverton)

12/14/2021 7:10 PM

937 We need to put a stop to high density housing that is crowding every available patch of land in
this town. We also need to get rid of bio life because it brings people into our community who
shoplift, steal packages off of doorsteps, and cruise neighborhoods for open garages and
unlocked cars.

12/14/2021 6:59 PM
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938 Btter Dog parks, better clean fishing pond, currently travel outside Riverton for these two. 12/14/2021 6:57 PM

939 More recreational/fitness facility and walking trails. Less multi family housing units. 12/14/2021 6:57 PM

940 Please make high speed/fiber optic internet available. I currently live in a black hole for internet
and have nothing but very slow DSL available on my street (12120 South).

12/14/2021 6:51 PM

941 Natural stores such as sprouts, whole foods, etc. Davis natural pharmacy etc All we need
depends on going to South Jordan or Draper

12/14/2021 6:50 PM

942 I lived in lower Sugar House for 34 plus years. The quality of life in Riverton is great and
should be appreciated.

12/14/2021 6:48 PM

943 I think that more sit down restaurants would be nice. 12/14/2021 6:42 PM

944 NO “ go left on green lights”. Should be green arrows ONLY at every intersection. Way too
many intersection accidents.

12/14/2021 6:39 PM

945 Stop the high density housing and do we really need any more tire stores or auto repair stores? 12/14/2021 6:36 PM

946 Stop building condensed housing. In my opinion this is causing crowded streets and low
secondary water pressure.

12/14/2021 6:35 PM

947 Broadband internet options are limited. Slow speed and high cost options are all that is
available. Low cost fiber optic, or other high speed options such as Utopia, would be nice.

12/14/2021 6:35 PM

948 I would like to support the city by keeping some restaurant tax local. 12/14/2021 6:33 PM

949 Green waste removal would be nice. Even if just a few times a season. I don't like shopping at
Walmart. I would be thrilled to see a Smith's Marketplace built.

12/14/2021 6:28 PM

950 don't over do it on the high density housing. 12/14/2021 6:28 PM

951 More dining! 12/14/2021 6:27 PM

952 More activities for youth 12/14/2021 6:25 PM

953 Environment focus such as: Plant more trees. Is there a tree mitigation plan? Flip the strips
around town to zero use water.

12/14/2021 6:17 PM

954 Not sure. 12/14/2021 6:13 PM

955 Road congestion 12/14/2021 6:10 PM

956 better traffic planning and redo older neighborhood roads 12/14/2021 6:06 PM

957 Roads are beginning to be too congested. Stop build dense housing. 12/14/2021 6:05 PM

958 Lower taxes 12/14/2021 5:59 PM

959 Decrease traffic 12/14/2021 5:55 PM

960 Curtail high density housing. Infrastructure can’t keep up with the increased population and
traffic caused by this.

12/14/2021 5:54 PM

961 Less government 12/14/2021 5:53 PM

962 Quality of life would be better in Riverton if the roads were less congested. We need Trax. Not
in 20 years. We need it now! Several years ago I was told it was going to happen by about
2015. Ha! Here we are 7 years later and nothing is in the works. But, retail and housing building
permits keep being issued. We can barely move at certain times of the day. And, other times
are not that great either. Use the budget money you keep talking about in this survey to assist
UTA in getting TRAX to run through Riverton.

12/14/2021 5:48 PM

963 SYNC THE TRAFFIC LIGHTS. Traffic in Riverton is horrible! Less high density housing (which
contributes to the crazy traffic).

12/14/2021 5:46 PM

964 Leaders who look beyond their own religious beliefs and are open to businesses that are
representative of other residents who would like to be allowed to be "adults" in their own
community.

12/14/2021 5:44 PM

965 Difficult to bike safely given the large streets that surround the city. 12/14/2021 5:33 PM
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966 Roads 12/14/2021 5:30 PM

967 I believe a dog park would be a great option to bring people into Riverton and help build up a
sense of belonging.

12/14/2021 5:17 PM

968 A new mayor! Staggs in only in it for himself! 12/14/2021 5:14 PM

969 Better restaurants. 12/14/2021 5:12 PM

970 Lighting on streets. We have very wide streets with very dim street lights in the neighborhood.
Crime is detoured when it is lit up

12/14/2021 5:10 PM

971 Less money spent in beautification and that money allocated to functionality. I have been to
several plays and events in the community center and it is old and needs a new floor and
facelift to help make events there better and more comfortable. The current council spends too
much money trying to make things beautiful (fountain outside the City Hall, etc)

12/14/2021 5:02 PM

972 More reasonable secondary water rates. A more responsive police department. 12/14/2021 4:58 PM

973 Have more multicultural events that represent all of the cultures of Riverton 12/14/2021 4:57 PM

974 Less traffic. Less development. 12/14/2021 4:56 PM

975 Lower tax property 12/14/2021 4:54 PM

976 Traffic going east to west improved 12/14/2021 4:51 PM

977 Stop putting in so much high density housing. Where is the water going to come from to take
care of these newcomers? We are also too crowded now.

12/14/2021 4:50 PM

978 Walking trails in the city and small mom and pop shops. We should be picky on the type of
buildings being constructed. They should be interesting instead of just boxes. In future
generations these buildings could be a source of pride vs buildings we tear down to put up
more boxes.

12/14/2021 4:48 PM

979 No high density housing!!!!! 12/14/2021 4:48 PM

980 Riverton is going to be greatly affected with development out west. Please continue to fight for
the reduction of high density housing as it will be a nightmare as more people move in. Or real
changes in infrastructure need to happen. Our roads already struggle to handle the traffic we
currently have.

12/14/2021 4:48 PM

981 I am concerned about traffic and how our roads will keep up with the onslaught of growth that
we are experiencing and will continue to experience. It feels like Riverton is taking a more
sensible approach to high density housing and a zoning plan than Herriman is, but I still feel
we may regret increased amounts of high density housing in the not too distant future. Is there
any way to dial that back some?

12/14/2021 4:46 PM

982 NO MORE HIGH DENSITY HOUSING!!! Enough is enough. Traffic is a nightmare and not
getting better. Once Olympia goes in to the west, it is going to get even worse.

12/14/2021 4:45 PM

983 A way for Herriman to avoid driving through Riverton 12/14/2021 4:44 PM

984 Traffic improvements. 12/14/2021 4:41 PM

985 I would like to see more events and humanitarian efforts. I would also love a nice walking trail,
along Midas Creek or something of that nature.

12/14/2021 4:40 PM

986 Better City planning. The amount of large business that have entered the city. Has shown the
lack of planning. Streets and roadways are to crowded and many of the stop lights are poorly
placed as too creating tragic jams

12/14/2021 4:39 PM

987 Streets could get plowed more, especially our circle 12/14/2021 4:38 PM

988 I wish we weren't surrounded by so much high-density housing. I would love to see bigger lots
and single-family homes.

12/14/2021 4:32 PM

989 Better street lights 12/14/2021 4:29 PM

990 Improved water quality, more outdoor fitness areas, a recreation center 12/14/2021 4:29 PM

991 A police department that does something 12/14/2021 4:26 PM
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992 More restaurants 12/14/2021 4:26 PM

993 I would LOVE to have a Riverton rec center 12/14/2021 4:23 PM

994 Stop jamming as many residents as possible in the smallest amount of space possible. The
growth doesn't match the infrastructure and it takes away from the smaller-town feel that drew
us to Riverton to begin with.

12/14/2021 4:15 PM

995 Better traffic monitoring, speeding is a huge issue on 1300 West. I have complained several
times to the police chief, mayor, traffic control and city council. Nothing has been done to
control the posted speed limit which is 30 mph not 60 mph - Newman trucks are most
concerning. Someone is going to be seriously injured or killed on 1300 West because of
speeding.

12/14/2021 4:15 PM

996 Quit approving high density housing...apartments, condos, townhouses and single family
homes on tiny lots. We need to maintain plenty of open spaces/green spaces.

12/14/2021 4:12 PM

997 Quit building 12/14/2021 4:10 PM

998 NO U turn at 12600 and Dunhammer. When the high school kids get out, it is impossible to exit
our neighborhood with the high volume of u turns. I have seen so many close calls, someone
is going to get hurt or worse. Please do something about the obnoxious loud exhaust on
vehicles. Normal traffic noise is understandable, but the popping and growling of cars with no
mufflers diminishes our ability to enjoy our yard and we are several streets over from 126th.
They drag race almost nightly in the summer from 2700 to 3600 for hours. Please keep
Riverton family friendly. No more high density housing projects. Riverton should remain single
family homes and not repeat what Herriman is doing. In years to come, it will become
dilapidated and bring a criminal element to our city.

12/14/2021 4:10 PM

999 We absolutely need access to fiber internet. Internet options in Riverton are too slow and too
expensive. Whether a municipal fiber network, or partnership with someone else who can do it
better, we need something. Something that allows part ownership by the city would be best.

12/14/2021 4:05 PM

1000 What bothers us the most is the increase in crime. We need a much larger police presence in
this community. I have filed police reports a few times since living here. Not a single time have
I ever been contacted back regarding the case. Ever! I rarely see a police car in my
neighborhood. There is no deterrent without visibility. The police should monitor the
neighborhood social apps. So many package thefts, cars broken into, cars stolen, fences
destroyed, and the list goes on. This needs to stop. The neighborhood road repairs we
witnessed this past summer were done so poorly. Please fire that contractor and hire one that
know how to do the job right. The roads repaired near us are worse now than before the repair
for ride quality and sustainability. They are already peeling off the new layers put down in 2021.

12/14/2021 4:03 PM

1001 Stop the high density housing and STOP letting people park on the street!! Especially when
they don’t even live on the street they’re parking on! Tired of looking at peoples junk parked all
over our neighborhood, not to mention their vehicles that are 2 years expired and parking on
the street. Only to be told by Riverton City that they’re not parked illegally… bull crap. As
usual that would require someone actually doing something about it, and true to form, Riverton
City does nothing. Stop allowing our neighborhood to look trashy when the rest of us work very
hard to keep it looking nice. My son in law was given a ticket for parking on the street and had
been parked there for less that 8 hours. We have to junky cars that now park in front of our
house, who live in a house full of people around the corner and down that street, but because
that house is full of junker cars, trailers, etc, and because that household has cars parked all
along THAT street (12150 South), these two now park in front of our house, on 2200 West!! It’s
crap, and you know that if it were it house that they were parking in front of, it would not be
happening.

12/14/2021 3:52 PM

1002 BAN all fireworks within the City limits! Bring the TRAX redline down to Herriman town center
and then east near Riverton City Center Dedicate a bike path UNDER Bangerter highway (other
than 11800 S) so cyclists have an east/west path that won't get them killed

12/14/2021 3:50 PM

1003 Keep mountain toys off roads, or at least not do loud and slower.. 12/14/2021 3:42 PM

1004 Roads are so backed up 12/14/2021 3:42 PM

1005 Quit building extremely large homes and stick to modest homes that young single adult /young
families could purchase.

12/14/2021 3:42 PM

1006 More fun with community 12/14/2021 3:41 PM
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1007 Not sure 12/14/2021 3:39 PM

1008 I don't feel I've lived here long enough to feel that anything should really change. 12/14/2021 3:39 PM

1009 We need to improve the cities availability to summer clean up program, yard waste etc. as the
city ages, many older and or unable residence wish to remain in their single family residence,
but clean up can be difficult, so I would like to see simplistic waste disposal program or
assistance to eligible residence.

12/14/2021 3:36 PM

1010 Longer left hand turn lights,because the traffic is much heavier in the last 5 years . 12/14/2021 3:36 PM

1011 Stop allowing so many high density houses to be built starting to feel crowded and traffic is
getting bad.

12/14/2021 3:35 PM

1012 Quality of life is already good. Need to slow down the taxes that are caused by trying to make
thing better.

12/14/2021 3:35 PM

1013 More diverse inclusiveness. It’s too white…and I’m white! I would love to have more people of
color living around me. Make them feel welcome and that they matter greatly and enrich our
culture and society.

12/14/2021 3:34 PM

1014 No more multi family dwellings. 12/14/2021 3:29 PM

1015 More eateries and options for food. 12/14/2021 3:25 PM

1016 More trails that is a safe area. Know what is planned in council meetings earlier to prepare to
attend.

12/14/2021 3:23 PM

1017 I think that recycling pick up should happen every week, not every other week. 12/14/2021 3:23 PM

1018 I worry that Riverton will not have a sense of self identity in the future. I'd like to see some
effort in making Riverton a different place than surrounding cities. It needs some character.
Even the schools just seem like any other built in that era. There is no Icon to associate with.

12/14/2021 3:21 PM

1019 A virality of internet access, along with the revitalization of downtown would make a big
difference.

12/14/2021 3:17 PM

1020 Water culinary and secondary need to improve substantially. I have lived in many city's and
the hard water and pressure is horrible.

12/14/2021 3:16 PM

1021 Reduction of speed limits of all streets would reduce the frenetic feel to this 'drive through
town'. It was a challenge to slow down in the towns that I have visited that have 20mph and 30
mph streets but I came to recognize the benefit. It's a quality of life vs quantity of life issue.

12/14/2021 3:15 PM

1022 Less high density building. 12/14/2021 3:11 PM

1023 A rec center and a more prominent downtown. 12/14/2021 3:05 PM

1024 Grass Dog Park, or more "off leash" dog friendly areas 12/14/2021 3:05 PM

1025 More events not just family focused 12/14/2021 2:57 PM

1026 Partnership or discount with existing community centers instead of building or creating one just
for Riverton

12/14/2021 2:56 PM

1027 I want fiber as an option for internet. They are placing the lines at the top of my street. All the
surrounding cities are offered that as an option. I want to be able to have that as a choice. I
don't want the city to dictate who I can choose for my service and not choose.

12/14/2021 2:54 PM

1028 I feel Riverton could be better prepared for an emergency. After what happened in Kentucky, it
makes me wonder how prepared our city is.

12/14/2021 2:52 PM

1029 see above. 12/14/2021 2:51 PM

1030 Limit construction of apartments, condos and encourage single family home neighborhoods. 12/14/2021 2:50 PM

1031 No more high density! Roads are packed house prices are ridiculous you can’t find a house
with a yard anymore.

12/14/2021 2:48 PM

1032 Keep Riverton small Don’t over crowd it 12/14/2021 2:47 PM

1033 New mayor who cares about the citizens, not just his own political ambitions. 12/14/2021 2:47 PM
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1034 Quality sit down restaurants. More parks and trails. Please, please don’t build. In the river
bottom. The deer and animals are becoming fewer and fewer. It’s ruining their home. We need
trails and lots of trees. I love all the community activities especially honoring the heroes. Make
people keep a pretty yard. Maybe reward ones who make big improvements.

12/14/2021 2:46 PM

1035 Riverton residents have large yards and property and needs green waste bins (possibly black
in color). I lived in West Jordan for 20+ years where we had these from early summer through
late fall. Our yards and income were much smaller than Riverton residents and yet we all
contributed to green recycling of tree limbs, lawn clippings, leaves, etc that are turned into
healthy compost and mulch for purchase at the Landfill. I’m appalled that Riverton hasn’t
stepped up to this basic need for its citizens.

12/14/2021 2:43 PM

1036 Slow down house development. 12/14/2021 2:41 PM

1037 Mailbox in front of house, or located in the door to the house. My water meter is six inches
below my lawn. It's a hazard.

12/14/2021 2:41 PM

1038 City is not walkable at all, lacking adequate local mass transportation. I think a grid of small
buses linking residents to key places, such as groceries, medical, schools, etc., would be very
beneficial. With the advent of the e-bike, there is an opportunity to emphasize and facilitate
this as a mode of transportation.

12/14/2021 2:40 PM

1039 Less building, more open land/spaces. 12/14/2021 2:39 PM

1040 ?? 12/14/2021 2:36 PM

1041 Less high density housing 12/14/2021 2:33 PM

1042 More parks 12/14/2021 2:32 PM

1043 Improving traffic flow east and west bound 12/14/2021 2:28 PM

1044 Better parks and open spaces 12/14/2021 2:26 PM

1045 Stop building high density housing. I get so sick and tired of hearing about low water. We are
building so many high density housing and our infacstructure can't support it. We are a bunch
of greedy people who only care about tax money in your pocket. Instead of being proactive of
how we will support roads, water, etc before allowing all this apartment type building.

12/14/2021 2:26 PM

1046 Cleaner road sides, Lower property taxes, and halt the selling of land for development. 12/14/2021 2:25 PM

1047 Lower property taxes, more services, shopping and restaurants on the east side of Riverton 12/14/2021 2:23 PM

1048 I live in the last neighborhood before heading into Herriman off of 12600 S and Western Hills
Dr. and it is getting more dangerous to turn left out of our intersection to take kids to school in
the morning. It might be Herriman’s jurisdiction, and there could possibly be plan to install a
light at that intersection, but I haven’t heard of any plans. If you have any input, please request
to install a light. Thanks! Also looking forward to Bangerter and 12600 construction being
completed! That will be awesome!

12/14/2021 2:22 PM

1049 You’ve got a Costco coming, now see if you can get Trader Joe’s at Mountain View too. 12/14/2021 2:22 PM

1050 Sit down restaurants. 12/14/2021 2:21 PM

1051 Please, No more car washes or auto parts businesses. Other businesses would provide a
variety.

12/14/2021 2:18 PM

1052 more nice restaurants 12/14/2021 2:18 PM

1053 More sit down restaurants. 12/14/2021 2:17 PM

1054 I'm seeing quite a lot of petty crime (like cars being broken into and porch pirates) on the Next
Door site. Wondering how bad crime actually is here in Riverton. My husband complains that
he doesn't feel a sense of community here. Maybe because there is no "downtown". Maybe
because, within a larger metro area, there is little designation between cities, unclear
boundaries, etc. Having moved here from a contained smaller city, its hard to feel part of
Riverton in the midst of county-wide sprawl. We are concerned about proliferation of high-
density housing development. Would prefer single family neighborhoods. High density causes
problems with traffic, water availability, and crime. Would love to see some business here that

12/14/2021 2:16 PM
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are distinctively different, like small boutiques, shops, and non-chain restaurants. Every
neighborhood has WalMarts, the same fast food restaurants, and the same chain stores.

1055 Riverton/Herriman area is quickly becoming overcrowded, considering moving out if it
continues.

12/14/2021 2:15 PM

1056 I have noticed that all the housing is larger homes. Not sure where young couple buy in the
area that is smaller and more affordable or housing for older people wanting to downsize.

12/14/2021 2:09 PM

1057 more encouragement for neighborly interaction, perhaps more opportunities for resident
service, locally or in a wider locale. more activity encouraged/facilitated within neighborhoods.
people to get to know each other for friendship on need.

12/14/2021 2:09 PM

1058 Please improve the Farm pond. Soundwall along bangerter plus trees. Coordinate with DWR to
improve fish habitat and structure. Remove carp and plant warm water fish species. Extend
hours during the summer. Every other city nearby has a much better fishing area.

12/14/2021 2:08 PM

1059 Do away with high-density housing 12/14/2021 2:06 PM

1060 Green waste and weekly recycling pickups. Crazy to me that isn't a thing. 12/14/2021 2:05 PM

1061 Road cleaning and some areas need fresh pavement. 12/14/2021 2:02 PM

1062 Could increase activities like the concert in the park. Make use of our beautiful park, 12/14/2021 1:55 PM

1063 I moved to Riverton originally because they were part of UTOPIA, set to get fiber to the home
so we could get Gigabit synchronous speeds (both upload and download) with dedicated lines
to our home. Riverton got out of UTOPIA sometime later as business models and
management changed and we have been left stuck with some residents only able to get
CenturyLink or Comcast, but not both. Sometimes they can choose from both, but both are
more expensive than fiber providers on UTOPIA and Comcast has stricter data caps than, say,
Xmission on UTOPIA. I would like more options to better suit my needs, especially since I'm
working from home and run a Software Development Consultancy from my home.

12/14/2021 1:51 PM

1064 Better and more sit down restaurants. Added effort to clear out green belt along river--kill
Russian Olive and beavers and upgrade walking/biking trails. Improve recreation on the Jordan
river--kayak launch sites??

12/14/2021 1:50 PM

1065 More venues for live music/theater/entertainment (outdoor and indoor) would improve quality of
life. A community rec center, similar to the one in Herriman, would also be appealing and would
get used by the community. There are too few venues to accommodate the growing flow of
youth sports teams. Too often, we end up traveling to Draper, South Jordan, or Herriman.

12/14/2021 1:50 PM

1066 Stop building high density housing. No more townhomes or apartments. Our roads and stores
are too crowded. Come to the west side of Riverton and you’ll see what I mean.

12/14/2021 1:49 PM

1067 Riverton desperately needs its own community center with an indoor pool for the swimming
team at Riverton High!

12/14/2021 1:47 PM

1068 Not allowing vehicles to be parked on the streets. 12/14/2021 1:38 PM

1069 Stop building on every open space available. 12/14/2021 1:33 PM

1070 Better traffic flow to address congestion. Encourage and enforce tidy/beautiful yards. Disallow
RV parking in yards in front of the front of the home. Upkeep of parks to keep trees trimmed,
weeds knocked down, and lawn healthy looking. Make it easier for citizens to find and review
city ordinances/rules/policies. Discouragement/disallowance of pandering and enforcement of
the same.

12/14/2021 1:31 PM

1071 Getting rid of the loud cars driving down the neighborhood and down 12600 and Redwood. More
policing of speeding and sound pollution. No more vape shops. Good grief we have enough of
those. And I’d love a better rec center like Herriman, Orem or even So. Jordan

12/14/2021 1:30 PM

1072 I think riverton could focus more on bringing more things for kids to do especially during the
winter time since parks are hard to do when cold.

12/14/2021 1:29 PM

1073 Neighborhood streets being resurfaced. Pot holes are terrible. 12/14/2021 1:27 PM

1074 Addition of designated pet areas (dog parks) 12/14/2021 1:23 PM

1075 Minimizing the amount of new high density housing. Keep low density housing in the middle of 12/14/2021 1:14 PM
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the city as it is currently with high density near the major commercial centers like Mt. View
village.

1076 More variety of eating establishments, more entertainment for kids, a county recreation center,
more daycares.

12/14/2021 1:14 PM

1077 Please don't charge residents for secondary water usage when they don't use secondary
water!!!

12/14/2021 1:13 PM

1078 Less high density housing. The traffic has gotten out of control. 12/14/2021 1:13 PM

1079 Less high density housing 12/14/2021 1:10 PM

1080 More sit down restaurants. Trails. Being included in things instead of being forgotten because
our zip code is 84096.

12/14/2021 1:10 PM

1081 Force business or property managers to keep landscaping neat and tidy. 12/14/2021 1:09 PM

1082 ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE FOR WEST SIDE was incredibly shortsided. Something needs to
change.

12/14/2021 1:08 PM

1083 More bus and tracks closer to 12600 so to go east and west 12/14/2021 1:04 PM

1084 Increased safety for kids crossing redwood to school. Increased organized recreation options 12/14/2021 1:03 PM

1085 Getting rid of the fluoride in the water. Let people that want it but it on their own. (I haven’t
Heard of anyone wanting fluoride in their water)

12/14/2021 1:01 PM

1086 Crossing lights for the safety of kids especially on 2700 west 12/14/2021 1:01 PM

1087 More walking/biking trails. 12/14/2021 1:00 PM

1088 Lower taxes!no more funding non essential progressive programs. 12/14/2021 12:59 PM

1089 When a problem is reported it should be taken care , yards that look like junk yards the city
seems to just make them cover up the junk rather than remove it. I think a dozen or so of cars
that don’t run should not be on their property it makes a eye sore for the surrounding neighbors

12/14/2021 12:59 PM

1090 Lower taxes 12/14/2021 12:59 PM

1091 Better Youth recreation sports team organization, potentially in partnership with Riverton high
school (I.e. junior leagues). More amenities such as healthy restaurants /quick eats for the
communities east of 1300/Temple drive. A rec center so we don’t have to rely on south jordan
or Herriman for our recreation centers.

12/14/2021 12:57 PM

1092 more family events other cities put on better activities. 12/14/2021 12:57 PM

1093 I think more park activities would be fun. Painting, pottery, music classes, etc. Art shows and
displays in the park. etc.

12/14/2021 12:54 PM

1094 Roads going to Herriman by pass Riverton. 12/14/2021 12:50 PM

1095 More urban areas. Hopefully this will be accomplished with the Mountain View village 12/14/2021 12:48 PM

1096 Broadband Internet, such as from Utopia or a similar fiber provider - When I moved into my
current location, it took 2 years, 3 formal FCC complaints, and countless emails, phone calls,
and requests just to obtain what I would call "moderately acceptable" internet service.

12/14/2021 12:48 PM

1097 Dog park and more focus on the West side of Riverton. 12/14/2021 12:44 PM

1098 having more medical offices in town for adults,, so you don't have to go to the city. Less
private medical insurances.

12/14/2021 12:36 PM

1099 Definitely improvement on roads. 12/14/2021 12:36 PM

1100 More police presence to deter residential theft (cars, garages, etc). 12/14/2021 12:35 PM

1101 Fine dining is really lacking in Riverton. Also the drainage in the neighborhoods by me are not
nearly sufficient. This year my house and my neighbors nearly flooded because the unblocked
drain could not move enough water away from the houses

12/14/2021 12:35 PM

1102 Tennis courts, please! Indoor would be the best. There are quite a few tennis players that
would appreciate the opportunity to play in the winter and wet spring. I would like to see more

12/14/2021 12:35 PM
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desirable restaurant options as well. Filling in the cracks on the Jordan River Trail and
preventing future home builds that take away from the wild environment.

1103 More places to bike and walk would be nice (trails, etc.), if there are still places that could be
developed into that.

12/14/2021 12:32 PM

1104 Traffic is becoming more challenging. I would hope for better road planning. 12/14/2021 12:30 PM

1105 I wish the police would manage the drivers in Riverton a little better. 12/14/2021 12:30 PM

1106 Not sure 12/14/2021 12:28 PM

1107 More sit down dining. 12/14/2021 12:25 PM

1108 Careful consideration of neighbors when approving businesses in the small neighborhood
streets (some are very small with multiple cul-de-sac's with only one way in and one way out).
I would like to see an ongoing review and approval by neighbors when a business tends to
grow its business and starts to impact the neighborhood quality.

12/14/2021 12:23 PM

1109 Fiberoptic internet 12/14/2021 12:21 PM

1110 We need better restaurant options. South Jordan and Herriman have provided access to every
possible National (or regional) chain restaurant, but what about incentives for locally owned
restaurants in Riverton? Also, a stoplight on 36th west coming out of the Rose Creek
Elementary school parking lot.

12/14/2021 12:21 PM

1111 Bring back the Riverton City Car Parade! What you hosted on September 11, 2020 was so fun!
One suggestion from a family member who participated as a driver would be to have a portion
of the route where participants would pass each other so they could see the other entries in the
parade. The parade was listed on this year's calendar, but it did not take place and we were
really disappointed.

12/14/2021 12:19 PM

1112 be sure to have sufficient green space. 12/14/2021 12:19 PM

1113 Creating an environment of kindness 12/14/2021 12:14 PM

1114 No more high density housing stuffed into already crowded areas. Improve city infrastructure to
handle current and future growth.

12/14/2021 12:14 PM

1115 I have no ideas at this point 12/14/2021 12:14 PM

1116 I believe a recreation center would make quality of life better for my family and I. Last but not
least, build homes with bigger lots instead of all the PUD neighborhoods.

12/14/2021 12:13 PM

1117 Lower property taxes. 12/14/2021 12:12 PM

1118 More Fast internet options. Only having one option makes the price ridiculous. We need
access to fiber internet.

12/14/2021 12:11 PM

1119 Not allow anymore plasma donation centers to come in. 12/14/2021 12:11 PM

1120 Feel like we are a little bit neglected by the police department I have never seen a Riverton
Police car come by here. I’ve crimes several crimes on our ring camera. We do need another
junior high school I feel like our schools are getting way too overcrowded and our kids are
becoming numbers. I don’t see the city charging any fees upon builders to negate the need for
more schools and services and would like to see them allow less condos. We should have
something similar to the Mello-Roos fees that California had to allow growth to pay for itself.I
feel like these are way too burdensome on the community services. I think we need more
cultural diversity here as well..

12/14/2021 12:11 PM

1121 bigger community center/fitness center 12/14/2021 12:11 PM

1122 I think Riverton is doing a pretty good job. 12/14/2021 12:10 PM

1123 Continued wise management of future growth and densification of residential and commercial
areas. Planning for future traffic management will be crucial in the future. Do not let the City
lose it's identity by continued urbanization.

12/14/2021 12:09 PM

1124 Increasing # of chickens allowed in residential zones, and expanding poultry rules to allow for
Options for "Meat birds" like Quail to be allowed in Residential zoned areas (R-4)

12/14/2021 12:07 PM

1125 Not sure 12/14/2021 12:06 PM
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1126 No gangs, no drug houses. Somehow have volunteers gather to help clean up park strips, run
down yards that might have an owner that needs help.

12/14/2021 12:06 PM

1127 More quality restaurants on the East side of Riverton. Better maintenance for city properties.
Consistency of maintenance.

12/14/2021 12:06 PM

1128 nothing, keep up the good work 12/14/2021 12:05 PM

1129 Every week recycling. Bangerter noise control 12/14/2021 12:03 PM

1130 The traffic gets really bad going west through bangerter and Mountain View corridor. I have
mentioned Draper City before. They do some really good summer activities. We love the free
concerts in the park. We also love their draper days activities. We have only been here for one
Riverton town days so we can’t compare very well. But those are some things we really loved
about draper. We also really wish that Riverton had a better venue for theatre.My husband has
directed a huge youth musical for 21 years with ether draper arts council or draper historic
theater, but most recently with Draper arts council. The past two summers we haven’t done it
because of covid and now draper arts council has decided to go with the Disney junior
productions instead of an original musical. So we are looking for a new home for our beloved
Broadway Kidz musical. We would love to do it in Riverton and we think it would be very
successful in this community. But we are concerned about the venue. We have been to shows
there before and the the seating makes it difficult to see the stage. It is also a very small
space. We got a little spoiled by Draper amphitheater. It would be awesome if Riverton had an
amphitheater. But it is a huge expense so maybe not really feasible. But a better venue for
theatre is something we would like to see in Riverton.

12/14/2021 12:02 PM

1131 More lighting on the roads or light reflectors on the streets 12/14/2021 12:02 PM

1132 Less traffic, less people 12/14/2021 12:00 PM

1133 Less traffic congestion. Have the lights timed better at all times of day. Have this done often.
Rework some of the major intersections. 13400 S. 3600 W. to start with.

12/14/2021 12:00 PM

1134 More activities for kids 12/14/2021 12:00 PM

1135 More retail shopping options east of Bangerter Highway. 12/14/2021 11:57 AM

1136 Less houses and apartments. Its becoming very commercial and too many people. House
prices are insane.

12/14/2021 11:56 AM

1137 Better controlled growth, seems like if there is a tax buck to be made then we are going to do
it. Thinking of this nature has diminished our quality of life, safety, traffic, and crime.

12/14/2021 11:55 AM

1138 More amenities in parks. Less apartment buildings. Creating an increase in crime and
questionable activity.

12/14/2021 11:52 AM

1139 Parks and trails. More parks and trails. There is a serious lack of parks for kids and families to
enjoy. Better secondary water system. My system has been plugged up with dirty water many
times over the past several years leading to expensive repairs and replacement of
landscaping.

12/14/2021 11:51 AM

1140 Just don’t do what Herriman is doing! 12/14/2021 11:50 AM

1141 Control of barking dogs at night. 12/14/2021 11:50 AM

1142 Please get UTOPIA fiber internet in Riverton! Comcast charges way too much, and Century
Link's speeds are awful in our area. Fiber is the future and UTOPIA is the best option, as you
can pick from many ISP's

12/14/2021 11:50 AM

1143 Improve the services and fees from the city. 12/14/2021 11:49 AM

1144 I call Riverton the city of U turns, but I guess that's a UDOT issue. 12/14/2021 11:48 AM

1145 I would like the downtown area of Riverton to be more charming and visually appealing with
pedestrian friendly walkways that are more beautified, maybe with quaint sitting areas, etc.

12/14/2021 11:43 AM

1146 More sit down restaurants and more family entertainment in Riverton that doesn't require a lot
of driving to get to.

12/14/2021 11:43 AM

1147 Rec center, upscale restaurants, dog park, small park beautification. 12/14/2021 11:42 AM
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1148 Reduce traffic, east-west especially. Access to much better internet. Comcast is not available
to all and Century-Link service is very inadequate!

12/14/2021 11:40 AM

1149 More local! I feel like there's lots of chains and I would love more local restaurants especially 12/14/2021 11:38 AM

1150 A more diversified political representation. 12/14/2021 11:38 AM

1151 More Bike and walking paths. Improved traffic flow around Bangerter. The intersection of 13400
S. & 3600 West takes way too long to cycle through. Traffic between Mt. View and Bangerter
on 13400 S & 12600 S are going to get horrendous as Herriman continues to grow. When the
13400 S & Bangerter intersection is redone, we need to get UDOT to make a way for cars to
just exit Bangerter and head west without stopping (Maybe that connects to Majestic Rise
Parkway instead of 13400S). We shouldn't build any more stop lights on 13400 S.

12/14/2021 11:38 AM

1152 Don't make me pay for the secondary water system which I have never, ever once used. 12/14/2021 11:37 AM

1153 Fewer people in Herriman. 12/14/2021 11:35 AM

1154 A Rec center in Riverton. 12/14/2021 11:34 AM

1155 Recreation center 12/14/2021 11:33 AM

1156 Improved east to west traffic options. 12/14/2021 11:33 AM

1157 Stop building so many apartments! There is too much congestion already. The roads can't
handle all of the traffic.

12/14/2021 11:30 AM

1158 Less high density housing 12/14/2021 11:30 AM

1159 I love my neighbors, the relative affordability, and the proximity to the mountains. 12/14/2021 11:29 AM

1160 Better internet availability. 12/14/2021 11:27 AM

1161 Having city wide spring cleanup putting dumpster in the neighborhoods for a small period of
time for residences to get rid of larger items. Or even a neighborhood dumpster day wher folks
are able to put garbage for waste management to pick up out side of normal garbage pickup.

12/14/2021 11:26 AM

1162 Less people because we will be full at some point and what do we want quality of life to be at
that point. We shouldn't be trying to pack people in. It's very short sided and ruins quality of life
forever after.

12/14/2021 11:25 AM

1163 I'm not sure. 12/14/2021 11:25 AM

1164 I would like to see the smoke and vape shop on 126000 gone! I know that might not be
possible, but it’s quite a spot of blight on the otherwise really nice looking downtown area of
Riverton. Even if it could be made to look nicer on the exterior.

12/14/2021 11:22 AM

1165 Amenities for older children 12/14/2021 11:21 AM

1166 Revitalize downtown. 12/14/2021 11:20 AM

1167 Printed city newsletter sent to each mailbox every month 12/14/2021 11:18 AM

1168 No more high density housing. High density only benefits the developer. The short term the
city gains greater tax base but the cost is too high in crime, tension and poor construction
results in slums in a few years.

12/14/2021 11:16 AM

1169 Access to fiber optic internet such as Google Fiber 12/14/2021 11:16 AM

1170 More outdoor recreational opportunities, sponsorship, and marketing 12/14/2021 11:14 AM

1171 I love the idea of expanding the area of 12600 south and redwood! 12/14/2021 11:14 AM

1172 More patrols near bio life. The neighborhood east of it seems to have a large number of car
break-ins, theft, etc

12/14/2021 11:14 AM

1173 More walking trails 12/14/2021 11:14 AM

1174 It's good 12/14/2021 11:12 AM

1175 somehow filter more of the rocks and sand in the secondary water system. I have to replace
hundreds of dollars of sprinklers each year because of the sand that ruins my sprinklers. Also

12/14/2021 11:11 AM
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more community clean-up options. We loved having the pick-up at the park this year. more of
that would be great.

1176 More streetlights and better lawn care of.communal areas 12/14/2021 11:09 AM

1177 Keep up the good work 12/14/2021 11:08 AM

1178 Variety of dining and entertainment options 12/14/2021 11:07 AM

1179 Not sure. 12/14/2021 11:07 AM

1180 1. More sit down dining options. 2. More office space -business friendly. 3. Please tear down
and start over in the area of 12600 S and Redwood rd. Cleaners? Boxing gyms? emissions
testing? Seriously? It could be so nice....it's such a poor representation of Riverton.

12/14/2021 11:06 AM

1181 There is no planning for infrastructure with all the new multi-unit housing going in. This has
caused traffic issues within riverton.

12/14/2021 11:06 AM

1182 Small businesses around the park. Keep high density houses to a minimum. More community
events.

12/14/2021 11:05 AM

1183 Slow down on multi family dwellings. It is ousting a strain on roads & services. 12/14/2021 11:04 AM

1184 Would enjoy more sit down restaurants in Riverton and not just out by Mountain View corridor
—end up going to Draper or South Jordan because closer to my home. More walking trails
beyond the Jordan river trail.

12/14/2021 11:04 AM

1185 Increase our police force. More neighborhood safety. New parks. 12/14/2021 11:02 AM

1186 Fixing the major traffic issues we have in this area. Not allowing more
homes/apartments/townhomes to be build that the infrastructure can accommodate.

12/14/2021 11:02 AM

1187 More sit down restaurants Larger Splash pad options Rec center with pool 12/14/2021 11:02 AM

1188 I wish the city was more esthetically pleasing. 12600 south could be more attractive by adding
trees/landscaping and holding businesses and residents accountable for the appearance of
their properties. I would love to see more small retail, non chain restaurants, less mass
housing, revitalization of existing businesses that are run down

12/14/2021 11:02 AM

1189 Complete sidewalks for kids to walk to school safely. Especially on 1300 West. More
restaurants and a community center.

12/14/2021 11:01 AM

1190 I just don't want the city to become complacent. I want to continue to have more options for
food and entertainment specifically. I don't currently have any complaints about schooling, road
conditions or lack of recreation funded by the city.

12/14/2021 11:01 AM

1191 limit large housing projects 12/14/2021 11:01 AM

1192 A rec center would be nice 12/14/2021 11:01 AM

1193 Less high density housing 12/14/2021 11:00 AM

1194 Na 12/14/2021 11:00 AM

1195 I really strongly think a rec center would provide so much to the community. 12/14/2021 10:59 AM

1196 Less compact housing. 12/14/2021 10:58 AM

1197 Quality of life is pretty good. 12/14/2021 10:58 AM

1198 I believe that Riverton charges way too much for the Culinary Water. Riverton Water comes
from Jordan Valley Water. On the Jordan Valley website, it states that water is $1.70 per
thousand gallons, yet Riverton charges $3.76 per thousand gallons. It makes no sense why it
is more than double what Jordan Valley charges. I believe this rate should be closer to $2.50
per thousand gallons.

12/14/2021 10:58 AM

1199 More bicycle lanes on streets 12/14/2021 10:58 AM

1200 More things in existing parks - splash pads, exercise stations, 12/14/2021 10:57 AM

1201 less driving, it seems to take a long time to get around 13400, 12600, MVC and Bangerter.
Could you extend 2700 W to connect with MVC over by RSL?

12/14/2021 10:57 AM
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1202 More diversity 12/14/2021 10:56 AM

1203 Swings in the parks in the Western Springs neighborhood! Specifically the little park on
Diamondback Dr. We don't have as many little kids there these days and I think a better (or
additional) playground would just simply be swings.

12/14/2021 10:55 AM

1204 We have small toddlers so we'd love to see more geared for them at community events. Also
smaller park playground equipment for them instead of always designed for larger children.

12/14/2021 10:55 AM

1205 More frequent street sweeping, and road maintenance. 12/14/2021 10:55 AM

1206 Keep the property taxes low 12/14/2021 10:55 AM

1207 More local parks like in neighborhoods with playgrounds for the kids Bike paths that are not on
a street A public pool for the summer

12/14/2021 10:54 AM

1208 No more apartment housing 12/14/2021 10:54 AM

1209 I would love to see a recreation center here one day that I can go exercise and my kids can
swim indoors. My kids would love to have a splash pad that is closer. The one at the city park
is nice but very small.

12/14/2021 10:52 AM

1210 Streets in Western Springs Subdivision are very narrow, yet people constantly have cars
parked at the curbs in front of their homes. On Tortoise lane it is hard to turn right onto Bobcat
because of visibility of oncoming traffic. Very often driving down Tortoise there is no room for
two cars to pass each other so one has to stop for oncoming traffic, because of the cars
parked in the street.

12/14/2021 10:52 AM

1211 Reduce noise. Traffic noise on Mountain View is significant. The sound wall gap along
monarch meadows parkway is inexplicably unaddressed as a health and life quality detriment
to the neighborhood there. I know it’s not a city road but it is a city problem.

12/14/2021 10:51 AM

1212 Better internet 12/14/2021 10:51 AM

1213 Jack in the box 12/14/2021 10:51 AM

1214 Having a rec center facility that residents get a discount on like herriman has and south jordan
has.

12/14/2021 10:51 AM

1215 Biannual trash pick up on your sidewalk day 12/14/2021 10:49 AM

1216 Limiting the addition of High Density housing, the road ways were not designed for the amount
of traffic flow in the area.

12/14/2021 10:48 AM

1217 Improve the arts in Riverton. The theater in the Sandra Lloyd building is a disgrace. Instead of
a rec center we should tear down that building and build something like the Covey Center--with
a good theater area and mixed space use for---(see next comment for another idea for this
building) I would like to see the Riverton band host monthly big band dances for ages 15 and
up--we have so many teenagers in this area that are involved with ballroom, but with the MAC
closing, there is no age appropriate place for them to go. That is a hole that Riverton could
provide. We do not attend city events because they are too crowded and parking is a
nightmare. I would also like to see family nights sponsored at the park when it is limited to
those under 14 and a police presence is there. We lived in Sandy before and we really miss
those events they had at their skate park

12/14/2021 10:48 AM

1218 More activities for kids. 12/14/2021 10:48 AM

1219 I live down the street from the Hamilton Baseball Park. It is very sad to see that it is more
often neglected that beautified.

12/14/2021 10:47 AM

1220 STOP BUILDING high density housing!!!!!! 12/14/2021 10:46 AM

1221 Better roads running east/west. With the growth out west- traffic is just getting more
congested. At times it takes up to 5 minutes to exit my neighborhood onto 126000 South due
to traffic.

12/14/2021 10:45 AM

1222 1. Better water pressure in secondary water system. 2. Improve street lighting in subdivisions.
3. The interior streets are falling apart. We need a better system for paving streets in
subdivisions. 4. More options for dining in Riverton. 5. DO NOT GO TO RANKED CHOICE
VOTING. That is a quick way to disenfranchise voters. 6. More active policing in the
neighborhoods. Visibility reduces crime.

12/14/2021 10:45 AM
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1223 Work being closer 12/14/2021 10:44 AM

1224 More roads. Less dense housing. 12/14/2021 10:44 AM

1225 Have a yearly trash pickup week like West Valley city and Sandy does. People are starting
junk plies next to their garages. Kids are driving golf carts and go carts and motorcyles ATVs
on streets and parks.

12/14/2021 10:43 AM

1226 Na 12/14/2021 10:43 AM

1227 More well thought out sit down dining options. Of course that brings shopping and
entertainment as well. Mountain View Village is awesome except that the road layout is
complete crap and it looks like Phase 2 will be just as bad.

12/14/2021 10:41 AM

1228 broadband Internet - Google Fiber or Utopia 12/14/2021 10:41 AM

1229 We basically get secluded to our backyards - there’s really not a lot of walking trails through
neighborhoods it’s terrifying to take a bike out of the neighborhood , speeding on 3600 w and
people who drag race that road at night is a little ridiculous , also the weeds, tagging, and
graffiti along that road is enough for me to want to move. Our parkstrips aren’t well kept. It’s a
nice place to live if you don’t mind driving everywhere, not speaking to neighbors or anyone
else and don’t mind noise and neglected streets. We don’t have nice parks, walking paths or
destinations really. I’m genuinely concerned we will turn into a drive through town lowering
home values and causing a lot of wear and tear that is expensive. Nothing to be proud of here -
taxes are comparable to cities with many amenities and plenty of attractive destinations.
People live here because bluffdale is too far south and South Jordan and Draper’s home
values are too expensive.

12/14/2021 10:40 AM

1230 Better street lighting in residential areas off of main road in Riverton. More variety of sit-down
dining options. Better service from local USPS - always missing mail/getting wrong mail
delivered to our address.

12/14/2021 10:40 AM

1231 Less condo construction and traffic 12/14/2021 10:40 AM

1232 A traffic light at the 12600 S entrance to the Riverton City Park!! PLEASE!! At minimum a
cross walk with a stop light! A Riverton City Rec. Center with a large pool and kids pool would
be great. Winter activities with kids in Riverton are hard to come by. South Jordan Rec center
isn't great and we have to pay more to go to go there. A center for Riverton Residents in the
"downtown" area would be so nice. Mountain View Village is great area but rather far for those
of us in the redwood area. I am excited to see what is done to revitalize the downtown area.

12/14/2021 10:39 AM

1233 The none association from neighbors when they find out you are not Mormon. I know you have
no control over that

12/14/2021 10:39 AM

1234 I believe that better dining and shopping would be an improvement. A lot times I need to leave
Riverton to purchase something specific, or get better food options when dining out.

12/14/2021 10:39 AM

1235 A police force that didn’t have a chip on its shoulder, at least the officer I have had contact
with, I am a middle age business man, I got pulled over for a traffic violation and was treated
as if I was a drug dealer pointing a gun at the officer, that officer has no place in law
inforcement

12/14/2021 10:38 AM

1236 Maintain the rural atmosphere that brought me to Riverton. 12/14/2021 10:37 AM

1237 A recreation center 12/14/2021 10:37 AM

1238 Limit to homes being turned into apartment type living. Noise after dark enforced (loud music) 12/14/2021 10:37 AM

1239 Trax line Better broadband options (say, google fiber) Local tavern/pub within walking distance
Outdoor dining More trees Fewer strip malls More bike paths Improve and level 1300 west.
Many manhole covers sitting very low makes it tough to drive on.

12/14/2021 10:37 AM

1240 Less multifamily housing. 12/14/2021 10:36 AM

1241 A major road to future population west of Riverton. It would release conjection and noise in
Rivertons neighborhoods.

12/14/2021 10:35 AM

1242 minimize high density housing 12/14/2021 10:34 AM

1243 First off- I have made several attempts to stop the speeding on Linda Marie Lane. Only to be 12/14/2021 10:34 AM
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told that the city will not put in speed bumps. It has become so ridiculous as this has become
the short cut to get to Redwood Rd. and back to 13 West. We have children on this street. It
has become a speedway. As much as I appreciate our Police Department, after my emails
asking for help I have seen them drive through in the middle of the day. When we need to have
some presence as people are in a huge hurry to get to and from work and school. We have
children waiting for busses and in the summertime they play very near the streets and ride
bikes. I have seen people speed by without even putting their break lights on as they are
passing by the children. It’s absolutely insane. It’s a game for some to race against the speed
signs as it is flashing to slow down. Something has to be done…. I know what I pay in property
taxes here in Riverton which are very high. It is very frustrating for me to see and be told there
is nothing basically that can be done. I don’t even have children only grandchildren who visit,
which my granddaughter went across the road to play when a crazy kid in a big Ford truck
came squealing around the corner barely missing her. I was standing outside and saw the
whole thing of course I yelled but do you think the little brat even slowed down. Not even!!! It’s
beyond crazy. I know and understand that Riverton is seeing more and more thefts and other
things that need attention. But how about we also protect from anyone being hurt from the
crazy people that think this straight street is a freeway. Please do something!!!!

1244 No more high density housing! 12/14/2021 10:34 AM

1245 More mixed-use zoning, more walkable areas of town. 12/14/2021 10:33 AM

1246 More things to do outside of the parks. Entertainment and food options in historic Riverton
areas

12/14/2021 10:32 AM

1247 126th traffic is awful. I don’t know that there is a fix though with the growth that is occurring in
SW quadrant of valley.

12/14/2021 10:32 AM

1248 More sit-down dining options! 12/14/2021 10:31 AM

1249 Strengthen what we have, control building to maintain bedroom community 12/14/2021 10:31 AM

1250 N 12/14/2021 10:31 AM

1251 Better broadband options. 12/14/2021 10:30 AM

1252 1. Need some sort of directory to hire handymen or landscapers for help around the house. 2.
Some reference material to understand our water sources and why it tastes strange.

12/14/2021 10:29 AM

1253 Enforcement of existing ordnance. Sound walls on Bangerter. 12/14/2021 10:29 AM

1254 More sidewalks Better internet options 12/14/2021 10:29 AM

1255 Redwood road needs a plan. What is it? Right now it feels like a highway that goes straight
through the town and the town has no where to stop to sit and enjoy. People need a reason to
stop in Riverton, not just drive through. We need smaller shops, office space and affordable
living . Smaller shops, offices and multi family would be perfect on Redwood Rd. Right now the
city lacks a mixed use zone. I think Redwood Rd would be a perfect introduction to a mixed
Use zone.

12/14/2021 10:28 AM

1256 Just a Rec Center. 12/14/2021 10:27 AM

1257 Continue to add amenities the MVV the people here would enjoy. Keep up with roads to handle
growth. Encourage UTA to add more transit connections to nearby rail stations. A county rec
center near the South County Pool would benefit Riverton Draper and Bluffdale residents.

12/14/2021 10:27 AM

1258 Immediately cease all future plans for high-density housing projects. 12/14/2021 10:25 AM

1259 Better focus on healthy living. More established walking paths/trails, better lighting for those
who utilize them at night, a health food store (sprouts, trader Joe's, whole foods, natural
grocers, etc) other eating options than chain fast food (a healthier drive through/take out or a
healthier sit down restaurant) a rec center that provides fitness classes and facilities

12/14/2021 10:24 AM

1260 Cleaner air and fresher tasting water 12/14/2021 10:24 AM

1261 Ending the road construction  We’re getting more densely populated which adds to the traffic.
I’d like to see the end of selling off the few open areas we have left to add apartments. I
understand the need for affordable housing, but adding more and more people to the city
makes everything more crowded (activities, traffic, running errands etc)

12/14/2021 10:23 AM
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1262 A recreation center! I really missed having one close when I moved here. I would have a yearly
family membership. The herriman one is too overrun because of their population boom. We
need our own for old and young stay active and participate in sports and exercise activities!

12/14/2021 10:23 AM

1263 Better sediment filtration in the secondary water system, revitalized downtown 12/14/2021 10:23 AM

1264 Schools are too far away to walk to but not far enough for a bus (about 1.4 miles). My son has
to cross Redwood Road to get to his school but there is not a pedestrian bridge, which would
make me feel much more comfortable with him riding his bike to school. Also, the ALPS
program at school would require him to go to a different school instead of having gifted and
talented programs at every school. Riverton could also use more soccer fields, most of the
fields are West of Bangerter and traffic is horrible out there.

12/14/2021 10:23 AM

1265 More sit down restaurants. There are too many fast food and car washes. 12/14/2021 10:21 AM

1266 More walking trails and things to get people outdoors more and moving. 12/14/2021 10:21 AM

1267 No comment 12/14/2021 10:20 AM

1268 Higher speed internet at a reasonable price 12/14/2021 10:20 AM

1269 Fewer speed bumps. Riverton is the capital of speed bumps. 12/14/2021 10:19 AM

1270 Petty crimes have increased over the years I have lived here. Addressing that would be
helpful.

12/14/2021 10:19 AM

1271 Fiber internet, more local shopping options, shopping and dining options that can be accessed
safely via bike or walking.

12/14/2021 10:18 AM

1272 Community events Riverton Town Days Rodeo, and events like this one, that begin with a
religious prayer (usually a mormon prayer). WHY? Continuing this practice is the best way to
make sure that people, who already don't feel like they belong at community events, know that
they are not welcome at community events. Make Riverton a more walkable community.
Crossing major streets is not safe. Provide more context (e.g. places to go, businesses to
patronage) to provide reasons for people to walk. Far too frequently, cities will invest in
ineffective and unused physical activity/recreation options (e.g. park based exercise stations).
There are far better ways to invest funds to promote healthy active lifestyles. For example,
installing safer crossings (e.g. signal lights and mid-crosswalks, add more crosswalks) on
2700 west between 126 and 134. Add more crosswalks on 134 between 2700 and 3600.
Provide support to businesses to support cyclists. Install charge stations for personal EVs.

12/14/2021 10:18 AM

1273 More trees in the parks. 12/14/2021 10:17 AM

1274 less multiple housing ! 12/14/2021 10:17 AM

1275 More walking open space. Less high density housing. Lower crowding. This place is getting
really really busy. Busy is good. But very very crowded.

12/14/2021 10:16 AM

1276 A new Mayor who cares about the health of the city's residence and believes in science. When
I opened the mayoral ballot he was running unopposed. I was annoyed a two things, first this
person does not believe in science and has displayed no critical thinking skills or an active
involvement in the community's health and well being. Second that the city spend tax funds to
mail out the ballot. This meant it went straight in the trash. How can we engage the city's
residence in a way that will inspire more participation and bring local leaders into view.
Lowering the secondary water costs. More walk ways and trails. Limit the number of high
density housing in the city.

12/14/2021 10:16 AM

1277 More roads if that is possible. In the 9 years I have lived in Riverton, I feel like the traffic has
gotten a little crazy and the side roads are always crowded.

12/14/2021 10:15 AM

1278 More walking trails and paths 12/14/2021 10:15 AM

1279 Place speed dumps on Van Cott Peak Drive across from the park do something other than
print the speed limit on the street do something about it. Speeding is a high issue and the
surrounding street have speed dumps.

12/14/2021 10:15 AM

1280 Riverton needs a more visible police presence/patrol to help prevent petty thefts. Riverton
could benefit financially and socially from unique large events which would draw participants
and attendees from other areas (i.e. dinner theater, hands-on historical experiences, cultural
festivals, special sporting events, arts fair, pay-to-play/learn/experience events, etc.).

12/14/2021 10:15 AM
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1281 Increased enforcement of speeding on 13400 S West of Bangerter Highway. Increased police
presence at the intersection of 2700 W and 11800 S. Every time I’m stopped at the light I see
someone run a red light. Watchful spending. The speed camera trailer lights went out almost
as soon as I noticed them around the City. Feels like a waste of city money

12/14/2021 10:14 AM

1282 I’d like to see more sit down dining & entertainment. 12/14/2021 10:13 AM

1283 Love the Christmas lights and banners throughout the year. Would love to see the areas
around 12300 and redwood and westward on12300 updated. Add Trees, bushes less signs
cleaned up parking lots. Maybe uniform looking signs.

12/14/2021 10:13 AM

1284 Better dining options, especially higher end but also drive throughs. 12/14/2021 10:13 AM

1285 Better east/west transportation 12/14/2021 10:12 AM

1286 Enforce speed limits 12/14/2021 10:12 AM

1287 Reasonably priced fiber to the home. 12/14/2021 10:12 AM

1288 Keep the small town feel as long as possible. Don't try to make it big and please don't build a
community center. They are nothing but trouble for the finances of the city. Less is more.

12/14/2021 10:11 AM

1289 Too much higher density being built. Redwood between 114 and 123 is a race track at night.
City center needs more restaurants

12/14/2021 10:11 AM

1290 I am not sure 12/14/2021 10:11 AM

1291 There is are a lot of houses and apartments being built within small spaces and inflation has
been ruining quality of life

12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1292 Get rid of all the vape shops and payday loan centers. Downtown Riverton is trashy. 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1293 We need a different source for secondary water. Using Utah Lake water is unhealthy and also
prevents many plants from being able to survive.

12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1294 Consider upgrading our parks adding bike parks dirt jump parks, or pump tracks. 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1295 I'd like to see more grocery store choices. Right now I have Peterson's or Walmart as options
and neither are preferred. I drive outside of Riverton borders to visit a different grocery store
(Smith's or Winco). In addition, there are some retail stores that haven't made it to this end of
the valley yet, again making me drive outside of Riverton to visit. Example: Target.

12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1296 I really wish we could improve the secondary water. We had a lot of issues with our sprinklers
this year because of how dirty the water was. Canal off 118th and 3200 W. We previously lived
in a different area of Riverton for years and didn’t have these issues.

12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1297 Quit building multi family housing. 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

1298 I find the removal of garbage frustrating in Riverton. We do not have a can for green waste and
thus have to use a regular can for it. So I don’t have enough space for household garbage
when I mow my yard. I do not own a trailer or truck to be able to take stuff like large branches
to the dump. My neighbors and I fight for extra space in cans at the park around the corner and
I do pay for an extra green can.

12/14/2021 10:09 AM

1299 Speed limits and noisy cars are a real problem. 12/14/2021 10:07 AM

1300 Our own fire department 12/14/2021 10:07 AM

1301 Get ride of the MAGA people, and ban the traitors flag from all events. 12/14/2021 10:06 AM

1302 Infrastructure 12/14/2021 10:06 AM

1303 NA 12/14/2021 10:06 AM

1304 Traffic is a problem. Less high density housing, better roads to get in and out of west Riverton
(between 12600 / 13400 S and Bangerter Hwy) and more fast casual dining options. Mountain
View Village is nice for dining and shopping but there are too many lights along 13400 S.

12/14/2021 10:06 AM

1305 Higher end shopping Light rail access More bike trails 12/14/2021 10:05 AM

1306 Limiting high density housing. Herriman has plenty! 12/14/2021 10:04 AM
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1307 It’s good as it is 12/14/2021 10:04 AM

1308 A better emergency services plan. Especially emergency communication. More CERT and
perhaps amateur radio training and consideration for ham radio antennas and police auxiliary
help for parade and community service type activities. Get the youth more involved with fire,
police and community government activities.

12/14/2021 10:04 AM

1309 Roadway Improvements that create alternative paths around the city. 12/14/2021 10:04 AM

1310 Less apartments 12/14/2021 10:04 AM

1311 make 1300 west, north of 126, less of a drag strip 12/14/2021 10:03 AM

1312 Municipal broadband. 12/14/2021 10:03 AM

1313 I would love to have cable internet 18 12/14/2021 10:03 AM

1314 I'm not sure if the police are patrolling enough. I didn't remember ever seeing a police vehicle in
my neighborhood.

12/14/2021 10:02 AM

1315 Not allowing more commercial buildings as well as apartment complexes. Let’s keep bigger
lots and single family homes

12/14/2021 10:02 AM

1316 Increased focus on higher end retail and dining. I don't want to keep driving to south jordan,
sandy and other surrounding cities for good restaurants and shopping.

12/14/2021 10:02 AM

1317 Stop building multi family structures and homes on less than .5 acres 12/14/2021 10:02 AM

1318 See answers on question 29. 12/14/2021 10:02 AM

1319 More hype places 12/14/2021 10:01 AM

1320 Reduce traffic congestion. I realize this may be difficult to accomplish with more people
moving into the area.

12/14/2021 10:00 AM

1321 ADA accessible playground equipment…you notice the trend? 12/14/2021 10:00 AM

1322 I think a small brewery would be amazing in Riverton, i typically drive downtown for that - but
would love to see Riverton get a small craft brewery. I think the lighting in the neighborhoods
should be updated. i live at 2402 west in riverton and the lighting pole has been there for over
20 years and is slanted - its the worst looking thing on the block.

12/14/2021 9:59 AM

1323 Something that I feel would make Riverton better, is a true "Main Street" or downtown area that
has small businesses (shops and restaurants).

12/14/2021 9:59 AM

1324 More emphasis on helping people clean up their yards. 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1325 ? 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1326 1.More use of renewable energy and electric charging stations for EVs. 2. Cut down on noise
pollution. It would be nice to be able to sit outside and not hear loud vehicles gunning it up and
down Redwood Rd.

12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1327 Communication, I struggle to follow what is going on and what the offerings are. 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1328 I think a summer clean up program with more dumpsters. Stream out through out the
neighborhoods for a day would help clean up our city.

12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1329 Less density-less traffic 12/14/2021 9:57 AM

1330 Clean trails and streets (weeds and garbage) 12/14/2021 9:57 AM

1331 Maybe a bigger retail shopping space? But I actually think you’re doing that anyways out on
13400 S. Oh you know I do often think the “downtown” Riverton area is quite outdated and I
believe it’s got too many outdated or unrecognizable small retail shops and businesses. I think
if you can get an entertainment option or more familiar store names put up it may help with
business?

12/14/2021 9:56 AM

1332 Need speed bumps on Murdoch peak drive… and sound wall 4 Mountain View - very busy and
loud! Do a survey for these things!

12/14/2021 9:56 AM

1333 LESS high density housing! 12/14/2021 9:55 AM
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1334 More transportation for disabled people. 12/14/2021 9:55 AM

1335 More sit-down restaurants. No more car washes or tire/repair shops. 12/14/2021 9:54 AM

1336 Nothing other than the city parade... Can it not be at the heat of the day when the sun is
beating down on everyone? It's miserable. Morning or later in the evening would be better.

12/14/2021 9:54 AM

1337 Less high density housing. While I understand the need for high density housing and I am not
completely opposed to it, but I feel like other issues need to be addressed with this aspect.
Traffic and roads need improvements for high density housing and I dislike seeing so many of
our remaining smaller open spaces being developed into high density housing.

12/14/2021 9:53 AM

1338 Green waste trash bins 12/14/2021 9:53 AM

1339 I’ve always wondered why three schools are so close to each other and right on a main road. It
seems unsafe for small children and causes traffic issues. I would consider relocating
Southland, but I can’t say I know where to. I think it would be nice to have our own Rec center,
possibly near the city center as a part of a redevelopment plan. I realize it would need plenty of
room for a pool, fields and parking and Riverton open space is limited.

12/14/2021 9:53 AM

1340 add a wider variety of things to do in Riverton like more pickleball courts with some indoor
ones, a disc golf course or two, cornhole, equestrian, etc...

12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1341 a neighborhood sports bar 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1342 Efforts to keep the town up to date and fresh, keeping a feeling of community 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1343 Stop building townhomes. The level and rate of growth is irresponsible and shows that
developers run the area, not government.

12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1344 no more multiple unit living areas! 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1345 More diverse restaurants! 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1346 A robust theater program. 12/14/2021 9:51 AM

1347 Schools are terrible there is minimal bussing. If you drive by any of the elementary schools
during drop off it a dangerous nightmare for both pedestrians and motorist. Lines of cars
blocking traffic in the residential streets its turns streets into one way traffic. I'm surprised their
hasn't been a child ran over or killed. They also have low test scores.

12/14/2021 9:51 AM

1348 City golf course 12/14/2021 9:51 AM

1349 Better city planning of residential and commercial uses to create better and more attractive
zones for each and better cohesion in those areas.

12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1350 Rather than focusing on expansion of residential housing like the rest of Utah, focus on
protecting our environment so that future generations can enjoy it. Focus on conservation and
smart environmental fixes that won't hamstring businesses.

12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1351 Revitalizing the city center 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1352 Quit building apartments. Not enough parking for everyone. 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1353 More walking, recreational options. 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1354 A mountain bike Park. See Draper, Park City, St George, and South Jordan for examples. 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1355 I've always been wanting a Trader Joe's or another health-based food store or grocery store
like them nearby. I love Trader Joe's and hate that I have to drive to Fort Union to shop there. I
feel like we have lots of wonderful land and space out here in the South Valley to build a Trader
Joe's! Sprouts would be another great one!

12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1356 Minimal high density housing 12/14/2021 9:49 AM

1357 The city is getting crowded. 12/14/2021 9:49 AM

1358 More public transportation 12/14/2021 9:49 AM

1359 Better snow plowing in winter. 12/14/2021 9:49 AM

1360 Keeping it a “small town” 12/14/2021 9:48 AM
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1361 None that I can think of. 12/14/2021 9:48 AM

1362 Please stop getting rid of green spaces. We move here to have the country feel, and Riverton
is quickly selling out. It’s sad and disgusting. Please create green belts where there’s walking
paths, green spaces, and habitats for wildlife, throughout the city. Look at Davis, CA. Perfect
example of how to have a city with natural habitats mixed in. Great for the residents- reduces
stress and increases exercise- better health for residents, plus supports the wildlife population.

12/14/2021 9:47 AM

1363 n/a 12/14/2021 9:47 AM

1364 Rec center 12/14/2021 9:47 AM

1365 Less focus on not spending money and more focus on how to best spend the money through
surveys like this

12/14/2021 9:47 AM

1366 Rec center 12/14/2021 9:46 AM

1367 More lighting on main roads like Redwood 12/14/2021 9:46 AM

1368 Better internet. Working from home is only made harder by how horrible the internet is in
riverton

12/14/2021 9:46 AM

1369 The police need to help others when there is a serious problem. They need to act quickly in
getting it resolved. We have specific laws that need to be enforced. I expect them to enforce
them.

12/14/2021 9:46 AM

1370 Options for dining beyond fast food in the downtown area. 12/14/2021 9:45 AM

1371 Another Grocer. 12/14/2021 9:45 AM

1372 Less people. Stop building homes, apartments!!! 12/14/2021 9:45 AM

1373 I have a 7 year old. In my neighborhood there aren't many kids his age. Wish there were
younger families so he could make friends with.

12/14/2021 9:45 AM

1374 I think electronic signs similar to Herriman’s located approx. 12600 & Mtn View, for City
announcements placed on Redwood & 12600 S and near 13400 S & Bangarter where there is a
lot of traffic and stop lights would be beneficial and informative for residents.

12/14/2021 9:44 AM

1375 I would love to see the downtown area revitalized while maintaining the historic aspect of
Riverton. My mother was born and raised off of Redwood Road on dairy farm. I think it's
important to revitalize while holding on to the roots of the community. I live near the Kinlands
Farm and love that have brought that historic part of Riverton into our community.

12/14/2021 9:43 AM

1376 Business staying open a little later 12/14/2021 9:43 AM

1377 A road from Bluffdale into southwest Riverton 12/14/2021 9:43 AM

1378 More community gathering events / parties for holidays etc. 12/14/2021 9:42 AM

1379 Build less town homes 12/14/2021 9:42 AM

1380 Fewer high density housing units 12/14/2021 9:42 AM

1381 Ensure growth is planned for responsibly with balancing preserving access to open space and
not just packing more people and traffic in.

12/14/2021 9:41 AM

1382 Better maintained parks. Most of them are weed fields full of thistles that can’t even be used in
late summer. A little pre emergent goes a long way. Just better upkeep during the year.

12/14/2021 9:41 AM

1383 better internet services. not just comcast for 1gbps. and better cell phone signal. 12/14/2021 9:40 AM

1384 Better phone connections ( too many dropped calls) Too many fast food places, we need some
more mom and pop sit down dinning More small business shopping ( boutiques ect)

12/14/2021 9:40 AM

1385 East west travel needs to be improved esp on 134th 12/14/2021 9:40 AM

1386 More people driving the speed limit! 12/14/2021 9:39 AM

1387 water, clean air, parks and trails, easy access/traffic to retails. 12/14/2021 9:39 AM

1388 More connected trails on the east of Bangerter and Redwood 12/14/2021 9:39 AM
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1389 Sit down resturants, we leave riverton to go eat 12/14/2021 9:39 AM

1390 Better snow removal! Our street/circle/neighborhood doesn’t even get plowed. 12/14/2021 9:38 AM

1391 A recreation center and more dinning options 12/14/2021 9:38 AM

1392 1. Keep high-density to an absolute minimum. 2. Fund code enforcement to keep trash and
junk levels at residences to a minimum. 3. Review existing city building codes to ensure that
any future retail is as attractive as possible. Discourage strip mall style architecture. 4.
Continue to encourage auto dealerships to occupy the area near 13400 South and bangerter
and or mountain view. Auto sales are a wonderful way of increasing tax base.

12/14/2021 9:38 AM

1393 Less high density housing. Please. Fewer people and less traffic. 12/14/2021 9:37 AM

1394 Less business traffic through residential streets. 12/14/2021 9:37 AM

1395 Fitness/recreation options, either by a new community center or interlocal agreements with
neighboring cities for discounted use of theirs (e.g. Herriman, South Jordan).

12/14/2021 9:37 AM

1396 More areas for dine in restaurants and possible entertainment options. 12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1397 walkability, bikeability 12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1398 Riverton used to be much smaller, it’s getting too overcrowded. Build more houses and less
condo/apartment type living spaces.

12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1399 I'd love more to do with my kids and to have a rec center here with swimming lessons 12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1400 Traffic on 134 12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1401 Verity of shopping-so no reason to go elsewhere. (There is a good verity now but more would
be better)

12/14/2021 9:35 AM

1402 More concern for the seniors. 12/14/2021 9:35 AM

1403 Stop offering business and town homes the secondary water. Only let farms and single family
homes have access.

12/14/2021 9:35 AM

1404 Avoid high density apartment building 12/14/2021 9:35 AM

1405 better roads that can support more traffic and more schools 12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1406 Revitalize the downtown old Riverton. You got rid of the charm and packed it with apartments!
There is no fixing it now! You moved the heart of Riverton farther west basically.

12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1407 I truly feel that we need shade structure over the play structures at every park. The summers
in Riverton are very hot and I worry that my littles will burn their legs trying to go down the
slide. Cities like Draper and St George have these and the parks are used so much more.

12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1408 Have a Tots area - indoors and outdoors (could be part of the recreation center(?). 12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1409 Better street and neighborhood lights. 12/14/2021 9:33 AM

1410 Less traffic from Herriman residents 12/14/2021 9:33 AM

1411 A few more family friendly sit down restaurants so we can eat in Riverton instead of going to
other cities. Sure miss Texas Roadhouse since it’s now in South Jordan. I believe the
restaurant would do well here as it’s always very busy in every location.

12/14/2021 9:33 AM

1412 recreation center! 12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1413 Avoid dense housing. No apartments or townhomes in the middle of established
neighborhoods.

12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1414 We really need more in-person dining and social options. I'm a young professional (32) and
NONE of my colleagues ever express any interest in moving here over more "desirable"
suburbs. I think they're crazy because I love it here, but the lack of cool eateries, bars, etc. is
a non-starter for many my age. I think without investment in a better social scene you're going
to constantly have an aging population and diminishing tax base.

12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1415 Stop The Condo rental developments in estate areas. Move all high density housing to the
outskirts of Riverton. Enforce bylaws regarding profanity on flags and signs in front yards, this

12/14/2021 9:32 AM
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makes us look terrible to visitors.

1416 Keeps areas of farming land, less multi unit housing. 12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1417 keep it simple 12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1418 Installing a pedestrian crossing flashing light at Sirmingo and 1300 West to aid pedestrians
safely crossing the busy 1300 West street.

12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1419 I think the city has become easy target for car break-ins and property theft. Not sure how to
resolve it.

12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1420 Lots of theft and bad behavior. Bad water. Expensive utility please bring utility costs down.
Traffic is horrible. And there’s too many houses being built in our area no more houses or
businesses. I can’t get out to bangerter or home.

12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1421 Control the stray dogs and dogs iff leash. 12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1422 We need more soccer parks. Per capita, the quality of soccer in this state is top 3 in the
country but the fields are so overused due to demand. We need more space for this sport.

12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1423 Recreation Center 12/14/2021 9:30 AM

1424 Community policing, get the officers into the neighborhoods driving. Go after aggressive
drivers like S Jordan does. Residential roads are starting to deteriorate. More lights into
neighborhoods. Secondary water pressure is lacking severely.

12/14/2021 9:30 AM

1425 More/better dining options 12/14/2021 9:30 AM

1426 Getting rid of that mess of a house on 11800 S near the district. The number of times there
have been things in the road, items or people that can't get past and have to walk/ ride their
bikes in the lane is ridiculous. I've almost hit things numerous times. It's a major safety
hazard.

12/14/2021 9:30 AM

1427 Better road planning and expansion 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1428 Our neighbors have goats allowed by Riverton City law and the goats are a nuisance. We
might move to a different city because of it.

12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1429 More trails, walking paths and out of traffic access to businesses and parks. More east west
road options.

12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1430 drinking water quality and secondary water cost 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1431 Water quality has gotten better, but is still not great. Secondary water system is awful. My
husband and I enjoy doing yard work and keeping nice flower beds and gardens. However, the
secondary water is pretty gross and has brought all kinds of new weeds. My other major gripe
is lack of internet providers for this area. Why oh why can we not get some better
options?????

12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1432 Lower business license costs and encourage citizens to shop local. 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1433 More unique restaurants and less chain restaurants. More small businesses. 12/14/2021 9:28 AM

1434 A little more dining and cultural venues. 12/14/2021 9:28 AM

1435 Less Herriman residents blocking east and west bound traffic. Love the light display at
Christmas…..speakers are broken. Please fix that.

12/14/2021 9:28 AM

1436 I grew up in the Midwest and every town in the Chicago suburbs had a downtown to go to with
restaurants, bars, movie theaters and local stores. I wish we had something like that families
or couples could hang around out.

12/14/2021 9:27 AM

1437 Less traffic 12/14/2021 9:27 AM

1438 More options for broadband internet access. Better east/west travel arteries. Curbside bulk
trash pickup days (like Sandy does). Partner with Rocky Mountain Power to fix issues that
lead to multiple power outages a year. Community events need more/better parking.

12/14/2021 9:26 AM

1439 All good. 12/14/2021 9:26 AM

1440 Diversity in shopping, food. 12/14/2021 9:25 AM
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1441 Fewer Trump supporters 12/14/2021 9:25 AM

1442 Promoting more diversity. My family is African American and we've had some major racial
issues

12/14/2021 9:24 AM

1443 We need to put a hold on building of multifamily communities, we are outgrowing ourselves. If
we must have them they need to not be in the "historical" area.

12/14/2021 9:24 AM

1444 Hobby Shop/Model Train Store? 😁 12/14/2021 9:24 AM

1445 Better east/west traffic flow. 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1446 reduce air pollution 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1447 Not over building multi unit housing. 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1448 More sit down restaurants less home building and no apartments/condos 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1449 More outdoor recreation less condensed housing! 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1450 A few more sit down restaurants, traffic control. 12/14/2021 9:22 AM

1451 Not building homes so close together. Bigger lots for new homes as Herriman is building so
much our traffic problems in Riverton are being impacted greatly.

12/14/2021 9:22 AM

1452 Traffic flowing to and from Herriman is a nightmare. 12/14/2021 9:22 AM

1453 Make more inlet streets 12600 and 13400 are a joke . 12/14/2021 9:22 AM

1454 City sponsored high speed internet. 12/14/2021 9:22 AM

1455 More activities for young adults and after school activities for our youth. 12/14/2021 9:21 AM

1456 More restaurants, especially Italian food 12/14/2021 9:20 AM

1457 Stop density housing complexes. Bring in higher quality restaurants and shopping. The
majority of the new shopping is Ross type stores… seriously? Ugh.

12/14/2021 9:19 AM

1458 More summer splash pads. Another swimming pool. Less mass neighborhoods, I’d be fine
paying more taxes to keep the area less congested.

12/14/2021 9:19 AM

1459 I heard rumor that Fiber internet technology is built into my street, but Riverton has avoided
working out agreements to turn it on through Google or UTOPIA... this is _huge_. We really
need stronger internet options in Riverton.

12/14/2021 9:19 AM

1460 Transportation corridors. Realizing there is currently inconveniences with construction on
Bangeter highway, we need to make sure we are planning forward and not being reactive to the
transportation corridors.

12/14/2021 9:18 AM

1461 Dog parks - open space - make use of the Jordan River. This is an untapped resource that we
should highlight and make a feature.

12/14/2021 9:18 AM

1462 Reduce the number of high density housing facilities (where the most crime seems to occur,
based on my Ring app), thereby also reducing the traffic jams that happen daily during rush
hours.

12/14/2021 9:17 AM

1463 Less high-density housing areas. We don't need to over populate the small city area that we
have.

12/14/2021 9:17 AM

1464 The historic redwood/126th area doesn’t have much food/entertainment. Everything is over
near bangerter, which means we have to drive farther for stuff.

12/14/2021 9:17 AM

1465 Traffic from east to west 12/14/2021 9:16 AM

1466 Eventually completing the overpasses for Bangerter Highway. 12/14/2021 9:16 AM

1467 Keep the open space as open space. 12/14/2021 9:15 AM

1468 I coach multiple youth sports teams and are having to leave Riverton and put our money out of
the city for rental spaces for youth sports… mainly basketball and baseball.

12/14/2021 9:14 AM

1469 No more high density housing. Add tons of traffic and noise. 12/14/2021 9:13 AM
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1470 Stop building town homes and apartments 12/14/2021 9:12 AM

1471 Can't think of anything that needs changing. 12/14/2021 9:09 AM

1472 Congestion on roads, and lack of efficient East-west traffic movement other than bangerter
highway.

12/14/2021 8:59 AM

1473 More open-minded leadership and thought around those that have different moral values. 12/14/2021 8:56 AM

1474 Bigger lots for homes , no more town homes 12/14/2021 8:38 AM

1475 Rec center would be really nice. A more reliable source for using the secondary water. There
seems to always be pressure issues.

12/14/2021 8:23 AM

1476 Satisfied 12/14/2021 8:19 AM

1477 Less high density homes , more homes with agriculture property 12/14/2021 8:07 AM

1478 Traffic is getting pretty crowded and tricky. Also, water for primary water is pricier than I would
like. Playground at Centennial park fun for older kids as well. Safety traffic issues: A green
arrow at 12600 and 1300 all the time. Yield to U turn signs can be confusing. Especially for
new teen drivers. How does the right turner know if someone is going to do any turn.. there are
a few signs that get confusing and can cause a safety issues.

12/14/2021 7:58 AM

1479 Golf facility is lackluster but this is a county issue. Riveroaks driving range and practice
facility specifically could use a facelift. Glen moor is very busy and Riverton and herriman
have an opportunity to capture some of this business.

12/14/2021 7:52 AM

1480 A better community theater for the performers to perform in. I live close to downtown Riverton
and it is so blech. It only seems to be car part stores, smoke shops, and predatory lenders. It
could really use a lot of help and clean up the trash stores.

12/14/2021 7:48 AM

1481 More paved walking/jogging trails!!! 12/14/2021 7:48 AM

1482 Improvements to secondary water. The level of loose sediment has destroyed my irrigation
system.

12/14/2021 7:46 AM

1483 Being able to recycle glass 12/14/2021 7:38 AM

1484 Stop putting up so many stoplights. More neighborhood parks. 12/14/2021 7:37 AM

1485 The secondary water is absolutely awful 12/14/2021 7:34 AM

1486 Dog park 12/14/2021 7:10 AM

1487 More options for internet 12/14/2021 7:09 AM

1488 Better biking pathways east west 12/14/2021 7:06 AM

1489 East west travel is not great 12/14/2021 7:03 AM

1490 Smiths Marketplace. 12/14/2021 6:39 AM

1491 Fix the roads, they are falling apart in subdivisions. Budget for overlays. Secondary water has
no pressure.

12/14/2021 6:35 AM

1492 Limit further high density housing 12/14/2021 6:19 AM

1493 Less traffic. 12/14/2021 6:07 AM

1494 More speed control, more pedestrian overpasses, more distinguished cross walks for safety 12/14/2021 5:51 AM

1495 Do not change Riverton I to more commercialized area. No new hotels or large shopping areas.
I would love to see more police out and about. They make me feel safe.

12/14/2021 5:38 AM

1496 Unified is the biggest joke! Get rid of them!!! 12/14/2021 5:35 AM

1497 Police presence Parks are not safe anymore Porch theft out of control Skate park drugs,
jumping in front of cars, bullying,

12/14/2021 5:21 AM

1498 Diversity of representation in city government would help make the city feel more inclusive. 12/14/2021 5:18 AM

1499 Limit housing and apartments that take away open space 12/14/2021 5:15 AM
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1500 Inbed pipes in sand instead of the rocky ground. 12/14/2021 4:46 AM

1501 Decrease traffic and limit people moving to Riverton. Too many people and too much traffic.
This is taking away from the beauty of the city and the reason I moved here.

12/14/2021 4:16 AM

1502 Less religion-centric planning 12/14/2021 3:15 AM

1503 I would really like to have a community center or set up an agreement with Herriman for the
Riverton residents to use their rec center.

12/14/2021 2:01 AM

1504 As Riverton continues to build can we have quality over quantity . Leaving area for children to
have play areas in apartment buildings . A place to ride their bike , or roller skate , play outside
. Build good mental health.

12/14/2021 1:56 AM

1505 Remembering that citizens on the edges of other cities matter too, we are so close to Herriman
that we feel left out of decisions and that we are Herriman's problem. We would like to know
how we are being looked after for future traffic issues as they grow around us here in the west.

12/14/2021 12:49 AM

1506 Alternative roads to avoid 134th and 126th west of Bangerter Hwy 12/14/2021 12:43 AM

1507 Putting some speed bumps on 13400 s (in front of where the houses are). Drivers like to fly
(speed) down this street.

12/14/2021 12:35 AM

1508 With how how fast Riverton is growing I would like more kid friendly places. Gas stations and
places for families.

12/14/2021 12:18 AM

1509 Need more bars/nightlife for people without kids. More adult centered activities 12/14/2021 12:10 AM

1510 N/A 12/14/2021 12:06 AM

1511 A rec center, more walking trails/ more natural open spaces like the Jordan river, more dining
options, fewer tire stores and car washes.

12/13/2021 11:50 PM

1512 I believe a better skate park in the city would make a very positive drastic change. Overall it
would boost the amount of visitors to our city, help keep people (especially kids) physically
active, and could even boost our local economy with having more people out in our city more
people are bound to shop for things such as food and beverages.

12/13/2021 11:49 PM

1513 Rec center 12/13/2021 11:49 PM

1514 More entertainment places 12/13/2021 11:46 PM

1515 Lower taxes 12/13/2021 11:36 PM

1516 Better shopping and restaurants 12/13/2021 11:27 PM

1517 I really love living here. I would like a Trader Joe’s. I don’t want to keep driving to Fort Union
and spending my tax dollars there.

12/13/2021 11:24 PM

1518 Stop building large apartment complex’s. 12/13/2021 11:09 PM

1519 Less housing development 12/13/2021 10:38 PM

1520 Upgraded infrastructure to handle the traffic volume. 12/13/2021 10:38 PM

1521 Improving roads and not putting in more housing 12/13/2021 10:32 PM

1522 Fewer people - there just isn't any way to keep adding roads. We've jumped the shark. Riverton
will never be a great place to live again.

12/13/2021 10:32 PM

1523 Continually promotion of family owned businesses 12/13/2021 10:31 PM

1524 Stop the home building and leave more land. Keep big box stores on the perimeter. Don't let
udot take tax revenue away by making changes to bangerter, ie Texas Roadhouse. Bigger
pavilions in parks for larger family gatherings.

12/13/2021 10:17 PM

1525 Less RVs and trailers parked on city streets. Enforcing dead cars and junk yard houses. 12/13/2021 10:11 PM

1526 Wider variety of businesses, revitalize developments on 12600 S. Update some parks, rec
center in the future.

12/13/2021 10:09 PM

1527 Too much traffic going east-west. With all the new growth, we need bigger roads. Poor city
planning.

12/13/2021 10:00 PM
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1528 Need more trails for walking 12/13/2021 10:00 PM

1529 More walking paths in the north and north west part of the city. 12/13/2021 9:59 PM

1530 Better sense of community/taking care of each other. 12/13/2021 9:58 PM

1531 Better communication on events happening on social media. 12/13/2021 9:58 PM

1532 I would like to see more sit down restaurants and shopping options to keep sales tax dollars in
my city.

12/13/2021 9:53 PM

1533 Keep the small town feel, stop putting in townhomes and apartments, more houses that are
affordable. Or not building on every inch of land we have, enjoy the nature more. Events for
those of us who aren’t married or don’t have kids. I love the family oriented feel but feel dumb
going to events that are more for the younger kids even though I want to be involved.

12/13/2021 9:46 PM

1534 Not having good internet options is an area for improvement. 12/13/2021 9:45 PM

1535 A main city center with local dining & retail options, entertainment, and as a focal point for
community gatherings. Riverton is a great community but it desperately needs a true
downtown.

12/13/2021 9:32 PM

1536 Citywide fiber internet. Bring in the high earning remote workers. (And retain ones like me). 12/13/2021 9:31 PM

1537 Not smelling poo from Jordan Basin Water Reclamation facility. 12/13/2021 9:31 PM

1538 I regularly leave Riverton for eating out, entertainment, exercise (at least 1-3 times a day).
There isn't one sit down restaurant I want to eat at here. The best parks are outside Riverton.
We are surrounded by busy streets and my kids cannot safely ride a bike to a store.
Entertainment locally would be so great- trampoline park, ice skating, splash pad (Old Farm is
a joke for big kids).

12/13/2021 9:28 PM

1539 Better roads and traffic patterns, especially going to Herriman and oppose high density housing
so we may keep Riverton smaller.

12/13/2021 9:25 PM

1540 Please stop turning our beautiful fields and open spaces into high-density housing. This is not
what riverton is and not what riverton needs. I appreciate that riverton is and has always been
a perfect balance between urban/city and hometown/fields, but it is quickly becoming the next
Utah county city.

12/13/2021 9:22 PM

1541 Things have been getting too big and too crowded. Keep some open places. Keep regular
housing with yards for families to live and grow. Have community activities for neighbors to get
to know each other. Keep that small town feel that brought people to this town in the first
place.

12/13/2021 9:21 PM

1542 Better internet options including fiber networks. More street lamps - some residential areas are
too dark. Better pressurization of secondary water <— this has been a real struggle for a few
years and is very aggravating. We need a Trader Joe’s!!! Seems like a strange request, but
I’m serious, someone in the South Valley will score a TJ’s at some point, it should be us. look
into it!

12/13/2021 9:19 PM

1543 Better internet options. Our house is the ONLY house in our neighborhood that has only 1
option. We live in a cul-de-sac and all of our neighbors have options. We have none. Our little
neighborhood is also right next to "new" homes that get fiber and we get nothing. Older homes
seem to get the short end of the stick with upgrades and new things. The parks in the
neighborhoods would be so great if they had walking paths on the edges of them. Walking on
busy streets for exercise is not fun. Having paved waking paths in the smaller parks would be
awesome!

12/13/2021 9:18 PM

1544 Please improve the downtown area. 12/13/2021 9:16 PM

1545 Congestion on the roads is horrible 12/13/2021 9:09 PM

1546 Fewer apartments. Apartments bring temporary residents to the area that don't care about the
city. Apartments also increase traffic.

12/13/2021 9:06 PM

1547 Stop building condos, apartments etc. Build more homes, parks and plant a lot more trees.
Love having our own police department.

12/13/2021 9:06 PM

1548 Better splash pad or pool for summer with kids 12/13/2021 9:04 PM
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1549 Lighting and broadband improvements 12/13/2021 8:59 PM

1550 More flowers and trees!!! 12/13/2021 8:55 PM

1551 It sure is starting to feel crowded and the traffic is horrible (especially 2:30pm - 7pm). We have
a lot of nighttime car break-ins in our neighborhood and our tires got slashed on Halloween. It
worries me that Riverton is no longer a safe place to live. (near Oquirrh Middle).

12/13/2021 8:52 PM

1552 Bike paths 12/13/2021 8:48 PM

1553 I’d like to see subdivisions maintain a decent lot size of at least a quarter to third of an acre or
bigger. I’d also like to see some biking or hiking trails throughout the city if there is space for it.

12/13/2021 8:48 PM

1554 NO MORE HIGH DENSITY HOUSING!!! Keep Riverton family friendly in single family homes.
PLEASE do something about the loud and obnoxious no muffler fast & furious wannabees that
race up 126th from 2700w to 3600w. It is every night and ridiculously loud. NO U-TURN at
126th and Dunhammer. It's dangerous and someone is going to get killed. Just watch after high
school lets, it's all you need to see, you'll understand what I mean. We could really use a
JDawgs😉

12/13/2021 8:48 PM

1555 Slow down the developing of open space. 12/13/2021 8:47 PM

1556 Speed bumps in residential areas 12/13/2021 8:47 PM

1557 I believe having government and public buildings open longer would make the quality of life
better. For example, the City Hall, or the Library.

12/13/2021 8:43 PM

1558 animal control needs to have better statutes and junky yards need to be addressed. Both
make it less than great to live here currently

12/13/2021 8:25 PM

1559 Chick fila. Life is better when you have the Lords fries. (I know we have one in the Riverton
district-but everything west of bangater to me isn’t riverton-sorry guys).

12/13/2021 8:22 PM

1560 STOP BUILDING HIGH DENSITY HOUSING!!!! 12/13/2021 8:17 PM

1561 Having options closer to home of nice places to eat. Sit down restaurants and not so much
fast food. More of a local feel that way. Mainly east Riverton as everything seemingly is more
focused out west with the newer homes. Also sidewalks! There are many places you still have
to walk in the street because there is no sidewalk. I’ve seen kids walking to school having to
walk in the street. Not safe!!

12/13/2021 8:10 PM

1562 The swimming pool in Riverton needs to be improved. I know they have tried to add a few fun
things there but really it just needs to be redone. I love the great schools and the addition of
the hospital. I would love to see the hospital continue to grow.

12/13/2021 8:09 PM

1563 Fiber internet as a city utility. Riverton missed out big but not laying fiber, especially with
everyone working from home now. Bring us fiber!!

12/13/2021 8:06 PM

1564 Go back to acre or half acre lots!! More parks, trails, ponds, small town feel events! 12/13/2021 8:04 PM

1565 Drinking water quality isn’t great 12/13/2021 8:03 PM

1566 Riverton elected supporting our city first 12/13/2021 8:01 PM

1567 More dining options 12/13/2021 8:00 PM

1568 more things for adults to do, like a bar; we aren't all teetotalers here, please acknowledge us;
east Riverton needs actual attention and investment, not just talk about how great the west
side is. please finish the curb, gutter, and sidewalk on all of 1300 West on both sides of the
road, and fix the pavement, too; please put a HAWK operated crosswalk from main city park to
the neighborhood between 1300 W and Redwood - this is dangerous and a barrier to access.

12/13/2021 7:56 PM

1569 More walking trails/paths 12/13/2021 7:53 PM

1570 No more chain/fast food restaurants, increase the number and variety of other dining options,
revitalize some of the older commercial areas

12/13/2021 7:49 PM

1571 Fiber internet. The lack of quality internet options a service that aught to be a utility keeps
quality businesses and residents away. Current and future residents deserve better.

12/13/2021 7:43 PM

1572 Living on the east side of Riverton, we need more restaurants and bars 12/13/2021 7:39 PM
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1573 I’ve had it with all of the traffic. We need to quit building multi family buildings on lots and work
on the road situation to figure out how to move the people around. It’s crazy that a normal 10
minute drive is taking 20-30 minutes because of tray.

12/13/2021 7:35 PM

1574 I feel no sense of community here. In my little 4 block subdivision the youth attend 3 different
high schools and 3 different middle schools. I don’t see anything that differentiates Riverton
from the rest of the county, nothing unique. I don’t sense any connection to Riverton’s history
or founding. Its about cramming in as many houses and cars as possible and bringing in “tax-
base”

12/13/2021 7:33 PM

1575 We shouldn’t develop every single piece of land. It ruins the small town feel and is very
unnecessary. It’s already crowded enough.

12/13/2021 7:32 PM

1576 More gluten free restaurant 12/13/2021 7:30 PM

1577 Communication - it feels like we could do a better job getting the word out about events. 12/13/2021 7:29 PM

1578 NO MORE high density housing! 12/13/2021 7:27 PM

1579 I think the downtown could really be amped up! Much cuter. Give more of a hub for a
center/main areas.

12/13/2021 7:17 PM

1580 Less traffic Better east/west traffic flow. 12/13/2021 7:17 PM

1581 If local businesses supported the high school teams, events more. 12/13/2021 7:12 PM

1582 The planning and zoning for commercial buildings needs to be addressed - there are far to
many vacant spaces here yet we allow for new building to be built - many of which are repeat
businesses such as banks - tire stores - auto parts - and gas stations

12/13/2021 7:09 PM

1583 I wish we had weekly recycle pick up and green waste in the summer. I don't like that my yard
waste and lawn clippings go to the landfill.

12/13/2021 7:06 PM

1584 Better timing of stoplights on Westbound 13400 S at Bangerter. The westbound light needs to
be AT LEAST 20-30 seconds longer. More indoor recreation options. I shouldn't have to drive
to South Jordan or Herriman for indoor swimming, Zumba classes, Pickleball.

12/13/2021 7:01 PM

1585 Riverton is losing it’s quiet life - there’s too many high density apartments and townhomes in
once quiet neighborhoods. We don’t need to place them so close together when certain roads
can’t accommodate more cars. Especially by Walmart and bangerter - that development has
no extra parking and the cars parking on the roads and driving through the round about only
add the to problems.

12/13/2021 6:58 PM

1586 I love the Town Days events. The big draw is the fireworks show. Make it the best around. It
seems like it’s been drawn down a bit the past few years. Then, don’t turn off the lights and
have the police rush me out of the park as if I’m trespassing.

12/13/2021 6:57 PM

1587 You talked about a city owned fiber optic network years ago but nothing has happened. With so
many of us working from home and doing some or all of school from home, the current
providers are overpriced for anything close to decent speed. If the city doesn’t want to take
this in then partner with someone like Utopia and help us get better options and much higher
speeds.

12/13/2021 6:56 PM

1588 I would love to see more options for internet connection, Google fiber, Utopia, etc 12/13/2021 6:52 PM

1589 Fiber optic 12/13/2021 6:51 PM

1590 I would like to see more sit down restaurants in the city. It seems there is a lot of fast food but
no nicer places

12/13/2021 6:43 PM

1591 Better public transit options. Faster internet for remote workers. 12/13/2021 6:41 PM

1592 Need access to fiber optics or some options for internet. 12/13/2021 6:41 PM

1593 Reduce taxes by putting more burden on corporations, especially given all businesses coming
to mountain view corridor. Offer and communicate more community service opportunities.

12/13/2021 6:40 PM

1594 Push to have Mountain view corridor interchanges with 134000 and 126000 prioritized over
adding the additional lanes of the freeway phase.

12/13/2021 6:39 PM

1595 Fiber internet. We need to get something better than comcast. Centurylink does have fiber in 12/13/2021 6:38 PM
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some areas, but the majority of us are stuck with overpriced garbage from comcast. UTPOIA
would be my first choice for fiber options.

1596 Less high density housing projects. We are getting too crowded as is. 12/13/2021 6:37 PM

1597 I wish that people would take care of yards. Too many junk cars, parking on grass, park strips
not taken care of. Neighbors have shingles laid down in strip. I've tried to send pictures to
appropriate dept, but no response from city. Junk, cars. If a home is used as business they
should be required to look like business and follow rules. Junk yard for boats, cars, etc. It's
such an eye sore. Corner of 12600 South and LaStrada. Complained for years.

12/13/2021 6:32 PM

1598 Municipal fiber internet. 12/13/2021 6:29 PM

1599 A pedestrian walk at 13400 s and 3200 w would make it so much safer and more accessible
for across the street travel!

12/13/2021 6:29 PM

1600 Make trails in the canal corridors 12/13/2021 6:26 PM

1601 Fiber internet!!! It's been talked about for years with no traction. Please get back into the
Utopia partnership or some other option for fiber internet. With all of the working from home
now, fiber should be a standard. I only have one option for viable internet where I live and the
provider treats me as such.

12/13/2021 6:22 PM

1602 I live in Canyonview Park & I struggle to turn left out of my neighborhood onto 12600th S.
There is so much traffic, it’s frustrating to wait 10 minutes just to turn left. Figuring out a
different traffic pattern would be good. But also, we don’t have many walking paths around. I
would love for more things outdoors .. volleyball, pickle ball etc.

12/13/2021 6:11 PM

1603 Less traffic 12/13/2021 6:09 PM

1604 . 12/13/2021 6:03 PM

1605 More bike/walking paths alongside the existing canals-similar to what Draper has created.
Pedestrian bridge over Redwood Rd and 13400 S. to improve safety for children who attend
Riverton Elementary and live West of Redwood.

12/13/2021 6:02 PM

1606 The city council doesn’t listen to the people. We also need more housing options that are more
affordable for our kids/next generation.

12/13/2021 5:57 PM

1607 More parks 12/13/2021 5:47 PM

1608 No more high density housing. Riverton and the cities surrounding us are growing so quickly
we don’t have the proper roadways to support so many people. Traffic is horrible many times
during the day.

12/13/2021 5:45 PM

1609 Reduction of crime. Cars get broken into and packages are stolen too often. 12/13/2021 5:43 PM

1610 More sit down restaurants. 12/13/2021 5:35 PM

1611 We could really use a Trader Joe's. I like to buy natural and organic foods and need to leave
town to do so most of the time (Sprouts, Natural Grocer's, Trader Joe's). I can find some
things at Walmart, but it's not their specialty. I rarely shop at Peterson's, but they do have
some there as well, just not the variety I need.

12/13/2021 5:32 PM

1612 Put in Toll Booths for Herriman residents on 13400 and 12600? ;) 12/13/2021 5:28 PM

1613 Stop building high density housing! 12/13/2021 5:24 PM

1614 High speed fiber internet options 12/13/2021 5:23 PM

1615 Keep farm lands 12/13/2021 5:18 PM

1616 I would like RAC to do plays again. They are superb. 12/13/2021 5:17 PM

1617 Increased diversity and inclusivity for minority groups (of all kinds) 12/13/2021 5:15 PM

1618 I would love a dog park. I feel like there isn’t really a place for my dogs to run off leash and
socialize.

12/13/2021 5:11 PM

1619 Turn canal roads into walking trails. 12/13/2021 5:11 PM

1620 I don't know. I really love the Mountain View Village! That has added a lot, and will add more 12/13/2021 5:09 PM
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here in Riverton.

1621 Keeping he debt low or none at all 12/13/2021 5:05 PM

1622 Dog park 12/13/2021 4:57 PM

1623 There needs to be more of a police presence and when they see something they need to give
tickets out. Not just watch the speeder run the red light. Have seen personal many many
times.

12/13/2021 4:57 PM

1624 Slowing the growth. Neighborhood roads that were not designed for heavy traffic have become
very busy.

12/13/2021 4:56 PM

1625 More community events 12/13/2021 4:56 PM

1626 A walkable shopping district and downtown that will attract local small businesses and non
chain restaurants.

12/13/2021 4:52 PM

1627 More places to eat, more options for entertainment 12/13/2021 4:51 PM

1628 Infrastructure and planning Traffic control for congestion Police presence and response time 12/13/2021 4:44 PM

1629 Bringing some of the nighttime/bar life from downtown SLC to Riverton would be really nice.
More locally supported places similar to The Garage Grill, Bonneville Brewing, and Lucky's Iron
Door Roadhouse where families could go and the adults enjoy more local brews like Kiitos,
Bewilder Brewing, SaltFire, Toasted Barrell, Mountain West Cider (to name a few). Redemption
and Bout Time are great, but I'd love to have some more breweries move down here. I
LOATHE driving downtown to support them. Another idea would be to have a concert venue
down here somewhere, indoor or an ampitheater style.

12/13/2021 4:43 PM

1630 Less sports fields at parks, and more diverse entertainment provided. Splash pads are a good
start, but trees, hills, walking paths, artificial ponds or streams, and other outdoor activities
that include everyone, not just school aged sports kids.

12/13/2021 4:42 PM

1631 Would love to see a fence put around at least two sides of the small park by the new Costco.
The bus lets kids out there and it needs to be looked at before the next school year. Also look
at the traffic flow as that development is completed. The increase in traffic will present lots of
safety hazards.

12/13/2021 4:39 PM

1632 Na 12/13/2021 4:28 PM

1633 Walking trails that connect communities. Take the canals and cover them to create a north /
south trail, then connect trails going east west.

12/13/2021 4:27 PM

1634 More walkable/usable downtown area. Less fast food and automotive related shops in that area
with more sit-down dining options.

12/13/2021 4:25 PM

1635 Covered tennis courts for use in the winter. 12/13/2021 4:23 PM

1636 Na 12/13/2021 4:17 PM

1637 The spirit park corner at 12600 south and state street should be a commercial business. It’s a
wast of real estate being a park. I understand there are rights of first refusal which seems to be
the issue. But you really need to figure that out.

12/13/2021 4:07 PM

1638 Fiber to the home for EVERY home in Riverton 12/13/2021 4:04 PM

1639 More recognizable restaurants (bigger chain restaurants), more fun activities to do as a family
(ie places like boondocks, airborne, water park)

12/13/2021 4:02 PM

1640 More grocery stores like a smiths- not super centers (target walmart) 12/13/2021 4:02 PM

1641 N/A 12/13/2021 4:01 PM

1642 To many people speed on all the roads and makes it dangerous to walk or for kids to go to
school

12/13/2021 3:58 PM

1643 Keep culinary water service as is currently don’t reconnect to old system. 12/13/2021 3:52 PM

1644 More locally owned restaurants and shops to be able to support small businesses. More
monitoring and action taken on people running red lights, it's always my biggest safety
concern.

12/13/2021 3:50 PM
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1645 Dog park! We don't have one. That is a huge miss. Also, the city park has a lot of unused
space. Please put one in! I also think the city pool needs a toddler area. Right now you can't
use it until you're 6. We need to have it similar to Draper and WVC.

12/13/2021 3:47 PM

1646 Trails. My neighborhood (Castlewood) has a problem with Stamping up accessing our
neighborhood to get to their building. It's a problem because 9/10 when I see someone
speeding through, and I happen to follow them put of the neighborhood, they pull into Stampin
up. They try and avoid the intersection of 126/3200. I pray no one gets hurt from their reckless
speeding.

12/13/2021 3:46 PM

1647 Fiber internet 12/13/2021 3:45 PM

1648 Keeping our street clear from residents parking on our streets, the street parking in Riverton is
ridiculous. And a safety concern for First Responders, The city street is a STREET NOT A
PLACE TO PARK A VEHICLE, If the vehicle is owned by someone living in the house it need
to be park on there property not on the street. Have the property owner take up grass and
install additional parking on there own property, I have live in Riverton for over forty years, and
it seems the longer I live out here the quality of life here goes down slowly each year. because
Nobody wants to hold residents accountable for there actions towards there neighbors. It seem
we are bending over backwards to keeps less then 10% happy when 90% are being respectful
of the city in whole.

12/13/2021 3:45 PM

1649 More grocery store options. Access to the food vendors during the rodeo without a ticket. My
family and I walked to the park to eat at one of the vendors listed, but couldn’t access them
due to not having rodeo tickets.

12/13/2021 3:42 PM

1650 Better overall common sense improvements in every area for the betterment of All!! 12/13/2021 3:33 PM

1651 Slower speed limits in residential areas, especially in cul-de-sac and dead end streets. 12/13/2021 3:33 PM

1652 More broadband internet options, specifically fiber. 12/13/2021 3:31 PM

1653 Enforcing ordinances laws. Especially concerning animals and vehicles parked on streets and
how many rv trailers are in one yard.

12/13/2021 3:25 PM

1654 Keep high density housing OUT! 12/13/2021 3:25 PM

1655 Google Fiber and 5G cell service 12/13/2021 3:16 PM

1656 Get rid of the yield to U-turn sign & put back the no u-turn on 12600 12/13/2021 3:16 PM

1657 I think the historic downtown area needs work. We need more fun, unique shopping
experiences. We need better restaurants like a Chick-fil-A, Costa Vida etc.

12/13/2021 3:15 PM

1658 Better quality and quantify of restaurants, we often eat in other cities. 12/13/2021 3:14 PM

1659 Soccer-specific field space, with increased options for indoor/winter youth practice
reservations.

12/13/2021 3:02 PM

1660 More restaurants and bars 12/13/2021 3:01 PM

1661 We have a special needs s child and would love to see additions to parks and events that
could include special needs children. For example, Springville City (I think) did a special time
slot for families with Autistic children to come meet Santa with special accommodations. Or
South Towne mall did a trunk-or-treat for special needs kids that sold out well in advance of the
event. I think there is real need for these sorts of things. We do love living in Riverton. Thank
you for considering.

12/13/2021 3:01 PM

1662 Keep out high density housing projects. Also keep out drug rehab homes in neighborhoods. 12/13/2021 2:59 PM

1663 N-a 12/13/2021 2:59 PM

1664 Schools could be a lot better 40% (pre Covid) of riverton elementary can not read at reading
level. We have been looking at moving to a different district because of the schools. And
taking our home business (tax revenue) with us

12/13/2021 2:59 PM

1665 Stop putting in medium and high density housing, 12/13/2021 2:57 PM

1666 I would love to see more walking trails close by. Not really quite sure where or how that would
happen but it would be great.

12/13/2021 2:56 PM
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1667 Nothing 12/13/2021 2:53 PM

1668 WE NEED FIBER INTERNET LINES INSTALLED. Much smaller, less well run cities are
getting the infrastructure. Please make this happen

12/13/2021 2:53 PM

1669 Less high density housing, townhomes, condos etc.. 12/13/2021 2:50 PM

1670 -TNR animal program -farmer's market to promote local food -vegetable& fruit share website -
too many fruit trees in citizen's yard go to waste here.

12/13/2021 2:09 PM

1671 I wish there was a trail system that allowed for nature walking. The canal system has paths
next to it that would be wonderful for trails if an agreement could be reached so that we didn’t
feel like we were trespassing.

12/13/2021 2:05 PM

1672 More programs for Seniors 12/13/2021 12:57 PM

1673 keep our taxes reasonable!! 12/13/2021 12:25 PM

1674 Communication between departments. For example, if police see potholes during regular
routes, they could notify the correct department.

12/13/2021 12:15 PM

1675 For us, we wish the growth could be managed in other ways. We know that housing is an issue
and that massive, multi-unit complexes are supposed to be a solution to that, but they detract
from the beauty of the town. They are all buildings and pavement, with no green space in
between buildings. Parking in the neighborhoods around such complexes is terrible. Traffic has
also become an issue. It seems like everywhere you go there are lines of cars, especially
around the large intersections and commercial areas. The hometown feel is lost and is being
replaced with the urban rush, noise, and exhaust filled air. We fear that other negatives like
increased crime will be coming in the future too. It just does with over-crowding.

12/13/2021 12:07 PM

1676 stop approving these apartment houses! They are every where! 12/13/2021 12:07 PM

1677 Fewer multi complex homes - more single homes with more space between than current. 12/13/2021 11:05 AM

1678 Bring back the historical society like it used to be. 12/13/2021 10:57 AM

1679 Trash cans at homes for yard clippings & glass. 12/13/2021 10:35 AM

1680 I have seen where sit down restaurants with outdoor dining combined with retail shops, only
foot traffic, provide a wonderful atmosphere where people can slow down for a minute to enjoy
relationships and community talents. I would love to see that!

12/13/2021 9:29 AM

1681 Better broadband options 12/13/2021 9:13 AM

1682 More small neighborhood parks, like Castlewood Park 12/13/2021 7:18 AM

1683 Neighborhood speed enforcement 12/12/2021 10:39 PM

1684 The roads are over crowded and the amount of high density housing is impacting quality of life 12/12/2021 9:39 PM

1685 tennis courts......bike paths......slow traffic along 126th and 134th 12/12/2021 9:24 PM

1686 The Riverton Hospital on 3600 W 12300 S creates a noise nuisance due to their generator,
which has been ongoing for the almost 10 years I have lived here. I understand the need for
the generator, but the hours it runs is typically in the middle of the night (3AM’ish) and is very
loud. It would be nice if they could run this during regular business hours.

12/12/2021 8:25 PM

1687 The RHS kids need to slow down coming out of the parking lot after school. I also worry that
we will someday have empty deserted business buildings. I hope we can keep things nice.

12/12/2021 8:14 PM

1688 Missing the Art festival in June Very unhappy kitchen in main park is not useable to public for
private events We the people paid for the kitchen and it’s a waste and unlawful to not let the
people that paid for it to use it Only used on the 4 of July for breakfast on morning a year

12/12/2021 7:45 PM

1689 Fiber internet that competes with Comcast 12/12/2021 7:45 PM

1690 Less traffic 12/12/2021 7:08 PM

1691 We need better options for fiber internet. The current options are either limited by area or
overpriced.

12/12/2021 6:22 PM

1692 Throttle the pace of growth so that roads and other services can keep up with population. 12/12/2021 6:16 PM
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Traffic gridlock was rare a decade ago. Now it is a daily occurrence.

1693 I think the City's responsibility is to primarily be sure the infrastructure and tax structures are
reasonable. I believe parks and open space are an important part of infrastructure. People
need to breathe and move around so that they do no become angry, frustrated and depressed.
Some community events are also important as ways to gather and see each other as fellow
humans and citizens of our community. I think Riverton City is doing fairly well in these
regards. The rest of it is up to us a citizens.

12/12/2021 5:04 PM

1694 NO MORE HIGH DENSITY HOUSING. ENOUGH !! 12/12/2021 4:16 PM

1695 No comments at this time. 12/12/2021 4:12 PM

1696 More thoughtful approach to development for access to new neighborhoods and walking and
biking trails. Many roads are dangerous for cyclists either due to disregard of speed limits by
motorists or poor cleaning and gravel or trash accumulation on shoulders.

12/12/2021 3:21 PM

1697 The only thing I would like to see is more nice sit down restaurants but not chain restaurants. 12/12/2021 3:00 PM

1698 Free donuts 12/12/2021 2:54 PM

1699 Keep reasonable costs on utility bills. Turn Mountain View into a highway. 12/12/2021 2:23 PM

1700 Reduce the number of speed bumps on city roads, they are way over done. Get rid of Vape
Shops and things harmful to children and youth. Provide more community classes for youth
and adults.

12/12/2021 1:54 PM

1701 Better eating establishments 12/12/2021 1:44 PM

1702 Significantly improved east west traffic patterns. 12/12/2021 1:41 PM

1703 School Buses. Better bussing for public transit. Careful attention to traffic to make sure it
doesn't become a bigger issue. Avoid high density housing - it does nothing to meet the needs
of those already living here, just creates issues that we then need to figure out how to solve.
More Internet options would be good. Additional restaurants are always appreciated. Additional
grocery shopping options such as a Trader Joes would be good - and a larger Home Depot so I
don't find myself going to ones elsewhere because the one here doesn't have it. Need a decent
auto mechanic now that mine has retired and been replaced by scam artist who should be run
out of town (I take him a working car for a checkup and an oil change, and then I couldn't keep
it out of the shop for more than a week and every time something new and expensive - even
recently replaced parts - is broke. Finally decided to cut my losses and took it elsewhere. They
got me driving again.)

12/12/2021 1:25 PM

1704 My greatest desire is that there not be more dense housing complexes such as apartments,
condos etc...

12/12/2021 1:20 PM

1705 Up hold the rules. Or more inforcement. Be willing to look in to problems Code enforcement 12/12/2021 12:45 PM

1706 Traffic lights and arrow lights working longer and on more intersections. Law enforcement
actually enforcing the traffic laws with drivers.

12/12/2021 12:33 PM

1707 Not every square inch of Riverton needs to be developed!!. Keep working on the roads and
traffic. Keep the water quality great.

12/12/2021 12:20 PM

1708 The streets need to be maintained better. Traffic control and arrow turning lights need to be
unable for more hours of the day at more intersections. Traffic laws need to be enforced.

12/12/2021 12:14 PM

1709 I have the filter and soften the culinary water. If I don't filter it and put it into my pet's drinking
fountain it generates a foam on top. That doesn't happen if I filter it. Kind of grosses me out! I
also love large green spaces to run at. Liberty park is huge and I miss running there. It would
be nice to have a larger park area so I can easily avoid biking and running in traffic. Too many
close calls with distracted drivers. Having more high end nicer sit down restaurants would be
what's missing for retail.

12/12/2021 12:04 PM

1710 Better city planning! Disagree with the accessory dwelling! Should not be allowed to be so
massive! It causes a rezoning that doubles the allowable housing!!

12/12/2021 11:40 AM

1711 More walking paths maybe 12/12/2021 11:34 AM

1712 Work with SLCo to benefit citizens. Specifically the senior Center could be fun and
advantageous to citizens. Currently I have no idea what offerings they have. Recreational

12/12/2021 11:08 AM
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opportunities and arts activities would be awesome. My suggestion is to coordinate with SLCo
and inform through your systems of communication

1713 Roads need to be improved. I’m tired of the patch jobs that make our subdivision roads look
like we live in a ghetto. I would also like to see more of a police presence during the morning
commute on 13400 S. People are regularly blocking intersections and driving erratically. They
speed and run red lights, change lanes multiple times, etc. It has become very frustrating and
dangerous.

12/12/2021 10:15 AM

1714 My husband and I play pickleball and it is very very hard to find a court to play on. We usually
go to Bluffdale where there are 16 courts and most of the time we cannot find a court.

12/12/2021 9:21 AM

1715 Repair roads and more restaurants 12/12/2021 8:09 AM

1716 Stop building multi family housing. Riverton, and all of the surrounding areas, have grown too
large in past 10 years. Slow down the growth until infrastructure can support the population.
Traffic during school and commute times is terrible.

12/12/2021 6:38 AM

1717 I am currently satisfied with city efforts. 12/12/2021 6:14 AM

1718 Fiber internet - only a city can reach out to companies and make arrangements for fiber in the
city. Current options are limited and can be very expensive.

12/12/2021 12:43 AM

1719 Mass transit system that goes to SLC. I currently have to drive to park and rides. 12/11/2021 11:08 PM

1720 More pickleball courts, more tennis courts, more parks, more paved trails. We love the one
Herriman has done that actually starts in our neighborhood and goes west.

12/11/2021 10:37 PM

1721 More sit down restaurants and maybe a bar. It would be great to have something to replace the
lazy dog saloon in the historic Riverton area

12/11/2021 10:26 PM

1722 Cutting down unlawful park strip trees that block the site distance for stop signs. Despite
multiple complaints to the streets dept, nothing has been done to make our neighborhood
intersections safer by making the stop signs visible (West of Mountain view, Shaggy Peak to
Rosecrest).

12/11/2021 9:45 PM

1723 better culinary water pressure in my neighborhood 12/11/2021 8:42 PM

1724 Drinking water 12/11/2021 7:49 PM

1725 Walking paths, dog park, sit down dining. Would love another grocery store, but winco and
smiths aren’t far (sadly, out of our city limits).

12/11/2021 7:31 PM

1726 Offer service opportunities through the web site. 12/11/2021 7:26 PM

1727 Better monitoring of neglected properties that are weed infested and appear to be inhabited by
hoarders who stockpile old cars and whatever freebies they can drag onto the property.

12/11/2021 7:21 PM

1728 Better handling of culinary water used. By this I mean how each household is tracked and
charged for culinary water.

12/11/2021 6:10 PM

1729 Get rid of Herriman. ;) 12/11/2021 6:08 PM

1730 Not much important needed. 12/11/2021 5:25 PM

1731 More pickleball courts, more tennis courts, more parks, more paved trails. We love the one
Herriman has done that actually starts in our neighborhood and goes west.

12/11/2021 4:16 PM

1732 Restaurants to not spend money outside of town during the week 12/11/2021 3:51 PM

1733 better street lighting on west side of redwood, between South Jordan and Bluffdale, very dark. 12/11/2021 3:47 PM

1734 Keeping the density of population to a minimum. Bringing a community center to the city.
Entrepreneur classes given by the city for residents at low cost. Money management courses
offered by the city to residents at low cost or free. Donation center specifically to help Riverton
residents in need. Businesses that attract shoppers to come to riverton and spend money here
to increase city income. Designate more money for City schools so teachers arent paying for
supplies out of pocket.

12/11/2021 3:40 PM

1735 I would like to see more community plays put on if there was interest in those doing the
performing. A dedicated building for the arts would be really cool.

12/11/2021 3:35 PM
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1736 Better internet service selection. FTTH (fiber to the home) 12/11/2021 3:21 PM

1737 More parks and recreational areas. 12/11/2021 3:17 PM

1738 Home owners should be cited when lawns are not taken care of. 12/11/2021 3:04 PM

1739 A few more high rise office buildings could possibly bring high paying jobs for locals. Better
snow removal on the roads would nice. Most of the major roads get cleared, but the
neighborhoods seem to get skipped.

12/11/2021 2:45 PM

1740 Reduce traffic congestion. 12/11/2021 2:45 PM

1741 Slow down a little, don’t allow just anything to be built for the tax revenue. No more multi
housing units.

12/11/2021 2:42 PM

1742 Focus on rural/open spaces. Be careful not to let traffic destroy Riverton. 13330 S is already
failing during business times around Walmart & Home Depot. Traffic flow needs improvement.
Ease of driving. Ability to walk where I need to go. Business is good. Just don’t let it
overwhelm the environment.

12/11/2021 2:40 PM

1743 Reduce traffic congestion. 12/11/2021 2:40 PM

1744 I wish we could stop trying to compete with other cities,I feel we lost the home town feeling to
many people. Are roads are full

12/11/2021 2:38 PM

1745 less loan day places, and more low interest backs for those in need. get rid of parking lawn in
front of properties. blue grass is bad lawn for Utah

12/11/2021 2:32 PM

1746 Fiber internet 12/11/2021 2:19 PM

1747 One thing that could improve life in Riverton would be a year-round option for swimming. I
would support a stand-alone option, like a new swimming pool, or putting a bubble over the
south county pool, or a new rec center in Riverton. In addition to benefiting all the city
residents, a year-round swimming pool would help Riverton High School and their swimming
program. Perhaps the city (or county) could work something out with the Jordan School district
to cover some of the costs, or at least set up a contract for using the pool.

12/11/2021 2:13 PM

1748 I strongly recommend having a weekly recycle bien collection. It’s really hard to help the
environment and separating plastic every other two weeks.

12/11/2021 1:54 PM

1749 More sit down restaurants that invite socializing. Utilize existing locations to remodel or re-
purpose.

12/11/2021 1:52 PM

1750 Allow me to turn on the lights on the pickball courts year round. Right now you turn them off in
the fall, why? There are plenty of nice mornings in the fall that I’d like play and get exercise but
I can’t because you disable the lights.

12/11/2021 1:49 PM

1751 First, this survey would have been better to be able to make comments as we went through it.
I hate how expensive the secondary water is. I know that it would be extra during the summer
and yet we pay all year, almost $500! I obviously don't know what my water bill would be
without it but it seems high. And I just disagree with the level of growth that is happening. It's
too crowded now.

12/11/2021 1:47 PM

1752 Stop the racing on 2700 west (just south of RHS) that happens from 11pm to 1 am. Fix the
roads and traffic lights

12/11/2021 1:40 PM

1753 Repave and extend the midas creek trail. Designate more biking trails. Work with other
communities and the county to stop the building of apartments in the southwest quadrant

12/11/2021 1:20 PM

1754 Better quality employees. I work in city government in a neighboring city and my interactions
with Riverton city employees have been awful. Rude and unhelpful. (Animal control, water
department, and utilities) I would be and expect to be fired if I treated citizens they way some
of the entitled Riverton city employees treat citizens.

12/11/2021 1:19 PM

1755 Walking trails that connect in with Herriman's trail system. We walk/ bike to South Jordan or
Herriman to use their trails. I wish the spring and fall dumpster events (location and time) were
texted and emailed out. I understand having landfill vouchers saves money rather than
neighborhood trash curb events like Sandy does... but let everyone know and the dumpster
events at the select parks... even print the dates in the water bill.

12/11/2021 1:04 PM

1756 My quality of life is not dependent on Riverton. 12/11/2021 1:04 PM
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1757 I need a crosswalk and stop sign near my neighborhood 12/11/2021 12:57 PM

1758 Spring clean up for green materials 12/11/2021 12:49 PM

1759 Definitely think a focus on 126th / redwood is needed. Since losing the Nail Jail and related
older buildings, that intersection has just stunk. Needs something that stands out and is
functional, but also harkens to Riverton's farming and small town rural roots.

12/11/2021 12:29 PM

1760 Decreased traffic. Traffic in all areas of the city seems to be getting worse every year and not
just at the standard morning and evening commute times.

12/11/2021 12:26 PM

1761 Speed limits need to be lower. 12/11/2021 12:16 PM

1762 Reduce property taxes 12/11/2021 12:14 PM

1763 . 12/11/2021 11:31 AM

1764 None 12/11/2021 11:30 AM

1765 Musical theater opportunities for residents to perform in and go to. There are wonderful
professional ops. Good stuff at schools. What about the rest of us?

12/11/2021 11:05 AM

1766 More sit down dinning options as the ones available are getting crowded as more people move
into the south end, hard to get a sit down dinner without going somewhere else. More trails or
walking paths.

12/11/2021 11:03 AM

1767 Reduce through traffic. 12/11/2021 10:57 AM

1768 No dense housing, 1/4 acre lot minimum really does make a better community. More is not
always better, however, I feel this is a lost cause seeing all the dense housing going in.
Builders propose these types of neighborhoods for their profit and bottom line, they have no
interest in what's best for Riverton - as I'll bet none of them live in Riverton or live in the
stacked communities their building. There will never be sufficient east/west roads to handle all
that's being proposed. Bigger is not always better.

12/11/2021 10:49 AM

1769 Utopia or Google Fiber availability. 12/11/2021 10:41 AM

1770 Fiber installation to bring the city forward technologically. 12/11/2021 10:16 AM

1771 Primary access to a Trax line. 12/11/2021 9:39 AM

1772 See below 12/11/2021 9:15 AM

1773 More accessable public transportation. There are very few UTA bus routes and no tracks
service in the city and none that I am aware of close to the residential areas.

12/11/2021 9:09 AM

1774 Slow down the high density housing 12/11/2021 9:01 AM

1775 More sit down restaurants and places, so you don't have to drive to downtown salt lake for
things

12/11/2021 8:54 AM

1776 Improved internet provider options 12/11/2021 8:11 AM

1777 Can for yard debris or annual city yard debris pick up Limit parking on neighborhood streets. 12/10/2021 11:22 PM

1778 Less High density housing which brings in more traffic , moe crime 12/10/2021 10:59 PM

1779 Riverton City has always done a poor job of handling nuisance dog issues. If a dog becomes a
barking nuisance, Riverton City drags the plaintiff into the issue so that the clueless and
inconsiderate dog owner blames the plaintiff, and neighborly relationships are ruined. The city
has made a disaster of situations like this in the past. A person should be able to make their
complaint on line and ANONYMOUSLY so that their privacy is protected. All dog owners
retaliate and hold complainers in contempt for complaining about their nuisance dog, and we
have had disastrous experience with how poorly Riverton City handles nuisance dog issues.

12/10/2021 10:48 PM

1780 Stop the building of apartments and condo! Houses only. Don't bring crime into out small town. 12/10/2021 9:59 PM

1781 Quit building apartment complexes in our residential neighborhoods. Brings in a much lower
class of people which then brings increased problems and crime, etc.

12/10/2021 9:46 PM

1782 Do not neglect the west side. There are very few amenities for people living west of Bangerter.
Either create l more amenities on the west or let Herriman annex/buy everything west of

12/10/2021 9:37 PM
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Bangerter.

1783 Better public transportation. Trax station, busing, or otherwise from UTA. 12/10/2021 9:36 PM

1784 More dining and entertainment. Public transit. Google Fiber. Better walkability. 12/10/2021 9:02 PM

1785 More walking/scenic parks 12/10/2021 8:57 PM

1786 Maintaining small government allowing property owners to keep their freedoms 12/10/2021 8:54 PM

1787 Get Herriman to share the cost of east west road expansion 12/10/2021 8:14 PM

1788 We live on Bangerter right next to Midas Creek so we are in a “dead zone” where UDOT will not
spend the money to build the wall over Midas Creek (special construction due to the creek
underneath Bangerter) there is literally zero sound wall behind our homes and traffic noise
increasing dramatically with each year.

12/10/2021 7:55 PM

1789 Remove speed bumps, and fix deep gutters that cross roads. 12/10/2021 7:51 PM

1790 Fiber Internet. 12/10/2021 7:48 PM

1791 We have noticed that many young kids ages 5-13 are driving motorized vehicles like
motorcycles, ATVs, golf carts, etc. on city parks, sidewalks, and city streets. This is is highly
unsafe. We have also noticed young teenagers driving motorized vehicles like ATVs and
motorcycles up and down streets and sidewalks.

12/10/2021 7:45 PM

1792 More horse property. Less condos. 12/10/2021 7:38 PM

1793 Fiber Internet Service Provider 12/10/2021 7:21 PM

1794 Not leaving Riverton to go shopping/ 12/10/2021 7:08 PM

1795 Swimming pool and soccer rec 12/10/2021 6:58 PM

1796 Stop building apartments. There’s too many people for the infrastructure. Too much traffic 12/10/2021 6:56 PM

1797 I would like to see the code enforcement of cleaner, nicer front yards. I think that would
improve our city immensely. The code is too lax and is not easily enforced. One shouldn’t
have to complain about a neighbor before something is done about their violation.

12/10/2021 6:51 PM

1798 Better walking paths. 12/10/2021 6:20 PM

1799 Stop building homes and apartments. The traffic on the west side of Bangater is terrible.
Riverton use to be be a wonderful rural community. It now reminds me of California and all the
condos and apartments stacked on each other.

12/10/2021 6:08 PM

1800 Option of some commercial ventures for which we currently have to go to neighboring towns—
eg more dine in restaurants, movie theaters, rec centers (VASA is somewhat limited—no
walking track, small pool)

12/10/2021 6:08 PM

1801 The baseball fields at CR Hamilton need shade trees. The trees that are planted there are
much too small to provide shade or protect spectators from foul balls. The old baseball fields
at Riverton City Park on 12600 south had big beautiful mature trees. The new fields have no
shade at all. It is one of the worst baseball parks in the valley.

12/10/2021 6:06 PM

1802 Less tax's for Seniors, the highest tax is from school tax's , we have been paying for school
tax's our entire life, for our kids, our grand kids, our great grandkids, seniors should get a huge
tax break form this, even road tax's we don't drive as much a we use too, i would be more
willing to pay more for first responders

12/10/2021 5:44 PM

1803 Less traffic. There really needs to be more roads in between 126th south and 134th south, and
between bluffdale and 134th south.

12/10/2021 5:44 PM

1804 I am mourning the loss of all the green spaces! The city is getting so built up that it's
outgrowing its ability to properly take care of all its citizenry. The farms are being developed,
and soon it will be a solid mass of houses. We need to retain a little undeveloped space for a
park or walking trail. Also, we need to do a better job addressing the issue of pollution. The
increased traffic has made this problem even worse than before.

12/10/2021 5:26 PM

1805 Recreation center 12/10/2021 5:21 PM

1806 Create a similar vibe here like the 9th & 9th area of SLC. Be more inclusive of diversity. We 12/10/2021 5:07 PM
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are so vanilla and boring. Really, if you read this and care at all, promote some non chain adult
night life here!!! We leave every weekend to spend our discretionary dollars in other cities.
Would rather spend them here! We are very behind all other cities in that regard except maybe
West Jordan who are horrible and of course all of Utah County. Step it up and get Riverton in
the game!!

1807 Better traffic flow off and on at Bangeter highway 12/10/2021 4:44 PM

1808 Less through Traffic - people on herriman having other roads to get home and more of their
own businesses

12/10/2021 4:35 PM

1809 For police to enforce the law especially speeding. Do something about junky yards and homes
as in parking boats and RV's on front lawns and storing non registered vehicles on the side and
back of homes. Stop allowing 2 and 3 families to live in a home. Stop allow ing cars to be
parked on the street for extended periods of time.

12/10/2021 4:27 PM

1810 I use the river for kayaking the river trails for biking and family time. The river is of poor quality
and I have been contributing by cleaning up the area

12/10/2021 4:21 PM

1811 Trails 12/10/2021 4:19 PM

1812 Keeping costs down 12/10/2021 4:19 PM

1813 One of the reason's that we built our home here in Riverton in 2007 was because of how open
and spacious everything felt. Each year, it gets more crowded and all of the open spaces are
being filled. Although we like to see the city grow and thrive we wonder how necessary it is to
fill in every little space with high density housing. Please consider more single family homes
type neighborhoods.

12/10/2021 4:13 PM

1814 High speed internet available to all areas of Riverton. Also better enforcement of cars parked
on the street, especially in the winter. Ticket and tow vehicles that are parked on the street
that are not registered.

12/10/2021 4:13 PM

1815 Restaurants! Non-franchise. I know you’re doing that with Mountain View village but some cool
restaurants like a porcupine would be cool next to Riverton city park. However, the DABC is an
issue.

12/10/2021 4:11 PM

1816 Recreation center 12/10/2021 4:05 PM

1817 Knowing that traffic isn't going to increase and knowing that the wild land stays wild. 12/10/2021 4:04 PM

1818 Getting a Smiths grocery store in the city. Getting our own Rec center, or being able to get a
better rate for being from Riverton City to attend South Jordan or Herriman centers, would be
nice to have an indoor pool and excercise equip and the like. Dont know if we could do
anything about our water being so hard except to instal water softenors at our individual
properties.

12/10/2021 4:02 PM

1819 Quit filling up every available piece of land with town homes. 12/10/2021 3:52 PM

1820 Community monitoring 12/10/2021 3:46 PM

1821 More city clean up efforts (where dumpsters are provided for people to clean up junk once a
year). Or…better communication so people know about clean up/dump vouchers.

12/10/2021 3:38 PM

1822 Less Commercialization 12/10/2021 3:07 PM

1823 Alleviate increasing gridlock. 12/10/2021 2:55 PM

1824 Sanborn Road is becoming a thorough fare of traffic people speeding through on their way to
get to Walmart. Speed limit needs to be enforced violators need to have justice served upon
them. Maybe one more speed bump on the west end of Sam more Drive might help.

12/10/2021 2:50 PM

1825 Would be nice to have better high speed internet options including fiber. 12/10/2021 2:45 PM

1826 Although most people already comply, the appearance of some neighborhoods would be
improved if a "community standard" of appearance were applied. This standard would apply to
the upkeep of yards and the number of parked vehicles allowed.

12/10/2021 2:31 PM

1827 The way to keep good quality of life in Riverton is not to overcrowd the space. Not fill it with
apartments, but have open space for people to move and breathe. And quality business and

12/10/2021 2:27 PM
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retail areas. If it was possible to make old Riverton more of a walking community, that would
be fantastic!

1828 More accessible (including wheelchair) walking/nature trails. 12/10/2021 2:23 PM

1829 Quality of life here is okay, my family's fear is overpopulation. There is so much traffic, so
many apartment buildings. We have all of these people moving in using the same amenities,
utilities, etc; however, no one gets a cost break. We end up suffering for over usage.

12/10/2021 2:10 PM

1830 Part ways with Unified Fire. They have over charged and under delivered for a very long time.
Riverton City could do a much better job focusing entirely on our community and not vacating
our city on a daily basis to serve other communities.

12/10/2021 1:38 PM

1831 Better maintenance of street lighting. Have noticed that many lights are out and don't get
replaced. Also they should be transitioned to LED over time.

12/10/2021 1:33 PM

1832 I commented above about an area to "hangout", kind of a central downtown area with shops,
food, even some entertainment. One thing I really wish we had was fiber options like Google
Fiber or Utopia... I was living in the city when city government decided not to join the initial
Utopia network build and that has been a problem ever since. I run a business here in Riverton,
located off of the main corridor, and getting good internet service is tough.

12/10/2021 1:01 PM

1833 no more multi use residential areas, more low priced homes 12/10/2021 12:44 PM

1834 Traffic. We’re hind in planning n therefore execution needed road infrastructure to handle
forecasted growth.

12/10/2021 12:41 PM

1835 Traffic. We’re hind in planning n therefore execution needed road infrastructure to handle
forecasted growth.

12/10/2021 12:40 PM

1836 More pickleball courts in parks. 12/10/2021 12:16 PM

1837 Traffic and less residential development 12/10/2021 12:05 PM

1838 Lower crime, more policing, Better stewards of fiscal budgets. Please fix the secondary water
filters - it's ridiculous how many shells get caught in our sprinkler system.

12/10/2021 11:05 AM

1839 Have people with junk and trash in yards keep it cleaned up without someone having to report
the problem to the city. I know city employees drive around and could see the problem so
could they report issues. Case in point a house that is on 128th south south of the park has
been an eyesore for years and there are always city employees at the park

12/10/2021 10:42 AM

1840 I love to walk around parks but the dogs are never on leashes. I would love for the city to start
enforcing leash laws. (specifically Western Springs Park). If we need a dog park then we
should look at that. I encourage the city to observe the situation. We have people driving and
parking their cars on their front lawn and would appreciate if code enforcement was more
proactive. I love this city and want it to stay amazing. I know we need growth but the
apartment complex east of the Costco is too much. We know the crime will rise.

12/10/2021 7:23 AM

1841 see #31 12/9/2021 8:53 PM
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Q31 Please describe anything you believe the Riverton City government
could improve on:
Answered: 1,388 Skipped: 1,487

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Can't think of anything at the moment. 12/17/2021 11:50 PM

2 Limit high density housing. We have enough apartments and condos. No more please. And
please fix the open space eye sore in the Park Haven subdivision by Midas Creek Elementary
school.

12/17/2021 10:50 PM

3 126th S & 2700 W seems to be a very busy dangerous intersection. This is in large part due to
the schools along 2700 W. The poor parking & ingress / egress to these schools only seem to
add to the problem. It would be great if something could be done to increase the safety in the
area.

12/17/2021 10:48 PM

4 None 12/17/2021 10:47 PM

5 Plowing 12/17/2021 10:28 PM

6 Generally doing a good job! 12/17/2021 10:04 PM

7 Traffic sucks. 12/17/2021 9:46 PM

8 Less meetings, more surveys of projects or developments instead. 12/17/2021 9:46 PM

9 Hey 12/17/2021 9:21 PM

10 Plowing has SUCKED this year. Totally and completely dropped the ball there. 12/17/2021 9:14 PM

11 Too much traffic. Reduce high density housing 12/17/2021 8:56 PM

12 Better reporting on what the city council is deciding upon in full detail and how the issue and
will affect the city. Keep water funding out of the general fund. I think the general fund is
getting a bit too large and not enough detailed information on how it is used is provided. We
received this survey notice today; the deadline was today. Again, a bit more forethought.

12/17/2021 8:18 PM

13 Definitely a different feel coming into Riverton from say, Draper, Sandy, South Jordan and
Bluffdale. We need to take better care of weeds and sidewalks. Very unappealing. And the
banners on 126th with businesses are very tacky.

12/17/2021 8:15 PM

14 Sometimes I feel like the city government makes important decisions without notice or
involvement from residents. One example are the unannounced increases in monthly utility
fees for trash service within the last couple of years. I asked about the increases on the city
social media sites and nobody ever responded. It appears to be a general policy to not respond
to Twitter questions from the lack of any responses to my questions. That makes me feel like
there’s some lack of communication and accountability on behalf of the city government.

12/17/2021 7:56 PM

15 2ndary water pressure 12/17/2021 7:51 PM

16 I think the city government is doing a great job 12/17/2021 7:36 PM

17 East West traffic is a joke, and it's going to get worse with all the stupidity Herriman is doing!
Open the 2700W to normal traffic at Mountain View Coridor (remove the gates.

12/17/2021 7:15 PM

18 Not sure 12/17/2021 6:21 PM

19 The lack of accountability is of concern. I.E. The waste of water when the city is not paying a
bill. New city trucks with rims why waste the money? I disagreed with the move of Riverton
having a police dept. but now that we do. where are they? Riverton Government needs to focus
on the quality of life for existing residents not reinventing historic Riverton. Good roads, Good
services, Clean water, Safe neighborhoods. Not increase taxes for pet projects or fancy new
trucks with rims. Fight for the people not the dollars.

12/17/2021 6:14 PM
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20 More support from water department to deal with issues concerning secondary water problems. 12/17/2021 6:11 PM

21 Things has changed alote! I.feel that our police department is a little to strict and hands on!
Things have been a little unfair in our Riverton City Court department!!

12/17/2021 6:10 PM

22 Fix up Heritage farms right by the high school! 12/17/2021 6:06 PM

23 Please get all the junk cars that are just sitting around in driveways and streets gone. Some
have been sitting around for years without moving.

12/17/2021 6:01 PM

24 Fix side walks and curb and gutters. 12/17/2021 5:51 PM

25 Affordable Housing. Allow people to rent part of their home. For example a basement
apartment or build a living unit in their yard. The owner should be required to live on the
premises.

12/17/2021 5:31 PM

26 Eliminate the sell of all fireworks. Ban all fireworks, except city sponsored… 12/17/2021 5:07 PM

27 Creating or enforcing laws to prevent fireworks late into the night/early hours of the morning in
July. Also, not allowing fireworks when it is so dry as to present a fire hazard.

12/17/2021 5:03 PM

28 Traffic control to many speeding on 4000 west 12/17/2021 4:49 PM

29 Turn the lights, or most of them, in the park of at night. 12/17/2021 4:37 PM

30 No more high density housing! 12/17/2021 4:36 PM

31 Better options of Internet providers Less high density complexes 12/17/2021 4:27 PM

32 City government seems to be doing okay. I access both the Riverton App and Riverton website
looking for information and tracking meeting agendas and minutes. I also enjoy reading the
monthly newsletter and feel the government keeps residents updated using these mediums.

12/17/2021 4:16 PM

33 There used to be a style guide for buildings in Riverton. To keep that historic vibe in our city
center area? I think that died with Sandra Lloyd. When you approve apartment buildings, A Lot
of them are downright UGLY!!! Please make sure they are held to high standards, well built.
I’ve seen a lot of 4 story, wood construction in Surrounding communities which are 1- A fire
waiting to happen, 2- will look rundown in 10 years, 3- have soft open garage first floors that
will collapse in a sizable earthquake. Remember SanFrancisco in the 90’s? We have the same
clay soil they have. DON’T put them in neighborhoods. Don’t block the view of existing homes.
The apartments and townhomes by the post office are the best examples I d like to see in
Riverton. Nothing over 2 stories please. The ones by Bangerter and redwood, Super ugly! The
ones behind Peterson’s which, by the way sit on the ground where a historic home / Hotel once
stood also ugly.

12/17/2021 3:49 PM

34 Respond to emails and phone calls. I had an issue where I called and emailed probably 10
times to the utilities department over a period of 6 months. I got a case number but I could
never get them to call me back or resolve.

12/17/2021 3:31 PM

35 Limit development with emphasis on impact to infrastructure. 12/17/2021 3:25 PM

36 Ever since the high density housing was introduced, the crime has increased substantially. 5
trailers were stolen within a 2-3 month period on one street. Cars are being robbed on a nightly
basis, and homes are being broke into increasingly, package thieves are rampant: I see the
posts reporting it on the Riverton and Herriman Facebook pages on a nearly daily basis.
People voiced their complaints to the committee who approved the housing and everyone I
speak to believe they were paid off by developers. They have me convinced as well. That
doesn't sound like the people were heard or that there is much faith in these committees. The
crime was not this serious for decades in Herriman/Riverton until the dense housing was
introduced. Developers essentially have a one-night-stand with Utah's land and then leave the
communities to deal with the repercussions. Our water resources are stretched thin enough
and now they're packing people in more than our water aquifers can support. This is not
responsible development it is reckless and greedy. There was a drug house in the
neighborhood that drew in people who tried to lure young girls into their cars. Mothers were
afraid to even let their kids out in their own front yards and they were having strange men
passing out on their front lawns in a drug over dose. The police were called continually for the
disturbances and never once did a thing. The whole neighborhood ended up banding together,
praying their hearts out until the home owner literally died of a brain infection and then the
squatters and addicts were finally evicted. Seriously? Is that what it takes to get our rights

12/17/2021 3:03 PM
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protected from those who live recklessly and try to kidnap our kids? Essentially, it feels like on
the matters that meant the most we were all ignored.

37 Thank you for all you're doing already, and have done! Our family loves living here and feel
safe. I appreciate you taking our input and the continued push to improve the city.

12/17/2021 2:50 PM

38 In my experience Riverton is a well-run city. I believe the mayor and city council are doing a
good job at listening to citizens and keeping us informed. Keep up the good work :)

12/17/2021 1:55 PM

39 increasing tax incentives for small business to open in the city 12/17/2021 1:47 PM

40 Don't build a stupid aviary down by the river front. 12/17/2021 1:42 PM

41 Keep things simple. Do more with less 12/17/2021 1:34 PM

42 Na 12/17/2021 1:30 PM

43 Putting in sidewalks where they should been installed in the first place. 3600 West and a
12450 South between 3600 South and Lowes is a great example!

12/17/2021 1:20 PM

44 -Police Department management. -Roads without sidewalks and curb. -Snow Removal. -No
dangerous and NUMEROUS Smoke & Vape shops!! It encourages and brings in the wrong
element into our city....Including RUDE signs like "Naked" etc. options of Vape, that are forced
on eyes of customers/children for OTHER close by businesses. AND, these vape businesses
are near/ RIGHT BY parks, skate parks, etc. to put in our youths path and visability. They
bring in low life people from other cities, into our city. -Title Loans shops = too many, & too
close/too visible.... makes Riverton look like West Valley/low class. -Car washes = too many,
too close

12/17/2021 1:18 PM

45 Start a green waste program 12/17/2021 1:16 PM

46 Continue working on the app. Pay utilities through this app. Use it as a police notification
system also. Be able to report issues there. Take a stronger stand on obscene signs (like the
one on Bison drive) and not tolerating a lowering of standards in this community.

12/17/2021 12:58 PM

47 Every decision being run through a filter of "will this make Riverton Great Again" 12/17/2021 12:51 PM

48 Speed bumps in our neighborhood 12/17/2021 12:44 PM

49 Ordinance enforcement seems to be almost nonexistent. That can be very frustrating! People
park wherever they want to. Yards are a disaster. Two houses on our street have swimming
pools without fences to keep kids safe. I think for the most part, people seem to just do
whatever they want to because no one is going to enforce anything. I LOVE living in Riverton,
but lack of enforcement is my biggest issue with living here.

12/17/2021 12:36 PM

50 I live in a circle, have lived there 25+ years and have seen my street plowed maybe once each
year. The road is covered with ice all winter. The only time I have seen a plow is when I call
specifically to have it done.

12/17/2021 12:22 PM

51 Secondary water pressure. 12/17/2021 11:36 AM

52 I really think mayor Staggs is great and has done a good job, as well as the city Council. I
think we need to be really careful about things such as high density housing and the like or
anything that would’ve decrease the value of our homes or possibly increase crime. Thank you
for letting us give feedback!!

12/17/2021 11:28 AM

53 A lot of my money goes to Riverton City, yet I don't ever even get my cul-de-dac plowed of
snow.

12/17/2021 11:22 AM

54 Do not allow any city council member involved in the construction industry to participate or
decide on any land or development projects in the city. They have automatic conflicts of
interest personally that reflect in their decisions that hurt the citizens.

12/17/2021 11:11 AM

55 Limit high density housing. 12/17/2021 11:03 AM

56 Removing any conflict of interest in our city government 12/17/2021 10:51 AM

57 Communication on what is happening, construction, events, road closures, etc. 12/17/2021 10:50 AM

58 I don't like that our neighborhood has consistently fought against high density housing, but
builders and developers can keep trying for it time after time after time. It then becomes an

12/17/2021 10:49 AM
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exercise in perseverance. The city council should respect the voice and wishes of the
residents the first time.

59 I can’t think of anything. 12/17/2021 10:46 AM

60 As stated before I have had only good interactions with the people working in the government.
I also was very impressed at how hard every one work on developing new programs on the fly
to help local businesses and keep the community tight during the pandemic.

12/17/2021 10:45 AM

61 See question 30. Service improvements and infrastructure (roads) should be the primary focus.
Recreation improvements should be secondary.

12/17/2021 10:32 AM

62 You are doing well. Thank you for your service. The parks are an eyesore. They could be
maintained much better. Prune the trees, mow the lawn more frequently, fertilize, just the
basics of yard care and pride in our community.

12/17/2021 10:31 AM

63 Property taxes are extremely high, especially when you figure that waste and recycly are billed
seperatly. I know that much of this is county and school but when you add this in with water it
is close to $400 per month

12/17/2021 10:17 AM

64 Planning and zoning in particular has an inclination to be too involved, ie over-regulate, the use
and appearance of private properties and buildings. It's true that we don't want broken down
vehicles abandoned in front yards, four families with 8 cars sharing a single-family home, or
newly-constructed ugly buildings and outbuildings. But regulations tend to be heavier than is
truly necessary striving to impose idyllic conditions that are expensive, difficult, or undesirable
for many to comply with in real life. It would be nice to see more of "what's the bare minimum
we really must require" in regulations, and/or an easier process for variance, exception, or
conditional use to regulations that are about cosmetics or appearances (as opposed to things
that are actual life or environmental safety concerns, for instance).

12/17/2021 10:07 AM

65 Be more mindful to the areas west of Bangerter Hwy 12/17/2021 10:03 AM

66 Police presence on the busy streets where drivers run red lights 12/17/2021 10:03 AM

67 Not allow condensed housing, Keep weeds out of road medium, Crush nighttime road racing. 12/17/2021 10:02 AM

68 Not sure 12/17/2021 10:01 AM

69 Put the Merry Christmas sign back out at the intersection of 12600 S. and Redwood Rd. :-) 12/17/2021 9:55 AM

70 Carefully and slowly allow smart/responsible growth. Overcrowding, overbuilding is not good for
the community.

12/17/2021 9:50 AM

71 PLEASE do not allow any more vape shops, fast food, title loan, carwashes! A city the size of
Riverton doesn't even need ONE of each, much less two or three. Especially that hideous
black/white/neon green eyesore, we all know where it is. If you want upscale residents, you
need to offer upscale shopping and dining experiences, and not just at Mountain View. We
NEED a right-turn lane on northbound Redwood at 123rd South. That is a very dangerous place
to turn during heavy traffic, especially in snow. What activities does Riverton offer to high
school aged kids? More patrolling of neighborhoods. Too many thefts, breakins and suspicious
people walking around.

12/17/2021 9:45 AM

72 I dislike calling any city department and not speaking to anyone. It’s ALWAYS “leave a
message and we’ll return your call”. So very annoying!

12/17/2021 9:45 AM

73 Responses to questions and phone calls. I have asked about my escrow that I put in almost
30 years ago for curb gutter and sidewalk and street lighting that has never been put in. Can I
have my money back? I never get a phone call or a response back from the building
department? Rodneyshaw1970@gmail.com

12/17/2021 9:40 AM

74 I think you are doing a great job. Thank you for all you do for our community! 12/17/2021 9:37 AM

75 This space intentionally left blank. 12/17/2021 9:35 AM

76 Keeping citizens informed on decisions made by council. 12/17/2021 9:32 AM

77 Take concerns of citizens more serious. Don’t close a complaint on the website without any
communication etc

12/17/2021 9:30 AM

78 Listen to the residents on concerns and make decisions based on majority of residents
opinions, not stupid politics. Lower taxes and utilities.

12/17/2021 9:30 AM
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79 I appreciate all the updates. I have never lived in a community that has done that before. I
think this city needs a great downtown area where families can all come together. Add in some
restaurants, bars and local restaurants. I know that the area in Mountain View is doing that but
that will be bombarded with other towns coming in. I would do something to get a downtown
feel for the families.

12/17/2021 9:27 AM

80 Nothing 12/17/2021 9:23 AM

81 See above 12/17/2021 9:11 AM

82 take care of the park strips better. The one on 118th and west of 3600 - look at riverton's side
and look at So Jo's side. Riverton took out their trees and it just doesn't look as good. Also,
putting up holiday lights on the light poles is nice too.

12/17/2021 9:06 AM

83 The cost of secondary water. In the beginning they said when the pumps etc were all paid for
the cost would go down, didn’t happen. We think the water quality is killing all our plants and
trees, make it less expensive and don’t make it mandatory, let us decide to have it or water
with culinary without penalties. It needs bigger filters put in that Riverton city can take care of
before we ever get the water, too many weeds, slugs etc. and it stinks bad.

12/17/2021 9:03 AM

84 I don't think so. I was a firefighter in a different county for several years. It was always
incredible how much more UFA's budget was compared to anyone else in the state and now
I'm paying that cost, which is tough. They are probably doing a fantastic job though.

12/17/2021 8:59 AM

85 Always self-checking to make sure you are serving the people and not self-serving. Thank you
for all the good you have done. I've seen some things that have brought concern to the
genuine direction of the government more recently. Thank you for this survey. Let's get back
on track 100% about being 100% about what the good people of this city will benefit most
from.

12/17/2021 8:53 AM

86 Maybe signage when people go to city hall for the first time they know where to park after
which there could be signs showing departments and which door to enter. Upon entering have a
chart showing where/how to get to the department they are looking for. Of course you may
already have done that since it's been a while since I have been there. Lastly have your
employees return phone calls. I still can't get your website to recognize our address when
reporting an issue. It says it doesn't exist. I've tried twice to talk with someone but no return
phone calls.

12/17/2021 8:52 AM

87 Make bike lanes 12/17/2021 8:49 AM

88 Helping inform citizens about COVID-19 protocols and supporting teachers and first
responders.

12/17/2021 8:48 AM

89 Doing a pretty good job 12/17/2021 8:41 AM

90 Doing a great job!!! Sooo much better ran than Herriman. 12/17/2021 8:35 AM

91 We do not need political statements run through our city council. Focus on city amenities and
the city that is what you were elected to do. Abortion, Gun rights and political statements are
best left to the legislature where they can actually do something about it. Leave state and
National issues to those areas. Thank you

12/17/2021 8:35 AM

92 Doing great job. Thanks. We appreciate all your time and efforts. 12/17/2021 8:32 AM

93 More cops 12/17/2021 8:27 AM

94 Getting everyone set up on meters for the secondary water so if they are watering everyday
then they are paying for and if you’re not using it then you don’t have to pay for it

12/17/2021 8:25 AM

95 Spring or fall trash clean up day where dumpsters are provided and picked up by the city. 12/17/2021 8:22 AM

96 See previous answer 12/17/2021 8:13 AM

97 Riverton city need to be more diversified and stop the hate towards democrats and gay rights..
aka Neman construction has a sign let’s go Brandon on redwood road!!! grow up dude we all
know what that says that is hate towards all of us and what does that teach our children…
other city's celebrate pride month in June with city flag supportive gay rights … the 1930 are
on the phone they what there horse buggy and handcarts back..

12/17/2021 8:11 AM

98 N/a 12/17/2021 8:11 AM
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99 Push back on sprawling development to the west that pours tons of traffic through Riverton.
Also resist putting tracks or other major transit projects through town. Urge UDOT to speed up
options like Mountain View corridor freeway conversion to keep traffic on the west side.

12/17/2021 8:09 AM

100 patrolling neighborhoods 12/17/2021 8:00 AM

101 Nothing comes to mind 12/17/2021 7:59 AM

102 Enforcement of city codes…weedy yards, junky cars in yards, etc. I would like the appearance
of some neighborhoods and yards to improve. People should be responsible for taking care of
their places.

12/17/2021 7:59 AM

103 Keep up the good work! 12/17/2021 7:47 AM

104 Less old school ideas…. Less smoke shops… Fees for secondary & annual checks… 12/17/2021 7:39 AM

105 I honestly don’t know what’s being done at this point about all the theft but….it’s unsettling and
I get posts on Ring or word of mouth about it near by. Can we please reduce theft in
RIVERTON?

12/17/2021 7:32 AM

106 Get more internet options sooner! 12/17/2021 7:22 AM

107 Things seem to be going well 12/17/2021 7:11 AM

108 Responsivenesses of Riverton PD. Instead of just “closing or clearing” of complaints or
concerns without actually doing something about it.

12/17/2021 7:02 AM

109 Control growth 12/17/2021 7:01 AM

110 I’m pretty satisfied with Riverton government. 12/17/2021 7:01 AM

111 I personally am pleased with the overall feel in Riverton however I do feel that the mayor is
here for his own personal agenda and not for the welfare of the whole city

12/17/2021 6:59 AM

112 Response to concerns about road hazards. We have a very dangerous intersection in our
neighborhood. Residents in our neighborhood have called the city many times looking for
safety resolutions. Calls have fallen on deaf ears. Also, stop approving high density housing.
Roads and schools are congested enough.

12/17/2021 6:47 AM

113 Just don’t be sneaky. 12/17/2021 6:16 AM

114 Scrap the Police Force Waste of money and overkill 12/17/2021 6:16 AM

115 Don’t know 12/17/2021 6:16 AM

116 Making a master plan and keeping it. 12/17/2021 5:56 AM

117 To answer back on emails 12/17/2021 5:44 AM

118 Information-of-new-projects 12/17/2021 5:29 AM

119 The ridiculous planning and zoning rules for residential homes. Contractors and companies
don’t want to do work in Riverton because they are so limiting and very hard to work with. It is
a nightmare trying to navigate all of the rules. It becomes very difficult to make improvements
to your own property.

12/17/2021 5:28 AM

120 Mostly good discretion on tax and spend. Always choose limited government where we can.
No new taxes, no new fees - please.

12/17/2021 5:00 AM

121 Deal with the sewer stench along 13400 south occurring in the evenings and on weekends near
3200 W.

12/17/2021 4:21 AM

122 I notice my property taxes keep going up every year and now they put meters on the irrigation
system to start charging on that as well!

12/17/2021 3:31 AM

123 Listen 12/17/2021 2:45 AM

124 Just the skate park, really. We have used it for years sometimes several hours a day, but we
desperately need lights for the days it’s dark at 5pm. I’d much rather my son spend evening at
the skate park than in front of a screen. Thanks for considering!

12/17/2021 1:47 AM

125 No more apartments please. I like the single homes with families. 12/17/2021 1:46 AM
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126 I think the city government is doing a great job - probably better than I've ever seen. 12/17/2021 1:21 AM

127 Dump UFA, start a Riverton city fire dept, where our tax dollars stay in Riverton city. 12/17/2021 12:53 AM

128 Easy on permits when it comes for a home upgrades 12/17/2021 12:41 AM

129 Na 12/17/2021 12:38 AM

130 Less development! 12/17/2021 12:14 AM

131 N/A 12/16/2021 11:56 PM

132 Make Elderly care affordable and accountable. 12/16/2021 11:56 PM

133 Snow plowing. I’ve lived here almost 13 years and our streets almost never get plowed in the
winter snow. I get that the main roads come first but even days later the neighborhood streets
still don’t get plowed and it turns to hard ice and is annoying to drive on for weeks on end. So I
would love to see more snowplows in our city

12/16/2021 11:39 PM

134 I had a horrible experience getting a business license. At the time there were only middle aged
white men making the decision about whether or not to approve an application, and there
needs to be significantly more diversity (to reflect the residents of Riverton... i.e. include some
women and minorities, perhaps in proportion to the actual residents of Riverton) and a better
process for the business applicant to be allowed to present their case during the approval
process.

12/16/2021 11:34 PM

135 Having the police more visible in strategic places. I hardly see them unless it’s car accident or
a coffee break and there is 3 or more at one place. Also with the foam day, your safety day
combine those and have a meet and greet so adults and kids can come up and chat with
them. Keep the police more out in public. But also maybe a thank the police and firefighters
thank you drop box where cards and gift cards for lunch can be given back to them in
gratitude. Also do not take the farm land on 13400 S and 2700 W for the community center.
Where was it planned for on the master plan?

12/16/2021 11:24 PM

136 Have someone write a better song than the "Riverton, Riverton" song that the Osmond dude
came up with. :)

12/16/2021 11:18 PM

137 QUIT BUILDING 12/16/2021 11:03 PM

138 Keep taxes low, even if that means less services. 12/16/2021 11:03 PM

139 I love the newsletters that come out and keep me informed on building projects, events and
anything to keep me in the loop, definitely love the emails so keep those coming. I believe a
redesign could be made to encourage walking for all residents, since we have a good amount
of amenities within walking range, that would improve morale & encourage a healthier
community.

12/16/2021 11:02 PM

140 Stop allowing the growth. Like I said before.. I’m okay with some growth, but dislike the rate
that condos, townhomes, and apartments were allowed to be built in the last 10 years.

12/16/2021 10:58 PM

141 Office personnel could be nicer and more thorough when explaining what is needed. There is
no welcome to Riverton when moving here to provide people with offices that handle certain
things like a directory or what there is to do here. Those are important when one is integrating
into a new city.

12/16/2021 10:58 PM

142 Can't think of anything 12/16/2021 10:52 PM

143 More street sweeping to keep roads clear of debris for cyclists. 12/16/2021 10:50 PM

144 The streets and the city hall building. 12/16/2021 10:47 PM

145 Continue to figure out how to subsidize more taxes with commercial taxes and lower residential
where possible. Sheldon Stewart can tone it down when dealing with citizens.

12/16/2021 10:43 PM

146 I can't think of a thing! 12/16/2021 10:36 PM

147 Do the best you can and trust the people around you. 12/16/2021 10:33 PM

148 More police night patrol in residential area where more frequent car break-in occurs. 12/16/2021 10:32 PM

149 Provide a paperless option for city utility bills. Or if you already do, add some verbiage to the 12/16/2021 10:26 PM
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statements that get mailed out on how to sign up.

150 The only thing I’ve noticed is the water Shutting off at 6 AM in the morning when people are
getting ready for work.

12/16/2021 10:24 PM

151 Don't lose any more city property. Crane house and cemetary are two examples. 12/16/2021 10:21 PM

152 I sent in an idea regarding a community event and didn’t get a response. Even an ago reply
that the suggestion was received would have been nice. I sent directly to tawnee.

12/16/2021 10:20 PM

153 People park on tortoise lane and it is har for through traffic to pass each other and snow plows
cannot clean the streets.

12/16/2021 10:18 PM

154 The pool and parking lot are in pretty bad shape. Could use some refreshing. 12/16/2021 10:17 PM

155 No suggestions 12/16/2021 10:11 PM

156 Better snow removal in neighborhoods. 12/16/2021 10:10 PM

157 Better communication on road construction 12/16/2021 10:08 PM

158 Focus on crime in the area to keep area safe 12/16/2021 10:07 PM

159 Keep us safe an affordable place to live 12/16/2021 9:59 PM

160 Stop building high density housing and making our city become over crowded. 12/16/2021 9:56 PM

161 Enforcement of ordinances involving weeds and junk in resident yards. 12/16/2021 9:52 PM

162 Hold true to our laws. Don't change for the whim of a few. Keep our freedoms and protection. 12/16/2021 9:50 PM

163 The focus on bringing fiber to Riverton is great, but while there are still residents in Riverton
that can't even get decent broadband, WHY would that even matter or be priority. Please make
it a priority that all your citizens have just basic internet before you spend millions on the few
that already have 100mbps+ internet. Let's face it, the fiber will never get to me. This will sway
my vote.

12/16/2021 9:50 PM

164 Communication 12/16/2021 9:49 PM

165 Advocating for its residents when county policies aren’t in line with Riverton values (for
example property taxes)

12/16/2021 9:48 PM

166 Street light maintenance. I got my truck stolen from my driveway this morning. There is a
street light right in front of my house but it is broken. I don’t think my truck would have been
stolen if the street light worked.

12/16/2021 9:48 PM

167 Algae bloom problem. 12/16/2021 9:43 PM

168 Traffic issues. 12/16/2021 9:41 PM

169 Better funding for the police to enable them to do something about the crazy drivers in the city.
I do not feel that traffic laws are adequately enforced, and while people should be responsible
for their own actions, the lack of traffic policing has lead people to drive with rampant disregard
for traffic laws. Consider adding stop signs or speed bumps on arterial connector roads that
have residential housing on them to encourage reasonable speeds.

12/16/2021 9:41 PM

170 Enforcement on regulations already in place. 12/16/2021 9:36 PM

171 I think things are good 12/16/2021 9:35 PM

172 Helping citizens be more away of city council meetings, their dates and times. 12/16/2021 9:34 PM

173 Please consider funding for more police or programs to prevent people driving like idiots in
residential neighborhood and streets like 4000 west. We constantly experience people crossing
double yellows and using the center turning lane as a passing lane while we are trying to enter
our driveway. Speeding is standard on the main streets and residential areas. I realize this is a
people problem but we see minimal enforcement. We are on 4000 west between In and Out
and Peterson farms to be specific.

12/16/2021 9:30 PM

174 More FB updates. I follow Bluffdale & Herriman so I know what’s going on with Camp Williams,
Waste Management, etc

12/16/2021 9:25 PM
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175 Traffic has become a huge problem because of all the people moving here into the high density
housing. Too many people in a small area.

12/16/2021 9:24 PM

176 Safety in Our City needs to be a higher priority. 12/16/2021 9:23 PM

177 I've only lived here for 2 years and can't think of anything. I think they do a great job. 12/16/2021 9:17 PM

178 New Year’s Eve fireworks. We love Riverton City fireworks. 12/16/2021 9:16 PM

179 Be willing to be secular in your governance. 12/16/2021 9:15 PM

180 Better access to department personnel (other than having to leave voice mails). 12/16/2021 9:12 PM

181 Listen to voters UNLESS it’s a public health emergency, then listen to CDC & scientists!!!! 12/16/2021 9:10 PM

182 Fiber internet options 12/16/2021 9:08 PM

183 Plowing roads that have hills 12/16/2021 9:07 PM

184 just continue doing it for the people in making this the best area in the state 12/16/2021 9:05 PM

185 That is really hard to say. I have been so busy since we moved hear that I don’t believe I could
suggest anything right now.

12/16/2021 9:05 PM

186 Less building. 12/16/2021 8:59 PM

187 It’s best when the government is not at the forefront of citizens’ minds :) 12/16/2021 8:59 PM

188 Pay off debt 12/16/2021 8:59 PM

189 Cars speeding on residential roads. Install speed bumps or dips to slow traffic. Especially
neighborhoods with small children.

12/16/2021 8:57 PM

190 You guys are doing a great job. 12/16/2021 8:57 PM

191 Stop raising property taxes, get bigger quality restuarants, Movie theaters, etc. 12/16/2021 8:56 PM

192 More activate area and gear! 12/16/2021 8:52 PM

193 Take the feedback you receive and seriously consider making changes. 12/16/2021 8:45 PM

194 Keeping property taxes down. Slow the growth. 12/16/2021 8:45 PM

195 An ordinance to stop parking on neighborhoods streets, or at least ticket people that block
streets with so many cars, you can’t get by and snow plows can’t get in to plow

12/16/2021 8:42 PM

196 I am concerned that the city is hostile to women's health and healthcare options. How is it that
we have had a resolution passed making Riverton anti-abortion? This resolution is not
something that I am comfortable with, and I don't believe it serves the women and girls of this
community. We have a hospital and medical services in Riverton and must offer appropriate
services to those who need them. With Utah sexual education being abstinence-only, our youth
do not have the information to prevent pregnancies. We should be better and handle this to
serve all women properly.

12/16/2021 8:41 PM

197 Riverton needs a better city prosecutor 12/16/2021 8:36 PM

198 More summer opportunities for kids 12/16/2021 8:36 PM

199 Enforce the current speed limits. I believe this would make it safer for ALL the citizens of our
great City.

12/16/2021 8:31 PM

200 STOP CATERING TO DEVELOPERS AND WORK FOR THE PEOPLE THAT ALREADY LIVE
HERE!

12/16/2021 8:30 PM

201 Advocate for the citizens with your clout with businesses. You could absolutely say to
Comcast/Xfinity "If you want to do business in Riverton, you must have a plan to bring access
to all houses in the city". Again, the Google Fiber announcement was amazing, but it must be
available to all house in the city and not just where they want to lay lines to maximize their
profit while leaves houses in the dark age stuck on DSL.

12/16/2021 8:29 PM

202 Snow plow all streets not just main roads 12/16/2021 8:20 PM

203 No more apartments or low density building. 12/16/2021 8:15 PM
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204 Additional retail locations to Generate sales tax revenue that could potentially offset the
continuous increases in residential property tax.

12/16/2021 8:14 PM

205 Don’t cave to businesses, do what the residents want. 12/16/2021 8:12 PM

206 Snow plow the neighborhood streets … I live on 12130 right by high school and the roads are
icy and need some extra plowin

12/16/2021 8:12 PM

207 Just cleaning up the spaces along redwood road. 12/16/2021 8:09 PM

208 Zoning, no more high density housing. 12/16/2021 8:09 PM

209 RPD. Speed enforcement. Return phone calls. 12/16/2021 8:02 PM

210 More communication. I want to see minutes of councils meetings pushed to citizens 12/16/2021 8:02 PM

211 Get cars off streets and in driveways. Too many people buying recreational vehicles and
trailers that don't have places to park them. She can afford a recreational vehicle trailer or RV
you can afford a place to park it if you don't have an RV pad or a garage big enough to store it.
Really would like to see this enforce more strictly. Our cul-de-sac looks like a used car parking
lot and delivery trucks can barely access it especially in the winter.

12/16/2021 8:01 PM

212 Nothing. Trent Staggs and team are doing fantastic. Thank you for your public service! 12/16/2021 8:00 PM

213 As a new member of the community, my first thought was the need for a centralized single
login for the power/water/sewage/garbage etc.

12/16/2021 8:00 PM

214 Fiber to prem internet. 12/16/2021 8:00 PM

215 Catch the thieves and people stealing. Catch the criminals and keep them away. 12/16/2021 7:58 PM

216 Replace all the burned out street lights. Have staff drive around after dark and note which ones
are needing replaced.

12/16/2021 7:55 PM

217 Keep Riverton safe. Top priority!!!! 12/16/2021 7:54 PM

218 Offering a survey like this periodically and the information that you currently do has been just
perfect for my needs.

12/16/2021 7:54 PM

219 Have animal control licensing come back to the city and make the late fees more affordable
with pet licensing.

12/16/2021 7:49 PM

220 Businesses should be required to xeri-scape and follow the same restrictions as residential
customers. No watering during the day or washing the parking lot. Such a waste.

12/16/2021 7:48 PM

221 The Foothills Park needs a sidewalk/ trail that goes all the way around the perimeter for
walking, kids to bike on, etc.

12/16/2021 7:46 PM

222 Charge people for the amount of secondary water they use. Increase policies that encourage
xeroscape. Coordinate traffic lights with other cities to improve traffic flow and decrease
pollution. Increase the use of roundabouts over stop lights. Use ranked choice voting in local
elections

12/16/2021 7:45 PM

223 Honestly, the Mayor needs to focus on the city and stop posting his political views. It feels like
he's campaigning more than he's working.

12/16/2021 7:44 PM

224 Plow the roads in communities, better secondary water, bigger and nicer cemetery 12/16/2021 7:35 PM

225 Encourage people to run in city elections. We need choices or why should we waste time to
vote for city councilman and a mayor the we do not support!

12/16/2021 7:33 PM

226 Better synchronization of traffic lights, particularly 13400, between 3600 west and Mountain
View Corridor.

12/16/2021 7:32 PM

227 Thank you for all your hard work. 12/16/2021 7:30 PM

228 Please stop adding condos and apartments. I like having the houses and green space. I hate
over crowded cities. I love the rural feel that we have in parts of the city. Don’t take those parts
away. Sometimes I feel that riverton is divided into two parts of crowded and not so crowded. I
love the historic feel some parts of riverton have. It adds intrigue and a homey feel.

12/16/2021 7:27 PM

229 Better plowed roads 12/16/2021 7:23 PM
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230 Keep the vehicle parking on the streets overnight as little, as on nights when there will a fine
because of snow.

12/16/2021 7:21 PM

231 Basic city improvements like sidewalks and light posts. I've seen sidewalks marked to be
fixed/replaced for months or even years.

12/16/2021 7:20 PM

232 Respond to complaints in a timely manner. 12/16/2021 7:19 PM

233 Stay out of state and federal government laws. Being a mayor of city council is about helping
the city not mandating your personal beliefs on the people in the city. Work on city issues stay
out of political party agendas

12/16/2021 7:19 PM

234 Easier to work with on building what you want on your property. 12/16/2021 7:18 PM

235 It would have been nice if the temporary water fix in my driveway could have been finished
before the snowfall but I understand if the part hasn't arrived. It would also be nice if our cul de
sac wasn't used as a parking lot every day and evening.

12/16/2021 7:17 PM

236 Dogs parks we need more 12/16/2021 7:16 PM

237 Stop approving high density housing. 12/16/2021 7:15 PM

238 Traffic flow 12/16/2021 7:15 PM

239 * 12/16/2021 7:14 PM

240 Ticketing cars that are parked on the street over night during the months of November and
April. It’s frustrating driving on roads that can’t be cleared properly because of this.

12/16/2021 7:13 PM

241 Let people know when large mulit-family and commercial projects come up and ask everyone
how they fill about it instead of people around the projects

12/16/2021 7:13 PM

242 Having Riverton City government actually enforce the laws within the city. Specifically, on
building issues and winter street parking

12/16/2021 7:12 PM

243 Nothing, I love all the activities and kid events. 12/16/2021 7:12 PM

244 Clearing snow and neighborhood cleanup 12/16/2021 7:12 PM

245 Intersection of 12600 and 2700 needs to be addressed along with school traffic on 2700 West 12/16/2021 7:10 PM

246 Shorten the length of time political candidates can put up signs. Límite the areas where they
can go up. Enforce timely take down.

12/16/2021 7:09 PM

247 Less speed traps and find more for the police to do. Yesterday, I saw 3 police vehicles
responding to a simple house call on Jamie Way. Oh, and an ambulance. Nothing happened.

12/16/2021 7:08 PM

248 no opinion 12/16/2021 7:07 PM

249 I would like green waste recycling 12/16/2021 7:05 PM

250 Not sure 12/16/2021 7:02 PM

251 You guys are great. 12/16/2021 7:01 PM

252 Court personnel are not helpful. 12/16/2021 6:59 PM

253 There has been an improvement in reach out to citizens. It seems like they are trying to keep
taxes down but offer a lot of ammenities. I REALLY hate the east-west traffic nightmare that
will only increase with Olympia Hills and wish there was a way to mitigate that ongoing
problem. If I could afford to move, I would move away from the Herriman border with the large
high density housing projects, but don't know if there is a corner of the valley that is building
anything other than high density (& even those are unaffordable).

12/16/2021 6:58 PM

254 Not sure just ask that zoning and compact urban zones be limited. Find an effective mass
transit option to connect into the rest of SLC county would be interesting to see.

12/16/2021 6:57 PM

255 They do a great job. 12/16/2021 6:52 PM

256 Be an example of an effective government that decreases taxes instead of increasing them. 12/16/2021 6:52 PM

257 When you say complaints are going to be annonymous, keep them that way. Communication
with residents Turn off the fountains during the day. If we can't water between 10-6, fountains

12/16/2021 6:51 PM
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should be off.

258 I just want it to be safe. I think to many people run red lights on redwood & 2700 west and
12600 south. The high school has way to many accidents more police presence would be good

12/16/2021 6:50 PM

259 Clearing the roads after it snows. After this last snow storm my driveway was the dumping pile
for the plows to our excess snow from the road. Large boulders of snow the was waist high on
a 6 foot person. This was ridiculous and it took me hours to dig out just to get my car out to go
to work.

12/16/2021 6:50 PM

260 I love the email updates on events, program, movies at the park, and fireworks. I love knowing
when camp Williams is practicing. Helps with all the air noise and not worrying when I hear all
the booming. I don’t do Facebook.

12/16/2021 6:50 PM

261 I appreciate the job you do! 12/16/2021 6:49 PM

262 More walking trails 12/16/2021 6:49 PM

263 Just making sure to use the tax payers money efficiently. 12/16/2021 6:48 PM

264 There needs to be a live person to answer calls. Many times, the main office personel just
transfer a call to a dept., and 9 out of 10 times it goes to VM

12/16/2021 6:45 PM

265 Ask the citizens about the density and lots sizes. 12/16/2021 6:45 PM

266 If they had a way to help young entrepreneurs get the proper information to start and operate a
business. Being 19 I didn’t have much guidance or knowledge in what I had to get in check
with the nation, state, and local levels. If there was someone that could help you through the
entire process it would be a lot easier. Also could incentivize digital entrepreneurs to have an
HQ here to generate tax dollars for the city.

12/16/2021 6:45 PM

267 Love the events I just wish it was more on Facebook events info and that’s easy to read and
add to calendar

12/16/2021 6:44 PM

268 Please care about the west side of Riverton. It feels like that all of the attention goes to
Riverton residents that are east of Bangerter Highway.

12/16/2021 6:44 PM

269 Just be a great city. 😎 12/16/2021 6:43 PM

270 There should be a program to help residents install trees on the parkway (sidewalk to street) to
create more shade. Perhaps the village buys a bulk number of trees that residents would pay
for but the village would help plant.And I’m not talking about the twig size trees. I also believe
that the parks should have more shade. Perhaps an awning style of coverage. I have seen this
in many other towns.

12/16/2021 6:42 PM

271 Not sure. 12/16/2021 6:41 PM

272 I don't know where to find city council meetings calendars and agenda items. If those could be
emailed separately and like a month in advance with a reminder email the week of would be
helpful.

12/16/2021 6:40 PM

273 lower taxes! Why did the taxes for police and firefighting skyrocket? 1000.00 each the last
couple of years? If it's more expensive than being part of unified, why did we switch? I moved
here after the decision, possibly that's why the family left.

12/16/2021 6:38 PM

274 Exactly what I said for #30. 12/16/2021 6:37 PM

275 Snow removal through the neighborhoods and not allowing cars to park on residential streets
that are narrow.

12/16/2021 6:35 PM

276 Enforcement of residential parking. So many us streets for trailer, boat, car storage. Some for
months at a time, I spent my life savings to have a nice home in a nice area, Really don;t like
to feel like we like in an RV park. The number of cars and trailers acorss sidewalk on ongoing
basis bad, No enforement, no tickets, no one is motivated to live within law knowing the laws
will not be enforced

12/16/2021 6:35 PM

277 Less condensed housing making the east west access Too crowded. Glad I live close to the
freeway

12/16/2021 6:34 PM

278 Listen to the citizens before you make up your mind. Too many times you go in to a meeting
and you know you have already made up you mind and are only going through the motions of

12/16/2021 6:34 PM
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letting the public speak

279 NA 12/16/2021 6:33 PM

280 Wasting money 12/16/2021 6:33 PM

281 Still bitter about the baseball field disaster from several years ago. Listen to the people next
time.

12/16/2021 6:28 PM

282 Don’t approve a bunch of new high density developments and we will be good to go! 12/16/2021 6:27 PM

283 Remine the old timers in city positions who pays the bills, And make it easy for change. 12/16/2021 6:27 PM

284 Keeping rural by not reducing lot size and controlling growth 12/16/2021 6:25 PM

285 Overall I think things run great!! Loved all the creative events that you did during Covid- the
business signs in the park- etc. Keep up the good work!

12/16/2021 6:24 PM

286 Stop spending money on dumb stuff like new city logos on everything especially street
signs!!!!! Didn’t need to change logo etc

12/16/2021 6:23 PM

287 Make the streets safer by forcing large trucks to stay on main roads like Redwood and 126th.
That’s my only complaint. 132nd and 13th west between 126th and the neighborhoods should
not be a main thoroughfare for large commercial trucks.

12/16/2021 6:23 PM

288 Snow removal 12/16/2021 6:22 PM

289 Trying to build in Riverton is a joke!!! You make it so hard to do anything, Riverton city is the
biggest joke around Utah. If you tell anyone you are trying to build, add on, or add a garage
and they found out you live in Riverton they are like good luck dealing with Riverton city. Stop
making it so difficult.

12/16/2021 6:21 PM

290 Always better to cut taxes 12/16/2021 6:21 PM

291 See 29 and 30 12/16/2021 6:20 PM

292 Have home builders build homes on larger acreage. Stop allowing less than quarter acre lots.
No more high density housing. Riverton is becoming over-populated.

12/16/2021 6:20 PM

293 Bring back the old school holiday themes, especially the old school Christmas Intersection at
12600 South and Redwood Rd. Those old school decorations are a thing of the past, and I
believe that it would bring back some major spirit in our Holidays to bring them back.

12/16/2021 6:20 PM

294 The cost of secondary water is outrageous considering it's only available 5 months a year. It
would be cheaper for me to use culinary water. I don't want to use culinary water for irrigation
as it's a precious resource. Based on the cost per month....in actuality it costs me $53/month.
Culinary is $15/month.

12/16/2021 6:19 PM

295 I don't need any more high density living here. 12/16/2021 6:18 PM

296 Internet services 12/16/2021 6:18 PM

297 Answering phone calls in city offices 12/16/2021 6:15 PM

298 bigger cemetery 12/16/2021 6:15 PM

299 Be ready with roads to handle the ridiculous amount of traffic that is coming now that Bluffdale
is building the high density housing. This is going to decrease the quality of life in Riverton

12/16/2021 6:14 PM

300 . 12/16/2021 6:12 PM

301 Don’t add more programs or initiatives that would add to our taxes. We are good 12/16/2021 6:11 PM

302 Be actively involved in programs that promote a clean environment. 12/16/2021 6:11 PM

303 In particular the city council should not be hearing or voting on items that should be addressed
by our state government.

12/16/2021 6:10 PM

304 None 12/16/2021 6:09 PM

305 Planting more trees so that it feels less suburbia and more "authentic" in having been
established 100+ years ago. Many of the areas feel desolate with very little foliage. South

12/16/2021 6:09 PM
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Jordan has quite a few more trees it seems even though we're neighbors Would be good use of
funds to get the riverton area greener in that sense.

306 Can't think of anything. Keep up the communication and good work! 12/16/2021 5:45 PM

307 Lowering their wages 12/16/2021 5:11 PM

308 Better and affordable options from parks&rec. Be treated like a valued citizen when dealing
with anyone in parks&rec.

12/16/2021 5:02 PM

309 I am very happy with the city and its current growth. 12/16/2021 5:01 PM

310 N/a 12/16/2021 4:27 PM

311 Getting news out fixing this god damn survey I can’t submit it 12/16/2021 4:24 PM

312 As we go into an inflation time across the US, and Riverton as well, why not find at least one
item of service fee and/or tax assessment that can be reduced each year (even if a small
amount) without raising that expense elsewhere. Just to let the people know you recognize
their own frustration with the Cost of Living.

12/16/2021 4:14 PM

313 Keep honest people in that care how this community grows. 12/16/2021 4:10 PM

314 Get better internet/broadband services 12/16/2021 4:07 PM

315 Monitoring neighborhoods speed limits and stop signs better especially in neighborhoods by
Riverton High and at the times high school kids are coming and going to school and at their
lunch times also in the evening when people are coming home Brighter and more streetlights in
neighborhoods

12/16/2021 3:59 PM

316 Just fix the water. Maybe more residential street lights and fix the flashing in at the corner of
3600 and 126th by the hospital.

12/16/2021 3:51 PM

317 Can’t think of anything. 12/16/2021 3:38 PM

318 There are three parks you recently sent out to vote on new park equipment, however there is
one park in the Summerhill neighborhood that has truly been neglected. The playground
equipment is pretty lame! Especially compared to the equipment you are taking out from some
of the other parks you are upgrading. I grew up going to this park and I would love for my kids
to enjoy playing at this park. Please help!!

12/16/2021 3:37 PM

319 See above 12/16/2021 3:33 PM

320 I was unaware that Riverton city had an app. (Though I am admittedly new to the area) 12/16/2021 3:31 PM

321 Allow tiny house ADUs 12/16/2021 3:26 PM

322 Filtering secondary water. The weeds it brings are horrendous. Hard water although it did
improve with the last change

12/16/2021 3:20 PM

323 Parked cars on roads Code enforcement 12/16/2021 3:15 PM

324 I think we could do a better job on long term planning. 12/16/2021 3:09 PM

325 Better snow removal on residential streets 12/16/2021 3:08 PM

326 Cleaning up run down areas of the City. 12/16/2021 3:04 PM

327 Vandalism in neighborhoods 12/16/2021 3:00 PM

328 Get rid of Tawnee McCay 12/16/2021 2:49 PM

329 Summer Hill Park amenities. 12/16/2021 2:47 PM

330 Seems to be good right now. 12/16/2021 2:44 PM

331 Doing great! 12/16/2021 2:42 PM

332 Hold sack lunch meetings for citizens to meet with their City Council representative on a
regular basis to discuss issues in a friendly Q&A setting.

12/16/2021 2:39 PM

333 Save money, reduce taxes, see if reducing its workforce its an option. I believe that monitoring
Riverton’s residents opinions shows the interest of the current administration in our community.

12/16/2021 2:36 PM
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Make sure that you integrate some statistical analysis of the results of this survey to ensure
meaningful interpretation of it.

334 PLOW OUR STREETS!!!!!! Our winter road conditions are so incredibly unsafe after a snow
storm. In west Riverton very few of our roads get plowed and the cul de sacs are totally
forgotten. School busses are left to slide through the icy neighborhoods until they hit a plowed
street (usually only Shaggy Peak and Van Cott Peak). When reported, its still not addressed, it
is so frustrating and unsafe. When planning how to improve our city, prioritize funds to address
make this important safety issue. Please don't prioritize the funds for the updating of downtown
Riverton or the building of an unneeded fitness center...PLEASE PLOW OUR ROADS!

12/16/2021 2:26 PM

335 Whatever you can do to help keep traffic from continuing to grow as a problem. 12/16/2021 2:18 PM

336 Infrastructure! Better roads. More bikes lanes that are safe. Take out park strips to allow more
room for cyclists.

12/16/2021 2:17 PM

337 Keeping City streets and sidewalks clean and clear of debris etc. Trim tree limbs hanging over
sidewalks and walking paths, better job of finishing projects when highering subs to do work,
example: Secondary water meter Installation. Did not put back as was left holes voids. Box
lids off, cutight pole lines, sink hi l es on park strip. Better maintenance / cleanup, on City
street and sidewalks

12/16/2021 2:05 PM

338 Communication 12/16/2021 2:04 PM

339 Not sure 12/16/2021 1:56 PM

340 I like having surveys because I rarely am available to attend meetings or watch online. This is
an effective way to get my opinion (and I would imagine others as well).

12/16/2021 1:50 PM

341 Maintain transparency. Strive for Riverton to be what I think is a wonderful place to live. 12/16/2021 1:44 PM

342 Better promotion of school activities. Performances, sporting events, fundraising, etc. Even
though I don't have children in school anymore, I would like to be supportive of neighbors and
friends who do.

12/16/2021 1:41 PM

343 We love living in Riverton… Only thing that comes to mind is finding a way to do away with
unnecessary county government positions (county mayor, deputy mayors…all the positions
that drive taxes up and provide no benefit) keep it local! I know, I know…but it’s a nice thought
haha

12/16/2021 1:32 PM

344 I’m not sure 12/16/2021 1:13 PM

345 Get rid of the Trent Staggs & Tish Brococker 12/16/2021 1:13 PM

346 Better enforcement of local codes. Keeping the city free of crime and keeping neighborhood
safe. Getting more feedback from the public.

12/16/2021 1:08 PM

347 Listing to the public on all decisions being made! 12/16/2021 12:55 PM

348 Connect all the parks and green space, with walkable/biking trails. Reduce the sports fields
and playgrounds (or create more) plaza, meditation parks that emphases an academy type
atmosphere through creative landscaping, that is good for meandering, reading, community
gardening, sharing coffee, or playing backgammon, or other board games. Please keep a
slower pace in Riverton.

12/16/2021 12:55 PM

349 Helping residents who've lived here several decades such as property tax relief. Also older
neighborhoods along busy streets need help with curb appeal facing the main Street which will
raise the whole neighborhood value. For example driving along 2700W new neighborhoods
have beautiful fencing and City workers mowing and taking care of park strips along 2700W but
then you see older neighborhoods getting worse and worse as residents age and cant
financially take care of it. If old and new neighborhoods are cleaned up there will be less crime
plus a more desirable place to live and this affects the houses down the side streets in a
positive way. Possible idea is Rip the Strip working with Conservation Garden Park and use
rocks then maintenance from City workers is no longer needed which saves money long term
and helps with water saving. Just an idea

12/16/2021 12:49 PM

350 134th south is a joke. If there were a natural disaster, everyone in the Riverton / Harriman area
that had to evacuate would be totally screwed.

12/16/2021 12:45 PM

351 Make sure developers have to bare all expenses for needed cost like road improvements and 12/16/2021 12:31 PM
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new schools caused by their developments. Residences on Lovers Lane are very unhappy with
huge developments going in and road plans and increased traffic. Existing residents should
have priority and not have their quality of life diminished.

352 More walking and bike trails to connect west to east and all the wonderful parks 12/16/2021 12:28 PM

353 Including non-US citizens in public affairs in terms of voting rights and eligibility to serve in
positions of public office.

12/16/2021 12:23 PM

354 It may seem minor, but the flavor of the water in Riverton is worse than anywhere else I've
been except Delta.

12/16/2021 12:08 PM

355 Stay out of constitutional matters, such as a women's right to abortion. Our city has no
business in making any such divisive nonsense "declarations". Stop the assault on women's
rights already!

12/16/2021 12:08 PM

356 Variety of parks 12/16/2021 12:04 PM

357 Less high density housing. 12/16/2021 12:01 PM

358 Less high density housing 12/16/2021 11:58 AM

359 m 12/16/2021 11:51 AM

360 Working with UDOT to develop an east/west traffic solution from MVC to I-15 and bring transit
solutions to and through the city.

12/16/2021 11:50 AM

361 stop spending money! All the "nice new" makes you feel better not us! stop hitting us with
more taxes so YOU Can spend our money

12/16/2021 11:46 AM

362 More intuitive website to find city contacts faster 12/16/2021 11:37 AM

363 See answer 30. 12/16/2021 11:34 AM

364 I think they are doing fine. 12/16/2021 11:32 AM

365 The Western Springs Parks and trails are horribly maintained and have inadequate parking for
the sports they host there. This needs to be addressed along with the big dirt field between the
park and 126th. The diet field should be made into parking.

12/16/2021 11:24 AM

366 Communication on upcoming events and the opportunity for all residents to submit input on
important issues the city is considering.

12/16/2021 11:23 AM

367 Communication 12/16/2021 11:22 AM

368 I believe the street and parks department could be more attentive. Even though city code is to
not park cars on the street for over 24 hours(?), they do not mandate it and take care of those
problems. In our neighborhood alone, we have several cars parked out on the curbs for weeks
at a time. The department does not enforce what they say they will. Also, they do not maintain
the parkways that are owned by the city in areas such as canal bridges, etc. The government
always passes the ball onto some other organization. KEEP OUR NEIGHBORHOOD
PARKWAYS LOOKING GOOD AND WELL TRIMMED IF WEEDS!

12/16/2021 11:21 AM

369 I've only lived here a couple months 12/16/2021 11:19 AM

370 Seems great 12/16/2021 11:18 AM

371 The road maintenance. 12/16/2021 11:17 AM

372 I’m not sure if this pertains to Riverton city, but please add some solar pedestrian crosswalk
lights on 2700 west. The cross walks are hard to use for fear of death when trying to cross to
Centennial Park, Southland Elementary and Riverton High School when it is not during school
hours.

12/16/2021 11:14 AM

373 Fixing and Paving all neighborhood roads and and gutters and basically have more parking for
all the schools and neighborhoods

12/16/2021 11:05 AM

374 Better city planner! One that doesn’t approve building plans that shouldn’t be approved!!! 12/16/2021 11:02 AM

375 Police should ticket vehicles parked in street for months. 12/16/2021 10:56 AM

376 We have an AWESOME city government and very much appreciate all the that Mayor Staggs 12/16/2021 10:56 AM
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and others have done in defending our quality of life in the Southwest portion of Salt Lake
County, especially as regarding high density housing and the Olympia subdivision. There is
already TOO much traffic out here and any more only reduces our quality of life further. The
more established residential areas east of I-15 don't have near the density of traffic and
housing that is forming here out west. Any moratorium on high density housing that can be
exerted is VITAL. Thanks!

377 Redline side road parking in park side neighborhood on 12600 S. Garbage cant be collected
and fire hydrants are completely covered up and would not be accessible to fire trucks due to
large amounts of road parking.

12/16/2021 10:55 AM

378 Internet service 12/16/2021 10:53 AM

379 Traffic light timing at 1830 W. and 12600 South. 12/16/2021 10:53 AM

380 Change the city building codes to allow people to build a garage 1 foot off their property lines
like it used to be so they aren't wasting space that can't be used. The city is all for high
density housing now. Why prohibit homeowners from building a garage just because of a
arbitrary code? Also review the budget and cut wasteful spending like the $60k the police were
budgeted for buying road spike strips for unnecessary high speed chase scenarios that I've
never heard of happening in Riverton. Instead spend that money making sure police are held
accountable with vehicle and body cameras so there will be a record and they know they will
be held accountable for their actions. This goes back to the belief if the police are public
servants only there to help they should never fear they are doing the wrong thing when fulfilling
their oath.

12/16/2021 10:53 AM

381 I think they are doing great by things just like this. Asking for the citizens input. I think the
staff, the city council, and the Mayor all do a fantastic job.

12/16/2021 10:52 AM

382 Provide city owned ambulance service at lower rate than United fire, which shouldn't be hard. 12/16/2021 10:52 AM

383 Focus on the morals and values. Do not sell out and keep our city government focused on our
citizens

12/16/2021 10:47 AM

384 I haven’t lived here long enough to say. But I am pleased with what I have seen so far. 12/16/2021 10:45 AM

385 Stop the local (and state) government nonsense re: church issues. Not everyone is Mormon,
religious, etc. Decisions should never be made based on religious beliefs or theological texts.

12/16/2021 10:44 AM

386 Make sure you are governing by God's laws first and serving the people who put you there. Not
big corporations and big government.

12/16/2021 10:42 AM

387 Creating more open space. 12/16/2021 10:41 AM

388 Please get more internet options! Utopia fiber optic would be great! 12/16/2021 10:40 AM

389 I appreciate everything that you all do, thank you! 12/16/2021 10:38 AM

390 Stop issuing building permits 12/16/2021 10:36 AM

391 I have been very happy with the city government. They have been very responsive to our
needs and easy to access.

12/16/2021 10:35 AM

392 Several parks have a mole/gopher problem. Resolving this issue should be a priority. 12/16/2021 10:35 AM

393 Keep working hard on making Riverton the best place to live in Utah. 12/16/2021 10:35 AM

394 Make policy for housing development in line with our limited roads, water, and open space. Too
many living units threaten our legacy of being a peaceful place to live.

12/16/2021 10:32 AM

395 Nothing I can think of. 12/16/2021 10:31 AM

396 I can't submit this unless I choose to select baseball/softball fields on question 20, but I don't
believe that we need more of those.

12/16/2021 10:27 AM

397 Post the minutes from all town council meetings in a timely manner on and have available on
the Riverton connect app. Also if there are any interruption’s to any services send text alerts
and emails Also allow for more internet infrastructure to be here. Also more 5G options in our
area. All of Riverton should have wifi connection. If they can have that in other large cities
(San Francisco) that kind of service should be easy for our community.

12/16/2021 10:25 AM
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398 Initial contact at the city office could be more inviting, warm and friendly. The aesthetics of a
visit to the city isn’t very appealing.

12/16/2021 10:24 AM

399 Send bids out for work that needs done you only use one contractor 12/16/2021 10:22 AM

400 Keeping the gutters clear, renting out the conference rooms at the Old Dome Meeting Hall on
the weekends.

12/16/2021 10:22 AM

401 Keeping Riverton from getting any more populated There are too many townhomes and multi
family properties. Riverton is growing too fast!!

12/16/2021 10:21 AM

402 Approving less high density housing 12/16/2021 10:19 AM

403 Having a plan and making sure people know what that plan is. Also communicating with and
valuing the opinions of public works employees. Having been a seasonal the past several
years for both parks and streets departments I have seen that the employees there fear
speaking up to superiors. Especially in parks, plans seem to go forward without regard to to
their opinions. The long existing decorations along 126 at the river bottoms are ridiculously
difficult and dangerous to maintain and maintenance leaves uncovered tarp. This is
complained about without out much thought of what the grunts actually have to deal with to
keep it clean and weed free. More recently the “Jim’s” project on redwood just south of 126
looks great with its nice turf grass, but it’s not like anyone is having a picnic there and that has
to be watered and mowed. Even though parks employees are aware that having the turf grass
rather than ornamental grass and/or trees is ridiculous I doubt any of them said anything
because the environment encourages brown nosing and they look at elected officials as an
unopposable force. I hope that even though the environment is very friendly it can also be
more trusting in the future.

12/16/2021 10:17 AM

404 Clarification on zoning rules and historical overlay. 12/16/2021 10:16 AM

405 I’d just recommend continuing to seek a balance between providing events and non essential
services and the taxes to support them - in other words focusing on the events that the most
residents can participate in (my example would be like parade and fireworks) and less on
events the every resident funds but which not everyone can access/benefit from. I think cities
should focus on the highest benefit for the largest number of people and otherwise leave
money in resident pockets to do what they want with it

12/16/2021 10:14 AM

406 In the Riverton Connect app, I would like to be able to report a problem anonymously. If I’ve
had a hard time getting my neighbor to address the problem myself, I don’t need this to
escalate to a larger issue. When my username and email address is associated, they will be
able to find out who reported it.

12/16/2021 10:14 AM

407 More texts about government activities, such as, city council meetings, etc. 12/16/2021 10:13 AM

408 I haven't really had any issues to speak of. Keep high density living and large shopping
centers out of Riverton. This is why I chose to live here. Cities around us have plenty and I
don't mind driving to get what I need.

12/16/2021 10:11 AM

409 Pot holes in roads Lighting; more lights for safety 12/16/2021 10:11 AM

410 Traffic around Riverton high school and disallow u-turns at 12600 and Dunhammer 12/16/2021 10:09 AM

411 Communication of events, especially those that need prep, planning, or can involve
"outsiders". Also text messages are great, and links are fabulous, to get more info... but often
the main message isn't worded with a 'Marketing' vibe: which I believe would get more people
to read the links! 😉

12/16/2021 10:07 AM

412 Weed control in the mediums and along empty lots. not let them get so tall and out of control.
Better control of summer night time racing around the streets.

12/16/2021 10:05 AM

413 Riverton needs a Recreation Center badly. Right now the Riverton High School swim team has
to use a center in Draper to practice and have there meets. The last meet had teams that
stayed overnight. This meant lodging and meals funds that went to Draper area. Plus they
have to practice at 5am since they share a center with Corner Canyon High School.

12/16/2021 10:04 AM

414 Manage your budget without taxing us out of our homes 12/16/2021 10:04 AM

415 Coverings over playgrounds. I’ve seen a few places around here have them and most parks in
hotter states (AZ and NM) have them. It gets so incredibly hot in the summers that I’m afraid
my kids will burn themselves going down slides or playing on the equipment.

12/16/2021 10:03 AM
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416 Newsletter by the city in mailbox 12/16/2021 10:03 AM

417 Better enforcement of local codes. Keeping the city free of crime and keeping neighborhood
safe. Getting more feedback from the public.

12/16/2021 10:02 AM

418 Not allowing parking on neighborhood streets. Roads are too narrow and could cause accidents
and potential deaths to kids running out in the road behind the cars. Enforce the no parking on
neighborhood streets in the winter when it snows. Right now there are two neighbors with
parked cars on the road and we have 8 inches of snow. The cars have not been moved in
days. The snow plows had to go around them, and now only part of the road is plowed. Why do
you pick and choose which laws to enforce?

12/16/2021 10:01 AM

419 Start forcing folks to meter and pay for water use. The flat $25 fee incentivizes people to
waste water.

12/16/2021 10:00 AM

420 Nothing, they are doing great, keep up the great work. 12/16/2021 10:00 AM

421 Taking care of citizen concerns promptly and following thru till they are resolved. Making sure
someone is held accountable for this.

12/16/2021 9:58 AM

422 Doing great 12/16/2021 9:58 AM

423 More discriminating choices about the businesses allowed to move in. Too many fast-food
joints, too many auto parts stores, a payday loan? Not good choices. We need a nice, sit-down
restaurant. Not Jim's. Stop trying to build up every square inch of land. We don't need wall-to-
wall buildings. Not sure what you can do, but crime is moving in. The criminals have
discovered an untapped vein here. Personally, I don't use the parks and I don't think a lot of
money should be spent on adding new amenities. Government at all levels costs too much.
Just because you have money to spend doesn't mean you have to spend it. A rainy-day fund
is never a bad idea and a tax cut wouldn't hurt either. There's enough traffic and development
here now. I don't want to see a rec center added. South Jordan has one just down the street.
How many do we need? We need new sidewalk designs. Obviously, what we have is standard
for the industry. But because of the current curb system that makes pedestrians go up and
down off of curbs, joggers and walkers tend to walk in the streets instead of on the sidewalks.
How about a curbing system on one side of a walkway and a street-level, paved surface on the
other? That would still provide a barrier between cars and pedestrians while providing them with
a one-level walking and jogging surface. When people aren't using the sidewalks that we pay
for, newer designs need to be implemented to accommodate the real-life behaviors of
pedestrians. --Thanks for the opportunity to comment on Riverton's future. Government tends
not to listen to its citizens anymore. I hope that will not be true of Riverton.

12/16/2021 9:58 AM

424 Lower the speed bumps and raise the speed dip traps. 12/16/2021 9:56 AM

425 Being less right wing, more caring towards everyone. 12/16/2021 9:56 AM

426 Be careful where residential homes are built and do not approve high density housing
developments. Our infrastructure cannot handle the density housing.

12/16/2021 9:56 AM

427 1) I’d be interested in having the City host regular informational “podcasts” where elected city
officials and invited guests could share their ideas and views on city/community issues. 2)
Provide more opportunities to invite residents to participate in community service activities. 3)
Partner and negotiate with local area contractors to offer discounts on some home
improvement projects that will beautify and enhance our city neighborhoods.

12/16/2021 9:52 AM

428 Continue looking for ways to stretch the budget to ensure tax money is never wasted. Absolute
transparency in city planning to ensure no corruption exists, such as favors or special interests
for government/council family/friends. Promote residents involvement to keep our city clean
and maintained to improve community ownership and pride.

12/16/2021 9:51 AM

429 I'd be happy to serve on a City Financial Review Committee or Public Police Recview
Committee. Thanks for this survey, it shows an interest in public input & feedback! Kevin
Denny kevindenny@snapcfo.com cell 801-960-7688 (please do not share publicly).

12/16/2021 9:51 AM

430 Need more infrastructure before more housing 12/16/2021 9:48 AM

431 Pressuring people to keep up their properties and enforcement of the laws regarding trailers
and broken down cars on their property. If there is not effective laws for this problem, create

12/16/2021 9:47 AM
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those laws and enforce them. Redwood road is too noisy. Enforce muffler laws. Allow higher
walls along redwood road.

432 Just don't get big 12/16/2021 9:47 AM

433 Refrain from approving more high density housing. 12/16/2021 9:46 AM

434 Better shopping. I feel like I can stay in Riverton for most shopping but do have to go
elsewhere every so often

12/16/2021 9:46 AM

435 Police Response. 12/16/2021 9:45 AM

436 Push responsibilities back on the people. Help them understand government should be the
very last option.

12/16/2021 9:44 AM

437 It would be nice if they could move the parade route every few years. Share the opportunities
and burdens caused by the parade with other area of Riverton.

12/16/2021 9:43 AM

438 9/11 fireworks every year! 12/16/2021 9:42 AM

439 Stop being in government to represent yourselves I didn’t vote for current options that ran I felt
poor representation last terns did not deserve the check box. I did vote put a line through their
name signed and placed ballot in mail

12/16/2021 9:42 AM

440 More Recycling/large trash events. 12/16/2021 9:41 AM

441 Be more forthcoming about New Developments and Zoning issues. 12/16/2021 9:41 AM

442 Love living in this city. Maybe keep new high density living construction to a minimum. While
there is a need for this type of housing, the city planning for traffic does not appear to align
with this shift and roads/traffic are getting pretty bad as a result.

12/16/2021 9:40 AM

443 Don't back off events! Riverton is only a town when we are doing something together. Also,
please, God, help bring better public transit to the sw valley; I use the trax but work hard to get
to it. Transit will help Riverton and the area, not hurt it. Thanks!

12/16/2021 9:40 AM

444 Not sure 12/16/2021 9:40 AM

445 When housing opportunities are made available in all areas, the need to accommodate off
street parking for residents a priority. As a city I feel you should appreciate this to allow for
emergency and necessary public works the ability to do their job. We have winter condition
restrictions in place. We should continue the importance of off street parking requirements for
high density housing. They want to have more area for units but are not willing to provide
necessary parking for tenants or homeowners.

12/16/2021 9:38 AM

446 Addresss the traffic issues. 12/16/2021 9:38 AM

447 Road maintenance and street sweeping. 12/16/2021 9:37 AM

448 Is snow removal on 12 15 of 21 the bad snow day I understand that you were super busy.
snowplow came down and did half of our street on 1450 West harvest and we never did see
him finish the rest of the street.

12/16/2021 9:36 AM

449 I have really liked Mayor Staggs and how he has strived to make our community better. I think
focusing on current issues and not trying to revitalize something that has been gone for years.
Riverton has great history but let's focus on making a great future for our community,
businesses, and most importantly our families!

12/16/2021 9:36 AM

450 No 12/16/2021 9:35 AM

451 Getting rid of ordinances and rules about buildings and structures and their exterior any rules
surrounding them on private property- residential property. These things seem out of context
for Riverton is a small government model which I appreciate so much. Small government stays
out of private business and private property decisions.

12/16/2021 9:34 AM

452 Allow pigs in acreage - some reasonable limits on numbers would be fine if there were
concerns (say, up to 4 >100# pigs per half-acre or some such)

12/16/2021 9:34 AM

453 Presence in schools. I think kids would love to see our city government in person Especially in
5-6 grades where they are learning about governments.

12/16/2021 9:34 AM

454 Broadcast council meetings online and allow public comments. 12/16/2021 9:34 AM
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455 Probably a lot. 12/16/2021 9:33 AM

456 This is something I would need to educate myself more on before I could really add input.
However I haven't noticed anything that has been concerning to me or my family.

12/16/2021 9:33 AM

457 I love living in Riverton! Other than the above mentioned advice, I cannot think of anything
else that would improve Riverton!

12/16/2021 9:32 AM

458 I think you all are doing great! 12/16/2021 9:32 AM

459 Please pick up recycling once a week. Please provide a container and pick up for green waste. 12/16/2021 9:28 AM

460 Quit building. City is unable to keep up with the growth. 12/16/2021 9:28 AM

461 With the snow storm yesterday we live in a circle and I have been informed that circles never
get plowed unless it’s 8” of snow or more. The circle we live in is all retired people and they
have lived here for a very long time and say they have seen the circle plowed maybe 3 times. I
feel this is very wrong and feel every street should be plowed and taken care of the same way.
Pulling the Amazon truck out cause they can’t make deliveries should not happen with the
amount of plows I saw out on the streets yesterday. Saw numerous trucks just driving around
with plows up and streets that still needed cleared. Overall Riverton is great but all streets
should be cleared each storm.

12/16/2021 9:28 AM

462 NA 12/16/2021 9:28 AM

463 Enforce dog rules. Enforce zoning regulations!!!!!!! Fixing neighborhood sidewalks, so people 12/16/2021 9:27 AM

464 Stop putting in so much high density housing!! You are ruining Riverton and taking away that
small town feeling. Apartments and high density housing always bring in drugs and more
crime! Keep Riverton the way it was 20 years ago!

12/16/2021 9:27 AM

465 Not sure, sorry. 12/16/2021 9:26 AM

466 Secondary water to be metered. Pay for what you use instead of flat rates. Traffic control for
people riding bikes who blatantly dont follow the rules of the road. 9 out of 10 run lights and
stop signs and dont ride in the bike lanes. Neighborhood speeders. Put an unmarked car on
13035 from 4-7pm and you will catch plenty of speeders.

12/16/2021 9:26 AM

467 We have a wonderful community, but don’t forget that we have a growing community that is not
conservative. We need more LGBTQ, and Diversity events. We need to support all walks of
life…

12/16/2021 9:26 AM

468 More friendly management at the Parks and Recreation office. Notice more businesses that
are helping the community.

12/16/2021 9:25 AM

469 Sidewalk and traffic along 118 west of 40th 12/16/2021 9:25 AM

470 COVID education and resources. 12/16/2021 9:25 AM

471 Neighborhood safety Discouraging street parking in neighborhoods People running construction
businesses out of their homes and parking that equipment everywhere Neighborhood snow
removal Volunteer opportunities Elderly services and social opportunities for them if there are
any they are not advertised

12/16/2021 9:22 AM

472 Using the money to improve our roads and parks. Stop developing areas into high density
housing and stop developing all the open spaces. We can’t support the population in Riverton
currently with traffic and water that we have, yet continue to add new subdivisions, etc.

12/16/2021 9:22 AM

473 Any stupid thing Applegarth did that hasn't been corrected yet. 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

474 A great dog park, and having our snow plowed ever- or in a timely manner. 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

475 We could always use more Police and Fire to keep the public safe and accountable. 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

476 Continue to ask questions and please be transparent with ideas. 12/16/2021 9:21 AM

477 Less density on new builds. 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

478 Nothing to think off. 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

479 None 12/16/2021 9:20 AM
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480 Our neighborhood seems to be neglected when it comes to snow plows 12/16/2021 9:20 AM

481 Don’t know much about the people in government seats. I see a lot of posts from South Jordan
government but very little from Riverton.

12/16/2021 9:19 AM

482 Speed bumps in neighborhoods with long stretch of cury or straight roads. Also bring speed
limits to 15 or 20 in neighborhoods. Not 25!

12/16/2021 9:19 AM

483 Slow down on the growth. The building seems very irresponsible at the moment. We are in the
middle of a drought and i don't feel that the infrastructure is able to handle more traffic/ usage

12/16/2021 9:19 AM

484 Road need to be repaired and maintaining, neighborhood roads are in need of repairs 12/16/2021 9:19 AM

485 STOP putting concrete medians on the roads! It seems Riverton City loves to find ways to
make turning left on major roadways a headache. Compare Riverton City to other communities
around us and you'll see we're about the only one that pours concrete barriers down the middle
of the roads. They are either never or rarely seen in Herriman, Sandy, Draper, South Jordan,
West Jordan, or other cities. They create backups and force people to make unnecessary U-
turns.

12/16/2021 9:18 AM

486 Spend wisely and make a difference. 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

487 Approve more single homes and town homes than apartments buildings 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

488 Offering more variety in services/educational events. 12/16/2021 9:18 AM

489 We need our neighborhood roads plowed!!! 12/16/2021 9:17 AM

490 Better drinking water quality. 12/16/2021 9:17 AM

491 Lower property taxes 12/16/2021 9:16 AM

492 Not sure if this is under your pervue, but some traffic lights need attention. Many are too
unbalanced. 2min one direction and 10 seconds the other direction. And many turn lights need
to be longer. This is probably UDOT, and it's not just a problem in Riverton.

12/16/2021 9:16 AM

493 Roads 12/16/2021 9:15 AM

494 Nothing 12/16/2021 9:15 AM

495 Build that community center! 12/16/2021 9:15 AM

496 Get rid of the 9/11 firework show and car show. It’s terribly embarrassing to be in a city that
“celebrates” that day in that manner.

12/16/2021 9:15 AM

497 See above 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

498 No rec. center! I don't want to double pay with taxes and then a ridiculous membership fee I
could never afford.

12/16/2021 9:14 AM

499 Get rid of the purist park and out commercial business there 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

500 N/A 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

501 Recycling needs to be picked up more often. 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

502 Pot holes and traffic lights. 13400s redwood light is extremly slow or longing to change. Seems
its off balanced with light changing. I sat at light facing east bound for over 5 min.

12/16/2021 9:14 AM

503 Better traffic management 12/16/2021 9:14 AM

504 Less taxes for fixed income. Less apartments 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

505 Stop being so cold hearted 12/16/2021 9:13 AM

506 Green waste trash cans!! We moved last year from West Jordan and that’s the #1 thing we
miss. Not having them makes keeping on top of yard work SO much more difficult.

12/16/2021 9:13 AM

507 Fiber Infrastructure 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

508 Intersection at 12300 and 3600 w. 3600 w needs right hand turn lanes. 12/16/2021 9:12 AM

509 Love it 12/16/2021 9:12 AM
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510 Betula drive I know you won’t put a speedbump here for the kids crossing the road going to
school ,we tried that years ago. However what if we put a four-way stop sign at 1860 W. and
Betula drive that would slow them down somewhat I know nobody thinks this is a problem
because no kid is got hit but they are coming very close ask the crossing guards and people
are speeding all the time

12/16/2021 9:12 AM

511 More large beautiful city parks. Almond with baseball fields. 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

512 Not involved enough to know 12/16/2021 9:11 AM

513 Nothing 12/16/2021 9:10 AM

514 Street cleaning, snow removal, drinking water odor 12/16/2021 9:10 AM

515 Roads 12/16/2021 9:09 AM

516 Roads 12/16/2021 9:09 AM

517 Stop allowing permits to build mass housing 12/16/2021 9:09 AM

518 Stop u turns onto dunhammer drive from12600 south. Too many close calls with people flipping
I turns. They should do that further west

12/16/2021 9:09 AM

519 Faster internet 12/16/2021 9:07 AM

520 Your good 12/16/2021 9:07 AM

521 snow removal was prompt but they left a 3 foot wall in front of all our driveways. We have a lot
of elderly in our neighborhood- they could not dig themselves out. They could have simply
been more strategic when removing the snow to further help the community.

12/16/2021 8:24 AM

522 More single-family homes and better streets. 12/16/2021 8:04 AM

523 Can't think of anything 12/16/2021 7:50 AM

524 Being water wise/conservation in city parks and buildings and communities spaces. Also
would like to see landscaping improvement at old farm park. The south side of parking lot
(north side of pond) going down the canal has noxious weeds. In general the landscape quality
at old farm park poor compared to rest of Riverton parks.

12/16/2021 7:44 AM

525 A Maverik on the East end of Riverton. 12/16/2021 7:35 AM

526 Accounting for city growth in activities by preparing more resources/having multiple days.
Some events it feels like were run with too small of a budget. In general events were better
organized with prior administration.

12/16/2021 7:27 AM

527 More streetlights. 12/16/2021 7:21 AM

528 Nothing. Just continue to keep up the good work in doing what is in the best interest for our
city and residents so we can have as much of a small town feel as possible but still growing
and keeping up with the times.

12/16/2021 6:49 AM

529 You guys are doing great. Please hold strong against a rec center. I don’t want a mandatory
membership via hundreds of dollars a year in municipal bond interest, to a health club where I’ll
have to pay additional money to use it each time I walk in the door. Thanks!

12/16/2021 6:45 AM

530 Again, snow removal from secondary neighborhood streets 12/16/2021 5:57 AM

531 allowing smaller sized residential units as being offered by the federal government. not
everyone can afford 2400+ sf homes. Need 900-1600sf single family homes

12/16/2021 4:08 AM

532 Have more police involvement 12/16/2021 12:47 AM

533 More repercussions on dogs unleashed. There’s one unruly dog in my neighborhood. For this
reason I don’t feel safe walking with my grandchildren in my neighborhood.

12/15/2021 11:26 PM

534 Draw in viable, sought-after businesses for the main city center around the park. Lead Utahs
city’s in mental/emotional health. Make a community center that values/educates whole body
wellness.

12/15/2021 11:21 PM

535 Nothing. We have only lived here a year and a half and we really like it. 12/15/2021 11:11 PM
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536 Continue ensuring the public is aware of development 12/15/2021 11:00 PM

537 You do a great job with this administration 12/15/2021 10:45 PM

538 Designate non-chair, non-popup covering, areas for the Riverton 4th of July celebration. I
learned last year I need chairs if I want to see anything, a blanket doesn't cut it, because
people with chairs will pop them down in front of you and obstruct your view of things. Also,
there's a lot of new construction. I hope there's a master plan for traffic.

12/15/2021 10:16 PM

539 Well for the high priced taxes I pay it’s really poor that the plow trucks do not service my
circle. Secondary water is poor quality water, keeping anything alive on this toxic crap is
almost to much to afford.

12/15/2021 10:15 PM

540 Focusing strictly on local city business. I'm still extremely unhappy about Riverton City's
resolution on abortion--citizens weren't consulted and this isn't city business anyway. This was
embarrassing and made me feel that my city representatives don't represent me. As a whole, I
feel Riverton is a great place to live and raise a family and is a well-run city. Please keep your
focus on city business and stay out of partisan, hot-button topics that city government has no
place in.

12/15/2021 10:12 PM

541 Not sure at this time 12/15/2021 10:04 PM

542 Honesty-no empty promises 12/15/2021 9:45 PM

543 STOP with the high density developments. You all as council members and residents have to
see the unbelievable traffic through town and yet you continue to approve massive
developments.

12/15/2021 9:36 PM

544 Less medium to high density housing 12/15/2021 9:17 PM

545 No more multi family housing 12/15/2021 8:48 PM

546 Quit approving high density housing. Police should Patrol more often I never see police
officers. Ton of crime at in every neighborhood. Dirtbikes, golf carts, Utvs speeding
everywhere. Vandalism to fences. Drug deals and sex in every LDS church durning all times of
day and night.

12/15/2021 8:41 PM

547 I think you’re doing a great job! We love living here!!! 12/15/2021 8:09 PM

548 Get rid of businesses I listed in the above in answer to question #30. Keep Riverton family
friendly.

12/15/2021 7:59 PM

549 Holding the government bureaucrats in the county and state level to account and keeping them
off our backs in our community!

12/15/2021 7:52 PM

550 I live in a circle. When the plows come around, they NEVER plow the circle. We pay our fees
and taxes the same as those who live on straight streets. Can you please plow the circles?

12/15/2021 7:48 PM

551 N/A 12/15/2021 7:41 PM

552 Revitalize downtown and stop multi family building 12/15/2021 7:29 PM

553 Please see above. Maybe work more with herriman and salt lake county. Better urban traffic
planning.

12/15/2021 7:28 PM

554 Fix your telephone system. Every time I call i get transferred to a dead number or full mail box. 12/15/2021 7:22 PM

555 Water conservation should be ramped up before things become dire. When you say "don't
water before May 1" or whatever the date, why do you actually allow watering earlier? When
you say you're going to turn off the secondary water on October 15, why is it still available
after that date? It ought to be off October 1 in my opinion. There ought to be metering for
secondary water that is tied to the cost per household.

12/15/2021 7:14 PM

556 Weekly recycling. A green waste can. The business landscapes are being neglected, weather
it's the city or businesses responsibility. It needs to be enforced.

12/15/2021 6:43 PM

557 Snow removal sucks 12/15/2021 6:36 PM

558 I want more variety of stores and recreations such as bouldering, zoo, or museum. Don't need
any more houses or apartments.

12/15/2021 6:36 PM

559 If a resident chooses to xeriscape their yard then they should get a discount off the flat rate for 12/15/2021 6:32 PM
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secondary water. The city could help encourage wise water use among the residents,
businesses, schools and churches.

560 Traffic congestion & repair of side streets. Better stoplights on 12600 South & 2700 West.
Very busy intersection with inadequate stoplight. It should have a constant designated turn left
like Redwood Road has. So many bad accidents & people have died. More recycling options &
dumpsters. A neighborhood clean up dumpster used to be $50 and now it's $200 which is too
much!

12/15/2021 6:24 PM

561 Ensuring HOA is doing what their residents are pay them to do 12/15/2021 5:58 PM

562 Getting Google fiber was a huge win! 12/15/2021 5:50 PM

563 Bring more things to the historic downtown area 12/15/2021 5:48 PM

564 Don’t do insane message type ordinances like anti abortion. Keep your eye on the ball and
take care of local issues and leave the ugly partisan issues to higher levels of government.

12/15/2021 5:43 PM

565 Responding to issues submitted by citizens over the City App. Such as irrigation overuse, park
conditions, etc.

12/15/2021 5:42 PM

566 Improve the east-west transportation ESPECIALLY completing the West Herriman Rose
Boulevard (13200 South) on the west side of Mountainview. Riverton wants Costco and
Mountainview Village to be constructed and I am all for it. But you need to improve the
transportation routes to this commercial area. WORK with Herriman City to complete this road
if not then all of the new arrivals who move into the new residences in Herriman (west of
Mountainview) will be crowded onto 126th South and 134th South. Completing West Herriman
Rose Boulevard (13200 South) will help a lot for shopping as well as for the commute on 126th
and 134th. Sometimes I wonder why the Riverton City limits go west of Mountainview Corridor
when you think the limits should have stopped further east. I feel we are left behind because
we are so far west away from Riverton City hall etc. Stay out of politics and focus on city
issues. Right to life issues are not for the council to decide. My tax dollars are for the city
services not for political grandstanding.

12/15/2021 5:31 PM

567 Nothing 12/15/2021 5:11 PM

568 I'm happy with the Riverton City Gov 12/15/2021 4:57 PM

569 the quality of the secondary water is poor. it is not useable for some types of trees 12/15/2021 4:52 PM

570 No more high density housing. This has ruined the rural feel of Riverton - the main reason
many people moved here or live here

12/15/2021 4:35 PM

571 The city bill is very difficult to understand since it leaves the payment received off, so it never
adds up.

12/15/2021 4:34 PM

572 Just stop developing every inch of land with high density housing and businesses 12/15/2021 4:24 PM

573 Stop trying to fix things that aren’t broken 12/15/2021 4:14 PM

574 increased police officers 12/15/2021 4:04 PM

575 The police need training on listening. Also, I have seen multiple instances when they are called
and too many of them show up and then they stand around with the fire department. It seems
like they have no idea how many officers should respond to a situation. I have talked to them
about this and they agree they overreact but, it’s beyond their level of control.

12/15/2021 3:59 PM

576 We love Mayor Staggs, he has done an amazing job! Continue to be transparent and honest.
Thank you

12/15/2021 3:55 PM

577 Don’t ticket people for parking on streets that are not plowed. 12/15/2021 3:38 PM

578 Better communication. More text of issues occurring such as crashed on roads, storms,
problems.

12/15/2021 2:39 PM

579 Riverton has a serious drug problem within are schools and homes we need better programs or
something to get this under control .And the other is to have more building of single family
homes and not all these house on top of each other .

12/15/2021 2:20 PM

580 I really think things are pretty great here in Riverton. 12/15/2021 2:08 PM
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581 Standing up for The CONSTITUTION 12/15/2021 2:01 PM

582 No comment 12/15/2021 1:47 PM

583 Did not adequately address flooding issues from 2010. 12/15/2021 1:39 PM

584 Fix the secondary water source. The secondary water is really poor quality and needs to be
changed. Or quit charging me 28 dollars a month, every month of the year for really poor
quality water. I've had it tested by Utah State and they indicated it has a really high salt
content, which explains why so many different trees do not grow in Riverton. Riverton City
needs to make this a high priority. It's been a problem ever since I moved to Riverton. Please,
change the Riverton City website concerning secondary water. It states something like our
secondary water system is second to none. That is simply not true and actually very
misleading. It should state the water quality is poor and here's the list of trees that don't
survive, so don't plant them.

12/15/2021 1:33 PM

585 My biggest suggestion would be what I said in #30 12/15/2021 1:27 PM

586 I think you're doing great. You could plow my culdesac, but that's probably not realistic. Lol 12/15/2021 1:13 PM

587 These intersections terrify me: 12600 South and 2700 West 12600 South and 1300 West
12600 South and Mt View Corridor Please work with the state to improve them.

12/15/2021 12:57 PM

588 I don't have an opinion on the police or fire as asked above. I have not had to use the services
before, so I am a bad one to ask. I am disappointed with the kind of housing that has been
going up over the last 5 (10?) years. In my opinion, the big multi-family units are ugly and way
too big. I understand this is the way the world is going, and I understand that the valley is
terribly under-housed as compared to the demand for housing. Even with these issues, to me,
that isn't a reason to jam a bunch of rabbit hutches in every nook and cranny.

12/15/2021 12:40 PM

589 Why do the police drive trucks? 12/15/2021 12:30 PM

590 Communication to residents on when and where improvements will be taking place. I live on
1300 West and the work that was done in front of my house this summer was never
communicated to us. I was blocked into my driveway without any kind of notification.

12/15/2021 12:24 PM

591 a website to inform 12/15/2021 12:21 PM

592 drinking water 12/15/2021 12:13 PM

593 Listening to the citizens especially concerning new projects. 12/15/2021 11:52 AM

594 Amendment or contract yearly to opt in or out of secondary water. Have money to assist in
repair of secondary water valves. Stay corruption free.

12/15/2021 11:46 AM

595 High speed internet at a low cost like google fiber. Xfinity monopolizes the market on high
speed internet and is not competetively priced. Enforce leash laws. Enforce clean
neighborhood laws. Some yards are very unsightly with inoperable vehicles sitting for years on
end. Encourage responsible recycling with adequate information on what is recyclable. Attract
some more sit down restaurants. Bring in Trader Joe's.

12/15/2021 11:25 AM

596 Focus on the people and not that construction company on 1300 west. Remove the corruption
of the people who are getting illegal kickbacks and subsidies from the government and put in
people for the people and not their greed.

12/15/2021 11:25 AM

597 Transparency is always important to people. There is not enough time to research every
problem or possibility that cities incur. If gov. is transparent and honest without a personal
agenda people will be more happy.

12/15/2021 11:25 AM

598 Help with theft and vandals (fence busting) Not sure how?? Disillusioned with all this garbage 12/15/2021 11:24 AM

599 With the light event at the park, be sure to salt the walkways. Plowing made the paths icy and
extremely slippery for kids.

12/15/2021 11:23 AM

600 Don't try to make Riverton a big city. It's a lovely suburb with rural roots. Thank Mayor and
council for all you do.

12/15/2021 11:14 AM

601 Not wasting money on printer items that just get thrown away. 12/15/2021 10:55 AM

602 Control any more development Until the infrastructure is improved and expanded. 12/15/2021 10:51 AM
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603 Please keep areas for horses, livestock in this city. Residents who don’t own these also want
to see the open spaces around. It is a big part of this city’s charm.

12/15/2021 10:37 AM

604 More things to keep residents in town and spending money locally. 12/15/2021 10:23 AM

605 Make garbage dump passes more accessible. It is more expensive for me to drive and wait in
line at the city building. Why can’t you just include passes in our monthly bill?? I have lived
here for 20 years and have had to pay to dump garbage every time.

12/15/2021 10:17 AM

606 The sense of community is so important. Please continue to build and protect that. 12/15/2021 10:11 AM

607 Enforce animal and vehicle ordinances 12/15/2021 10:06 AM

608 Look into opening up the canal areas for joggers. Get rid of the no trespassing signs. 12/15/2021 10:00 AM

609 Lower taxes in general. I think Utah state and municipal taxes within Utah are way too high. I
realize that would mean re-allocating funds away from things I think are not a good use of
money and using it in the areas I do think are important. ( ).

12/15/2021 9:39 AM

610 N/A 12/15/2021 9:21 AM

611 This year I had to take an ride in the ambulance to the nearby hospital. Following that I
received a bill from Bluffdale Fire Dept. for the ambulance ride, which, required I send a
CHECK as payment, even though the bill payment stub suggested a credit card or online
payment options were available, they were not. This was a very frustrating process and nearly
lead to my bill going to collections because of the lack of payment options.

12/15/2021 9:09 AM

612 Clean Up/Filter the debris from secondary water (it doesn't need to potable) and meter it in
order to conserve and bill accordingly.

12/15/2021 8:59 AM

613 Getting more 20 to 30-year-olds involved in Government. 12/15/2021 8:58 AM

614 Riverton City is one of the smallest cities in Salt Lake County. It’s not a bad thing. It’s the
reason many people moved here. Take what we have and enhance it. Stop piling a bunch of
crap onto it. We have more houses, more crime, more congestion and you want to keep
adding. The city can’t support it.

12/15/2021 8:55 AM

615 Mitigating congestion with improved intersections. I don’t have an idea how to do this, but the
sheer growth of Riverton/Herriman is leading to a lot of traffic on the roads. So to at least
having this looked into would help, but I am sure it has been addressed already.

12/15/2021 8:45 AM

616 Just the above, help with anti bullying and continue supporting those things on a community
and government level. No printed updates, send in email and post online. Save paper,time, and
delivery

12/15/2021 8:44 AM

617 I haven't lived here long enough to know for sure. 12/15/2021 8:34 AM

618 See Above! 12/15/2021 8:18 AM

619 Make our irrigation water have more pressure and be usable for a longer period in the year.
Offer households a monetary reason to do more zero scape in their yards. When cutting down
trees on 11800 South make sure to have a plan to replace something vs leaving it bare. The
District cannot go bare when businesses go away like Gordmons. I know that Trader Joes was
interested in this stop and got shut down. These kinds of things need to be addressed.

12/15/2021 8:13 AM

620 See answers to question 30. 12/15/2021 7:56 AM

621 We have been to council meetings in the past to express opinions and have been VERY clear
about the high density housing, and yet that seems to be all we are getting. The developers
opinions and needs have always taken priority and the citizens get to live with what the
developers want to make their might dollar and move on. Developers need to make sure there
will be room for people to park on their own property and to make sure street will not be
overcrowded once their project is finished.

12/15/2021 7:44 AM

622 More local retailers and restaurants. A local brewery/restaurant would be awesome 12/15/2021 7:32 AM

623 Fight any and all federal health mandates on vaccines 12/15/2021 7:32 AM

624 You are doing a great job! 12/15/2021 7:31 AM

625 Consistency in enforcement of city ordinances 12/15/2021 7:27 AM
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626 I've been to a number of counsel meetings, and left all of them feeling like the counsel was
just giving lip service to residents. Developers have walked away with what they wanted every
time, while the voice of the residents is ignored.

12/15/2021 7:26 AM

627 I enjoy the Riverton newspaper we get but sadly feel we could get the info (including pictures,
please!) virtually to reduce unnecessary spending. I feel like a community when I know what’s
going on with those around me.

12/15/2021 7:11 AM

628 Doing fine. Just enforce the Red light runners. 12/15/2021 7:07 AM

629 I've called several times about the secondary meter being incorrectly put on my property for
my next door neighbors meter, over the last year I've called 6-7 times to get the issue
resolved. Riverton City has largely passed the buck and refuses to rectify the mess up. At this
point I'm considering litigation.

12/15/2021 7:05 AM

630 I think Riverton City is doing a great job. Thank you for all you do. 12/15/2021 6:47 AM

631 More activities for older and teenaged children. 12/15/2021 6:45 AM

632 More can do attitude at planning counter. Although friendly, it sometimes feels like planning
staff doesn’t want applicants to succeed. Almost like there is pride in obstacles.

12/15/2021 6:31 AM

633 Fund police for more patroling 12/15/2021 6:12 AM

634 Did the price of garbage cans increase or is it just me? Did we get notified that there would be
an increase and I missed it? I thought they were 6 dollars and now they are 10? Also, maybe in
the summer we could have some dark night dates where the lights at the library are off till
11pm or so so people could star gaze in the neighborhood. Just a thought.

12/15/2021 6:00 AM

635 I think on the whole they’re doing a great job. I would like to see green waste brought in though
for yard clippings, trimmings etc. as our areas have grown green waste is growing too!

12/15/2021 4:59 AM

636 Don’t know 12/15/2021 4:43 AM

637 Reduce expense and look to see where the city could cut. Such as the vehicle fleet seems
very new, etc…

12/15/2021 3:54 AM

638 I think the Riverton City government Is doing amazing, the amount of communication is great
and that makes Riverton a very beautiful place to live in, keep communicating and accepting
feedback from the people and it will continue to grow and be beautiful

12/15/2021 3:09 AM

639 Nothing, the Mayor and City Council are great! 12/15/2021 1:36 AM

640 Put the "large home large lot snobs" in their place by making space for all. 12/15/2021 1:35 AM

641 Instead of useless parks with gold dome buildings that no one can use let’s put resources into
projects that have wide appeal. Finding an available football field, baseball field, or soccer field
is almost impossible during summer months. Build things people use.

12/15/2021 1:17 AM

642 Sence I'm still working a full time job I would like to be able to excersize when I get off work.
However the senior citizens center Closes at 4:00 p.m.everyday so I can never get there
before it closes. Both me and my wife would like it to stay open longer till around 6:00 to
excersize.

12/15/2021 1:08 AM

643 Making sure that the colder sacks are plowed during the winter 12/15/2021 12:44 AM

644 Listen when we tell of issues that will prevent serious accident, such as u turn on 126 and
Dunhammer, or back up of school traffic on 126, kids are going to get hurt

12/15/2021 12:20 AM

645 Get more of a spring cleaning container on more houses 12/15/2021 12:14 AM

646 Stop letting businesses in, and giving them tax breaks, it’s not fair to the residents. 12/15/2021 12:13 AM

647 We always love lower taxes, but I know you get what you pay for. Paying for quality services
is clutch. Keep up the good work.

12/14/2021 11:34 PM

648 No idea. Please continue to be awesome! 12/14/2021 11:22 PM

649 Remove garage and accessory building restrictions requiring garages and accessory buildings
match design of primary residence. I feel this makes the entire community a home owners
association .

12/14/2021 11:06 PM
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650 Not sure 12/14/2021 11:02 PM

651 Catching speeders on 12400 and putting back in speed bumps as they never should of been
removed. Need more police presence on the street as speeding is out of hand

12/14/2021 11:00 PM

652 I think Riverton City government should continue on the path they have been on since Mayor
Staggs has been our mayor.

12/14/2021 10:56 PM

653 Please just continue doing your best to cut costs where you can, not spend money where you
shouldn’t, and use what funds you do need prudently. Thank you!

12/14/2021 10:51 PM

654 City should take more pride and interest in maintaining it's sections of the parkway. Draper and
S. Jordan do a fantastic job and well maintain their section, .can not understand why Riverton
has such a POOR maintenance problem, we love it here but don't seem to care or take pride or
concern, and the ponds are wonderful, but always look trashy.

12/14/2021 10:51 PM

655 Same as answer in 30 12/14/2021 10:51 PM

656 Safety devices at crosswalk at 12875 S 2700 W 12/14/2021 10:49 PM

657 The one thing that is stuck in my craw is the lies that were told to us about the secondary
water before it was put in. The cost was supposed to be seasonal with the water and it turned
out to be several times higher monthly than we were told and year round also. Bring the price
down on the secondary water and quit charging people that have no use for it.

12/14/2021 10:35 PM

658 Stop building multiple housing 12/14/2021 10:12 PM

659 What to do in a destructive event to be safe. 12/14/2021 10:05 PM

660 Don't know 12/14/2021 10:03 PM

661 Not sure at this time 12/14/2021 9:55 PM

662 I think the government does a good job here in Riverton. Thanks guys! 12/14/2021 9:55 PM

663 N/a 12/14/2021 9:55 PM

664 Keep Riverton more quaint and open not so over packed with housing. 12/14/2021 9:55 PM

665 Encourage compassion... 12/14/2021 9:49 PM

666 More police patrols in the neighborhoods. 12/14/2021 9:42 PM

667 N/A 12/14/2021 9:40 PM

668 No more housing developments, things are already out of control. To much traffic period! 12/14/2021 9:38 PM

669 Communicate more via social media 12/14/2021 9:29 PM

670 Police on 128th by the park after dark for speeding cars 12/14/2021 9:29 PM

671 Larger storage units 12/14/2021 9:26 PM

672 Less strip malls. Fill the ones we have. 12/14/2021 9:25 PM

673 We need a Riverton Costco. 12/14/2021 9:15 PM

674 street signs. signal lights that work better when approaching early am times 12/14/2021 9:09 PM

675 Overall I'm am pleased with Riverton city government 12/14/2021 9:07 PM

676 Making a easier way to report issues 12/14/2021 9:02 PM

677 More republicans. Definitely more 12/14/2021 8:56 PM

678 N/A 12/14/2021 8:54 PM

679 134th south needs to be re-done 12/14/2021 8:50 PM

680 More focus on promoting small businesses in the city 12/14/2021 8:44 PM

681 I wish we were not so conservative and I wish we took masking up and social distancing a
little bit more seriously. Not everyone here is a republican and the government seems to ignore
that fact.

12/14/2021 8:42 PM
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682 Keep Spending down 12/14/2021 8:41 PM

683 Nothing. I’m grateful to have our own police force and am happy to pay taxes to fund them. 12/14/2021 8:39 PM

684 I just want to say thank you to all the people who work for / volunteer time to Riverton City.
Thank you for your hard work, dedication, and care.

12/14/2021 8:28 PM

685 Community events can definitely be perked up. Can we possibly switch from fireworks to a
light show for town days? Town days are the best planned set of events in Riverton. The
Christmas story is not cutting it. It doesn't involve the town in any way. Once you've been to it
1x for 10 min you are never compelled back. Where are community contribution events?
Riverton is struggling with brand loyalty. Look at our sad waste of an election this year. No one
even applied to compete for mayor or most council spots. Nearly 10 years living here & the
best thing I can say is it's clean & well situated to reach other (better) destinations in SL and
Utah valleys. Sad. Other cities have done better at building and attracting more than just a
decent place to park your car

12/14/2021 8:25 PM

686 No mask mandates at all 12/14/2021 8:24 PM

687 Don’t waist money on voting ballets when only one person is running and they are
uncontested. Figure out another way to vote that doesn’t cost tax payers money.

12/14/2021 8:18 PM

688 The regulation to get your backflow for your secondary water inspected every year at $50 a
pop is ridiculous. Stop it.

12/14/2021 8:08 PM

689 Keep Trent Staggs in as long as possible 12/14/2021 8:07 PM

690 I know in part it's my responsibility to know, but I don't even know who you people are. Never
hear from you. Don't know what you are doing. Social media might help. Technology.

12/14/2021 8:07 PM

691 More community involvement 12/14/2021 8:02 PM

692 Better access to quality parks. 12/14/2021 7:58 PM

693 Again.. an actual NO KILL city animal shelter. We need a budget for that. 12/14/2021 7:51 PM

694 Could you put more free activities for kids like arts, music and sports. 12/14/2021 7:46 PM

695 We need utopia fiber!!!!!!!!!!!!! 12/14/2021 7:46 PM

696 Informing the residents 12/14/2021 7:39 PM

697 They are doing a great job! 12/14/2021 7:37 PM

698 Again, my biggest complaint is the approving of all of this high density housing. Slow it down.
Plan better infrastructure BEFORE allowing more and more people piled on top of one another.

12/14/2021 7:36 PM

699 A way to slow down drivers in our subversions. We can’t use speed bumps so how do we keep
drivers going slow.

12/14/2021 7:32 PM

700 I don’t have any suggestions for you at this time. 😊 12/14/2021 7:30 PM

701 I think there is a problem with answering phone calls. I am always told to leave my number and
I will be called back. This can happen sometimes, but I can never get through almost always.

12/14/2021 7:30 PM

702 Using Science to inform decisions. Climate Change is real, we should be doing everything
possible to combat it including improved recycling options. Enforcing Covid restrictions / mask
mandates in government buildings.

12/14/2021 7:27 PM

703 Keep up the good work. 12/14/2021 7:20 PM

704 I still disagree with having our own police force. The staff allocation seems heavy and the
costs will continue to grow. But I guess only time will tell on how big that burden will continue
to be on us citizens.

12/14/2021 7:10 PM

705 Please always listen to concerned citizens. Those of us affected by BioLife made numerous
efforts to make our concerns known and were treated like troublemakers. Now what we were
concerned about has come to pass. Also it’s time to put the brakes on the high density
housing. It is adversely affecting traffic, parking, and crowding in a number of retail stores.

12/14/2021 6:59 PM

706 not sure 12/14/2021 6:57 PM
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707 Improve the aesthetic appearance of the city, such as nice Christmas decor along the streets
and large planters hanging along the main road ways. Shopping centers more attractive with
Decorative planters and fountains. Better landscaping throughout the public areas of the city.

12/14/2021 6:57 PM

708 Traffic, Redwood Road has turned into a freeway, I've seen motor vehicles in excess of 80
MPH.

12/14/2021 6:55 PM

709 Urgent School bus cover more areas More traffic planning preventing traffic from encroaching
on residential areas.

12/14/2021 6:50 PM

710 No change needed 12/14/2021 6:48 PM

711 Stop letting Trent Stags run for offices that would require him to no longer be our mayor. Keep
Trent Stags. Ha ha but seriously, keep Trent Stags

12/14/2021 6:36 PM

712 You are great. 12/14/2021 6:35 PM

713 I think the water rates both culinary and secondary are high 12/14/2021 6:34 PM

714 I think you are fantastic. I don't know who makes all the decisions, but we love all the
community events for our kids, and we were impressed that Mayor Staggs took time to visit
Southland Elementary last year at Ms. Stout's invitation. He left a positive impression on our
son.

12/14/2021 6:28 PM

715 Please resist the UDOT plan for a rail extension down 12600 S. 12/14/2021 6:17 PM

716 Not sure.. 12/14/2021 6:13 PM

717 I am concerned about our city neighbors to the West. 106, 104th and 23rd are getting very
congested. It seems like herriman is on a mission to squeeze as many people into 1 acre lots
as possible.

12/14/2021 6:10 PM

718 Rec center would be awesome we have to go to Heriman for everything 12/14/2021 6:05 PM

719 Roads 12/14/2021 6:05 PM

720 Better secondary water. It stinks 12/14/2021 5:59 PM

721 Stop spending and taxing the max on all.the things you can tax on 12/14/2021 5:53 PM

722 Secondary water is too expensive. When it first came to Riverton, 20+ years ago, I don't
remember paying extra for it. If we did it was very minimal. Now we are paying so much it is
ridiculous. And it should be turned in earlier. We pay more and get to use it less.

12/14/2021 5:48 PM

723 Respect all values and morals of ALL citizens, not just those of the "moral majority." 12/14/2021 5:44 PM

724 Not sending me giant fire dept bills from the county 12/14/2021 5:30 PM

725 I don’t know at this time 12/14/2021 5:17 PM

726 BETTER JOB OF CLEARING SNOW FROM ROADWAYS !!! The minimum amount of snow
depth on roadways before the plows will begin clearing is unrealistic and dangerous. 4" is too
much! If I have to shovel my sidewalks to keep from getting sued for a slip-n-fall, the city
needs to pay more attention to the roadways. Riverton city is just asking for a lawsuit.

12/14/2021 5:14 PM

727 More police presence. We have had lots of break ins and package stealing recently and it
would feel more safe to know police presence is around

12/14/2021 5:11 PM

728 Not letting the special interest groups and individuals have the ear of the mayor and council to
get things done.

12/14/2021 5:02 PM

729 This is very specific but there needs to be a speed limit sign just east of the light on 2700
South and 13400th. People got faster before that light and then don't slow down even though it
is 35 miles per hour. It is dangerous for the residents. A simple speed limit sign might help
remind people to slow down.

12/14/2021 4:58 PM

730 More multicultural representation 12/14/2021 4:57 PM

731 Please extend the firework show on Independence Day 12/14/2021 4:56 PM

732 Everything is fine for now 12/14/2021 4:54 PM
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733 No high density housing!!!!! 12/14/2021 4:48 PM

734 I feel like things are going fairly well and raise only the concern that I mentioned about
infrastructure and housing/zoning decisions.

12/14/2021 4:46 PM

735 Quit trying to improve Riverton. Just try and keep it the rural quiet city I moved to 25 years
ago.

12/14/2021 4:44 PM

736 Communication 12/14/2021 4:41 PM

737 Making developers put in walking paths and parks in neighborhoods. It seems like we have a
lot of little housing developments that weren't well thought out. Please keep street numbers on
the street signs. Do not change it all to street names. We have a wonderful grid system that
works, don't ruin it like Herriman has done.

12/14/2021 4:40 PM

738 Better City planning. The amount of large business that have entered the city. Has shown the
lack of planning. Streets and roadways are to crowded and many of the stop lights are poorly
placed as too creating tragic jams

12/14/2021 4:39 PM

739 Even more communication 12/14/2021 4:29 PM

740 There doing ok 12/14/2021 4:26 PM

741 Green waste garbage cans 12/14/2021 4:26 PM

742 Street cleaning, including gutters on 1300 West in front of the golf course. We see Riverton
trucks driving around all the time, they never seem to stop and clean up the obvious muddy
gutters, leaves and garbage in our neighborhoods. Riverton automobile gas consumption must
be outrageous, with all the maintenance trucks just driving around and around acting like they
are busy. The City should implement a tracking system of all vehicles to ensure drivers are
keeping work related projects at a priority rather than wasting gas money. Lastly, turn off the
lights in the Riverton City Park during the day, another waste of taxpayer money.

12/14/2021 4:15 PM

743 1. See #30. 2. The southwest is in a desperate water situation. Quit watering huge lawns at all
government buildings, schools, hospital and commercial buildings. 3. Quit forcing residents to
pay for secondary water if they don't want it of use it. The secondary water is gross, it stinks,
it burns eyes of animals and people, it clogs up my entire sprinkler system coting hundreds of
dollars annually in repairs. 4. Stricter enforcement of existing traffic laws, namely; speeding,
running red lights, driving on a cell phone, keeping to right except to pass. Redwood from
12600S to Bangerter is a raceway. 5. Start cutting capital expenditure budget 5-7% annually for
5 years. 6. Fight Salt Lake County and Jenny Wilson on wrong-headed COVID mandates.

12/14/2021 4:12 PM

744 Street repair. There are a lot of pot holes throughout the neighborhoods. Street lights are often
out and need replaced. Perhaps a monthly audit of lights in neighborhoods would help. Keep
the vision of Riverton alive. Don't cater to pressure from minority squeaky wheels. The majority
enjoy our quiet town and don't need big city amenities.

12/14/2021 4:10 PM

745 Riverton City officials tends to be very politically uniform. Seeing some in city government that
aren't in political lock step with the Republican party would be nice. Such one sided
representation, even for a side I agree with will cause problems long term.

12/14/2021 4:05 PM

746 The secondary water is filthy. We go through 4 filters every season. 12/14/2021 4:03 PM

747 great job, all! 12/14/2021 3:50 PM

748 Keep seniors in mind when you have purpose things. Don't make it a place that look like down
town, packed in like a bunch of sarden.

12/14/2021 3:42 PM

749 I believe that the taxes are extremely high. They have gone up every year and that has been
16 years in a row. Take it down a notch. Spend more money on teachers and education. They
deserve it. Thank you

12/14/2021 3:42 PM

750 Can’t think of anything 12/14/2021 3:41 PM

751 Not sure 12/14/2021 3:39 PM

752 See above. But also, a community rec center would be nice. Maybe we could build the rec
center on historic Riverton main area of redwood Rd. I would like to see more vision on long
term planning, IE rec center, better internet access, on east side of Riverton. And we need to
improve electrical grid on 1300 west. Power goes out at least once a month.

12/14/2021 3:36 PM
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753 I have reserved the Roi O Hardy park twice and both times it was left trashy with all the
garbage cans filled up to the brim, and there was no name on the sign clarifying that the
pavilion was reserved. I had to clean up garbage and sanitize both times before we could even
set up our meal. I paid for the water key, but it didn’t work. I’ve tried to call and let someone
know, but can’t reach a human. It was pretty disappointing, but we made the best of it for our
family reunion in August. I was a little embarrassed, however, for my out of town guests to see
how bad it looked upon arrival. We can do better, folks. And I don’t mind signing my name!
Kelly Peterson, resident in the Farms at Tithing Hill

12/14/2021 3:34 PM

754 Emergency Preparedness! We are behind neighboring cities in communications (HAM net,
designated areas for reporting in a disaster, etc.).

12/14/2021 3:29 PM

755 N/A 12/14/2021 3:25 PM

756 Teach first responders on how to interact with mental illness. 12/14/2021 3:23 PM

757 I think that recycling pick up should happen every week, not every other week. 12/14/2021 3:23 PM

758 Again finding cultural Icons within the city would work. Develop a sense of place. More than
just signage at entry points. Perhaps certain street trees or design can be added so people get
a sense of being in town and out somewhere else.

12/14/2021 3:21 PM

759 Lowering taxes on senior citizens who exist on very meager fixed incomes. I'm older and doing
well, but there are those who are struggling, especially due to inflation and COVID-19.

12/14/2021 3:17 PM

760 Water 12/14/2021 3:16 PM

761 Not sure 12/14/2021 3:15 PM

762 You are just great. I love the police department in Riverton 12/14/2021 3:05 PM

763 We are very dissatisfied with the amount of car break in's that are happening EVERY SINGLE
night. The culprits are rarely found and my neighbors and I feel unsafe at night. Please, please
do what you can to make sure Riverton Police Dept is doing all they can to keep our city safe.
It's made us regret our decision to move to Riverton. We've never had this issue in the other
cities we've lived in within Utah.

12/14/2021 3:05 PM

764 See above comment. 12/14/2021 2:54 PM

765 Emergency Management 12/14/2021 2:52 PM

766 Get rid of unneeded bureaucracy. Stop trying to be a big city. That's why people live in
Riverton. 10 years a go a resident could finish his basement or do a simple addition and do it
themselves. Now it is practically impossible. Almost have to get architects, builders special
inspectors etc. You have made it miserable experience. Its hard to talk to almost any
department in the city and just resolve things . Now department heads can't resolve the
simplest issue without kicking up the ladder. That cost more money than most of the actual
problems. I fear the direction of Riverton is bureaucracy, rules etc. Love the place just worried
that it is shifting direction I do not like. Thanks

12/14/2021 2:51 PM

767 Continue to monitor the population increase on traffic and resources. Be careful NOT to
become another Lehi with constant construction and no planning for roads, access, and
shopping, schools, and other resources. Lehi is a nightmare of congestion and the proposals
for the Prison location will only add to our future congestion. We need to plan for change to
prevent the same problems we can see in other communities. With Daybreak and access
roads to new construction in Herriman, our streets are beginning to be corridors for those
areas. It would be nice to see a map of long term plans for Riverton (I may not know where to
look for plans that show a comprehensive community, rather than just smaller projects in some
locations.)

12/14/2021 2:50 PM

768 Getting rid of high dentistry 12/14/2021 2:48 PM

769 See above. 12/14/2021 2:47 PM

770 I think Riverton city should be responsible for the water they use. I see so much wasted water
flowing down drains and watering in the heat of day. Just look at the hospital and the park
behind Walmart and bangerter.

12/14/2021 2:46 PM

771 See #30. 12/14/2021 2:43 PM
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772 Keeping park bathrooms cleaned and maintained. 12/14/2021 2:41 PM

773 Lower water charges. 12/14/2021 2:41 PM

774 See question 29 and 30. 12/14/2021 2:39 PM

775 Ordnance enforcement needs to be stepped up before Riverton becomes another West Valley
City.

12/14/2021 2:36 PM

776 More skatepark/bike track areas 12/14/2021 2:32 PM

777 Recently our mayor has been a little too one sided about Covid precautions. More has been
said by him about personal freedoms than has been said about encouraging vaccines and
staying home if sick. It seems like is it politically motivated. It would almost be better for him
to say nothing at all rather than divisiveness.

12/14/2021 2:28 PM

778 Better regulate the people who have dumpy yards. Make them clean it up. 12/14/2021 2:27 PM

779 Stop selling off undeveloped land to be developed. The city is growing to quickly and our
resources are going to be stretched to thin if we don’t slow down.

12/14/2021 2:25 PM

780 I think it is inappropriate for city government officials to spent time and money on issues not
firmly within the power or authority of the city government. For example Riverton’s referendum
regarding abortion was nothing more than grandstanding by Ms. McKay. I find it interesting that
Riverton wants to take a stand on unborn life but when it comes to protecting citizens from
COVID states Riverton does not have the power or authority to do so. Shame on all of you.

12/14/2021 2:23 PM

781 Displaying closures of during holiday weeks on the website. For example, I tried to visit the
quilt exhibit a day or two before Thanksgiving and it wasn’t open. Minor thing, but if you’re
looking for suggestions….

12/14/2021 2:22 PM

782 Nothing 12/14/2021 2:21 PM

783 unknown 12/14/2021 2:18 PM

784 Traffic problems from herriman. 12/14/2021 2:17 PM

785 Overall, this is a great place to live. Can we preserve the good roads, low crime, quiet
neighborhoods, adequate water, etc. that we enjoy? Is there an incentive to bring in small
businesses?

12/14/2021 2:16 PM

786 I bought my cemetery plot. I’d like to have a standing head stone. But, they are all gone.
Would you please make it “ your choice? Thanks

12/14/2021 2:11 PM

787 perhaps government to keep an eye on where more resident service would be of use: social
service breeds a sense of unity and belonging. not to wait for disaster to bring neighbors
together.

12/14/2021 2:09 PM

788 Make the medium density housing Lots larger than they are right now... the snow removal for
the 2260 West Street north of 118th South never gets plowed... because of poor secondary
water pressure I water during the day because there's no pressure at night

12/14/2021 2:06 PM

789 I wish that there was a light that could be triggered to flash for pedestrians crossing 2700 west
to Riverton High School. There is a light that was installed on a seldom used trail for people
crossing Janice Drive at about 11900 south to Midas Creek Park so if a light could be installed
there for almost nobody using it on a road that isn't very busy, I would think it would be a
priority to put something for the kids that cross 2700 West. There is a flashing light there but I
see kids using that crosswalk all day, not just when the big lights flash. I have personally seen
kids have to dodge cars that just aren't paying attention and feel that a light there would be
prudent.

12/14/2021 2:06 PM

790 Clean the road often and new pavements 12/14/2021 2:02 PM

791 better animal control. not happy with what is in place 12/14/2021 1:55 PM

792 Riverton was responsive to me before when they first initiated a survey to residents about
Riverton considering fiber options for broadband in our city. When I followed up with the same
people a year later to obtain an update, I was ignored. I don't know if it is because jobs have
changed hands or what, but I would like to know where this ended up. Broadband in Riverton is
my personal highest priority and would be very interested to see where the city is in their
evaluations of fiber options.

12/14/2021 1:51 PM
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793 ? 12/14/2021 1:50 PM

794 Order the demolition of the now defunct construction project located at 11896 S. Reeves Lane.
This project was abandoned after the concrete foundation was put in. Now, the project is a
significant health risk, with the makeshift fence easily accessed by anyone and exposed rebar
and loose building materials scattered about. In addition, this is an eyesore and a drag on
property values in the neighborhood.

12/14/2021 1:50 PM

795 Need much more communication about residential and commercial developments. 12/14/2021 1:38 PM

796 I think the current leadership is doing well. I oppose the addition of any taxes/bonds for any
purpose. If the city wishes to add amenities, save up the money first.

12/14/2021 1:33 PM

797 Better traffic flow to address congestion. Encourage and enforce tidy/beautiful yards. Disallow
RV parking in yards in front of the front of the home. Upkeep of parks to keep trees trimmed,
weeds knocked down, and lawn healthy looking. Make it easier for citizens to find and review
city ordinances/rules/policies. Discouragement/disallowance of pandering and enforcement of
the same.

12/14/2021 1:31 PM

798 Rec center. 12/14/2021 1:30 PM

799 Making it so builder's can't make every community .1 of an acre. I get they are trying to make
homes more affordable that way but just makes riverton looked crammed.

12/14/2021 1:29 PM

800 If there was a way for the police department to be more involved/present in the community
without it being for enforcement purposes only. This would help the community to feel safer
and less defensive while keeping crime to a minimum.

12/14/2021 1:23 PM

801 some of your questions need room for comment. #20 some of the smaller parks don't have
bathrooms/drinking fountains. I think that is a higher priority then the things listed. #21 the
community center: more information about what type of things will be in the community center
is it going to be like a big gym with mostly exercise/sport things or will there be things that will
involve people of all ages and different interests. #23 on the events it depends on what kind of
events you want to add? do we get to help with the input? #26 the newsletter are nice but do
you have to do them monthly? can we save cost and just do them quarterly?

12/14/2021 1:23 PM

802 Do not allow high density housing in areas that are already dominated by large lot residential
low density. People didn't move to Riverton and purchase 1/2 and 1/3 acre lots so they could
be surrounded by high density housing. High density creates many issues that we moved to
Riverton to avoid. Stop approving high density in areas that the General Plan does not call for!
Thank you!

12/14/2021 1:14 PM

803 I think they are doing a great job. If they follow through with suggestions in this survey it would
be even better. Also, work on getting either a county rec center or at the very least indoor
swimming.

12/14/2021 1:14 PM

804 Please don't charge residents for secondary water usage when they don't use secondary
water!!!

12/14/2021 1:13 PM

805 No more high density housing. It’s getting ridiculous. We are losing our small town feeling. 12/14/2021 1:13 PM

806 Resurfacing neighborhood roads 12/14/2021 1:10 PM

807 Don’t think about metering secondary water. 12/14/2021 1:10 PM

808 Have our own fire department. 12/14/2021 1:09 PM

809 Do everything possible to increase lanes east west. For instance 11400 S and 12600 S are
wide enough to paint a 3rd lane each direction. I find it incredulous during rush hour I have to
wait though lights because there are only 2 lanes striped each direction. The inefficiency in
traffic flow has been such an issue I had MANY neighbors leave the area because of traffic
issues due to lack of planning. This is due to Herriman's incompetence and inability to stick to
the original master planning. Also Bluffdale will not expand 14600 S which has caused traffic to
be an utter disaster for traffic flowing west of Bluffdale. How many millions of gallons of gas
are wasted each year sitting in traffic. How many hundreds of thousands of lost hours are
wasted sitting in traffic. Better planning would have solved all these problems. In Las Vegas, 3
dedicated lanes each direction are set 1 mile apart. That is how to move traffic.

12/14/2021 1:08 PM

810 Stop will all of the high density housing. The roads are packed everywhere we go. It takes two 12/14/2021 1:07 PM
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e as long as it used to, to get anywhere. There is not enough infrastructure in place to handle
this many people. I'm tired of being told that we don't have enough water and need to
conserve. And then turn around and see the mass amounts of units being built all over the city.
It seems like any available space is being used for high density homes.

811 Getting rid of the fluoride in the water. Give that choice to the people. 12/14/2021 1:01 PM

812 Communication between depts. 12/14/2021 1:01 PM

813 No more progressive ideology, lower taxes. 12/14/2021 12:59 PM

814 Code enforcement of yards 12/14/2021 12:59 PM

815 Internet options - faster speeds for lower costs. Only a couple of options currently (centurylink
and comcast) and they’re both horrible.

12/14/2021 12:59 PM

816 firing the mayor cause he is as useless as those Face Masks plus drop the Covid Crap. 12/14/2021 12:57 PM

817 Some of the parks and equipment are in slight disrepair and stay that way for a while. Maybe
be faster about fixes there.

12/14/2021 12:54 PM

818 Just don’t let other cities push you around. 12/14/2021 12:50 PM

819 Please don’t encroach on Jordan river bottoms 12/14/2021 12:48 PM

820 City maintained park irrigation and maintenance. 12/14/2021 12:44 PM

821 I would love to see the city move from using fireworks to doing drone shows. Here is an
example of a company that does these https://www.fireflydroneshows.com/. Not only are drone
shows better for the environment they are also friendly to people who have PTSD and pets.

12/14/2021 12:36 PM

822 More opportunities to have free dumpsters maybe during the spring and fall 12/14/2021 12:36 PM

823 More cohesive/unified strategy for communication. We'd prefer *all* info being distributed via
*all* digital methods. We felt that some events would be promoted in print and neglected on
social media, for example, leaving us to jump around to follow all happenings.

12/14/2021 12:35 PM

824 Please reach out to residents in emails/surveys to allow opportunities to express themselves.
This survey and the one about the parks sent 2 weeks ago were great for me. I often can't get
out to City Hall with young children but still want to have an active role in government and
sharing my opinions. Thank you!

12/14/2021 12:35 PM

825 Communication of youth activities 12/14/2021 12:28 PM

826 There appears to be great frustration amongst my neighbors (we are new to town) about the
zoning and construction near the Stampin’ Up property. It sounds like the neighbors feel like
there has been some bait-and-switch tactics by land owners AND the city. More transparency
and communication is needed.

12/14/2021 12:21 PM

827 disaster preparation 12/14/2021 12:19 PM

828 Animal services - I believe a TNR (trap, neuter, release) program is VERY needed in Riverton
to support residence and animals. Riverton's animal services is lacking and not keeping pace
with other cities and communities across Utah.

12/14/2021 12:14 PM

829 Reaching out to to residents more is a great way to establish relationships. Each council
member should release a quarterly statement of things going on in the city and what they are
doing to improve and also what concerns the residents share and what they are doing to
address them.

12/14/2021 12:14 PM

830 No ideas 12/14/2021 12:14 PM

831 The Riverton City should communicate swiftly and efficiently when the secondary water is
having issues.

12/14/2021 12:13 PM

832 Mayor Staggs is doing a great job. 12/14/2021 12:12 PM

833 Enforcement of codes And making people who are moving to the area and buying the houses
around here actually take care of their yards. We have neighbors who have blighted Yards, old
junk cars piled up and make the neighborhood look trashy. Overall we are very happy would
live in Riverton but would like to see the city make these people actually take care of their

12/14/2021 12:11 PM
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stuff so that it doesn’t degrade our property values. We’ve called about Several times have not
seen any action.

834 too much money spent on visual improvement not necessary. 12/14/2021 12:11 PM

835 1. Offer green recycling for yard and garden refuge. Even if it's large dumpsters by the glass
recycle or something. 2. Keep printing the information pieces, because we still have an older
community that need to be accommodated. It's silly when I hear people say the older
generation can opt in or out. No they can't. They don't often know how to use a computer or a
smart phone. Please don't forget they have given a lot of themselves in the past for us to reap
the benefits of life now.

12/14/2021 12:10 PM

836 More transparency in City Council decisions, and listening to the wishes of the citizens and not
just Council's personal opinions.

12/14/2021 12:09 PM

837 Not that I can think of 12/14/2021 12:06 PM

838 We need to drop the rank choice voting. Return to normal primaries and November voting. 12/14/2021 12:06 PM

839 Treat their senior staff better that have served Riverton City well! 12/14/2021 12:06 PM

840 Your permitting process is horrible. My sewer line broke, it took my contractor 3 weeks to get
approval to get a right of way permit to replace it. I was told that the delay is because one of
the engineers that approves this at Riverton only works like 1 or 2 days a week. Being out of
sewer line for 3 weeks for a huge family is a real pain. I would think this could be improved
upon.

12/14/2021 12:05 PM

841 I guess I already talked about that. Can’t really think of anything else except that we have
asked a couple of times about if anything can be done about the spot that collects water in
front of our house every summer because our cul de sac has sunk. We have never gotten a
response.

12/14/2021 12:02 PM

842 Not sure 12/14/2021 12:02 PM

843 Retire the overpaid personnel 12/14/2021 12:00 PM

844 I think as a whole the city government is doing okay. However, traffic is a nightmare. 12/14/2021 12:00 PM

845 Not sure 12/14/2021 12:00 PM

846 I think that any development done in Riverton should be done with the intention of maintaining
the quality of life that we now have and increasing traffic in the area as little as possible.

12/14/2021 11:57 AM

847 Controlled growth and road infrastructure. 12/14/2021 11:55 AM

848 Na 12/14/2021 11:52 AM

849 Keep spending to a minimum. 12/14/2021 11:52 AM

850 I own a business in Riverton in the historic area of 126th and Redwood. I would love to see the
area revitalized with improved retail and restaurants to bring more vitality and activity to the
area. It would also improve my ability to hire if the area were seen as a desirable place to
commute to.

12/14/2021 11:51 AM

851 Do not turn into a Herriman!! 12/14/2021 11:50 AM

852 A skatepark that is accessible to each neighborhood. 12/14/2021 11:50 AM

853 Improve the services and fees from the city. 12/14/2021 11:49 AM

854 The planning commission was not well versed on city ordinances which made for a very long
meeting for us when seeking property adjustments. The actual city employees were incredibly
knowledgeable and helpful to us and the planning commission though. Staff at city hall always
so kind and helpful!

12/14/2021 11:48 AM

855 In my opinion, the city government is doing a good job. 12/14/2021 11:43 AM

856 Keep up the good work and just remember that you work for the people. 12/14/2021 11:43 AM

857 I had my truck broken into But police were more interested in giving me a parking ticket for me
parking my car facing the wrong direction in front of my own damn house Stupid

12/14/2021 11:42 AM
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858 Its perfect 12/14/2021 11:42 AM

859 Much better long term planning: infrastructure, roads, internet, water, etc. I was very
disappointed when the ENT facility was allowed to build at the intersection of 12600 and the
40th w intersection. I knew that, eventually, the access road would need to be extended. Now,
as it is, it created a second significant bottleneck, requiring to stop lights, two more stops and
much slower traffic and much more dead time with motors running. Very disappointed and
frustrated.

12/14/2021 11:40 AM

860 I think secondary water should be metered. We use so much without any thought and not great
for our desert state.

12/14/2021 11:38 AM

861 Police presence around neighborhoods. 12/14/2021 11:38 AM

862 On the major roads in Riverton (i.e., Redwood, 126th S, etc) there are a lot of weeds growing
along the curbing and center road dividers. Even on some of the secondary roads (such as
27th West) have a lot of weeks. Killing the weeds doesn't cut it. you just have a bunch of dead
weeds. They need to be cleaned out and prevented from growing again. Also, painting the side
of the center road dividers yellow would help in road visibility and safety. It would be nice to
have the major roads looking clean and kept up.... It presents a community that cares about
itself.

12/14/2021 11:37 AM

863 Not sure. Overall things seem to be going well. 12/14/2021 11:37 AM

864 all these new developments and no new parks? 12/14/2021 11:35 AM

865 I think the roadway coming up the hill on 120600 S. should be kept up. In the fall it looked
terrible, weeds all over, totally unkept. It’s a bad sight for people coming into our area. I also
think the strips in between the roadways need to be kept weed free and they’re not. I think
street lighting should also be taken care of as many street lights have burned out bulbs.

12/14/2021 11:33 AM

866 N/A 12/14/2021 11:33 AM

867 I'm most concerned with traffic and people exceeding the speed limit. I live on Redwood Road
and cars are going way over 45 mph and I don't see the police making traffic stops. It would be
nice to see a bigger police presence so maybe drivers would slow down.

12/14/2021 11:30 AM

868 Get our own Fire department 12/14/2021 11:30 AM

869 1300 West from 12800 to 14000 sidewalks and road quality 12/14/2021 11:30 AM

870 I would love to see an east west freeway and continued construction of high Lee density
housing and multiuse housing. I have five kids and at the rate things are going they will not be
able to live in the valley they grew up in

12/14/2021 11:29 AM

871 Better snow removal on neighborhood streets. Better street maintenance for dead end streets. 12/14/2021 11:27 AM

872 Keep Trent staggs 12/14/2021 11:25 AM

873 I don't know. 12/14/2021 11:25 AM

874 There are a lot of older people who do not understand or use social media. They still rely on
printed mailed items. Maybe give residents a chance to opt in to electronic notifications but
leave print as the default

12/14/2021 11:23 AM

875 I’m grateful for how hard our city officials are working and I hope they will continue putting
citizens’ interests first.

12/14/2021 11:22 AM

876 Doing a great job 12/14/2021 11:21 AM

877 repave 1300 West make safe 12/14/2021 11:18 AM

878 No more high density housing 12/14/2021 11:16 AM

879 Street tree maintenance. Many trees are over grown and either becoming or are hazardous to
residents walking, or their parked cars.

12/14/2021 11:15 AM

880 Nothing! Keep up the great work! 12/14/2021 11:14 AM

881 community pool operation year around; recreation.gov center 12/14/2021 11:14 AM

882 Work together better 12/14/2021 11:12 AM
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883 Better lawn services-too many weeds 12/14/2021 11:09 AM

884 N/A 12/14/2021 11:07 AM

885 Doing good. Thank you . 12/14/2021 11:07 AM

886 Parks have dead or dying lawns and many dead or dying trees on the strip between street and
sidewalk. Many private trees near sidewalks need to be trimmed back in order to walk
comfertably on the side walks.

12/14/2021 11:07 AM

887 1. Please add a recreation center. But, please don't partner with SL County. The facilities are
managed very poorly. Unfriendly staff. They don't manage their equipment on a regular basis.
For those of us who have been long time customers, we've had enough. I've canceled my
family membership and joined a private gym.

12/14/2021 11:06 AM

888 Better zoning and planning, fewer multi-unit housing options. 12/14/2021 11:06 AM

889 Better communication 12/14/2021 11:05 AM

890 Your code enforcement is terrible. I have complained at least 20 times and minimal changes
have been made.

12/14/2021 11:05 AM

891 Do not like impact fees for choosing to move from an existing house in Riverton to one I am
building. Particularly not fair to have to pay to install a secondary water meter and then be
charged to pay for the city to install these for everyone else. If I pay for my meter. I should be
exempted.

12/14/2021 11:03 AM

892 Water. It taste and often smells bad. 12/14/2021 11:02 AM

893 Plow the snow better. We live near Herriman. They do a much better job of plowing their snow
to all resident. Even those in circles. It’s so frustrating to pay for these services but never
receive them.

12/14/2021 11:02 AM

894 See above answer to 31. 12/14/2021 11:02 AM

895 Thank you for all you do! 12/14/2021 11:02 AM

896 Adding a spring or fall clean up like Sandy does. Residents leave unwanted items and yard
debris on the curb and it is picked up rather than residents having to load up trucks and drive
to the park. Work on making the city more beautiful and retaining its small town charm

12/14/2021 11:02 AM

897 I think everything is going great. 12/14/2021 11:01 AM

898 nature areas 12/14/2021 11:01 AM

899 Keep up the great work! 12/14/2021 11:01 AM

900 Doing great! 12/14/2021 11:00 AM

901 Not sure 12/14/2021 11:00 AM

902 Paperless billing. I swear I signed up for it but still get a statement in the mail every month. 12/14/2021 10:59 AM

903 Change the parade route back to the traditional route. There is more room for spectators and
most head to the park for the carnival.

12/14/2021 10:58 AM

904 Improve subdivision to state roads. Maintain the gravel landscaping on 12600 S east of 1300
W. It makes Riverton look like a failed city. The city paid extra for it to be constructed as an
entry into the city and is supposed to maintain it.

12/14/2021 10:58 AM

905 I believe that Riverton charges way too much for the Culinary Water. Riverton Water comes
from Jordan Valley Water. On the Jordan Valley website, it states that water is $1.70 per
thousand gallons, yet Riverton charges $3.76 per thousand gallons. It makes no sense why it
is more than double what Jordan Valley charges. I believe this rate should be closer to $2.50
per thousand gallons.

12/14/2021 10:58 AM

906 Attract more private business like big name restaurants and shops 12/14/2021 10:58 AM

907 Clear up confusion on winter parking on roads requlation. Statute & social media postings don’t
agree.

12/14/2021 10:57 AM

908 Too many accidents on 13400, too many red lights are being ran. Can you put cameras up and 12/14/2021 10:57 AM
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ticket people that run these red lights? I am afraid of my kids driving around 13400 and
Monarch Meadows Parkway and 13400 and the MVC.

909 Making it easier to report a problem (like a broken swing). 12/14/2021 10:55 AM

910 Keep taxes low 12/14/2021 10:55 AM

911 I think doing surveys like these are a great idea to get people involved that cannot make city
council meetings. Keep doing these surveys and get a decent response. Folks that regularly
attend city council meetings do not represent the majority of the city. Many of us cannot
accomodate attending city council meetings due to time, work, and family commitments.

12/14/2021 10:54 AM

912 Stop catering to developers in aim to make money. Focus on existing residents cut back on
growth. Herriman has enough apartments Riverton doesn’t need more

12/14/2021 10:54 AM

913 I don't know. 12/14/2021 10:52 AM

914 Please dial back the fireworks events and sales. They have become ubiquitous for even the
simplest of events. They are everywhere it seems and even fired off for events where most
would think exploding shells to be inappropriate. Memorializing the casualties of 9-11 for
example. The air pollution and fires should themselves be a limiting factor. Find another way to
mark the occasions.

12/14/2021 10:51 AM

915 Our government in Riverton is by far one of thes best! Listening to the residents about covid
and small businesses was huge you guys have done a fantastic job!

12/14/2021 10:51 AM

916 Improve secondary road infrastructure. 12/14/2021 10:50 AM

917 Allow for certain rezones to take place even if it’s against the general plan, especially if the
zone we’re in isn’t relevant to our neighbors.

12/14/2021 10:49 AM

918 There is so much trash on our roads and in our parks, and so many weeds in park strips and
median areas of city property. I know it is a huge job--but it really looks terrible.

12/14/2021 10:48 AM

919 Fixing of sidewalks. Some just end and then I'm walking on the road. Some are lifting. 12/14/2021 10:48 AM

920 I love that more retail and food places are coming here. 12/14/2021 10:47 AM

921 Green left turn arrows on EVERY light in Riverton it is a pain in the tush to make a left turn in
Riverton without a green arrow... The entitled drivers 1 or 10 just run the red light since they
didn't make the light because of the high volume of traffic, which didn't allow them to make it
through the yellow arrow. OR place undercover police at the major lights and increase the city's
revenue by issuing tickets to those who make the CHOICE to run a red light.😁

12/14/2021 10:46 AM

922 Better direct communication, not relying on Social Media. We need to know what is happening
as you study the issue not after the fact when it is too late. Consider eliminating contact
employees for the parks. There is no ownership or pride in the parks under this condition.

12/14/2021 10:45 AM

923 I think the city should be more concerned with the safety of pedestrians crossing busy streets.
It would be nice if we could upgrade some of the 20 mph school zone lights so they are more
noticeable and really catch people's attention (mostly on busy roads). Most of the ones we
have are very old and the lights are small and not very bright. Also, it would be nice if we could
get those flashing crosswalk lights where you push the button to alert drivers someone is there
to cross the street to make it safer for people to cross busy roads to walk to a park or to a
school. I have seen a lot of close calls, especially on 2700 West. I really think this is
something you should consider. i hate how it seems like there has to be a tragedy before
something like this is done. It's better to be proactive in keeping our citizens (especially our
children) safe. Thank you.

12/14/2021 10:44 AM

924 Keeping residents informed about emergency management planning 12/14/2021 10:44 AM

925 Roads and crossing gaurds for schools (more of them), updates to the parks, more sit down
restaurants.

12/14/2021 10:43 AM

926 Na 12/14/2021 10:43 AM

927 Educate how to communicate to Riverton government, and how Riverton government
communicates to us.

12/14/2021 10:41 AM

928 The budget for city road maintenance needs to be increased. Our budget for emergency
preparedness also needs to be increased. Expecting the only way to fund these two important

12/14/2021 10:40 AM
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items to be through grants - is a great way to have an emergency and be sued costing the tax
payers much more money. The bike lanes also need to be a priority it’s paint not gold- also
closing off neighborhoods to have only one exit / entrance is dangerous band obstructs the
flow of traffic spilling all of these people onto busy corridors. This is exactly how I ended up
being hit by a driver coming out of a neighborhood and in a roll over accident on 126th. People
need safe places that aren’t the streets for their kids to play - expecting no one to pass
through their street so kids can play in the street is a hard no - yet again parks and paths need
to be a priority. Someone needs to pay attention to getting funding for parks instead of letting
every other city in the valley have it - if we need to vote more influential people in so be it -but
this old school mentality of I funded myself - doesn’t hold to getting anything done if you do
not have the actual support and don’t know anyone to play the game all the other cities are- it’s
time to play politics Riverton.

929 Thank you! 12/14/2021 10:40 AM

930 Animal control is basically worthless if dealing with a neighbor's nuisance dog. Officer watson
is unwilling to address repeat reports of nuisance animals that continue to be a problem. She'll
come out to a property ONCE and after that all she'll do is tell you to keep a log of the
problem. Dogs' rights=1. Terrorized neighbor's rights=0 We had much better engagement when
the county provided animal services.

12/14/2021 10:40 AM

931 I think overall doing a great job! 12/14/2021 10:39 AM

932 The changing of zoning in an existing area the residents depend on the zone they bought into. 12/14/2021 10:39 AM

933 I would love to see more greenery/trees planted in Riverton. I feel the lack of trees in certain
areas give Riverton a very bland look, and trees could really improve the look to make our city
more beautiful. In addition - there have been two occasions where I have had to call the non
emergent police number and I am placed on a never-ending hold. I think improvements on
answering the phones would be beneficial, as I have also heard this same complaint from
neighbors.

12/14/2021 10:39 AM

934 A friendlier police force, that understands situational law enforcement 12/14/2021 10:38 AM

935 Less smoke/vape shops, "dollar" loan companies and tire shops. Seems like there is one of
these on every commercial corner. Focus on businesses that attract the type of people we
want coming to our city. Maintain the small town feel while developing commercial sectors with
high-end retail/dining/office space. Avoid overgrowth of condensed housing developments.
Speed bumps or something else in residential areas that can control speeding.

12/14/2021 10:37 AM

936 Definitely way less condos and apartments. There are way too many of them in the West side
of the city. Hate it, Hate it, Hate it. The west side of the city gets all the multifamily housing is
unfair.

12/14/2021 10:36 AM

937 * Roads (east and west) * secondary water is worst in the state and the most expensive.
Bigger is not always better !!

12/14/2021 10:35 AM

938 See Above!!!! NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED!!! 12/14/2021 10:34 AM

939 N/A 12/14/2021 10:32 AM

940 Pet licensing, Stone Ridge Vets aren’t responsive 12/14/2021 10:32 AM

941 1-Ensure businesses keep up on their landscapes or fine them! If it’s Riverton city’s job to
keep up landscaping (such as on 13400 S and Bangerter, in front of Chili’s) they definitely need
to do better here. It just makes the city look rundown. 2- It would be nice if the city would
collect recycling every week. It’s hard to remember which week is recycle week. Plus, I tend
to have way more recycle waste than regular trash! 3- Green waste collection in the
summertime!! 4- Glass recycling pickup every other month or so. 5- Neighborhood dumpsters
once per year (the current voucher system is a waste of time) 6- Better filtering system for the
secondary water. We use more water trying to keep our grass healthy and green. A better
filtration system would cut down on water usage and keep the weeds out! 7- Give residents a
tax credit or offer a rebate program for zeroscaping their park strips. (I realize there is a
program in place but you have to keep some kind of plants in the park strip to qualify, I’m
indicating no plants or grass here). So much water is wasted on park strips! Maybe future
planning should exclude park strips all together.

12/14/2021 10:31 AM

942 Maintaining the umbrella height of trees on the street. I keep my trees trimmed at the around
16 feet as code states. I have an RV that has been damaged multiple times due to low

12/14/2021 10:31 AM
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hanging trees over neighborhood streets. I have submitted this as a code violation and nothing
has been done!

943 N 12/14/2021 10:31 AM

944 Better broadband options and city services. 12/14/2021 10:30 AM

945 I feel strongly that Recycling should be picked up weekly. 12/14/2021 10:29 AM

946 Enforcement of existing ordnance. Stop the drag racing on 13400 south and also 3600 west 12/14/2021 10:29 AM

947 Automatic notifications on meeting agendas Be more inclusive to surrounding neighborhoods
on community events. IE: Don't make us come to the park to see the firework show. Keep it as
high in the air as possible so we don't all have to fight for a spot in the park to see the show.

12/14/2021 10:29 AM

948 Animal control. We have not had a good experience with them. They don’t work enough hours,
do not return calls and fail to follow through.

12/14/2021 10:28 AM

949 I think Mayor Staggs and the rest of Riverton City Government are doing a fine job! 12/14/2021 10:27 AM

950 Continue to work hard with UTA, UDOT and Salt Lake County to get the improvements,
infrastructure and amenities we need. Continue fighting hard with Salt Lake County (and now
Herriman) to find road solutions to handle the traffic volume expected from Olympia Hills.

12/14/2021 10:27 AM

951 Road surfaces, road surfaces, road surfaces. 12/14/2021 10:25 AM

952 Great job. Thank you! 12/14/2021 10:24 AM

953 2 years ago the city sent out an email telling us that if we didn’t trim our trees so that they
weren’t hanging over into the road that they would be coming through and doing it. They sent
out the email in February when it was freezing and nobody wanted to be outside doing that.
When the city came by to take care of the trees they did a TERRIBLE job and maimed our
trees. Some neighborhoods were hit harder than others and ours was one of the worst. If they
had been thoughtful and waited until it warmed up just a little, or asked in the fall before winter
we would have been happy to do it ourselves. I’d also like to see the city care more about
maintaining city owned parks, communal areas, park strips, etc. There’s a area in our
neighborhood that is very rarely taken care of.

12/14/2021 10:23 AM

954 I have no current concerns! All of my interactions with government officials and employees
have been stellar! I love all of the changes, hard work, and communication I have seen over
the last 5ish years. Thank you Riverton city government for your dedication to making Riverton
a wonderful place to live.

12/14/2021 10:23 AM

955 I appreciate not going into debt as a city. I prefer that we pay as we go. 12/14/2021 10:23 AM

956 find a way to limit property tax increases. I'm concerned that by the time we pay off our home,
property tax will cost just as much as our mortgage payment did.

12/14/2021 10:23 AM

957 Lower property taxes! 12/14/2021 10:21 AM

958 We love the Riverton Town Days, but last year we couldn’t even buy anything to eat because
the lines were 1/2 a block long each. This needs some attention!

12/14/2021 10:21 AM

959 More info on projects or future plans. Better updates in a more timely manner. 12/14/2021 10:21 AM

960 Monitoring and notifying water wasters! You say it is important to conserve water but you don't
get companies/homeowners to repair broken sprinklers that gush out water on a daily basis.
When reported to the Water Dept., I was told that it isn't owned by Riverton so there is nothing
I can do about it. A short letter or postcard to the owner responsible would not take much time
and effort when a problem is reported to you! We all benefit from conservation and we all suffer
from negligent property maintenance.

12/14/2021 10:20 AM

961 We were doing home improvements which necessitated parking my RV on the street. Being
unaware of the city ordinance an office left a warning attached to the RV which was promptly
washed away by a thunderstorm. I then received a ticket for the infraction. My suggestion first
for new move-ins, a notification of city ordinances with Q.R. code for city apps and social
media would be great as well as officers notifying citizens of violations in a way that can't be
lost i.e. notice of violation postcard in the mail.

12/14/2021 10:19 AM

962 Following through on the statutes stated about door-to-door salespeople. Being told to stop
reporting because the salespeople are violating statutes that are explicitly stated is not

12/14/2021 10:18 AM
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reassuring to residents. Why does the statute even exist if it isn't going to be honored? These
salespeople are a nuisance and the city government doesn't care.

963 Our sidewalks are blocked with overgrown greenery, trucks, RV's, work trailers forcing the
physically disabled and young children to use the streets. Reporting these in the city's app
often does solve the problem (Code Enforcement team is great at responding to submissions)
but the problems promptly return after Code Enforcement's initial contact. We need better
enforcement of repeat violators.

12/14/2021 10:18 AM

964 Keep the urban forester/arborist position. Very important for managing one of the cities most
important assets: trees!

12/14/2021 10:17 AM

965 keep doing the good that you do! 12/14/2021 10:17 AM

966 Attending several city provided community events I have been disappointed in the entitled
behavior of elected officials. I would hope in the future our elected officials strive to have an
attitude more of serving the community rather than to be served. We live in a great city filled
with incredible people who work hard to make it the best place to live. Going forward I would
hope our elected officials develop a more service minded attitude toward their positions and
work to better the city as a whole with the skills they individually bring in.

12/14/2021 10:16 AM

967 Would be nice to have a high speed internet packages that covered consistent and quality
internet and video entertainment to replace centurylink/comcast and directv/comcast. I 100%
coverage of tv and Internet would be awesome! Huge step forward.

12/14/2021 10:16 AM

968 The Mayor is terrible and should not be allowed to remain in a position that makes decisions
effecting a city with diverse backgrounds. How can we engage city's residence to inspire more
participation and bring local leaders to the forefront. The fact that he ran unopposed was very
sad to me and disappointing above all else. I would like to see more participation of residence
in city government as well as improvement in the benefits of running and holding city
government positions. The city will never attract qualified and educated candidates if the
benefits are not there. We will only continue to have science deniers who are uneducated and
ignorant representing our city.

12/14/2021 10:16 AM

969 I can't think of anything. I have been impressed with how the Riverton City Government has
handled everything. Thank you!

12/14/2021 10:15 AM

970 The secondary water 12/14/2021 10:15 AM

971 Speeders 12/14/2021 10:15 AM

972 The road corridor and medians from Draper to Riverton need to be redesigned and refreshed to
require less maintenance, and they need to be regularly cleaned up to make the entrance to
Riverton show pride in the community. The pet and feral cat population in Riverton is out of
control. Riverton residents need education, legal controls, and resources to prevent
trespassing, defecation, and physical damage to non-pet owners’ private property.

12/14/2021 10:15 AM

973 My property taxes are high compared to other cities. What is being done to reduce the
increases each year?

12/14/2021 10:14 AM

974 Keep fighting herriman on that way oversized community way out west. 12/14/2021 10:13 AM

975 I shared cleaning up weeds even though it might be UDOT’s land. Let’s find a way to clean up
the weeds and trash on all the entrances leading up to bangeter.

12/14/2021 10:13 AM

976 Doing pretty good! 12/14/2021 10:13 AM

977 Fiber optic internet services 12/14/2021 10:12 AM

978 Current administration doing very well 12/14/2021 10:12 AM

979 We have a few potholes on various streets 12/14/2021 10:11 AM

980 Applegate stayed too long. Dont repeat that. 12/14/2021 10:11 AM

981 Police at night. 118th south is a race track. Please help fix this. Also the speed limit things
they put out only help for a day or two

12/14/2021 10:11 AM

982 Quit spending money on stupid thing and put in sidewalks where kids are trying to walk to
school bit have to walk out on the streets. Hire more people to keep the city cleaned up better.
Don't care about beautification projects. Maintain what we have now.

12/14/2021 10:11 AM
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983 Nothing that I can think of. 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

984 Bring in businesses that aren’t vape or payday loan centers. Improve the look of the downtown
area with xeriscaping and nicer looking store front business. Too much lawn allowed at
businesses, need to change to xeriscape.

12/14/2021 10:10 AM

985 Please don’t waste money on songs or other such events. use the money to improve our
spaces

12/14/2021 10:10 AM

986 Stop the multi family housing boom. In 15 years we will be the ghetto. 12/14/2021 10:10 AM

987 I have small children and feel like some of the events held in the city park are too crowded like
the egg hunts. We waited in line for over two hours to see Santa a few weeks ago and parking
can be hard. I don’t know what the best plan of action would be but would like to see those
events drawn out so maybe people would stagger in or for like the Santa event….more than
one night etc

12/14/2021 10:09 AM

988 School boundaries. 12/14/2021 10:08 AM

989 It seems whenever there is some sort of meeting, that requests public comment, it is just a
formality. I think minds are already made up.

12/14/2021 10:07 AM

990 Providing all services local control!! 12/14/2021 10:07 AM

991 We need social clubs, a club center, dance hall, concert venue, maybe a pub or two. 12/14/2021 10:06 AM

992 Street parking is a problem and getting worse. Too many cars on the street blocking or limiting
visibility.

12/14/2021 10:06 AM

993 NA 12/14/2021 10:06 AM

994 I think the Christmas display in the park is kind of lame. If we are spending a lot of money on
that, we should rethink it. I think a cool Christmas display could be really neat. I live across
the street from the park and no one goes to the Christmas lights.

12/14/2021 10:06 AM

995 I’m concerned about Secondary water expense and billing increases. I’m also concerned about
overcrowding with high density housing and traffic.

12/14/2021 10:06 AM

996 Light rail 12/14/2021 10:05 AM

997 No improvements needed 12/14/2021 10:04 AM

998 Traffic from areas West and South of Riverton is becoming more of a problem. The new
Costco will cause significant traffic increases. More development of office space would help
tax income and keep more residents close to home. We need things that will help cut down on
commuting/traffic through Riverton. There is open space along the river and along high power
line routes that could be used for road or commuter means. Could these and other alternatives
be considered. There has been beautiful office space development in the river valley,

12/14/2021 10:04 AM

999 get me internet comcast 13730 south. 12/14/2021 10:03 AM

1000 Police protection seems like alot of cars being broken into,porch thieves. I know they can't be
everywhere but I don't see them very often.

12/14/2021 10:02 AM

1001 Pot holes 12/14/2021 10:01 AM

1002 I'm happy with the way the city is being governed. 12/14/2021 10:00 AM

1003 ADA accessible playground equipment. 12/14/2021 10:00 AM

1004 i think we make a good use of our parks for events. i would like to see more opportunities to be
involved and things that i could bring the whole family to.

12/14/2021 9:59 AM

1005 Other than a 'Main Street' I feel overall the government is doing well in Riverton! 12/14/2021 9:59 AM

1006 Forcing people to clean up their old cars, trash and junk in their yards and surrounding areas. 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1007 ? 12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1008 Keeping the side roads in repair. It over 5 years to have a pothole in front of our house to be
filled.

12/14/2021 9:58 AM
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1009 A list of all amenities, activities, and services provided by the government for citizens to take
advantage of. I'm sure I could hunt it down via various efforts on the website, reading every
printed newsletter, etc, but I don't know a full list after living here a year. It would be nice to
have an easy way to access it all. Also I just learned about the App in this survey.

12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1010 Listening you do a lot of talking and not much listening. More shade options for our
playgrounds. You go do a slide after has been sitting in the 90 degrees. Parents keep asking
for more shade and nothing happens.

12/14/2021 9:58 AM

1011 Fixing traffic congestion on 13400 12/14/2021 9:57 AM

1012 Not sure at this time. 12/14/2021 9:56 AM

1013 Again help get a sound walk 4 Mountain View for your residents! It is loud and very busy!
Survey 4 this help get funding to get it done before another rec center etc!

12/14/2021 9:56 AM

1014 less high density housing! 12/14/2021 9:55 AM

1015 Lower the property taxes. They feel high to me compared to other cities in the valley. 12/14/2021 9:54 AM

1016 I really like Mayor Stages. I think he's doing a great job. It's nice to know that he is standing up
for our freedom and defending the constitution, unlike our current state leaders.

12/14/2021 9:54 AM

1017 N/A 12/14/2021 9:53 AM

1018 Green waste trash bins 12/14/2021 9:53 AM

1019 The secondary water is always problematic in my neighborhood. There must be some way to
prevent the clogging problem. Crews come to flush the system once or twice a summer, but
I’m not sure it helps and it seems to waste a lot of water.

12/14/2021 9:53 AM

1020 Stop making dumb little changes and keep things simple and nice for everyone. Always keep
the residents in mind for everything.

12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1021 Yes. Responsible growth. Stop building townhomes. In 20 years you will have created slums. 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1022 Thank you for your hard work. 12/14/2021 9:52 AM

1023 Trash can on Jordan River trail 12/14/2021 9:51 AM

1024 With business expanding, our property taxes should begin to decrease. I would pay the same
amount (with no increase) to support a community center or outdoor pool similar to Lindon
Aquatics Center, however.

12/14/2021 9:51 AM

1025 I pay over $800 in property taxes to jordan school district they have been failing kids in our
community for years. Why would they take that tax money and pay almost 1/2 a million to
have Social Emotion Reprograming (Second Step) that has underlying themes about race that
are divisive and provides students with information about relationships and sex that is
inappropriate for Elementary and Middle schools. And lets not forget the Medical questions
(the same questions you fill out at the Drs office for mental health) they survey the kids on 4
times a year. The program also has weekly lessons and all adult to child relationships the
parents relationships at home are negative and all the adults at school are positive. Why not
spend the funds on reading programs due to the fact that nearly half the students do not read
at reading level.

12/14/2021 9:51 AM

1026 Recycling cans emptied every week (rather than every two weeks) 12/14/2021 9:51 AM

1027 Improve drinking quality of city water. 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1028 Na 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1029 Make it easier to replace broken garbage cans. 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1030 N/A 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1031 I think you're doing a great job! Thank you! 12/14/2021 9:50 AM

1032 More neighborhood police patrols to reduce the constant car break ins and porch pirates 12/14/2021 9:49 AM

1033 Road repair 12/14/2021 9:49 AM

1034 Stop being greedy and selling any and every piece of land. Start thinking about ways to 12/14/2021 9:47 AM
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incorporate nature into the city, again.

1035 n/a 12/14/2021 9:47 AM

1036 No thoughts 12/14/2021 9:47 AM

1037 Continue your efforts in communicating to, and with, the residents. -Love the improvement so
far! Perhaps bring in focus groups from the community to help with large decisions and
projects

12/14/2021 9:47 AM

1038 Keep listening to your constituents and things will be just fine. 12/14/2021 9:46 AM

1039 Get fiber internet 12/14/2021 9:46 AM

1040 The riverton city government is closely related to the state government and so forth. I am
uncertain what the current governments challenges they are faced with. However, there is
always need for improvement.

12/14/2021 9:46 AM

1041 I wish the City would quit rejecting growth and instead plan ahead for it. Development will come
to neighboring towns and we will need to be prepared to deal with increased traffic, etc.

12/14/2021 9:45 AM

1042 I think that Riverton Government is doing a fine job. As always, keep improving the Water
systems. Keep the pressure up on the secondary system.

12/14/2021 9:45 AM

1043 Regulating our taxes in a more useful way. No more tax increases!! Riverton City needs to
adjust the way they spend our tax dollars!! Stop paying certain employees oblivious amounts
of our money.

12/14/2021 9:45 AM

1044 Nothing I can think of 12/14/2021 9:45 AM

1045 Give Riverton a distinct vibe. When you enter Riverton you know it. For example: Unique street
lights Colorful banners on the street lights Colorful signage More use of neon and water
displays in busy areas

12/14/2021 9:44 AM

1046 Less high density housing. Please remove or modify the back yard building lot restrictions.
The percentage of building space in a back yard is TOO restrictive.

12/14/2021 9:44 AM

1047 I absolutely think we need our own community center with pool that supports RHS. The road
traffic is getting worse and worse, but I think that's mainly due to the state road construction
and I'm not sure that Riverton City could do anything about it.

12/14/2021 9:43 AM

1048 Mail service 12/14/2021 9:43 AM

1049 Maintenance on paint of lights on public roads. The lights on lampton view drive look terrible! 12/14/2021 9:43 AM

1050 Riverton city does a great job 12/14/2021 9:42 AM

1051 More of a how can we serve you attitude from the city employees and organizations. I often
feel like I am a burden when I try to talk to city departments.

12/14/2021 9:41 AM

1052 better internet and cellphone services. 12/14/2021 9:40 AM

1053 I personally would like 2 recycling cans (blue ones) either that or have them come each week
like the other garbage guys do! In fact that would be better, have them come each week!!!

12/14/2021 9:40 AM

1054 more police patrol , dont forget the cul de sacs 12/14/2021 9:39 AM

1055 I would like to see open space encouraged and kept intact through the Jordan River bottoms. I
would like to see residential excluded from this area and designated a non habitable floodplain
and or wildlife area.

12/14/2021 9:38 AM

1056 Provide a secure/managed platform or forum for neighbors and neighborhoods to connect more
with one another. For the those of us that are not members of the predominant faith, it would
be nice to have a venue where we could get to know/support/interact with our neighbors better.

12/14/2021 9:37 AM

1057 Roads 12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1058 The trash and water service is not great. 12/14/2021 9:36 AM

1059 Having a place where groups could meet and have activities at a very low cost. Like Boy
Scouts-they do a lot of service for the city but meet outside of city because of cost.

12/14/2021 9:35 AM
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1060 Support for the Riverton Arts Council. Less allegations, they care as much for the space as
you do.

12/14/2021 9:35 AM

1061 Post city council meeting minutes faster. 12/14/2021 9:35 AM

1062 Lowering the cost of secondary water. 12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1063 More speed traps near residential roads for the excessive speeding that is constantly
occurring.

12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1064 better roads that can support more traffic and more schools 12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1065 Cleanup what we have instead of build more pockets here and there around the city. Seriously
most of or parks are disgusting! Riverton literally chained a port a potty to the picnic table in
our neighborhood! How inviting is that? Would you eat there? Take a lesson from South Jordan
when we go to a park or attend events usually we go there

12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1066 I feel like the government is great and they seem to listen to their people. 12/14/2021 9:34 AM

1067 Crime. To many car and home break ins. Law needs to start coming down hard in them. Maybe
with a city ordinance letting potential burglars know that we have a stiff penalty for this
behavior.

12/14/2021 9:33 AM

1068 Less traffic from Herriman residents 12/14/2021 9:33 AM

1069 Keeping our taxes down. We are living on Social Security so keeping costs down is the only
way we can continue to live here.

12/14/2021 9:33 AM

1070 I believe we could improve on our health and welfare by taking a scientific approach to the
Pandemic, and using some teeth on encouraging and enforcing mask mandates in local
stores. We can do better for our community.

12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1071 We live in an upscale neighborhood of Riverton...(borders South Jordan). I never see Riverton
police, even to do a drive by. We have never needed the services of the Fire Department
(thankfully). For several years I have been trying to get a Cross Walk painted at the end of
Reeves Lane on the Riverton side, which also borders the South Jordan side. Seems to be a
argument between city councils on who is to be responsible, Riverton says it is South Jordan's
responsibility and South Jordan says it is Riverton's responsibility. Council members from both
cities have been no help. It is a simple crosswalk (painted) Give me the paint and I will
complete the task!!

12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1072 nothing I can think of! 12/14/2021 9:32 AM

1073 I understand future growth is aided by tax dollars. Urban sprawl is dead, but please limit the
amount of high density living. Over time it will completely change the feel of the city.

12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1074 More law enforcement driving through the neighborhood there’s too much theft. Less high
density housing. More roads in and out.

12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1075 Na 12/14/2021 9:31 AM

1076 Communication seems to be lacking. 12/14/2021 9:30 AM

1077 Just continuing to make sure that we are always planning for the future. 12/14/2021 9:30 AM

1078 Getting rid of that mess of a house on 11800 S near the district. The number of times there
have been things in the road, items or people that can't get past and have to walk/ ride their
bikes in the lane is ridiculous. I've almost hit things numerous times. It's a major safety
hazard.

12/14/2021 9:30 AM

1079 They could fix the laws allowing farm animals 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1080 Improved traffic flow 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1081 ????? 12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1082 Water system issues and their response time to those issues. We as well as many neighbors
have had similar issues due to the poor water system and the cities' response time when
things go wrong.

12/14/2021 9:29 AM

1083 One thing I was a huge fan of in Herriman was their Home Use Business license program for
online retail. Basically, they did not charge to get/renew business licenses for businesses that

12/14/2021 9:29 AM
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are run out of the home and are online only.

1084 Being originally from the Midwest we had trees everywhere. Not sure if this is government or
new builders but we need some big trees in this town. Also with a move headed to electric
vehicles I think the town would do well to help with a small credit to get homes to add electric
stations to their garages. Lastly with new homes builds require they have the higher power
electric capability.

12/14/2021 9:27 AM

1085 Traffic 12/14/2021 9:27 AM

1086 Increase sales tax revenues and lower property taxes. 12/14/2021 9:27 AM

1087 1. Do something to try to cut back on cars parking in the street in neighborhoods. 2. Some
people don't take good care of their front yards or the appearance of their homes. I don't know
what a solution is, but I'd love to see this improved in some neighborhoods.

12/14/2021 9:26 AM

1088 Smaller government is more effective. Also quit changing codes that affect accessory
structures allowed on properties.

12/14/2021 9:26 AM

1089 Less spending on fluff. 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1090 air pollution improvement 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1091 With Mayor Stagg, I think the city is in good hands. 12/14/2021 9:23 AM

1092 Don’t make our neighborhood the last to get plowed in the winter. We have been the door mat
for years because we are next to Herriman

12/14/2021 9:22 AM

1093 I believe that Riverton is doing a great job 12/14/2021 9:21 AM

1094 Better sit down restaurants. 12/14/2021 9:21 AM

1095 Neighborhoods. Not density. Better quality entertainment 12/14/2021 9:19 AM

1096 I truly believe they are doing pretty great! 12/14/2021 9:19 AM

1097 Just broadband internet. Beyond that, excellent city services ! 12/14/2021 9:19 AM

1098 Work to enforce ordinances. With the high housing prices, we have many "rental" properties
within neighborhoods. Some are renting out rooms, which causes a burden on neighbors due to
constant influx of traffic along with tenants parking on the streets. Knowing there is some
limitations to regulating the ability to rent out homes, or rooms, we need to make sure there are
consequences for those that don't abide by the ordinances, and maybe tighten the ordinances
to make neighborhoods have more of a neighborhood feel.

12/14/2021 9:18 AM

1099 More frequent recycle pickups 12/14/2021 9:17 AM

1100 N/a 12/14/2021 9:17 AM

1101 OH PLEASE stop with the residential rental properties. Rentals bring problems, 12/14/2021 9:09 AM

1102 More open-minded leadership and thought around those that have different moral values. 12/14/2021 8:56 AM

1103 Roads..need repair in subdivisions 12/14/2021 8:19 AM

1104 Stop commercialization and let it be farm town 12/14/2021 8:07 AM

1105 I believe Riverton government is doing wonderfully. Find a better system to make people more
aware of community activities and community service.

12/14/2021 7:58 AM

1106 Don’t be so prideful. I’ve been to several meetings and the council members, in argument to a
citizen complaint, had the attitude of “Well I’ve done this, and I’ve done that.” Quit
campaigning for s second and actually listen, even if the complaint is way off base.

12/14/2021 7:48 AM

1107 Digital communication, the app, bring unified fire authority back to Riverton 12/14/2021 7:38 AM

1108 More community trash collection days. Spring cleanup or fall cleanup days! 12/14/2021 7:37 AM

1109 Less impact fees which was caused by starting your own police department. 12/14/2021 7:10 AM

1110 Getting information out about events 12/14/2021 7:06 AM

1111 East west travel options 12/14/2021 7:03 AM
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1112 Identify and keep corruption out of the city goverment. 12/14/2021 6:39 AM

1113 Communication as to what is going on without having to search for it. For example, city
internet being discussed, but it’s not being broadcast unless you’re looking at council agendas.

12/14/2021 6:35 AM

1114 Slow down time so we can enjoy life more 12/14/2021 6:19 AM

1115 Fix our street lights. They need new paint and bulbs. 12/14/2021 5:38 AM

1116 Answering the phone with a live person!! City Hall is ran for the the people in the city, we
shouldn’t have to press a number to access a person to get information. Open five days a
week eight hours a day, Open city hall! Where are the people? Hiding behind closed doors!
Every doors should be open, you people work for us! We pay your wage and according to the
wages, we pay you damn well!! Sheril Garn does not deserve to be paid as much as she
getting in salary benefits! She shouldn’t be compensated for baking and cooking for the council
and mayor. She’s a waste!! Adjust for lower wages!!!!!!!! Cut waste! Crack down on
government unnecessary spending!

12/14/2021 5:35 AM

1117 Spend money on a safe community and programs not on beatification where it isn't needed. 12/14/2021 5:21 AM

1118 Actually focusing on quality of life for ALL demographics, instead of white, LDS citizens would
make the city a better place to live.

12/14/2021 5:18 AM

1119 Inbed pipes in sand instead of the rocky ground. 12/14/2021 4:46 AM

1120 Great job! 12/14/2021 4:16 AM

1121 Execute Fiber installation 12/14/2021 3:15 AM

1122 I think you guys are doing an amazing job! 12/14/2021 2:01 AM

1123 I think communication of Riverton city government has improved . Yes , progress is important ,
but please lets live in Riverton , not survive . Build for good mental health. When one travels in
areas of high density area , it looks cheap. Long term when does it start breaking down. We
can be short sighted and allow quality if life to be less then .

12/14/2021 1:56 AM

1124 I believe UDOT has a good click and fix program. Where if we see or have a problem you send
a text or email on there site and they assign someone to the task and get back to you on when
or how it’s being handled or fixed with a possible ETA. It shows that when we show an interest
in our city you are working with us to make it better and someone cares about doing there job!

12/14/2021 12:49 AM

1125 Lowering taxes, bills, etc. focus more on the people 12/14/2021 12:35 AM

1126 Lower property taxes. 12/14/2021 12:18 AM

1127 More bar/DABC permits in the city 12/14/2021 12:10 AM

1128 N/A 12/14/2021 12:06 AM

1129 I think Riverton City does an excellent job with most things in their power, I just wish they
funded or maintained the skatepark better.

12/13/2021 11:49 PM

1130 Building department 12/13/2021 11:49 PM

1131 More community events 12/13/2021 11:46 PM

1132 Lower taxes 12/13/2021 11:36 PM

1133 Communication when we need assistance with things like trash bins. We had two recycle bins
and when they decided to replace them, they only left one at the house. So we lost our second
recycle bin. When we tried to call about it no answer and the voicemail was always full. Stop
building large apartment complex buildings. Stick with single family dwelling homes. Get rid of
that cement block in the middle of the road behind the police station/city hall.

12/13/2021 11:09 PM

1134 Nothing to add that I have not already listed. 12/13/2021 10:38 PM

1135 I would live to see Mayor Applegarth return. Fiscally responsible government has left the
building.

12/13/2021 10:32 PM

1136 Water preservation and storage for emergency use. 12/13/2021 10:17 PM

1137 Nothing, I feel they are doing a great job communicating, seeking input and listening to 12/13/2021 10:09 PM
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feedback. When possible do not put in a lot of high density housing.

1138 Encouraging more community connectivity/ less politics 12/13/2021 9:58 PM

1139 Make paying city bill online easier! 12/13/2021 9:58 PM

1140 Thanks for all your hard work. It is appreciated. 12/13/2021 9:53 PM

1141 Keep Riverton small. 12/13/2021 9:46 PM

1142 Nothing comes to mind. 12/13/2021 9:45 PM

1143 Need to work seamlessly with other government entities such as Army Core of Engineers. Not
be offended by residents choosing to follow Federal guidelines where there is federal
jurisdiction.

12/13/2021 9:31 PM

1144 The Police dept. I reported a scam and had them still working with me with active phone
numbers, they never even looked into it or responded to me. I was $2000 out and it seemed
like they did not even care. Crime in riverton is starting to get bad, we need neighborhood
watches in every neighborhood so Herriman thieves don't come down here and regular patrols
by police. Maybe even some street cameras instead of relying in resident cameras. Also, the
questions about do not give enough options. I think the older population deserves the paper
journals without the cost involved to keep them, they live on little as it is. Most do not have the
internet or texting available. Thank you

12/13/2021 9:25 PM

1145 Focus on preserving the culture of the city rather than making money by bringing in big
businesses and high-density housing units.

12/13/2021 9:22 PM

1146 I have noticed an increase in crime in the area which concerns me. I really don't like the push
for high density housing which has a high turnover rate as people leave to find houses and
small safe communities to raise families in which this place used to have.

12/13/2021 9:21 PM

1147 Please develop the downtown area and limit the amount of high density housing. 12/13/2021 9:16 PM

1148 Code enforcement, park strips, businesses that don’t maintain their green spaces in good
manners.

12/13/2021 9:13 PM

1149 We need more police. I hardly ever see a police car drive through my neighborhood. 12/13/2021 9:09 PM

1150 I'm happy with all 12/13/2021 9:09 PM

1151 Our neighborhood roads 12/13/2021 9:08 PM

1152 Restrict apartments and large retail businesses. 12/13/2021 9:06 PM

1153 Get out of the Jordan School district and create your own district. We could do so much more
and teach so much better if we where not in such a large money hungry controlling district.

12/13/2021 9:06 PM

1154 I think everything is going great. :) 12/13/2021 8:55 PM

1155 Emergency preparedness 12/13/2021 8:48 PM

1156 High density housing brings a lot of congestion to an already growing area, so this should be
limited or calculated in newer areas, not near existing subdivisions with larger homes and lots.
I also do not want to see apartments of any kind (even so called luxury apartments) built in
Riverton, like what is scheduled for MVV - phase 2. I believe this brings problems associated
with these type of developments to the area that can be avoided. Although they will be “luxury”
they will be more affordable than a house or townhome which will attract people who may not
have the same values that most Riverton residents represent. We also have to start looking at
infrastructure at the forefront of decisions. Traffic and utilities (water) are a huge problem and
we shouldn’t be building faster than we can install and maintain long-term.

12/13/2021 8:48 PM

1157 Don't pander to the whiny complainers. You're doing a great job. Never lose sight of the
constituents who are the majority. We support our well balanced, well managed government.
Keep up the good work.

12/13/2021 8:48 PM

1158 Spread the word how neighborhood watch programs work when neighbors collaborate together
and work with the police. There are proven examples how this concept works in Riverton.

12/13/2021 8:47 PM

1159 More youth sports options 12/13/2021 8:47 PM

1160 The building department is horrible. It drives many businesses away. Horrible reputation 12/13/2021 8:46 PM
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statewide.

1161 Riverton City government could show people how to apply for government positions. 12/13/2021 8:43 PM

1162 Animal control help 12/13/2021 8:25 PM

1163 Don’t build more town homes!!!! They create horrible parking and way to many people. Please
don’t zone for anymore. Only zone for homes. We don’t need 500 people moving in-we’re full!!!

12/13/2021 8:22 PM

1164 Not sure if this is where I post this....? YES.... There is so much traffic in Riverton, is there
ANY WAY we can get a GREEN TURN ARROW at EVERY LIGHT... the yellow flashing arrows
SUCK with the amount of traffic you sit through lights OR you have the 10 cars that RUN the
RED LIGHT because with the yellow flashy arrow no one could make the left turn while the
yellow flashing arrrow. Very frustrating and a safety issue.

12/13/2021 8:17 PM

1165 Let’s just keep the population down by not adding a ton of townhomes. Riverton needs to be
the nice area to live in the west side. As far as the ways to get info out I feel like it really
depends on the age of the people. Also I would love to see more 55 and older communities.
We just don’t have enough.

12/13/2021 8:09 PM

1166 Living on a parade route can be annoying when people place chairs on my property way before
allowed. This should be addressed.

12/13/2021 8:06 PM

1167 Stop the planning commission approving every thing that comes across their desk to make a
buck!

12/13/2021 8:04 PM

1168 A man vandalized our home as we have him on camera. Called police dept to report and they
never came out to our home and promised to drive by. Meanwhile we found out who the man
was which used to live in our neighborhood as we had him on camera committing the crime. I
can say I did not sleep that night worried about what possibly could happen next. The police
dept posts photos of people stealing packages off of door steps and need help finding them. I
don’t understand why my phone call to the Riverton police dept wasn’t enough for them to
come over and take down a report for the crime that happened to us. I am concerned for my
family’s safety as a a man was shot down the street connected with a home with all problems
which we see the police there all the time. Called for police to maybe possibly do some street
patrols due to the situation and personally visited the police station with concerns but no avail.
and someone gets shor there. Just feel what a waste of money to purchase a security system
with cameras and you have the criminal on camera and you have his identity and they just
brush you off.

12/13/2021 8:01 PM

1169 I appreciate the fine balance of influence you currently try to have in my life. Not looking for
more. Not looking for less. Thank you!

12/13/2021 8:00 PM

1170 invest in east riverton more; don't allow semi-trucks to be brought home by enforcing codes
(east riverton); get the junky properties taken care of (east riverton); better bike routes, more
trails, away from busy roads

12/13/2021 7:56 PM

1171 More informative 12/13/2021 7:53 PM

1172 Did Riverton City really need to hold a Municipal Election?? It was a very expensive popularity
contest. I’m pretty sure that 30k could have been spent better in other areas of the city?
Smh….

12/13/2021 7:50 PM

1173 City park playgrounds 12/13/2021 7:49 PM

1174 Less concern with maintaining all of the older events that have been going on for years. Try
some more diverse events

12/13/2021 7:39 PM

1175 We need better connections from east to west. It’s ridiculously congested and we continue to
build apartments and townhomes with no infrastructure to support them.

12/13/2021 7:35 PM

1176 Prioritizing something besides commercial and residential development. Having ordinances so
commercial property doesn’t look like blight. Fix all the leaning stop signs and street signs that
are leaning everywhere. Remove dead trees.

12/13/2021 7:33 PM

1177 Be more inclusive - many of us send our kids to schools other than Riverton and we are not
included in anything

12/13/2021 7:29 PM

1178 Please work on improving the number and quality of vendors for Friday movie in the park
summer event. Herriman has several (around 35-50) vendors weekly. The food trucks are

12/13/2021 7:27 PM
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great, movies are fun, but definitely need more vendors creating a fun, energy filled evening.
Sunday music in the park is FANTASTIC! Would love the jazz band to play more often and
keep this event going linger maybe through the month of September.

1179 Wish they would post more about events and such on social media. I always find out after the
fact.

12/13/2021 7:17 PM

1180 Doing a good job already 12/13/2021 7:17 PM

1181 We need green waste cans spring-fall. West Jordan does this and it is valuable to residents.
Does not take up space in trash and the green can be placed appropriately for compost at
landfill sites.

12/13/2021 7:12 PM

1182 First in a long list is our police department- I have had several issues and called them only to
get zero response or at most empty promises from them. They don’t care about the people
they do very little to keep us safe. I have had someone shot in my driveway, I have had a 30
year old man walk up to my video doorbell and rip it off the house. I have asked repeatedly for
them to patrol our street due to kids out at night yelling and screaming at 2-3-4 in the morning
they race up and down our street - they throw trash in our yard and what I was told was to pick
my battles. Yea this is the same house that was responsible for the shooting but apparently we
as citizens cannot call the police and we need to pick our battles!!! Secondly our city council
members need to make our city a priority first - I have talked with our mayor about an issue
only to be told that he won’t stifle what they do. Sit down and really look at what this city is like
- compare it to surrounding cities and ask yourself are we doing all we can and what is best for
Riverton? The answer is simply no we are not. So if you are asking me how I feel about
Riverton I will be totally honest and say if I didn’t have a big lot I would leave this city as fast
as the truck could take me.

12/13/2021 7:09 PM

1183 For the most part we've been very happy. Although, a few years ago one of the city council
members made a prolife proclamation for the city. Whether I agree or not with her position is
irrelevant, it is not job or place to make such declarations. This happened just as we were
moving into the city and made us feel that Riverton might be filled with judgmental people. I
emailed her asking for clarification and didn't get a response. Luckily, this has been our only
negative interaction with the city government.

12/13/2021 7:06 PM

1184 Public transportation to help cut down on the crazy amount of traffic. Less focus on high
density housing and more focus on affordable housing. If you do high density housing make
sure they have to put in a real amount of parking spaces for each unit.

12/13/2021 6:56 PM

1185 I've been really pleased with our city government. 12/13/2021 6:52 PM

1186 Stop wasting money on dumb stuff like new road signs. I mean really, which one of you has
the brother that benefited from that deal?

12/13/2021 6:51 PM

1187 A monthly crime report would be nice to have so we can see anything that is concerning going
on in the city.

12/13/2021 6:43 PM

1188 Widen the street from Riverton elementary to the library. 12/13/2021 6:41 PM

1189 No rank choice voting 12/13/2021 6:41 PM

1190 Vision of future expansion or projects 5-10 years out 12/13/2021 6:40 PM

1191 Encouraging actual manufacturing buissinesses with a formal development zone with industrial
infrastructure.

12/13/2021 6:39 PM

1192 More focus on the arts. The Sandra N Lloyd community center isn't a great option for theater. It
would be nice to have a real theater for the performing arts. I'd get behind funding that before a
"community recreation center"

12/13/2021 6:38 PM

1193 Better quality of secondary water. Currently the water kills some types of plants and trees.
Really like to be able to plant more evergreen trees.

12/13/2021 6:37 PM

1194 City Council member for my area is not out in community visiting area. I've asked for help in
getting things cleaned up. No change. Junk, lack of keeping yards, home in decent repair
should be a priority. I want to know what she is doing for our area specifically.

12/13/2021 6:32 PM

1195 Stop making statements on political issues that are not relevant to the business of operating
the city.

12/13/2021 6:29 PM
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1196 All good, you all do a great job 12/13/2021 6:26 PM

1197 I would like to see more regular police patrols in the neighborhoods. 12/13/2021 6:24 PM

1198 The snow removal is very frustrating. You can see a major difference driving from South
Jordan to Riverton to Bluffdale.

12/13/2021 6:18 PM

1199 There are a lot of people in my neighborhood running stop signs & driving too fast. They park
illegally on the road .. too close to stop signs etc. They also are parking on the road during
snow storms so the plows can’t plow the whole road. I would love for the presence of police
officers or government officials to actually help people remember to follow these rules so that
our neighborhood has a better quality of life

12/13/2021 6:11 PM

1200 . 12/13/2021 6:03 PM

1201 You are doing great! Thank you 12/13/2021 5:47 PM

1202 The secondary water from Utah lake is full of chemicals and weed seeds. This makes it
miserable for gardening. Please find a different water source.

12/13/2021 5:44 PM

1203 Please do not rezone to increase housing density. Riverton is a great place to live! 12/13/2021 5:43 PM

1204 Near Dog day care and keep farm lands. 12/13/2021 5:18 PM

1205 Please patrol Old Farm Park more. I have found needles and pipes there. There are lots of
places to hide under the canal. Client watched a drug deal 1 month ago.

12/13/2021 5:17 PM

1206 I would love to see more trails throughout the city and expansions/completions of trails such
as the Midas and Rose Creek Trails.

12/13/2021 5:15 PM

1207 I’ve been loving the more regular communication from the city over the last year and I hope to
see that continue.

12/13/2021 5:11 PM

1208 I love Riverton for it’s good, faith based people. I don’t want it to become infected with the
woke confusion so many other cities and states have become overwhelmed with. I appreciate
and want to support our police and fire departments so we can enjoy freedom and safety under
the rule of law.

12/13/2021 5:11 PM

1209 I know everyone can improve things. But I have loved what Mayer Staggs has done, as well
as all those that work with him. ( Oh, parking on the 4th of July is a headache).But I just love
Riverton! Thank you!

12/13/2021 5:09 PM

1210 Completing existing projects before starting new ones 12/13/2021 5:05 PM

1211 Access for dogs 12/13/2021 4:57 PM

1212 Need more back roads especially on 13400 south from Bangerter to mountain corridor. The
traffic is horrible.

12/13/2021 4:57 PM

1213 Cracking down on speeding. Every night for hours in the summer you can hear racing on
Redwood Road, and I live almost a mile away. 1300 West is a speedway, even though the limit
is 30 and 25.

12/13/2021 4:56 PM

1214 ?? 12/13/2021 4:56 PM

1215 Additional cross walks on 134th to allow for better pedestrian/bike options for families. 12/13/2021 4:52 PM

1216 Fiscal responsibility Infrastructure and planning Traffic congestion Police presence 12/13/2021 4:44 PM

1217 Thus far I have been all in all pleased with them all in all. 12/13/2021 4:43 PM

1218 Entice breweries and bars to move into the city and make Riverton City the south end of the
valley entertainment destination.

12/13/2021 4:42 PM

1219 I feel for the most part we are being watched over. The council and the mayor do listen to the
patrons. Just make sure the citizens are always able to voice opinions before the answers
have already been decided. Don't be in a hurry to make those decisions before viewing all of
the options.

12/13/2021 4:39 PM

1220 Na 12/13/2021 4:28 PM

1221 Being more progressive and competitive with quality of life options like surrounding cities. 12/13/2021 4:25 PM
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1222 Covered tennis courts for use during the winter. 12/13/2021 4:23 PM

1223 Na 12/13/2021 4:17 PM

1224 Plowing the snow down our road 12440 south. The entire time I’ve lived here Riverton has
never plowed the road

12/13/2021 4:07 PM

1225 Public works. They did a horrible job repairing a downed light pole in our neighborhood. 12/13/2021 4:04 PM

1226 Providing neighborhood clean-up curbside 2x per year. 12/13/2021 4:02 PM

1227 The roads are awful. They are filled with potholes and are under constant construction. 12/13/2021 4:01 PM

1228 Have more activities for all aged 12/13/2021 3:58 PM

1229 Improve filters on secondary water, Complete sidewalk on 1300 W just south of 12400 12/13/2021 3:52 PM

1230 Continue to ask for feedback and insight from residents. 12/13/2021 3:50 PM

1231 None 12/13/2021 3:47 PM

1232 Code Enforcement (IE trailers park on streets or in the front yards the code reads they are to
be park behind a fence on the side of there house.)

12/13/2021 3:45 PM

1233 Nothing at this time. 12/13/2021 3:42 PM

1234 When approving new businesses, some standards need to be evaluated and improved.
Example: there is a stand alone business. Not too old. Entry from Redwood road is inadequate
for more than one vehicle at a time. Causes problems daily. Parking lot has little to NO light.
Very subpar for a modern building approval. When the issue was addressed to the business
owners they said Riverton City doesn’t require more than what they did. This is very
inadequate. Our City should be better than this. Let’s make things Best! Not just the bare
minimum.

12/13/2021 3:33 PM

1235 Riverton has already allowed the police department to become autonomous from Unified, so
there's no need to do it. Keep 5G networks and 5G devices out of public areas at all costs. Big
money keeps very important physical and mental health studies regarding 5G technologies out
of the public eyes for monetary reasons. Please forgive the unorthodox delivery of the reporter
in this YouTube video. His research is impeccable even if his delivery needs some work:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qf1XLmPRI9s&list=WL&index=2

12/13/2021 3:33 PM

1236 Bulk waste collection. 12/13/2021 3:31 PM

1237 You wasted our money on secondary water meters. More restaurants would be good. They
don’t need to be sit down. This survey is making me realize that you have fixed most of my
old complaints. The NE corner of Redwood Road and 12600 South is a waste of space and
water. Can’t a small business be allowed there? The landscaping along 12600 South between
1300 West and the river bottom could use so revitalization, additional plants and sprucing up. I
wish you could run the vape shops, tattoo parlors and pawn shops out of town but I know you
can’t.

12/13/2021 3:30 PM

1238 Getting citizen input (like this survey) 12/13/2021 3:16 PM

1239 Responding to citizens who call with a problem. I called the code department and never did
receive a call. I was able to reach the Mayor through social media. He is great at responding in
a prompt manner. There are other city employees who aren’t so nice and some who have let
power go to their head.

12/13/2021 3:15 PM

1240 More accessible ways for residents to make their opinions known. Social media surveys, email
surveys, ect.

12/13/2021 3:14 PM

1241 Remove conflicts of Interest from city council reps. 12/13/2021 3:01 PM

1242 Our options for internet access are rather disappointing. There is no broadband option on our
street. I would really love to see city-wide broadband access. That would be fantastic.

12/13/2021 3:01 PM

1243 Get the drug rehab and half way homes out of neighborhoods. Causing way too much crime 12/13/2021 2:59 PM

1244 Old farm park seems to have become a druggie hangout. There have been several posts about
needles found there as well as drug deals. Something needs to be done about this as it is a
park that is frequented regularly by children. Also, the grounds could use some improvement.

12/13/2021 2:59 PM
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1245 Town days parking My street turns into a parking lot not even enough room for 1 car to drive
down Parking and traffic direction was better when riverton was with unified because they were
able to pull officers from other cities

12/13/2021 2:59 PM

1246 NA 12/13/2021 2:53 PM

1247 See above 12/13/2021 2:53 PM

1248 -TNR animal program 12/13/2021 2:09 PM

1249 I think funding should be allocated to change the surface of some of the playgrounds so that
kids with differing abilities could play on them. I was disappointed that Riverton city park has 4
playgrounds, and they all have wood chips, which make it very difficult for my son to walk. It is
a shame to live surrounded by parks and to have to drive to one of the neighboring cities to be
able to walk around a playground.

12/13/2021 2:05 PM

1250 N/A 12/13/2021 12:57 PM

1251 Keep us seniors and our needs in mind. 12/13/2021 12:25 PM

1252 Do not let people “save spaces” days and weeks ahead of the 4th of July parade. I find this
very offensive—especially on public sidewalks & parks, and even church property. Why is it
that one resident should have priority over others, just because they had the time to put some
chairs out on the sidewalk a week in advance? How can it be right for someone to block off
sidewalks and mowstrips, and park lawns and parking lots that belong to all citizens
(especially for days at a time)? What gives someone the right to block off church property?
They don’t own it. Every year, I drive by and see this and think, “This does not foster
community unity. This does NOT instill a sense of everyone being invited and we want to
celebrate together.” The chairs and ropes really say, “This is my spot. I matter more than you.
You’re NOT welcome. STAY OUT!” For 1-2 weeks, that message is just repeated in my head
over and over as I drive by. There have been several years we haven’t attended the parade
because after looking at all the chairs and ropes on public sidewalks for all that time, we really
didn’t feel welcome and we didn’t want to fight people for a place to sit. On top of the “we don’t
come together as a community—we stake our own claim” message, it is a very unsightly view.
The street looks bad. I think the city should allow people to go EARLY on the DAY OF THE
PARADE ONLY to set up their viewing spot. Then, it evens out the chances for more people to
have equal access. It looks more like people are excited for the parade and are celebrating the
holiday—and not like they believe they deserve preferential treatment and others should stay
away. People aren’t allowed to go into the rodeo stadium and block off their spot days ahead of
the event. Why should the parade be different? As you can tell, I really feel allowing the parade
route to be blocked off in this manner sends a very negative message. And, I have been
feeling that negative message for over 26 years.

12/13/2021 12:07 PM

1253 nothing 12/13/2021 12:07 PM

1254 I believe that if there truly is a need for extra stuff that it should be able to stand on its own.
Which means if we need a recreation center - that if demand is high enough, then a non-
government institution would find value in performing this for a fee and want to create this for
people. If the analysis states that it wouldn't be profitable, then we go without. To many people
want things and then others that do not want them have to pay for items not used. We need to
focus the city government response to what the whole community wants. I like lower taxes and
less stuff. If others want those additional items then they should pay fair market value for
them.

12/13/2021 12:06 PM

1255 Improve in the elimination of the road congestion which is getting worse each year on ALL
roads. Subdivisions, local streets, access roads to State roads (Mtn View, Bangeter, 201,
215,15, etc.

12/13/2021 11:05 AM

1256 Care about the past and stop approving so much high density housing! Stop giving in yo every
developer who just wants to get rich.

12/13/2021 10:57 AM

1257 Replying to resident's concerns about community issues & taking action where appropriate. 12/13/2021 10:35 AM

1258 Can’t think of anything in particular, just keeping the community involved with what’s
happening in their particular neighborhoods and allowing their voices to mean something. I
have seen where the community was against particular developments, but the city council over
road the community wishes.

12/13/2021 9:29 AM

1259 Keep up the good work 12/13/2021 7:18 AM
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1260 The reduction of city employees/ positions seems excessive 12/12/2021 9:39 PM

1261 more public transit options 12/12/2021 9:24 PM

1262 I’d like to see regular neighborhood police patrols. 12/12/2021 8:25 PM

1263 I can't think of anything, but thank you for all you do there at the Riverton City. We have great
people working for the city.

12/12/2021 8:14 PM

1264 Efficiencies 12/12/2021 7:08 PM

1265 The secondary water places severe restrictions on what plants home owners can grow. This is
according to some local nurseries, as well as my own experience. Lack of accurate information
about this problem has cost me hundreds of dollars and years of frustration. Some people
claim that the problem is high saline content in the water during the latter part of the season. I
haven't seen any measurements of saline content so I don't know if that is true. Riverton
should inform residents about the limitations caused by the secondary water.

12/12/2021 6:16 PM

1266 I think City Leaders are doing a great job. 12/12/2021 6:06 PM

1267 The Planning and zoning leadership and governance needs examination. Too many insider
deals, apparent deviation from statutes and poor/marginal communication. This department
seems more interested in serving developers than serving the public good. I feel threatened
when I ask for information from this department. I believe the P&Z functions of the City are
creating long term problems that seem likely to come back and haunt the city and its citizens.
This department acts as if it is still "good old boy" times of the 90's when Riverton was a small
town. Greasing the wheels for friends and insiders.

12/12/2021 5:04 PM

1268 Stop trying to develop every square inch of property. 12/12/2021 4:16 PM

1269 Requiring all parking strips along street curbs to be zero scaped for businesses as well as
residential to reduce the need for water usage.

12/12/2021 4:12 PM

1270 I thought that the 12600 s and Redwood Road corridors were intended for commercial
development but there have been many housing developments (maybe I’m wrong about the
commercial development). Does Riverton city gain revenue for car registrations or is funding all
directed to the state? There appear to be many residents who live here permanently but who
have out of state registration of their vehicles. If there is a city revenue to be gained by proper
vehicle registration then riverton should seek a means to harvest the lost revenue and ask
residents to properly register vehicles and pay UT for them and not their former state (or
Montana).

12/12/2021 3:21 PM

1271 Lower taxes 12/12/2021 2:54 PM

1272 Continue to be fiscally conservative. Love the development of Mountain View Village. Great
job! Reduce the number of high-density housing.

12/12/2021 1:54 PM

1273 More and varied restaurants :-) 12/12/2021 1:44 PM

1274 Availability of indoor recreation facilities for youth especially during the winter. Examples: Jr
Jazz and soccer practice facilities.

12/12/2021 1:41 PM

1275 Crime is becoming a problem in certain areas - most of it the shenanigans that bored kids with
money, little supervision and little common sense get up to, though theft is becoming an issue
too. I suspect looking at your records will tell you immediately where these problems spots
are. We need to put a little more effort into catching some of these kids, letting their parents
pay for the damage, and introducing the kids to community service where perhaps they can
learn a few things they've been missing (and cleaning/repairing the damage they do where
possible). Secondary water needs to be improved as well. I know you claim it's all properly
zoned and planned, but that's garbage. It may have been true when I moved in over a decade
ago, but I've watched the surrounding neighborhoods get built out and the pressure drop as a
result. I water my lawn during the day as there's more likely to be pressure then and if there
isn't, I have a chance of seeing the problem and addressing it. I end up watering more
frequently than I otherwise would to try and make up for the times I didn't have enough
pressure - which of course just makes the problem worse - but I need a not dead lawn. Of
course if you wanted to work on zoning regulations to ease up on my options out front, that
could help. I'm opposed to the idea of metering the secondary water - it flies in the face of what
the city was doing and promising (and how you've been billing for it) when it went in. When you

12/12/2021 1:25 PM
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pulled the filters off of the secondary water a few years ago that really sucked to. Now all of us
have to very regularly clean our filters (I'm doing it almost daily now as the micro-irrigation in
my garden clogs up pretty fast despite the larger filter out front dealing with the big stuff) and
I'm hearing lots of complaints from my neighbors over it as well so it's not just me. We brag
about our finances and use the very low metric of comparing ourselves to our neighbors - we
could do much better. I tend to think there are a number of amenities the city provides it
probably doesn't need to as well.

1276 More access to wide open spaces. Protection of wild life areas. 12/12/2021 1:20 PM

1277 Lot sizes 12/12/2021 12:45 PM

1278 Answering the phones in the city offices and individuals actually picking up the phones in
offices instead of the phone call going to voicemail. Storm drained need to be cleaned out on a
yearly bases. City police need to enforce the parking rules and regulations when parents are
picking up dropping off their children at a school. Parking in neighborhoods where it is clearly
marked “no drop off” -citations should be issued. Also, blocking traffic on 3600 west (north and
south bound) because parents are turning into Rose Creek Elementary during start of school
and end of school is a disruption in the flow of traffic throughout 3600 West. Traffic gets
backed up for the entire street-where as traffic can not turn in or out of businesses, the
hospital or neighborhoods.

12/12/2021 12:33 PM

1279 Keep the taxes down as much as possible. The services up to demand. Keep doing the great
job your doing. Thank you.

12/12/2021 12:20 PM

1280 Employees need to actually answer the phones and be available to answer questions and not
always go to voicemail.

12/12/2021 12:14 PM

1281 The construction on Bangerter Highway is going to be great when its done and I support it. I
know I've been using it in the rain and water pools up on it severely in certain places. It seems
like there could have been more care taken to make sure it drains as to not cause severe
pooling and hydroplaning. Its hazardous.

12/12/2021 12:04 PM

1282 City planning! Our current city planner does not even live in Riverton and has allowed dwellings
to be built that are not in compliance! He doesn’t care and should be replaced!!!

12/12/2021 11:40 AM

1283 Please, please can the police do something about the criminals who are stealing packages and
breaking into parked cars at night. It doesn't seem to me that it would be that hard to catch
these folks.

12/12/2021 11:34 AM

1284 Recap council meetings in a monthly email that can be subscribed to. 12/12/2021 11:08 AM

1285 The police department needs to have more of a presence in the 84096 area. I would see
Unified officers regularly patrolling my subdivision. Since Riverton established its own
department, I rarely see a patrol car in my area. I have seen 2-3 patrol cars a few times parked
together in Mountain View Village with officers talking to each other. Mountain View Village had
its own security, so why are the officers there?

12/12/2021 10:15 AM

1286 Continue to keep us updated on things happening in Riverton. 12/12/2021 9:21 AM

1287 Slow down the pace of growth. 12/12/2021 6:38 AM

1288 Can't think of anything urgent except better roads, ie smoothness, potholes, 1300 west as an
example.

12/12/2021 6:14 AM

1289 Understanding that the people who live in Riverton and have diverse ideas and try to accept all
people.

12/12/2021 12:43 AM

1290 Keeping citizens informed. 12/11/2021 10:37 PM

1291 Emergency preparedness. Not everyone here is LDS. The church makes plans that alienate
non members. Get better bussing for mountain ridge students. UTA needs to improve VIA
service and extend the Red Line to Mountain View village.

12/11/2021 9:45 PM

1292 Focus more on public safety and disaster preparedness. Contine to sponsor CERT training on
a quarterly or semi-annual basis. Establish an Emergency Coordinator to organize CERT
resources.

12/11/2021 7:26 PM

1293 Please refer to response to question number 30. 12/11/2021 7:21 PM
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1294 Traffic 12/11/2021 6:52 PM

1295 Clearing storm drain inlets. 12/11/2021 6:10 PM

1296 Less traffic wait time on the roads off 12300 south. 12/11/2021 5:25 PM

1297 Keeping citizens informed. 12/11/2021 4:16 PM

1298 Add sit down restaurants 12/11/2021 3:51 PM

1299 keep a close eye on whats being taught in the riverton schools. keep the garbage out of the
curriculum. property taxes seem abit high.

12/11/2021 3:47 PM

1300 Offer a playground with ADA features such as surfaces that are accessible for a wheel chair. 12/11/2021 3:35 PM

1301 You're doing a great job. Somehow limit the tax breaks that businesses get when coming into
the city.

12/11/2021 3:21 PM

1302 Lowering taxes. 12/11/2021 3:17 PM

1303 More senior events. Community Service from the courts could be set up to help disabled
homeowners and keep our homes and parks clean. Ask our Junior High and High Schools to
come up with ideas to help our community. My granddaughters have a couple of great ideas.

12/11/2021 3:04 PM

1304 I hope Riverton is always improving in all areas. I would like Riverton to be recognized as the
best city in the state. I know this takes lots of money and would hope more stores and offices
could help cover the costs of these improvements.

12/11/2021 2:45 PM

1305 I think you are doing a great job. 12/11/2021 2:45 PM

1306 Listen to the residents and act quickly, let’s make it hard for any criminal activity to even get
started. Hire more law enforcement.

12/11/2021 2:42 PM

1307 Take accountability for the water connections between the parking strip & resident green box.
Your law (don’t dig in parking strip or under sidewalk) and actual expectations (homeowner’s
problem) are in conflict.

12/11/2021 2:40 PM

1308 I think you are doing a great job. 12/11/2021 2:40 PM

1309 secondary water needs to be metered. I pay more for it than our potable water. I do not over
water . my lawn one of first to go yellow but is one of first to go green in spring. longer roots
less run off water and nmo trees blowing over from shallow roots.

12/11/2021 2:32 PM

1310 Fiber internet 12/11/2021 2:19 PM

1311 Don't let UTA Trax run down 12600 S. That would ruin 12600. 12/11/2021 1:57 PM

1312 Reduce secondary water, it was never supposed to cost more than our drinking water, and we
only utilize it 5 months of the year.

12/11/2021 1:52 PM

1313 Allow me to turn on the lights on the pickball courts year round. Right now you turn them off in
the fall, why? There are plenty of nice mornings in the fall that I’d like play and get exercise but
I can’t because you disable the lights.

12/11/2021 1:49 PM

1314 Don't be greedy as you make decisions. Think of the small town feel not the big city tax base 12/11/2021 1:47 PM

1315 More community involvement with budget allocations 12/11/2021 1:40 PM

1316 Road maintenance and water pipe replacement. In the 16 years I have lived here i have had
the water department out for water main leaks multiple times. The pipes clearly are failing I
have seven (7) separate fixes in front of my house most occurring in the last 8 years

12/11/2021 1:19 PM

1317 I like Costco is coming. I like there is a Riverton Youth Council. It would be amazing if the
youth council were to learn about needs in the community and recruit/ match 4-H, Boy Scout,
Girl Scout leadership projects to fulfilling needs of the community. This would be a powerful
opportunity for our entire community. Ideas from this survey could be the starting place for
taking community ideas/ needs and getting the community in. I believe years ago there was
the Mayor's Clean Up Day we're community members went to their parks for organized service
projects in their communities.

12/11/2021 1:04 PM

1318 Clean up islands (126000 s.) and park strips. Don't plant trees and vegetation in the street
islands that do not grow because of the polluting cars. Lower the cost of secondary water OR

12/11/2021 1:04 PM
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improve the quality of water. Do not bring UTA Trax on 126000 South. Widen 2700 W. from
134000 to Bangerter. Lower the cost of the fire and police services.

1319 Stop doing lame stuff - like the abortion statement McKay did. What's that got to with running a
city? Focus on issues - in a non-partisan, forward-thinking way.

12/11/2021 12:29 PM

1320 I do not need return envelopes in my mailed city monthly statement. I have automatic payment
set up and have no need for them. Please save some money by not putting them in for those
that have automatic payment set up. Thanks!

12/11/2021 12:26 PM

1321 Reduce property taxes 12/11/2021 12:14 PM

1322 Better east/west traffic management. Having construction on 2 of the 4 is/was a nightmare. 12/11/2021 12:09 PM

1323 . 12/11/2021 11:31 AM

1324 Fixing curbs and sidewalks 12/11/2021 11:30 AM

1325 My street was missed in the recent road resurfacing. They did all streets around it just missed
my 2/3 of a block. Probably an oversight. Mt Ogden peak drive 141xx block

12/11/2021 11:05 AM

1326 No problems with the government in Riverton. 12/11/2021 11:03 AM

1327 Stop approving dense housing 12/11/2021 10:49 AM

1328 The department that handles code violations. It has been months since I contact S Rowland
and O am not getting any response and nothing is being done.,Come the first of the year , the
news media will be told the story of gross Neglect from this department. Phone calls,
messages are going in answered.

12/11/2021 10:40 AM

1329 Frankly, the online presence of the city is lacking. I take no issue with the old print forms of
delivering city news as that is probably the preferred method of communication for senior
residents, but in general people at least 50 and below are more technically literate than ever
before and might engage more digitally.

12/11/2021 10:16 AM

1330 Offer the city cleanup with green waste piled in the rodeo grounds again. I hurt my back trying
to lift stumps over my head and into the dumpster last year.

12/11/2021 9:39 AM

1331 Use reflective paint for road markings (like virtually every other major city does). 12/11/2021 9:28 AM

1332 People are using the JRP as an off-leash dog park. Here there is no escape for wildlife, birds
as the JRP is surrounded by high traffic roads and highway. Increasing numbers of folks are
riding heavy electric bikes at high speeds on the JRP. This puts kids, the elderly, and horses
at risk for being hit with a heavy motorized vehicle moving at speeds upward of 25 miles per
hour. Guess who gets hurt. Get some safe rules of the road in place before more of us are hurt
and enforce them!

12/11/2021 9:15 AM

1333 Better road maintenance ie. 2700 West 12/11/2021 9:09 AM

1334 Nothing I'm aware of 12/11/2021 8:11 AM

1335 If you wanted to see water waste, Riverton City parks are the worst. The Monarch Meadows
Park has sprinklers that spray half way across the streets in the morning, obstructing streets
and sidewalks with rivers of wasted water running down the curbs. Also, the city WASTES
vast sums of money re-coating neighborhood roads with slurry! It's worthless! ALL the cracks
in the pavement in the neighborhood streets come back within 4 months! Someone has duped
the city into thinking our roads need to be slurried, but they don't! Other paved asphalt
surfaces never need it! Stop wasting tax payer funds on worthless slurry coating that does
nothing to extend life of the payment or seal cracks--it always fails within months of application
and I've lived on these streets for enough decades to see the irrefutable evidence that it does
nothing and is a complete waste. The contractors who sell those services has city planner
fooled. I can show you the results compared to non-coated roads. Stop the waste. Crack down
on nuisance dogs/barking, yank out the water wasting sprinklers in the parks that water the
streets, and no more slurry coating. And no more high density future ghettos! Quality of life
here has declined dramatically due to high density.

12/10/2021 10:48 PM

1336 I see a lot of petty crime lately. A lot of breaking into cars. Do we need more police offices or
street lights?

12/10/2021 9:59 PM

1337 Water conservation - quit putting in park strips that need to be watered, water parks grass at 12/10/2021 9:46 PM
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night-not in the middle of the day. Maybe instead of free water for the city, having to pay for it
would shine a light on a uses and waste in the system. Road construction-planning further into
the future so we don’t have to pay to redo intersections, business accesses etc. I know 11400
S isn’t Riverton but it was just recently completed and it’s out of date already and the costs to
tear out the center of the road landscaping so 2 traffic lanes could be added will be high. Just
like 12600-13400 S and Bangerter. When the sw part of the valley is the only place you have to
build, you have to plan for it in ADVANCE.

1338 Do not neglect the west side. There are very few amenities for people living west of Bangerter.
Either create l more amenities on the west or let Herriman annex/buy everything west of
Bangerter.

12/10/2021 9:37 PM

1339 Fiber internet 12/10/2021 9:36 PM

1340 . 12/10/2021 9:02 PM

1341 Give less speeding tickets. 12/10/2021 8:57 PM

1342 Being a facilitator of of what people would like to to, making spaces like parks available but not
filling the role as community entertainment providers.

12/10/2021 8:54 PM

1343 ***Honestly, with the rapid growth of Riverton and no sign of it slowing down, it would be great
to be more informed of City Council meeting agendas like “Next meeting to discuss adding a
Trax Line down the middle of 126th street” and also the outcome of these meetings if we
cannot attend, “Council approved a large outlet mall development to begin immediately at
134th and Bangerter” Otherwise keep on rocking in the middle of our explosive growth. :)

12/10/2021 7:55 PM

1344 Stop violating the Sherman Antitrust Act (referencing secondary water billing). Hire a parking
enforcement officer during winter months or maybe another temporary patrol officer to help out.

12/10/2021 7:51 PM

1345 Delivering the Riverton Journal Newspaper? I have never seen this, guessing someone is
pocketing the money and not printing anything since I have never heard of it or seen it.

12/10/2021 7:38 PM

1346 Working together, comunncation, being fair. 12/10/2021 7:08 PM

1347 Less condensed housing being built 12/10/2021 6:58 PM

1348 Police awareness nights. 12/10/2021 6:20 PM

1349 Keep us informed of events. I’ve seen more of this in the last couple of years and been
attending more events as a result.

12/10/2021 6:08 PM

1350 Pass an ordinance against door to door soliciting. Enforce it. 12/10/2021 6:06 PM

1351 Riverton City currently requires businesses to register with the city for a license. They can no
longer charge a fee for this service. However, it does charge a late fee if the registration is not
done timely. There has to be significant expense (hardware, software, licensing, maintenance,
etc.) even if it is outsourced, making this a net loss. Drop the registration, its fees, and
overhead. This will encourage business to want to come to Riverton and be a savings for the
residents of Riverton.You want a business listing? Go to the State and generate a report.

12/10/2021 5:52 PM

1352 Building codes suck and don't seem to be consistent and seem out dated. No common sense
when it comes to adding a garage etc. You need to look at each situation and just make it so
cut and dried by someone that really doesn't have a clue in building something safe, strong
and better than the codes. If you are going to force building codes then it better be the same if
you are on the same street or next one over and have 1/2 an acre 3/4 or 1. Enforce junky,
hoarder homes & lots. Parking on street to close to corners isn't it a min of 30 feet especially
in the winter not parking.

12/10/2021 5:44 PM

1353 Nothing I’m very happy as a resident of Riverton! 12/10/2021 5:44 PM

1354 I don’t have any complaints. 12/10/2021 5:40 PM

1355 The world is becoming more digital, and it makes sense that the city government would move
more and more in that direction. However, I don't think that means that we have no need for
direct mailer postcards or other communications. I do believe that the printed calendar can go
away with only an online version. And, please. please, don't try to turn Riverton into Draper or
Herriman! If I wanted to live there--that's where I would have bought a house. I like that
Riverton has a more cozy small town feel.

12/10/2021 5:26 PM
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1356 N/a 12/10/2021 5:21 PM

1357 Neighborhood streets are horrible!!! My street hasn’t been redone since I moved here 22 years
ago besides a sealant 5 years ago. Pot holes, no cross walks painted, sidewalks that are
terrible due to tree roots uplifting the cement. Who should be checking this stuff??? I tried to
leave VM messages with the street dept and the mailbox is full not accepting messages. How
frustrating is that??? We can do so much better!!!!

12/10/2021 5:07 PM

1358 Access to the neighborhood off Trestle lane, would provide better emergency services and
spread the travel into the neighborhood

12/10/2021 4:44 PM

1359 PLEASE, PLEASE improve the median landscape along 12600 South between Redwood Road
and the Draper boarder. This is an absolute embarrassment for our city and the mayor and city
council should be ashamed of how awful this looks as the main corridor and entrance to our
city. The landscape to the south and north of this section is equally as bad and should be a
project with prioritization in 2022.

12/10/2021 4:28 PM

1360 Making Riverton city a beautiful place to live. Improve police so people can walk on roads a be
safe. Children can cross roads at schools and be safe. Check with public more frequently such
as this survey to get input.

12/10/2021 4:27 PM

1361 With everything that is going on family should be prioritized and bring the community together.
The mayor has done a great job and I will be voting him in again.

12/10/2021 4:21 PM

1362 Customer service at the city offices is terrible. No one cares. They look irritated that you are
there. Most the time no one can help because everyone left early…

12/10/2021 4:19 PM

1363 Planning for the future generation. Please keep our kids in mind. 12/10/2021 4:13 PM

1364 Get the secondary water fees lowered to be more comparable to Weber Water. They only pay
once a year and it is almost half of what we pay and we pay for it year round

12/10/2021 4:13 PM

1365 Come down hard on the county to ensure that our creeks our clear of debris to avoid flooding.
With Olympia Hills going in, I want to make the county responsible and accountable for flood
mitigation and infrastructure to ensure our creeks don’t flood. This is a must!

12/10/2021 4:11 PM

1366 Would be nice to have glass recycling drop off container on east side of Riverton 12/10/2021 4:05 PM

1367 Something I appreciated was having some representatives at the summer functions in the
park. You had a booth and were very open to talking about what the city was doing now and
going forward with utility costs etc.

12/10/2021 4:02 PM

1368 I think they are doing a great job for the most part. 12/10/2021 3:52 PM

1369 Slow down the building of high density apartments 12/10/2021 3:46 PM

1370 Not sure 12/10/2021 3:38 PM

1371 A little better notice I’m starting and stopping of the secondary water 12/10/2021 3:07 PM

1372 Encouraging pandemic response by citizens. 12/10/2021 2:55 PM

1373 Refer to question 31. 12/10/2021 2:50 PM

1374 fiber internet please :) 12/10/2021 2:45 PM

1375 I'm interested in xeriscaping options that the city would assist with or support. 12/10/2021 2:31 PM

1376 I can’t say enough, please don’t cram the city to the max with people. We don’t wanna live in a
place like LA or anything even close. Please make better decisions when it comes to using our
space. Life is stressful enough without overcrowding.

12/10/2021 2:27 PM

1377 We are not given enough time to pay water bills before a late fee is assessed. If we happen to
be out of town for a couple of weeks or something then there's no way to pay it on time.

12/10/2021 2:23 PM

1378 I have nothing to comment on here. 12/10/2021 2:10 PM

1379 As stated above, go digital and separate from the UFA. 12/10/2021 1:38 PM

1380 Doing great! Thanks for this survey! 12/10/2021 1:33 PM

1381 Honestly, less 'extra' services and more 'core services'. I was at a council meeting a few years 12/10/2021 1:01 PM
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ago when a guy stood up and said, "The city doesn't need to provide pony rides for my kids".
That was funny, yet very insightful. I'd rather have someone patrolling the stop sign by my
house or spend public money on supporting locally owned businesses instead of increasing the
events around Town Days.

1382 Keep community growth under control by more affordable homes 12/10/2021 12:44 PM

1383 It would be nice to have an identifiable themed City Center, but the previous administration
blew it by allowing the current city center to become high density housing. What were they
thinking? Frankly, it is a bit embarrassing. Instead of creating a quaint little city are have
created a dull bedroom community. If we have city planning why isn’t there noticeable planning
and execution.

12/10/2021 12:41 PM

1384 It would be nice to have an identifiable themed City Center, but the previous administration
blew it by allowing the current city center to become high density housing. What were they
thinking? Frankly, it is a bit embarrassing. Instead of creating a quaint little city are have
created a dull bedroom community. If we have city planning why isn’t there noticeable planning
and execution.

12/10/2021 12:40 PM

1385 Traffic 12/10/2021 12:05 PM

1386 Secondary water is full of shells. Causes problems with my sprinkler filters. 12/10/2021 11:05 AM

1387 See above issue with getting unkempt properties cleaned up 12/10/2021 10:42 AM

1388 The city council does not value citizen input regarding zoning changes. Developers get
whatever they want. Council meetings are nothing more than window dressing. Government
should obey the will of the people.

12/9/2021 8:53 PM




